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RETRAINING OF DISPLACED WORKERS

TUESDAY, NV .31, 1984

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC STABILIZATION,

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant io notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room
2220, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary_ Rose Oakar pre-
siding.

Present: Representatives Vent*, Oakar, Coyne, Levin, TOrres,
Shumway, and Wortley.

Ms. OAKAR. The subcommittee will-come to order.
The House Banking Economic Stabilization Subcommittee is

holding hearings today on an issue critical to our Natjon's ability
to remain competitivejob retraining. I asked for this hearing be-
cause of the importance of examining the linkage between industri-
al competitiveness and retraining.

The Economic Stabilization Subcommittee hati held extensive
hearings over the past year on how to make American industry
tompetitive at home and abroad. I want today to explore, in a bi-
partisan manner, innovative approaches to job retraining that will
allow our Nation's workers to contribute fully to this effort. I
would like to give special thanks to Chairman LaFalce for the op-
portunity to examine this issue.

Retraining and industrial competitiveness go hand-in-hand. To
remain competidve, American businesses must utilize state-of-the-
art equipment and produLtion methods. At the same time, Ameri-
can workers must be able to adapt to the new equipment and pro-
duction techniques. This places great burdens and responsibilities
on business and labor. New approaches are required to assist both
business and labor and our Nation as a whole.

The issues we are addressing today are of great concern to the
Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition, which comprises over
200 Members Jf Congress, and in particular, to its Task Force on
Employment and Training which I cochair with Representative
Sherwood Boehlert of New York.

The Coalition, whose members represent our Nation's industrial
heartland, has devoted the past year-and-a-half to examining the
changes in American industry and the American workplace and
ways to prer are our country and our region for the future. Last
year, it held hearings in seven cities on various aspects of this
problem. The Coalition then convened a national conference last
October on Shaping the Workforce of the Future. Following the
conference, ;;,t established the Task Force on Employment and

(1)
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Training to develop and work for the adoption of the employment
and training agenda for the next several years.

The goal of all of us today is to ease the adjustment of business
and labor to the profound' transformation the Ameridan economy is
undergoing. Old mainstayndustries are shrinking and adopting.
new production methods. Neiv induStries are emerging which re:
quire new skills. These changes are placing great demand on
American workers. We see these changes in the scaling back of the
steel and automobile industries, in the increased-use of robots and
computers in those old industries, in the growth of high technology
industries, and in the great expansion of jobs in the service sector
of nur economy.

These changes have been occurring at a time when the U.S.
economy has experienced a very severe recession. While the econo-
my has been recovering, the recovery has been stronger in some re-.
gions than in others.

In my home State of Ohio, for example, cp.covery has lagged and
the unemployment rate is still higher than the national rate. This
lag is also seen in other Midwestern States, and in poCkets in other
States around the country. Thus, jobs remain as critical an issue as
training. Jobs and training cannot be separated. Many of the new
jobs being created today require new skills. These new skills can
only be acquired through training. Job creation and retraining are
the keys to rebuilding the U.S. economy. If enough good jobs can be
created in a timely manner and if American workers can be pre-
pared for those jobs, then we can make the economic changes tljiat
we must with speed, grace, and confidence.

Today's hearing will examinekthe actions that are necessary to
ensure that American workers are equipped with appropriate
sk"ls.

Our region end our Nation must assure that they are never
caught short again. A recent report by Cleveland's Ameritrust Cor-
poration on the Midwest's economic outlook put its finger on our
most critical needkeeping our workers up-to-date.

As the Economic Stabilization Subcommittee considers the jobs
and training issue, it Must remember that workers will have sever-
al jobs throughout their lifetime, something we seem to have for -
gott in the past. Training and retraining are thus essential and
go hid-in. hand with job creation. We need concrete, well-thought-:

out programs to give workers the means to get this retraining.
These programs must provide workers with the security to adapt to
change. They must also assure that our workers will no longer find
the future frightening.

I have first-hand experience with this problem. I have visited,
along with my colleagues on the Coalition Task Force, factories and
training facilities and have met with people on the frontline of job
training. We have visited many facilities in one region, including
the Polaris Joint Vocational Center in Greater Cleveland, one of
Ohlo's outstanding vocational training facilities. I spoke with many
unemployed workers who were unable to receive needed retraining
simply because they could not afford the $1,000 tuition.

I wan'. to add here that we le^ al our visit that the Polaris
Center aas a tremendous recora of placing workers in jobs after
they co.npleted their training program. Whenever they retrained

6
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people, the job was out there waiting for them. Without the train-
ing, they could not get the job., 3

The visit convinced me of the need for programs and initiatives
that will make sure that workers will be able to receive the train-ing to allow tIkein to get the new skills that their jobs will require.One program is the National Individual Training Account Act of1984rm. 4832which two of my colleagues, Dick Durbin and
Sherry Boehlert, will discuss today. The bill was introduced earlierthis year by the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition and its,Taslc Force on Employment and Training. This bill would allowworkers to set up a tax-sheltered savings account to pay for neededretraining. It is the type of innovative, result-oriented programthat will make retraining available to workers. It is the type of co-
operative, long-term approach that the times call for. It is the typeof program that provides the security to adapt to change.

The ITA addresses an important facet of the job problem. Other
initiatives )are needed to address the problem on a broad front.There are other very fine bills that my colleagues have introducedthat we will also be discussing today.

Thus, we face this critical need to develop innovative programsfor retraining. We need to examine the problem.
I would really be remiss if I did not thank,the staff of the North-east-Midwest Coalition as well as the staff of this subcommittee

and my own staff for the excellent.work they have done.
I want to pay special recognition to my colleagues on the otherside of the aisle, Nancy Johnson and Bill Clinger. They have alsodone very, very thoughtful work on this issue, and we are veiyhappy that they are here as well.
[Ms. Oakar's opening statement follows:]

Ch
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STATZMENTOPC,ONGREBOWOMANMIAIROSZOAKAR

THE SUBCOMMITTEE WILL COME,TO ORDER.

THE HOUSE RANKING ECONOMIC STABILIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE' IS

HOLDING HEARINGS TODAY ON AN ISSUE CRITICAL TO CUR NATION'S

ABIC ?TY TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE -- JOB RETRAINING. 1ASKED FiR

THIS HEARING BECAOE OF THE IMPORTANCE OF EXAMINING THE LINKAGE 1

BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS AND RETRAINING.

THE ECONOMIC STABILIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE HAS HELD EXTENSIVE

HEARINGS OVER WE PAST YEAR+ON HOW TO MAKE AMERICAN INDUSTRY

COMPETITIVE AT HOME AND ABROAD, I WANT TODAY TO EXPLORE

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO JOB RETRAINING THAT WILL ALLOW OpR

NATION'S WORKERS TO CONTRIBUTE,FULLY TO THIS EFFORT. I wOUI.0

LIKE TO GIVE SPECIAL THANKS TO CHAIRMAN LAFALCE FOR THE OEF'CPTUNITY

To. EXAMINE THIS ISSUE.

'RETRAINING ANO INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIVENESS GO HAND-IN-HND.

To REMAIN COMPETITIVE, AMERICAN BUSINESSES MUST UTILIZE STATE-'t'

THE-ART EOUIPmENTANO PRODUCTION METHODS. AT TAE SAME TIME,

AMERICAN WORKERS MUST BE ABLE TO ADAPT TO THE NEW EQUIPMENT Mw

PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES. THIS PLACES GREAT BURDENS AND RESPONSIBIL-

ITIES ON BUSINESS AND LABOR, NEW APPROACHES ARE REQUIRED TO

ASSIST BOTH BUSINESS AND LABOR AND OUR NATION AS A WHOLE.

THE ISSUES WE ARE ADDRESSING'TODAY'ARE OF GREAT CONCERN TO

THE NORTHEAST-MIDWEST CONGRESSIONAL COALITION AND, IN PARTICULAR, ,

, TO ITS TASK FORCE ONIMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING WHICH I CO-CHAIR

REP. SHERwOODBOEHLERT OFJIEW YORK.

THECOALITION, WHOSE MEMBERS REPRESENT OUR NATION'S INDu,,THAL

1



HEARTLAND, HAS DEVUTED'THE PAST YEAR AND A RALF 171q.E%AMINING

THE CHANGES IN AMERICAN INDUA.RY AND THE AMERICAN WORKFLticCAD

WAYS TO PREPARE OUR COUNTRY AND OUR REGIOr. FOR THE FUTUR4

LAST YE.AR,411. HELD HEARING; IN SEVEN CITIES ON VARIOUS ASPECTS

OF THIS PROBLEM, THE COATION THEM^CONVENED A NATIONAL CON-

FERENCE-LAST OCTOBER ON SHAPING & WORKFORCE OF THE PUTURE,

FOLLOWING THE CONFERENCE, IT ESTABLISHED THE TASK FORCE ON

EMPLOYMENT.AND TRAINING TO DEVELOP AND WORK FOR THE ADOPTION OF
£

THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AGENDA FOR THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS

THE GOAL OF ALL OF. Lip TODAY IS TO EASE THE ADJUSTMENT OF

BUSINESS AND LABOR TO THE PROFOUND TRANSFORMATION THE AMERIeN

ECOADMY IS UNDERGOING. OLD MAINSTAY INDUSTRIES ARE SHRINKING AND

ADOPTING NEW PRODUCTION METHODS. NEW INDUSTRIES ARE EMERGING

wHIcH REQUIRE NEW SKILLS.. THESE CHANGES AROP.DACIpG GREAT DEMANDS.

ON AMERICAN WORKERS. WE SEE THESE CHANGES IN THE SCALING BACK

OF THE STEEL AND AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRIES, IN THE INCREASED USE OF

ROBOTS AND COMPUTERS IN illsE OLD INDUSTRIES, IN THE GROWTH OF

HIGH %CHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, AND AN THE GREAT EXPANSION OF JOBS IN

THE SERVICE SECTOR OF OUR ECONOMY.

THESE CHANGES HAVE BEEN OCCURRING AT A TIME WHEN THE'U.S.

ECONOMY HAS EXP IENCED.,/TS 6ORST RECESSION IN OVER-40 YEAPS.

WHILE THE ECONOMY AS BEEN RECOV ERING,'THE RECOVERY HAS BEEN

STRONGER IN SOME REGIONS THAN IN OTHERS.

[HY HUME SlATE OF OHIO, FOR EXAMPLE, RECOVERY HAS tAqED

AND THE UNEMPLOYMENT RATE IS STILL HIGHER THAN THE NATIONAL

a
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11 '. THIS LA IS AL,SO 'SEEN IN OTHER MIDWESTERN STATES;,;. THUS, FOR
. .. .

THE MIDWEST,, JOBS REMAIN AS CRITICAL AN ISSUE AS TRAINING,
..,

JOBS AND TRAINiNGTANNOT BE SEPARATED. 'MANY OF,THE'NE4
.

.t.

4.

e
JOBS BEING CREATED tODAY REQUIRE NEW SKILLS, THESE NEW SKILLS

,

CAN ONLY BE ACQUIRED THROUGH TRAININt.,, JOB CREATION AND
. .

, .

'RETRAINNG ARE. THE KEYS-TO R(BUILDING THE U.S. ECONOMY, IF
.

E140u5H GOOD /JOB, CAN BE CREATED IN A.TIMELY'MANNER AND IF AMERICAN

ECONOMIC CH 1GES IHAT WE MUST wITH SPEfD, GRACE ANOT.CONFIDENCe....

'WORKERS C4N BE PREPARED FOR THOSE JOBS, THEN.4 CAN MAKE THE':

.

,

TODAY'S H,EABING WILL1EXAMINE THE ACTIONS THAT WILL BE
. .1

NECESSARY TO INsekE THAT AMERICAN WORKERS ARE EOUIPPE WITH "

APPROPRIATE SKILLS. 4

- OUR REGION AND OUR NATION MUST ASSURE THAT THEY ARE NEvETT

CuGHT SHORT AGAIN. A RECENT REPORT BY CLEVELAND'S AMERITRUST -

CORPORATION ON THE MIDWEST'S ECONOMIC OUTLOOK PUT ITS FINGER ON

OUR MUST CRITICAL NEED KEEPING OUR WORKERS UP-TO-DATE.

As THE ECONOMIC STABILIZATION SUBCOMMITTEE CONSIDERS THE

JOBS AND TRAINING ISSUE, IT MUST REMEMBER THAT WORKERS WILL HAVE

SEvERIAL JOBS THROUGHOUT THEIR LIFETIME. TRAINING AND RETRAINING

ARE THUS ESSENTIAL AND GO HAND-IN-HAND WITH JOB CREATION. WE

NEED CONCRETE, WELL-CHOuGHT-OUT PROGRAMS TO G?VE WORKERS THE MEANS

TO GET THIS RETRAINING. THESE PROGRAMS MUST PROVIDE WORKERS

WITH THE SECURITY TO ADAPT TO CHANGE. THEY MUST ALSO ASSURE THAT

OUR WORKERS WILL NO LONGER FIND THE FUTURE FRIGHTENING.

I HAVE FIRST-HAND EXPERIENCE WITH THIS PROBLEM, I HAVE

VISITED, ALONG WITH mYCOLLEAGuES oN,THE- COALITION TASK FORCE,

FACTORIES AND TRAINING FACILITIES AND HAvE MET WITH PEOPLE ON

10
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FROWLINi. OF JOB tRAINING.. IN GREATER
6
'CLEVElliAND.

2I

. ,

,VISITED.THEITZVITS JOINT VOCATIONAL CENTER, ONE CF OHIOsisOUT-,
.

STANDING VOCAtIONAL TRAINING FACILITIES. I SPOKE WITH MANY

'UNEMPLOYED WORKERS WWWEAJONABLE TO RECEIVVNEEDED RETRAINING
11* ,..

'SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY COUO.NOT AFFORD. THE 11.UUU TUITION,
..

''
. v THe VISfT(tONVINCED MEOP THE NEfD FOR PliOGRAMS AND
e

'44... f

INITIATIVES' HAT WILL MALE SURE THAT WORKE44ILL BE ABLE TO
.4 I r to,'

4. RtCEIVE THE TRA/NING"k ALLOW THEM-TO GET THE NEW SKILLS THAT

THEIR.JaIS WILL REQUIRES
N

A -

Aiw
.

PROGRAM IS TH NATIONAL INDIVIDUAL TRAINING ACCOUNT ACT

" OF 1984(N0. 432.) wrvcH TWO OF MY COLLEAGUES, DICK DORBININD
4 .

SHERRY DOEHCERT, WILL DISCUSS TODAY. THE BILL .WAS INTRODUCED

EARLIER THIS YEAR BY THE NORTHEASTMrDWEST CONGRESSIONAL

COALITION AND ITS TASK FORCE ON EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, THIS

BILL WOULD ALLOW WORKERS TO SET UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT TO PAY.FOR

NEEDED RETRAINING/ IT IS THE TYPE OF0PNOVATIVei RESULT-ORIENTED

PROGRAM THAT Wr6. MAKE RFTRAININd AVAILABLE TO WORKERS. IT IS

. THE TYPE OF COOPERATIVE, LONG-TERM,APPROACH THAT THE TIMES tALL

IT IS THE TYPE OF PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES TUE SECURITY TO
0

ADAPT TO tNANGE.

THE !TA ADDRESSES AN IMPORTANT FACET OF THE JOBPROBLEM.

OTHER INI;.1ATIVES ARE NEEDED TO ADDRESS THE,PROBLEM ON A BROAD

'FRONT. ONE WOULD BE THE CREATION OF°A TRULY NATIONAL JOBS BANK

THAT WOULD HELP.WORKERS FIND JOBS. 'THIS BANK SHOULDIE USED..

BY THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY. AND HAVE ALL.TYPES OF JOBS INCLUDED.

THE PROBLEM WE FACE TODAY IS4THAT ONLY 21 STATES HAVCAI*TOMATED

26,



JOBS BANKS AND THAT THERE IS No STANDARDIZED METHOD OF IDENTIFYING
1.0

NEW OCCUPATIONS OR SLIMMiATINc, OBSOLETE ONES, MOREOVER, ThERE IS

NO METHOD FOR ANTICIPATING CHANGING LABOR NEEDS WITHIN AND

BETWEEN INDUSTRIES.

WE NEED TO. IMPROVE' THE PUBLIC'S VIEW OF THE EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE AND ENCOURAGE JObSEEKERSAND EMPLOYERS TO USE ITS

SERVICES. MOREOVER, WE NEED TO ENSURE STEADY FUNDING FOR THE

PROGRAM 'AND' wORK TOWARDS AN ON-LINE COMPUTER SYSTEM THAT WOULD

LINK TERMINALS IN STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES.% A NATIONAL

COMPUTER, THUS FROVIDING INSTANTANEOUS INFORMATION ON ALL JO4

'OPENINGS.

WE NEED To EXAMINE HOW TO REMOVE OBSTACLES It. THE UNEMPLOYMENT

INSuRA4E SYSTEM TO WORKERS RECEIVING TRAINING. TODAY, MANY

STATES PROHIBIT OR MAKE IT VERY DIFFICULT FOR.DISPLACED WORKERS

TO PARTICIPATE IN\TRAINING PROGRAMS AT THE SAME TIME THEY ARE
0

RECEIVING utifMF.OYM"tof PFUEFITS. THIS IS COUNTER PRODUCTIVE,

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SHOULD NOT BE A BARRIER TO AN INDIVIDUAL

GETTING RETRAMING THAT\wILL LIVE HIM OR HER A NEW JOB WITH A

rUTuRE.

MANY'DISPLACED WORKERS NEED RETRAINING TO BE COMPETENT IN

NEWLY CREATED JOBS OR.MORE TRADITIONAL JOBS WHICH HAVE INCORPORATED

NEW TECHNOLOGIES. YET MOST OF THE UNEMPLOYED, MANY WITH

FAMILIES TO FEED AND MORTGAGES TO PAY, CANNOT AFFORD TO FORGO

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE IN ORDER TO GET RETRAINING. OUR-GOAL

MUST BE TO DC EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO GET PEOPLE PERMANENTLY

BACK TO WORK.

1.2
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IT IS IMPORTANT THAT BUSINESS, LABOR AND CONGRESS WORK TOGETHER

TO DEVELOP NEW APPROACHES TO JOB TRAINING AND HELPING DISPLACED

WORKERS FIND NEW JOBS. THE COALITION'S TASK FORCE ON EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING RECOGNIZES THAT WE ARE BREAKING NEW GROUND.WITH THE ITA

BILL.AND OTHER INITIATIVES. WE RECOGNIZE THAT A CONSENSUS IS NEEDED

TOALLOw LABOR, BUSINESS AND CONGRESS TO MOVE FORWARD WITH THESE NEW

APPROACHES.

To FORGE THIS CONSENSUS, mtmSERS OF THE TASK FORCE AND L HAVE

HELP INITIAL MEETINGS WITH BUSINESS AND LABOR TO GET THEIR SUGGESTIONS

AND VIEWS. WE LOOK FORWARD TO FUTURE MEETINGS.

P OUR WITNESSES THIS MORNING WILL DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF RETRAINING,

FROM SEVERAL PERSPECTIVES AND THE NEW APPROACHES THAT ARE REQUIRED TO

MAKE RETRAINING AN INTEGRAL PART OF TKE EFFORT TO ACHIEVE INDUSTRIAL

COMPETITIVENESS.

Ms. OAKAR. So without .further ado, I would like to ask Mr.
Shumway, the ranking minority member, if he\ has an opening
statement.

Mr. SHUMWAY. Thank you, Madam Chairman. \I would like to
join you today in welcoming the distinguished panel of witnesses
whose testimony, I am sure, will prove to be very helpful to the
subject of the displaced worker and our economic system and the
appropriate role of the private and public sectors in equipping its
citizens with the replacement skills they need to work productively
within our economy.

I think we all agree there is a subject of great concern to us. We
haVe had many hearings and debates in this subcommittee and
elsewhere on the subject of competitiveness, industrial policy, and
generally the change in the work force in America today.

While we focus on these subjects, I think it is going to be impor-
tant for us to try to strike some balance that will keep our econom-
ic recovery alive, and yet make the moat productive use of our Na-
tion's capital and our Nation's physical industrial structure and its
work force.

No doubt the debate will continue as to. ;the Federal role in and
the most effective means by which to, encourage the physical mod-
ernization and competitiveness of our industries.

But I believe there is universal agreement on the need to better
educate and train the industrial work force, particularly the dis-
placed worker and the worker whose job may give way to the ad-
vances of technology. .

However, from the profusion of proposals that have been offered
and that will continue to be suggested in this regard, the task of
the Congress will bevto identify those which offer real hope at an
acceptable price of meeting identifiable needs.

tel
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Further, it seem"; to me any initiatives in the areas of reeduca-
tion and retraining must out of marketplace realities involve pri-
vate sector commitment. Without industry involved in this process,
by both business and the work force, our economy cannot and will
not be able to meet head on the forces dictated by market de-
mands.

Madam Chairman, I ask unaniniLous consent to present my entire
etatement.in the record and to revise and extend my remarks.

Ms. OAKAR. Without objection. Thank you very much.
[The full text of Mr. Shumway's opening statement follows:]

14
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Statement of tne Honorable Norman D. Shumway

July 31, 1984

Madam Chairman,. Members of the Subcommittee: I would like to join
you today in welcoming our distinguished panel of witnesses whose
testimony, I an sure, will pro to be illuminating on the subjects
of the displaced worker in oil: sconomic system, and the appropriate
role of the private and public sectors in equipping its citizens
with the replacement skills they need to work productively within
our economy. I think we can all agree that this is a subject of
great concern to us. Yet, must also recognize that it is inextricably
linked to and the result of the dynamic forces which have caused our
nation's economy to develop, grow and ultimately, to change.

Members of this Subcommittee are all too aware of the current
public policy debate on U.S. industrial competitiveness, U.S.
economic policy alternatives, and on proposals for a specifically
donned U.S. industrial policy. While the outcome of that debate
has not been reached, I do know that other factors, such as high
federal budget deficits, togeZher with high interest rates, are
endangering the future growth of this nation's economy, undermining
the ability of American industry to compete in world markets, and
exacerbating the adjustmenz of necessary structural changes in our
economy.

Having paid the prfee for wringing a stubborn inflation of 15 years
in the making out of our economy, we must now walk a very fine line
to sustain the ongoing economic recovery in a vigorous and stable
fashion to allow us to address our major structural problems, while
not being so bouyant.as to risk a resurgence of inflation. Perhaps
the most critical issue emerging in the context of this debate is
how our nation's economy can absorb and successfully adjust to change,
within both our production and human resources. We have already made
the successful transition from an economy and workforce based on
agriculture to an economic structure based on manufacturing. Today,
we are undergoing another structural adjustment in the composition
of American industry as U.S. investment shifts from the traditional
manufacturing sectors to new types of high-technology and services
industries. This structural adjustment reflects an ongoing process
in modern market economies; that is, the need to respond to market
signals as well as to invest in areas of stable return, and to do
so in the most efficient and competitive manner.

The dilemma posed by -- and the cost of -- structural adjustment of
our economic system, is the change in the job/skill mix of cnr work-
force and the resulting displacement of workers whose existing jobs
are not obsolete and whose skills are inadequate to fill new jobs
available in the market.

15
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Sustaining a sound economic system which will continue to be compe-
titive will, in my mind, entail capital investment to modernize and
make productive not only our nation's physical industiial structure
but also its workforce. While the debate will continue as to the
federal role in and the most effective means by which to encourage
the physical modernization and competitiveness of our industries,
I believe there is universal agreement on the need to better educate
and train the industrial workforce, particularly the displaced
worker and the worker whose job may give way to the advances of
technology. However, from4the profusion of proposals that have
been offered and that will continue to be suggested in this regard,
the task of the Congress will be to identify those which offer real
hope at an acceptable price of meeting identifiable needs. Further,
any initiatives in the area of reeducation and eptraining must, out
of marketplace realities, involve private sector commitment. With-
out industry involvement in this process -- by both business and
the workforce -- our economy cannot and will not be Abletb meet
head-on the forces dictated by market demands.

p1
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Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Coyne.
Mr. COYNE. I have no,qtatement.
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Wortley.
Mr. WORTLEY. I have no statement at this time.
Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Torres.
Mr. TORRES. No statement, Madam Chairman.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank yOu.
Out first witnesses are our colleagues. I am convinced that if we

are ever going, to get anything done in the area of training and re-
training or new approaches, it has to be done on a bipartian basis.

So I am very happy to have here today Representatives' Dick
Durbin, Sherwood Boehlert, Nancy Joh,nson, and William Clinger.
If they would please come up.

I would like to yield to Mr. Wortley:
Mr. WORTLEY. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would tike to welcome my very distinguished colleague, Sher-

wood Boehlert, a gentleman with whom I share many common in-
terests. We have common boundary lines.

,Sherry is a very able, articulate, creative and effective Member
of the House of Represeritatives. We welcome you here this morn-
ing aincl look forward to your testimony.

114f. BOEHLERT. Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
Dick, if you would like to begin, as the major sponsor of ope of

'the bills.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD J. DURBIN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Mr. DURBIN. Thank you very much. I want to thank you as a col-
league who has worked very hard on this concept and dutifully to
make certain that we have increased the number of sponsors to the
point now where there are 75 cosponsors of H.R. 4832, the National
Individual Training Account Act.

I might add, as has been noted earlier, this is a true bipartisan
effort. I think that is the real strength behinds it.

I should start any statement in relation to the Individual Train-
ing Account by paying homage to Pat Choate, who sits behind me,
who was the inspiration for this concept and, frankly, got me start-
ed thinking as to how we might implement it and make it a worth-
while program.

And then, of course, I believe credit must be given to the North-
ea0-Midwest Coalition, Avh:-.11 provided both resources, energy and
the kind of input that has been absolutely essential for developing
this legislation.

What has been interesting is what might have started out as a
Midwestu-n idea or an Eastern idea based on some of our ...conomic
problems has now attracted cosponsorsorship from ac oss the
Nation. Because no matter what part of the country you n ight live
in or the state of your economy, everyone is going to face to some
degree this very problem and have to grapple with it.

I want to thank ydu for this hearing today. I believe for many
people it will be their first opportunity to hear about the Individ-
ual Training Account..

:37 791 f)
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I have a statement to submit for the record, and I would like to \
summarize some of the major, points this morning.

Although we are experiencing an economic recovery- in some \parts of tine country, we are now seeing that this mass historic
shift id the structure of our economy, and the decline of employ-
ment in basic industries such as steel, the rise of new industries,
and the movements of firms to overseas locations, the penetration
of U.S. markets by foreign companies are the most visible signs of
these changes.

These economic shifts are irreversible. No Government policy
can spare American orkers and industries from. the need to adaptto new realities.

However, we can make the adaptation less painful than it is
now. Worker displacement is high in many regions of the country,
making some kind of adjustment assistance a necessity.

As we look back in current-memory in this century, possibly the
most successful program which we have had in our Nation's histo-
ry in retraining workers and preparing them for new opportunities
was the GI bill of rights.

As I travel across my district, some 99 town meetings I have had,
and talk about the GI bill of rights, *without exception, someone
will nod their head in the audience, yes, they went to school be-
cause of the GI bill of rights or their father did

It touched so many people. in a very positive way. We have to ask
ourselves whether or not our commitment to the GI bill after
World War II is being matched today, in our commitment to train-
ing and retraining workers.

I cannot really say there is an objective criteria that is necessari:
ly going to indicate whether we are meeting this need. But\there is
one statistic I would like to share with you.

The GI bill in 1949, the,. peak year of that program, called for
spending $2.7 billion-1 percent of our gross national product was
used for upgrading our work force, primarily the returning veter-
an. In 1984, we are spending, in the sum total of our training pro-
gram for people, to get them back to work, give them a chance, a
total of about $4 to $5 billion.

If we were spending the same 1 percent of the gross natiorial
product that we spent on the GI bill in 1949, we would. have to
spend $30 billion today. The amount of money we are spending as a
nation for everyone's problems in comparison to the GI bill is only
ne-sixth or one-seventh of the commitment we made in 1949 in
relative comparison statistics.

TY. 'rogram, I think, is important for several reasons. I think it
is r

A. us could devise a program that would call for massive
Federal spending to meet a massive problem.. But the point is with
the deficit of $200 billion that is a .waste of time.

It is not going to be passed or enacted or signed by the President
of either pciitical party. The Individual Training Account takes a
much different approach.

It says that we are going to 'combine personal initiative and lim-
ited Government involvement, and we are going to try to bring
these two together to make a . program that is physically respon-

18
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Mire. It is up to the individual employee to make, the decision to get
into the program.

'It is a personal initiative thing. But I think it is important that
we start communicating to the people who are displaced today as
well as our kids who are in high school that your education just
doesn't end when you are handed that diploma and get your first
job.

For every single one of us the needs, the skills of tomorrow are
going to require more training. We can get that point acrasstwith
this approach\

Second, there is limited government involvement. Much like the
GI bill, the Federal Government has a limited role, it collects the
moneit and invests it conservatively, approves the educational insti-
tutions and makes certain there is no fraud.

Beyond that, there is no massive Federal commitment. A very
small percentage of an employee's contributions to the ITA goes on
to help defray the administrative costs. There are a couple of other
things important about this program but are not obvious as you
look at it the first time.

One thing it is going to do is increase personal savings in this
country, because workers are going to take money that they other-
wise might spend and put it into a savings capacity.

That creates capital growth, something our country needs a great
deal of. It will .put use on the road perhaps of increasing that cap-
ital pool so that we can increase our own investment in this coun-
try and our own economic growth.

And, finally, I predict something else is going to happen if we
move toward Individual Training Account: I think we are going to
see a healthier degree of competition among educational institu-
tions.

In my area, we have community colleges that are excellent, pro-
prietary schools that are very good, colleges, high schools. Imagine,
if you will, 10 years from now, the Individual Training Account is
in place, we have a pool of millions of American workers who have
$4,000 to spend on their training and retraining, and they start to
shop around. They go to the community college and sit down with
the counselor, before they sign up for the courses, and they ask a
basic questionwhat is your success rate, how many people like
myself have gone through your community college and gotten a
job.

At that point the educational institution 'really has to be com-
petitive. The people and the places that are taking people in and
training them for dead-end positions, things with no future, are
going to be found out.

Instead, we are going to have a higher degree of competition in
our society so that we will have some success. You have seen it in
your own area, I am sure, Madam Chairman, in some of the pro-
grams that have been very successful.

This competition is something we need more of, and this pro-
gram will move us in that direction. If we were smack dab in the
middle of a recession today, about 12 , 13-, 14- percent national un-
employment, we would need a much larger hall for this hearing,
there would be television cameras banked along one side, and
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people would be just 'iitting there waiting for every word from this
august panel.

But unfortunate, today, in one respect, the economic recovery
we have seen, the downturn in the unemployment rate has taken
attention away from this issue for the short term.

It is up to us in a leadership position in Congress to really look
to the long term and where we are going. You don't start putting a
roof on your house when the rain starts to fall. You prepare-ahead
of time.

And I think the Individual Training Account which we will die,
cuss today will move us in that direction.

. I tharkk you very much .for this hearing.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much.
[Mr. Durbin's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony before the Economic Stabilization SubcomMittee

Richard J. Durbin - July ?I, 1984

I thank 0, members of,the Subcommittee for the opportunity

to testify here today on a piece f legistation I have introduced

with my colleigue, Sherry Roehlert, and with the assistance of the

-Northeast/Midwest Congressional Coalition. I believe his legisla-

tion will go a long way toward meeting the needs of a growing

segment of our unemployed -- those 'Workers displaced from their

jobs because of economic change.

That bill 1.; 4.R. 4832, the National Individual Training

.Account Act, which now has°25 co-sponsors. It has been referred

to bhe Ways and Means Committee and to the kmhoyment Opporiunities

Suhcommittee.of the Education and Labor committee, where a hearing '

has been scheduled on the bill on September It.

The strong economic recovery we arc not experiencing masks an

historic shift in the sCructure of our economy. Decline of employ-

ment in basic industries such as steel, the rise of new industries,

'the movement of firms to overseas locations, and the penetration of

U.S. markets by foreign companies are only the most visible signs

of these changes.

These economic shifts arc irreversble. No government policy

can spare Amr-rican workers and industries from the need to adapt

to new real ties. however, they can make that adaption less pain-

ful than it is now. .Worker displacement is high im many region,:

of the country, making some kind of adjuctment assistance a

necessity.
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The system we propose to address this situation establishes

individual training accounts as funds attached to speci' r:"werkers

that can be Used to pay for their' retraining. Under this voluntary

t. system, both workers and employers must agree to set up an ITA.

They each then make tax Ale contribut'ons to the fund until

it reathep $4,000:

If workers are laid off at any'time, they can use these con-
',

tributions, plus accumulated interest, tc pay for retraining. In

doing so, they can acquire.new skills ttat will allow.them to adjust

to the changing needs of the job market If they are never laid

off, they can draw on their contribution plus interest when they
. 4

retire, as with an IRA. Employers are also refunded their contribu-

tions, along with accumulated interest, if workers never use their

LTA's for retraining.

Congress took a major step towaid recognizing the problems of

displaceeworkiers in passing the Job Training Tartnership Act of

1982. Title IIi of thattt provides direct federal and state

'ssistance for the retraining 4f displaced workers.

While the JTPA is clearly a step in the right direction, an

inherent weakness in this or any other program requiring direct

appropriations is the adequacy of funding: With federal deficits

in the range of $200 billion 'in the foreseeable future, the JTPA's

Title III funds will be insufficient to meet the needs of all, or^

even a large share of displaced workers. To shift funds within

the-total JTPA funding over to Title VIII means taking money aaay

2.2
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1L,

froM other titles which benefit disadvantaged workeYs; to get

additional appropriations in this deficit-conscious era will clearly

be very difficult.

Along with the JTPA, there have been many smaller, less coma

prehensive trainineprorams established in the priVate sector.

However, all of these programs together do not make up the scale

of investment i41 the retraining and.upgrading of our workforce re-

quired to meet the needs of dislocated workers.

411

It is worth comparing the current level of federal spending

on training of our workforce relative to what we spent on the GI

bill in the post World War II years. The GI bill is widely ack-

nowledged as having contributed substantially to the boom in our

economic productivity in the 19501s;and 1960's. In#1949, the peak

year of the GI bill, we spent $247 billion; or one percent.uof our

GNP, .on the upgrading of our workforce. In 1984, we are spending

betwetn Sti and $S billion. A comparable, level of investment' in

our workforce today would require an exPenditUre,pf $30 billion.

° The ITA system we propose would complement tile JTPJ, in pro-

'
viding retraining for displaced workers. However, one of its major'

strengths is that it is nog_ reliant on.federal appropriations since

it is funded thrpugh employer and employee contributions.

Besides its independent source of fundingthe ITA system offers

three other major strengths. It is based on a combination of personal

initiative, limited government involvement, and the individual choice

included in the time-tested GI bill approach.
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The individual choice component of the GI bill proved to''be

very successful when the Bill was initiated in the years after

World War II. The GI bill not only provided access to education and

training for millions of veterans, but it also gave them' much free-

dom in choosing the type of programthey wished to participate in.

The ITA system we propose relies on that same model of individual

choice. Once a worker has set up an ITA and contributed/to it for

at least a year, he or she is eligibfe to receive up to $4,000 i.n the

'form of a voucher' to rrceive retraining at the institution of his or

her choice.

This ITA system based on individual choice will introduce com-

petition into the market of retraining institutions as the GI bill

did in the general educational community. This is true not only be-

cause more workers will have retraining funds available to nem, but

also because they will have contributed half the money thrmselves.

They are likely to make certain that the programs they choose to.

attend will actually provide the training they need.

The government's role under an ITA system would be more limited

than under previous training programs. The fedeial government would.

certify training programs through accredited institutions, hold ITA

funds in a separate trust fund, and finance tax-deductible employer

and worker contributions.

This type of government involvement is appropriate because it

has worked before, as in the CI bill, and because a much greater role

is no longer desirable in today's deficit-conscious economy. On the

other hand, however, the federal government should play a role in

al*
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the retraining of workeri, so the entire responsibility does

not fall on the private sector -- Or fall through the cracks.

Our proposed ITA system also relies heavily on workers' per-
.

sonal initiative. They must decide to sdt up an ITA, to contribute

td it while employed, and then how to use it if'they are laid off.

However, the system also affords workers a great deal of freedoms

1

beginning with the decision on whether to
. estahlish an ITA. It

allo encourages them to view retraining as a necessity in their

Along with this element of personal initiative, our proposal

also provides workers with some direction. Workers are required to

receive job counselli -n frim upgraded state emplOyment services be-(

fore using their ITA's. This provision will -not guaranteebthem a

job, but it will allow them to make a far ore informed choice about

the type of retraining they should seek.

I would urge the Subcommittee to give serious copsideration to
4

the National individual Training Account Act as an impOrtant step in

meeting displaced workers' needs.

Without the.adjustmenx assistance provided in ITA's, our,

O economy will continue to bear the costs of long term unemployment of,

displaced workers. The ITA sygtem we propose would go a long way

towar' making tHat transition. It represents an important tool to

help today's workersoprepare for tomorrow's jobs.

25
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Ms. OAKAX. Mr. Boehlert.

STATEMENT OF HON. SHERWOOD L. BOEHLERT, A-RkPRESENTA.
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. BOEHLERT. Thank you. I would like to. thank the chairman
for holding these hearings, because I think 't is ver important we
focus attention on the continuing problem o nem loyment. That
is greatly needed now, in this per 'od of boomin economic recovery.

There is a danger that the rdcent flood of g economic news
will sweep the problem of pnemployment from our minds as it has
swept it from the front page. That can't be allowed to happen.

Yes, the economy is generally healthy. The GNP is leaping
upward, inflation is fantastically low, more Americans are working
4han ever before in history-105 million. But we can't rest on our-
laurels when 7 percent of our citizens still can't find work. We
can't ignore the enormous social and personal cost that entails.

Moreover, we cannot allow this flood of buoyant reports to ob-
scure the significant, and perhaps foreboding; structural changes
going on beneath the surface functioning of our economy.

We have a whole new category of unemployed Americansthe
displaced workers. There may be as many as 3 million of these
workerspeople who have been laid off and are unlikely ever to
get their jobs back because their skills have become obsolete.

Technological change in the coming years is likely only to make
problem of displacement more prevalent. But this problem is

not insoluble, if we act now.
We must act now when the economy is healthy; we must break

the pattern of muddling along from crisis to crisis. If we fairto act,
we will face the same crisis in 1992 that we faced in ,1982.

The National Individual Training Account Act of 1984, which
Congressman Durbin and I introduced in February, is designed to
prevent that. It attacks the problem of displaced workers head-on.

It does not try to prevent or even to slow economic change. In-
stead, H.R. 4832 sets up a coherent, forward-looking policy to
ensure that workers will be able to cope with whatever change the
future brings.

And our bill would accomplish that by promoting, not stifling, in-
dividual initiative and private sector involvement in job training.
In addition to its more tangible benefits, our Individual Training
Account proposal should-create a new psychology, an atmosphere
in which employers and employees will be aware of the rapid pace
of economic Change and the need to be looking forward constantly
to remain productive.

The Individual Training Account bill is .based on a single, basic
concept: training is the key to keeping our economy healthy in the
future. The bill then builds on that idea by creating tax incentives
to promote training.

The foundation and details of this bill were not developed in a
haphazard fashion. The bill is the product of hearings the North-
east-Midwest Congressional Coalition Task Force on Employment
and Training, which Congresswoman Oakar and I chair, held
around the country.
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Those hearings convinced us that Individual Training Accounts
are not just a novel, .abstract concept, bilt would make a real differ-
ence in the future of our economy and in the future of individual
workers.

.1 can see that in my own congtessiongl district. I received s
letter recently from a woman in Cortland County in my district,
whose husband had been laid off from his job as a machinist from
Smith-Corona. The company has laid off .hundreds of 'workers and
has closed a plant because of foreign competition, changing tech-
nology and changing consumer tastes.

The woman wrote:
Fortunately, he was able to find new work. However, his salary is about CO per-

cent of his income at SOW and the company he now works for has a history of fre-
quent layoffs.

A retraining fund would have allowed him the opportunity to change fields, thus
increasing his employment security. Currently, there is not enough money left in
our budget to allow -him to utilize any of the retraining programs locally available.

That is the end of her story. But it is a story repeated tens of
thousands of times across this country.

This man's story is hardly uniquein my District or in the
Nation at large. And it will have an ever more familiar ring in the
years ahead.

I hope today's hearing will lead the committee to the same con-
clusion that I and the 74 other cosponsors of H.R. 4832 have ar-
rived at: that we can stave off a growing problem and help Ameri-
can workers by allowing them to open Individua: Training Ac-
counts.

I might say I have tested this idea in the market place. I have
talked to some of my employers, I i have outlined the concept to
them.

They like it. They are in the marketplace. I think they are will-
ing to buy. Let's give them. the product they can buy.

. Thank you for giving.me_this opportunity.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much.
[Mr. Boehlert's prepared statement follows:]
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TESTIMONY
Congressman Sherwood Boehlert

to the
House Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization

July 31, 1984

I'd like to thank the Committee for holding this hearing

ind for inviting me to testify.

This hearing should serve at least one essential function:

. it should focus' attention on the continuing problem of

unemployment. That is greatly needed now, in this period of

booming economic recovery.

There is a danger that the recent flood of good economic

news will sweep the problem of unemployment from our minds

as it has swept iii from the front page. That can't be allowed

to happen.

Yes, the economy is generally healthy. The GNP is leaping

upward, inflation is fantastically low, more Americans are

working than ever before in history. But we can't rest on our

laurels when 7 perceLt of our citizens stilt can't find work.

We can't ignore the enormous social and personal cost that

entails.

moreover, we cannot allow this flood of buoyant reports

to obscure the significant, and perhaps foreboding, structural

changes going on beneath the surface functioning of our economy.

We have a whole new category of unemployed Americans- -

the displaced workers. There may be as many as 3 million of

these Workerspeople who have been laid off and are unlikely

ever to get their jobs back because their skills have become

obsolete.
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Technological change in the' coming.yeais is likely only-

to make the problem of displacement more prevalent. But thii

problem is not insoluble, if we act now.,

We must act now when the econorily is healthy: we must

break the pattern of muddling along from crisis to crisis.

If we fail to act, we will face the same crisis in 1992 that

we faced in 1982.

The National Individual Training Account Act of 1984, which

Congressman Durbin and I introduced in February, is designed

to prevent that. It attacks the problem of displiced workers

head-on. It does not try to prevent or even to slow economic

change. Instead, HR 4832 sets up a coherent, forward-looking

policy to ensure that workers will be able to coot with,

whatever change the future brings..

And our bill would accomelish that by promoting, not

stifling, individual initiative and private sector involvement

in job training. In addition to its more tangible benefits,

our ITA proposal should create a new psychology, an atmosphere

in which employers and employees will be aware of the rapid

pace of economic change and the need to be 1Joking forward

constantly to remain productive.

The ITA bill is based on a single, basic concept: training

is the key to keeping our economy healthy in the future. The

bill then builds on that idea by creating. tax incentives to

promote training.
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The foundation and details of phis bill were not developed

in a haphazard fashion. The bill is the product of hearings

the Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition Task Force on

Employment and Training, which Congresswoman Dakar and I chair,

held around the country.

Those hearings convinced us that ITAs are not just a

novel, abstract concept butpiouldealie a real difference in

the future of our economy and in the future of individual
.

workers.

I can see that _in my-own Congressional District.

received a letter recently from a woman in Cortland County

in my District, whose htAband had been laid off from his job

as a machinist from Smith- Corona. The company has laid off

hundreds of workers and has closed a plant because of foreign

competition, changing technology and changing consumer tastes.

woman wrote, "Fortunately, he was able to find 'new

work. However, his salary is about 60 percent of his.income

at-SCM and the company he low works for has a history-of

frequent layoffs. A retraining fund would have allowed him

the opportunity to change fidbda, thus increasing his omploymaht

security. Currently, there is not enough money left in our

budget to allow him to utilise any. of the retraining programs

locally available."

This man's story is hardly unique--in my District or in

the nation at large. And it will have an ever more familiar
r.

ring in the years ahead.

I hope today's hearing will lead the,Committee to the

same conclusion that I and the 73 other co-sponsors of.HR 4832

have arrived at: that we can stave off a growing problem

and help American workersgy allowing them to open

Individual Training Accounts.

. Thank you for giving me this opportunity to speak.
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Ms. OAKAR. I do want to add 'that a number of us are supposed.to
be in two different places at the same time. There is a housing
meeting, too, going on. That is why several of my colleagues have
to leave to go there. They will come back.

Nancy.

STATEMENT OF HON. NANCY L. JOHNSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much, Madam Chairwoman, and
thank you very much for convening this hearing. It is a very im-
portant subject, and I think that the work you have done and he
leadership that you, the Northeast-Midwest Coalition, my col-
leagues Dick and Sherry and my colleague Bill Clinger have
shown, is the kind of leadership we need if the Nation is going to
meet the challenge you have all described so vividly.

I am going to move along and skip the introductory parts of my
statement except to acknowledge that Bill is chairman of the
House Wednesday Group, and in that capacity directed a very im-
portant study. I do want to commend the House Wednesday Group
on this study entitled "Human Capital and National Economic De-
velopment." That study does recognize the creative and very
thoughtful work of Pat Choate, which Dick Durbin recognized and
I, too. would like to recognize.

I think it is the quality of Pat's kind of thinking and those of
others in the private sector that enables government to react with
greater relevance and initiative.

In my estimation, what is needed for today's workers in addition
to programs that address the specific needs of special groups is a
simple; broad-based, ongoing system that will assure investment in
training, similar to the investment that we stimulate, reward and
assure in capital, equipment, space, as well as research and devel-
opment. In addition, we need a system that will ensure individually
initiated training efforts as a hedge against prolonged unemploy-
ment.

The job training mechanisms we support and adopt today must,
in the years ahead, be programs that anticipate changes, respond
quickly to them, and afford the most relevant training to the
broadest possible segment of our population at the least possible
cost.

With that criteria in mind I have developed, in cooperation with
Bill Clinger, the National Training Incentives Act It is designed to
achieve these objectives.

This legislation would stimulate new incentives for private sector
skills training through a 25-percent tax credit that would be ap-
plied to employer-paid training expenditures above the company's
average training expenditures of the last 5 years.

This training tax credit could be applied to any employer-run on-
the-job or classroom training program, any State or federally regis-
tered apprenticeship program, any cooperative education or any
other program approved by the Secretary of Labor.

This tax credit is much like the existing 25-percent credit for re-
search and development expenditures, and like the R&D credit, in-
cludes appropriate carry-back and carry-forward provisions for the
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benefit of unprofitable firms and new companies. I think these pro-
visions are particularly crucial in assisting new companies.

The potential benefits of this tax credit cannot be ignored. First,
while this tax credit would result in some lost revenue, it is the
most efficient mechanism for leveraging job training opportunities.

For every dollar in lost Federal revenue, this credit`would gener-
ate $4 in private sector training. Further, while our Nation com-
mits nearly $50 billion each year in tax incentives for plant and
equipment modernization and research, less than $1 billion is avail-
able in incentives for worker trainingthe human capital invest-
ment that is often overlooked.

So we now have an industrial policy, to use a very popular
phrase, that clearly biases investment toward plant, equipment, re-
search and development, and almost totally ignores the important
investment in human capital which is so essential to our competi-
tive position in the future, domestically and internationally.

Second, this training would be broad-based and ongoing, occur-
ring without specific yearly authorizations or appropriations. This
type of training would be for the most part on-the-job training per-
formed by or paid for by private industry, en .wring that the train-
ing is conducted by those best equipped to do so and paid for by
those who stand to benefit.

I have talked with many companies throughout my district. One
of the important aspects of the proposal that I am making is that
my little companies out in the middle of nowhere can benefit from
it just as much as the larger firms, such as the Stanley Works and
United Technologies.

I think that flexibility is very important. Our legislation puts the
training dollars precisely at the curve of economic growth and
change. It is at the crest of that curve where change is actually
happening, where jobs and job potential exists, that our training
dollars will be placed.

Fourth, decisions to train workers would be made in response to
changing economic conditions or market forces, so that training is
proactive, equipping workers with skills needed for the future.

Would a tax credit yield more training? According to a 1983 Na-
tional Science Foundation report on the R&D credit, "The tax
credit has encouraged firms to maintain growth in R&D spending
despite the recession." So this type of incentive has worked in an
area where we have tried it recently.

The tax credit approach is clearly enormously productive for
plant and equipment and space, and I think it is high time this
Nation adopted this kind of very broad-based initiative to comple-
ment and support other programs we adopt to either address group
needs or stimulate individual initiatives.

The second portion of our legislation is designed to stimulate in-
dividually initiated training opportunities, and would allow the un-
employed or those facing layoff to withdraw without penalty or
taxation up to $4,000 to pay for their retraining.

This provision is designed to assist displaced workers and those
who believe they will need new skills to secure new employment.
This concept is similar to the Individual Training Account, a bill I
am also a cosponsor of.
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It uses the existing IRA mechanism, and is in a sense a simpler
approach.

It does not require a company to contribute as does the Individ-
ual Training Account legislation. One of the problems I face in my
district is that many of the companies where people are going to
need retraining are bearing companies, machine tool companies,
and they are in no position to contribute on behalf of their own em-
ployees.

So that tandem relationship doesn't have any potential for them.
Our bill would allow people to withdraw funds from their IRA's
and get the same benefit and create the same ongoing futuristic at-
titude towards training, education, and investment that we so des-
perately need to generate.

I think it is important to. note that the 1983 figures on IRA in-
vestment show that one-half of those starting IRA's made incomes
under $25,000. If you assume that people making under $15,000 are
not investing in IRA's, half the people investing in IRA'S are
making between $15,000 and $25,000.

Those are a lot of the people that we really want to get at. This
provision enables them to have an individu incentive, combined
with a 25-percent employer tax credit, which wo open many op-
portunities and provide a coordinated and, I think, comprehensive
approach that would be very useful for our society.

The significance of IRA's for the next decade does lie, as my col-
leagues have described, in addressing what is a fundamental need
in our society; and that is to provide greater stimulus and reward
for individuals to look toward the future, to initiate skill change
and development in their own lives, through both education, train-
ing, and retraining.

The National Training Incentives Act neither proposes nor re-
quires any new complex delivery mechanism, nor does it contem-
plate any administrative expenses or coordination among Federal,
State, and local government. Instead, it puts in place both individ-
ual and employer incentives that are used only when it is in the
interest of workers and employers to seek training.

Supporters of this bill realize that it Will not help everyone. In
fact, this legislation is likely to be one of several components in a
national training policy and system that will be needed to meet the
training challenges of the next decade.

Programs such as the Job Training Partnership Act must be sus-
tained, strengthened, and evaluated in light of the last year's expe-
rience with this new program and must be a part of a comprehen-
sive national training policy.

I would like to conclude my statement, again, Congresswoman
Oakar, by recognizing your leadership and that of the Northeast-
Midwest Coalition represented by my colleagues here, and I think
together that we ought to be able in a timely fashion to develop the
kind of broad-based and compelling, progressive, effective training
initiatives that this Nation at the current time lacks and so desper-
ately needs.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
[Mrs. Johnson's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF NANCY-L. JOHNSON

MADAM CHAIRWOMAN, I-AM PLEASED TO BE A PART OF THIS HEARING

TODAY AND WANT TO COMMEND YOU FOR DIRECTING THE. ATTENTION OF THE

'SUBCOMMITTEE TO THE ISSUES OF JOB DISPLACEMENT AND RETRAINING.

THESE ISSUES ARE NOT JUST MATTERS OF WHETHER OR NOT PEOPLE CAN FIND

JOBS OR AVOID BEING LAID OFF. IN ADDITION TO THEIR SOCIAL IMPORT-

ANCE. THEY ARE MATTERS WHICH IMPACT OUR NATION'S ECONOMIC PERFOR-

MANCE AND 'tORLDWIDE COMPETITIVE POSITS'S. IN FACT, TIE DEGREE OF

PROSPERITY WE ATTAIN IN THE YEARS AHEAD WILL DEPEND IN LARGE PART

ON HOW. HIGHLY SKILLED OUR WORKERS ARE AND HOW QUICKLY THEY CAN ADAPT

TO CHANGE.

I ALSO WANT TO COMMEND MY COLLEAGUES, DICK DURBIN AND SHELLY

BOEHLERT, AND THE NORTHEAST-MIDWEST CONGRESSIONAL COALITION, FOR

THEIR LEADERSHIP ON LEGISLATION TO ADDRESS THE RETRAINING NEEDS OF

OUR NATION. I AM AN ORIGINAL COSPONSOR OF THEIR BILL, THE INDIVI-

DUAL TRAINING ACCOUNT ACT, AND WILL ACTIVELY SUPPORT ITS CONSIDERA-

TION IN THE MONTHS AHEAD.

HY FRIEND AND COLLEAGUE, BILL CLINCER, WILL JOIN US LATER THIS

MORNING TO OFFER HIS VIEWS ON THE LEGISLATION WE ARE DISCUSSING TO-

DAY. IT WAS UNDER MR. CLINGER'S LEADERSHIP, AS CHAIRMAN OF THE HOUSE

WEDNESDAY GROUP, THAT SOME OF THE IDEAS TO BE DISCUSSED TODAY EMERGED

IN A WEDNESDAY GROUP SPECIAL REPORT ON AMERICA'S "HUMAN CAPITAL."

IT IS ONLY APPROPRIATE, THEN, THAT CONGRESSMAN CLINGER AND I

COME TO YOU TODAY TO TALK ABOUT HUMAN CAPITAL; ABOUT INVESTING IN

AMERICAN WORKERS AND CULTIVATING THEIR SKILLS. TODAY WE ASK YOU TO

KEEP IN MIND THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN CAPITAL AS WE PRESENT TO YOU A PRO -
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POSAL CONGRESSMAN CLINGER' AND I HAVE INTRODUCED AS THE NATIONAL

TRAINING INCENTIVES ACT.

OUR NATION'S HUMAN CAPITAL HAS BEEN TINKERED WITH OVER TIME

BY AN ARRAY OF GOVERNMENT JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS. BUT WE ARE STILL

SEEKING SOLUTIONS TODAY TO THE DISPLACED WORKER PROBLEM BECAUSE THE

PROGRAMS WE HAVE ENACTED DO NOT RESNND TO RAPID CHANGE AND DO NOT

REACH LARGE NUMBERS. IN ADDITION, PROGRAMS SUCH AS THE JOB TRAINING

PARTNERSHIP ACT, HOWEVER USEFUL, REQUIRE ANNUAL AUTHORIZATIONS

AND APPROPRIATIONS BY CONGRESS. AMERICAN WORKERS CERTAiNLY DESERVE

MORE THAN THIS STOP-AND-GO APPROACH.

MANY AMERICANS TODAY FACE THE ANGUISHING POSSIBIIIITY THAT THEIR

_SKILLS WILL BECOME OBSOLETE AND THAT PROLONGED 'MID-LIkE UNEMPLOYMENT

WILL DESTROY THEIR HOPESFOR THE FUTURE:' ALTHOUGH. A STRONGER ECON-

OMY IS PROVIDING MILLIONS OF NEW JOBS, MANY WORKERS REMAIN DISPLACED

FROM THEIR OLD JOBS BECAUSE THEY POSSESS SKILLSINO/LONGER IN DEMAND.
/

.
MANY PEOPLE IN TOWNS LIKE NEW BRITAIN, BRIST911., AND TORRINGTON,

CONNECTICUT -- TOWNS THAT I REPRESENT -- DISCOVEBBD DURING THE LAST

RECESSION THAT SHIFTS IN THE ECONOMY CAN.MEAN MA4OR SUFFERING AND

IN SOME CASES A SIGNIFICANT REDIRECTION OF LIFEBTYLE AND OCCUPATION.

I AM SURE THAT MEMBERS. OF THE SUBCOMITTEE HAVi WITNESSED THESE CON.-

DITIONS IN THE TOWNS THEY REPRESENT AS WELL...1

WHAT IS NEEDED FOR TODAY'S WORKERS IS NO THE PATCHWORK, ON-AND-

OFF PROGRAMS OFTHE PAST, BUT A SIMPLE, ON-GOING SYSTEM THAT WILL

ASSURE INVESTMENT IN TRAINING, COUPLED WITH A SAVINGS PLAN THAT co

BE USED FOR INDIVIDUALLY - INITIATED RETRAINING AS A HEDGE AGAINST PRO...

P
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LONGED UNEMPLOYMENT. IN ADDITION; THE JOB TRAINING MECHANISMS WE
,

SUPPORT TODAY AND IN THE YEARS AHEAD MUST BE PROGRAMS THAT ANTICI-

PATE '1NGES, RESPOND QUICKLY TO THEM, AND AFFORD THE MOST RELEVANT

..TRAINING TO THITROADESTPOSS7ELE SEGMENT OF OUR POPULATION AT THE

LEAST POSSIBLE COST.

THE NATIONAL TRAINING INCENTIVES ACT IS DESIGNED TO ACHIEVE

THESE OBJECTIVES.

THIS LEGISLATION WOULD STIMULATE NEW INCENTIVES FOR PRIVATE

SECTOR SKILLS TRAINING THROUGH A 25% TAX CREDIT THAT WOULD BE

PLIED TO ANY EMPLOYER -PAID TRAINING EXPENSES ABOVE THE COMPANY'S

AVERAGE TRAINING EXPENDITURES OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS. THIS TRAINING

TAX CREDIT COULD BE APPLIED TO ANY EMPLOYER-RUN ON-THE-AB OR CLASS-

ROOM TRAINING PROGRAM, ANY STATE OR FEDERALLY REGISTERED APPRENTICE-
.

SHIP PROGRAM, ANY COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, OR ANY OTHER PROGRAM APPROVED

BY THE SECRETARY OF LABOR. THIS TAX CREDIT IS MUCH LIKE THE EXIST

ING 25% CREDIT FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES, AND, LIKE

THE R&D CREDIT, INCLUDES APPROPRIATE CARRYBACK AND CARRYFORWARD PRO-
. 4

VISIONS FGR THE BENEFIT OF UNPROFITABLE FIRMS AND NEW COMPANIES.

10
THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THIS TAX CREDIT CANNOT BE IGNORED.

FIRST, WHILE THIS TAX.CREDIT WOULD RESULT IN SOME LOST REVENUE, IT

It THE MOST EFFICIENT MECHANISM FOR LEVERAGING JOB TRAINING OPPOR-

TUNITIES. FOR EVERY DOLLAR IN LOST FEDERAL REVENUE, THIS CREDIT

WOULD GENERATE FOUR DOLLARS IN PRIVATE SECTOR TRAINING. FURTHER,

WHILE OUR NATION COMMITS NEARLY $50 BILLION EACH YEAR IN TAX INCEN-

TIVES FOR PLANT AND EQUIPMENT MODERNIZATION ND RESEARCH, LESS THAN

a
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.$1 BILLION IS AVAILABLE IN INCENTIVES FOR WORKER TRAINING -- THE

HUMAN CAPITAL, INVESTMENT THAT IS OFTEN OVERLOOKED.

SECOND, THIS TRAINING. WOULD BE BROAD-BASED AND ON-GOING, OC..
/

CURRING WITHOUT SPECIFIC YEARLY AUTHORIZATIONS'OR APPROPRIATIONS.

THIRD, THIS TYPE OF TRAINING WOULD BE FOR THE MOST PART ON-THE-JOB

TRAINING PERFORMED BY OR PAID FOR BY PRIVATE INDUSTRY, ENSURING THAT

THE TRAINING IS CONDUCTED BY.THOSE BEST EQUI)PED TO DO SO AND PAID

I. -FOR BY THOSE WHO STAND TO BENEFIT.

FOURTH, DECISIONS TO TRAIN WORKERS WOULD BE MADE IN RESPONSE

TO CHANGING ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OR MARKET FORCES, SO THAT TRAINING

IS PROACTIVE, EQUIPPING WORKERS WITH SKILLS NEEDED FOR THE FUTURE.

FINALLY, AS WORKERS ARE TRAINED BY THEIR. EMPLOYERS THEY WILL ACQUIRE

ADVANCED SKILLS, CARRYING THESE. SKILLS FROM ONE JOB TO THE NEXT AND

THEREBY BECOMING LESS LIKELY TO EXPERIENCE FUTURE'UNEMPLOYMENT.

WOULD A TAX CREDIT YIELD MORE TRAINING? ACCORDING TO A 1983

NATIONAL SCIENCEFOUNDATION REPORT ON THE R&D CREDIT, "THE TAX CREDIT

HAS ENCOURAGED FIRMS TO MAINTAIN GROWTH IN R&D SPENDING DESPITE THE

RECESSION."

TO ENHANCE TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE UNEMPLOYED, THE

NATIONAL TRAINING INCENTIVES ACT WOULD PERMIT UNEMPLOYED INDIVIDUALS

OR THOSE FACING LAYOFF TO WITHDRAW, WITHOUT INTEREST PENALTY OR TAX-

ATION, UP TO $4,000 TO PAY FOR RETRAINING. THIS PROVISION IS DESIGNED

TO ASSIST DISPLACED WORKERS AND THOSE INDIVIDUALS WHO BELIEVE THEY

WILL NEED NEW SKILLS TO SECURE EMPLOYMENT.
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THE FIRST REACTION OF MANY TO THIS PARTICULAR PROVISION IS

THAT ONLY THE RICH HAVE IRAs AND THEREFORE ONLY THE RICH WILL BE

AFFECTED BY THIS. CHANGE, WHO WOULD NOT NEED TO TAKE AbVANTAGE OF

IT ANYWAY. BUT IRS DATA'SHOW THAT, OF THE 12 MILLION HOUSEHOLDS

WHO CURRENTLY HOLD IRAs, OVER 5 MILLION EARN ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD IN-

COMES UNDER $30,000, AND OVER 8 MILLION EARN ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD IN-

COMES OF BETWEEN $15,000 and $50,000. THIS RANGE' OF INCOME IS CLEAR-

LY WITHIN THE EARNINGS OF AN AVERAGE AMERICAN FAMILY, AND COULD 2:

EASILY REPRESENT VIRTUALLY ANY OCCUPATION, INCLUDING AUTO ASSEMBLY

WORKERS, STEELWORKERS, AND OTHER INDIVIDUALS EMPLOYED IN MANUFACTUR-

ING AND SiRVICEH.,

OTHERS'MAINTAIN THAT THIS PROVISION WOULD VIOLATE THE INTENT

OF CONGRESS IN ESTABLISHING IRAs FOR RETIREMENT ONLY; THAT PERMITtING

WITHDRAWALS FROM IRAs FOR RETRAINING WOULD OPEN THEM UP FOR OTHER

PURPOSES. BUT THIS VIEW IGNORES THE FACT THAT IN MANY CASES A SEC- .

URE RETIREMENT WILL DEPEND NOT SO MUCH ON AN IRA BUT ON AN UNINTER-,

RUPTED AND LENGTHY PERIOD OF GAINFUL EMPLOYMENT. RETRAINING IS TODAY

AND WILL LIKELY BE IN THE FUTURE CRUCIAL TO SUSTAINING EMPLOYMENT

AND REALIZING THE TYPE OF RETIREMENT THAT MANY AMERICANS DESIRE.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF IRAs FOR THE NEXT DECADE LIES IN THEIR

ABILITY TO STIMULATE GREATER INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE IN PROVIDING FOR

ONE'S OWN FINANCIAL SECURITY.

THE NATIONAL TRAINING INCENTIVES ACT NEITHER PROPOSES NOR RE-

QUIRES ANY NEW COMPLEX DELIVERY MECHANISM, NOR DOES IT CONTEMPLATE

ANY ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES OR COORDINATION AMONG FEDERAL, STATE,

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. INSTEAD, IT PUTS IN PLACE BOTH INDIVIDUAL
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AND EMPLOYER INCENTIVES THAT ARE USED ONLY WHEN IT IS IN THE IN-

TEREST OF WORKERS AWD EMPLOYERS TO SEEK RETRAINING.

SUPPORTERS OF THIS BILL REALIZE THAT IT WILL NOT HELP EVERYONE.
6

IN FACT, THIS LEGISLATION IS LIKELY TO BE JUST ONE OF THE SEVERAL

COMPONENTS OF OUR NATIONAL TROINING SYSTEM THAT WILL BE NEEDED TO

MEET THE JOB TRAINING CHALLENGES OF THE NEXT DECADE. PROGRAMS SUCH

AS THE JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP ACT MUST BE SUSTAINED AND STRENGTHENED,

AND WE MUST CONSTANTLY BE SEARCHING FOR NEW WAYS TO ENHANCE TRAIN-

ING AND EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN THE DECADE OF CHANGE THAT LIES

AHEAD.

I WOULD LIKE TO END MY STATEMENT BY SALUTING THE CHAIR, CON-

GRESSWOMAN DAKAR, AND THE MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR BRINGING

THESE ISSUES TO PUBLIC ATTENTION., TODAY. CONGRESSMAN CLINGER AND I

LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU ON ANY FUTURE CONSIDERATION OF THIS

BILL.

Ms. OAKAR. Bill.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM F. CLINGER, JR., A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. CLINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement. I will juet summarize briefly. I

think my colleague, Mrs. Johnson, NW very thoroughly covered the
principal components of H.R. 5159. But I might just make a couple
of additional. comments.

I would also like to second thi, emotion of every member up here
of our indebtedness to Pat Choate, who worked on a special report
on human capital for the House Wednesday Group, released in
July 1983, with 21 members of our grOup as sponsors.

That really was the genesis for the effort that Nancy Johnson
headed to work on this bill. I also would commend my colleagues,
Sherry Boehlert and Dick Durbin for the very thoughtful leader-
ship they are providing, and palticularly you, Madam Chairman,
for calling this hearing. ,

I think this is an issue which we all agree needs to be concen-
trated on, needs to be given focus, and as Vick Durbin said, the im-
perative may not be as great at the moment, but it is going to be.

For example, in the 1980's, the workforce growth rate will be
only half as much as in the last decade. As a result, today's work-
ers will constitute over 90 percent of the labor force in. 1990.

And also, by 1990, over
percent

of all U.S. workers will be between
the ages of 24 and 44, which are the most productive yeirs for
workers. This represents a major oppbrtimity to increase productiv-
ity, if these workers can be adequately trained or retrained.

AM.
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Briefly, H.R. 5159 is a demand-driven, market-based approach
which puts. into place Government incentives that are triggered
only when businesses and workers decide for themselves to finance
additional skills training.

The first prong of the legislation allows displaced workers to fi-
naillte retraining with money withdrawn, without penalty, from
their IRA or annuity accounts. This approach does not call for
direst Federal outlays of money, but rather ties into an existing rp:
nariZe system which at the end of 1982 reached over 12 million
households, many of which are supported 'by 'individuals with
annual incomes under $30,000.

The second prong of the legislation is a tax cred:t to businesses
which invest in worker retraining. The training credit would be
similar to the existing, R &D tax credit, and would permit business-
es to deduct from their tax liability 25 percent of training costs
above the company's average ,tra:i ing costs of the previous 5 years.

So, this is an incentive for additional training, not a reward for
what companies have done historically.

This amoach recognizes the importance of investing in worker
retrainingTumilar to the importance of investing in R&D in4 plant
and equipment.

Moreover, the ix credit will not reward current retraining,, but
will reward retraining over and above a 5-year average, and could
be used by small businesses or unprofitable firms, because of its
carry-forward and carry-back provisions. A

Let me also +mention that this bill provides that the participation
of displaced workers in an eligible training program will not dis-
qualify these workers lin. unemployment compensation to which
they gre otherwise enti, ed.

At the present time, only 13 States permit a worker' to be in-
volved in retraining and stilt draw unemployment compensation.

Ms. DAKAR: That is really an important point.Are just do all the
opposite things. We penalize p. .ple for getting training while they
are unemployed in certain States. It is vb.y important.

Mr. CLINGER. I think there is a need to provide the incentitre to
start the retraining immediately, rather than wait' until the end of
the time and then seek retraining.

I think it will accelerate the whole process of getting people back
into economically productive roles.

Let Me emphasize thaf this bill is tot intended i any way to re-
place JTPA or other efforts of Congrelse to assist the disadvantaged,
but rather supplements thest efforts

What are the significant' Merits of KR. 5159? First, business and
workers finance their own retraining, resulting in greater gonttols
q.n both the appropriateness and quality of the training.

Second, dur proposal is flexible because its incentives are not
linked to the vicissitudes of the congressional budgeting process.

Last, these incentives will have no cost .to the Federal Treasury
unless bUsinesses and workers themselves decide to Nipend more
money on retraining, thereb5r triggering the legislation's tax incen-
tives.

Becore I conclude, let me offer a few words about the individual.
training account legislation, sponsored by my colleagues from Illi-
nois and New York, Mr. Durbin and Mr. Boehlert, and developed

./
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by my good friend and former colleague at the Economic Develop-
ment Administration, Pat Choate.

As you may or may not know, the House Wednesday Group and
the Northeast-Midwest Coalition worked jointly for some time on
worker retraining legislation. As you can see, the resulting efforts
are somewhat different. I think it important to share with the com-
mittee the reasons we abandoned the individual training account
approach.

The key issue is whether the ITA will be voluntary or mandato-
ry. A voluntary approach may not cost the Federal Government

. very much, but will workers and employers, as required by the ITA
approach, participate in sufficient numbers to ensure a viable pro-
gram?

think not. Saving money for retraining, it seems to me, simply
will not have a high enough priority when people decide how to al-
locate their discretionary income.

That leaves the mandatory approach, which would guarantee
participation, but would require a new and expensive Federal pay-
roll tax.

So the problem, as I see it, is that a voluntary ITA probably
won't work, and Congress and the American people are not likely
to support the mandatory approach. The ITA is a 'good idea and
well-intentioned, but I don't see h6w a get around these realities.

Further, although H.R. 4932 is described as wholly voluntary,
employers who do not participate would continue to be subject to a
$14 per employee surcharge to the Federal Unemployment Tax.

Employers would also be subject to a tax penalty of $378 per em-
ployee if their States failed to participate in the program.

While both bills have the same objective, and both bills should
receive further consideration by this and other committees, I
strongly believe that. the National Training Incentives Act provides
the proper incentive for employees and employers to meet our Na-
tion's retraining needs. H.R. 5159 is not a panacea for the problems
faced by displaced workers, but its enactment would be an impor-
tant first step.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on this legislation,
and look forward to working with the committee as it continues to
explore appropriate Federal policy.

[Mr. Clinger's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. CLINGER. JR.

4

Madam Chairperson, thank you for allowing me to proceed out of order.

I will limit my remarks to a few brief observations on H.R. 5159. which I

am pleased to report has a bipartisan co-sponsorship list of 36 members.

I would like to compliment you and the Subcommittee for scheduling this

hearing, today on worker retraining, an issue I am sure we would all agree is of

vital importance to our nation. t would also like to compliment Dick Durbin and

Shelly Boehlert, and my Wednesday Group colleague, Nancqohnson, for their

important work and leadership on this issue.

As you may know, many of the provisions of H.R. 5159 wereorginally .

developed iwa Special Report on Human Capital which was authored by Dr. Pat

Choate and released by the House Wednesday Group in July 1983, with 21 members

of the Wednesday Group as sponsors.

We are all aware of the need for legislation in this area. In the 1980s

the work force growth rate will be only half as much as it was in the last

decade. As a result, today's workers will constitute over 90% of the labor

force in 1990. Also by 1990, over half Of all U.S. workers will be oetween the

ages of 24 and 44 -- the most productive years for workers. This represents a

major opportunity to increase productivity if these workers can be adequately

trained or retrained.

Briefly, H.R. 5159 is a demond driven, market-based approach, which puts

into place government incentives that are triggered only when businesses and

workers decide for themselves to finance additional skills training. It builds

upon existing systems and resources and links business, government, and individual

workers to maximize our human capital investments.
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The first prong of the legislation allows displaced workers to finance

retraining with money withdrawn, without penalty, from their IRA or annuity

accounts. This approach does not call for direct federal outlays of money, but

rather ties into an existing finance system which at the end of 1982 reached over

12 million households. many of which are supported by individuals with annual

incomes under 830,000.

The second prong of the legislation is a tax credit to businesses which

invest in worker retraining. The training credit would be similar to the

existing R80 tax credit, and would permit businesses to deduct from their tax

liability 25% of training costs above the company's average training costs of

the previous five years.

This approach recognizes the importance of investing in worker retraining

similar to the importance of investing in RIO and plant and equipment. It differs

substantially from a straight-line business expense deduction, Which could still

be used with the tax credit, but which fails by itself to provide sufficient

incentive for business to invest in worker retraining. Moreover, the tax credit

will not reward current retraining, but will reward retraining over and above a

five-year average, and could be used by small businesses or unprofitable firms

because of its carry-forward and carry-back provisions.

for every dollar in lost federal revenues, this approach will generate

four dollars in private sector training. It also offsets part of the financial

tosts to employers when workers trained by a company take their skills tu.another

firm. This should particularly help small businesses.

Let me also mention that this bill provides that the participation of displaced

workerS in an eligible training program will not disqualify these workers from
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unemployment compensation to which they are otherwise entitled.' As the

Committee knows, only thirteen states at present allow a worker in a

retraining program to receive unemployment compensation. What we need, Madam

Chairperson, is to provide incentive for workers to seek retraining at the earliest

possible time. thereby allowing them to acquiri new skills and to depart the

unemployment rolls. What we do not need is a system which mandates that people

wait until their unemployment has run out before they can develop.a new skill.

Let me emphasize that this bill is not intended in any way to replace .111.1

or other effort's. of Congress to assist the disadvantaged, but rather supplements

these efforts. JTPA must be left untouched so that we can accurately.determine

its effectiveness and its worth. But we are talking about a significant problem

in America today which may need more than JTPA.

What are the significant merits of H.R. 51597 First, business and workers

finance their own retraining, resulting in greater controls el both the

appropriateness and quality of the training. Second, our proposal is

flexible, because its incentives are not linked to the vicissitudes of the

Congressional budgeting process. Lastly, these incentives will have no cost to

the federal Treasury unless businesses and workers themselves decide to spend more

money on retraining, thereby triggering the legislation's tax incentives.

Before I conclude, let me offer a few words about the Individual Training,

Account legislation, sponsored by my colleagues from Illinois and New York,

Mr. Durbin and Mr. Boehlert, and developed by my good friend and former

colleague at the Economic Development Administration, Pat Choate.

As you may or may not know, the House Wednesday Group and the Northeast-

Midwest Coalition worked jointly for some time on worker retraining
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legislation. As you can See, the resulting efforts are quite'different.

I think it important to Share with the Committee the reasons we abandoned the

Individual Training Account approach.

One issue is whether the ITA will be voluntary or mandatory. A voluntary

.approach may not cost the Federal government very much, but will workers and

employers, as required by tie ITA approach, participate in sufficient numbers

to ensure a viable program? I think not. Saving money for retraining, it seems--'

to me, simply will not have a high enough priority when people decide how to

allocate their discretionary income. Thatleaves the mandatory approach, which

would 'guarantee participation, but would require a new and expensive federal

payroll tax and would, in effect, socialize the cost of retraining for what may,

in the end, be a'narrow group of people. As thit Committee knows, estimates

on the numbers of displaced workers vary from just under 100,000 to over

two million.

Further, although H.R. 4832 is described as wholly voluntary, employers who

do not participate would continue: to be subject to a $14 per employee siwtharge

to the Federal unemployment Tax. Employers would also be subject to a tax penalty

of $378 per employee if their states failed to participate in the program:

Moreover, the annual employer-employee ITA payment of $500 per employee is nearly'

five times greater than the average unemployment tax per employee, and that does not

include the tax loss to the federal government that will result from the ITA's

tax incentives.

While both bills have the same objective, and both bills should receive

further consideration by this and other Committees, I strongly believe

--014-44wklational Training Incentives Act provides the proper incentives for

employees and employers to meet our nation's retrainio needs. H.R. 5159 is not

a panecea for the problems faced by displaced workers, but its enactment would be

an important first step.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to testify on this legislation, and look

forward to working with the Committee as it continues to explore appropriate

federal policy.
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Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Coyne.
Mr. COYNE. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I just want to thank you also for holding these hearin \on a

very important subject to many regions of the country, part ularly
the Northeast and Midwestand for the members who co e here
today to testify.

I have just one question. First of all, I want to say that I am in
favor of a totally employer-paid program, one in which the employ-
ees would not pay anything at all, so you know where I am coming
from to begin with.

What would be wrong with just increasing the percentage of the
unemployment compensation payment by a percent across the
country to pay for the retraining efforts that each individual State
would have to take on?

In other words, if they are paying 0.2 to .021 percent on the first
$4,000 of an employee's income, why not just put an additional per-
centage on that and say that that is designated through the unem-
ployment compensation fund for retraining purposes?

And all the other stipulations of the ITA then could fall into
practice.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I see two problems with that. First of all, there
are some States, like Connecticut, that are very much in debt, and
not only paying their unemployment compensation payment, but
also a penalty payment to repay the Federal Government.

And we have a merit system and small employers with good em-
ployment records benefit from that, and depend upon it. And any
time there is a proposalwhen I was in the Senateto make a
change, the impact on the small employer is very, very heavy.

And I am not comfortable with their ability to absorb those costs.
Second, if the money goes entirely to the State, then tl ey are re-
sponsible for forming and running the training program.

I have not been impressed with the quality of the progams that
Government has been able to develop, nor their relevance to future
job availability. ,

I think one of the things we have to look at is making sure that
the dollars are right at that curve of change. And one of the things
that has impressed me in my work in the DistrictI have one new

icompany, for instance, that is making a remarkable new kind of
Insulin pump. They now have five people assembling it, they have
built on all new space.

With this kind of tax credit, they can afford to train their work
force in a third of the time. That means they can afford to put all
100 employees they are planning to hire on in a much shorter
period of time; it increases \their employment in that area more
rapidly; it gets greater productivity out of their people earlier, and
so increases the viability of the company, which has already sunk a
number of millions of dollars into this development and not made a
dollar yet.

I think what you are looking at is basically all the money going
to Government and Government doing the planning of job training
development

I would disagree with you, it has been a successful approach in
the past. It is successful to some extent. There are some good pro-
grams out there, and should be a component.
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But I prefer to use that component personally for the dislocated
worker program, for the hard-to-employ people who need, really, a
thoughtful and broad input of services.

But I think we need in our society something else that allows the
little company out in the hills of my- district to train the word proc-
essors and be able to withstand their being booed off by the even
smaller companies in their town and retrain others.

We need a broader-based training mechanism that is more dy-
namic and responsive.

Mr. DURBIN. I might say, in echoing what Nancy said, I. think
there are four points. Politically, I think it would be tough to do.
We have increased taxes on employers, Social Security, and unem-
ployment, in my State in particular, in Illinois, it is really consid-
ered to be one of the disincentives for new firms to locate.

If we were to have a new tax, there might be some negative
pests. Second, economically, I think increasing tax on a small bus.-
nessinan right at the point he is seeing some economic recovery is
counterproductive.

We don't want to be increasing taxes at that level. Third, I think
we as a Nation would be richer if we pass the message along, each
of us has an individual responsibility here as much as possible to
try to bring ourselves out of this, if we give the mechanism the re-
sources to do it.

Finally, there will be people that won't work with it Perhaps
that'gets to the point you make. This program won't help everyone.
It is going to help a substantial number of people.

But when it comes, for instance, to the graduate of high school,
the minority, for example, who has a high unemployment rate, we
are going to need special ams. It probably will have a mAjor
source of Government fun rather than individual contribution.

The need for that will be t ere for a long, long time. We think
that complements that effort.

Mr. CorNE. How would you distinguish between the very low-
income worker who is barely making it, in the $10,000 or $12,000 a
year range, and that individual who may be in the bracket of
$20,000 to $25,000?

Would they pay an equal amount into the retraining fund?
Mr. DURBIN. They would be paying a percentage of their earn-

ings into the fund. After 1 year contribution to the fund, much like
an insurance policy, they would qualify for the full $4,000. So it has
a method of funding itself once the program gets rolling.

We realize that the burden is going to be really higher for the
person in the lower income category, who spends more of their dis-
posal income.

But we have kept the percentage contribution low enough that it
shouldn't be a major burden to them. It really offers to those folks
who are on the edge of falling in the unemployment ranks very
quickly an opportunity to get out.

Mr. COYNE. I wonder if the sponsors would entertain a graduated
system where the lower income workers would pay less of a per-
centage, or a lesser amount of their pay into the fund.

Mr. DURBIN. Be glad to look at it.
Mr. BOEHLERT. It is eight-tenths of 1 percent, or $250 annually,

whichever is less.
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Mr. COYNE. Thank you.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
Mr. Torres:
Mt. TORRES. I, too, want to echo the comments of my colleaguesin thanking you, Madam Chairman, for conducting these hearings.I think they are very timely, and certainly of great value, the ap-proach of my colleagues in calling forth this type of legislation.
I. was an early victim of dislocation when I lost my job at Chrys-ler sometime in the late sixties. Unfortunately, there were not pro-grams in place at that time that would have taken care of thisproblem.
I bounced around. to different parts of the country.. And finally,thank goodness to politics, I ended up with a good job.
Ms. OAKAR. We are lucky to have you.
Mr. TORRES. Thank you. I wanted to ask my colleague, Dick

Durbin, exactly where this whole concept came from. I know we ,are 'very innovative as Americans in designing these kinds of pro-grams.
Sometimes we take hints from abroad. Scandinavians, West Ger-mans are good at this. I am just wondering, is this strictly some-thing that grew out of your own experiences in your own area, orsomething you patterned maybe in studying overseas programs?
Mr. DURBIN. The need, of course, is in each of our areas, more soin so many others. But I have to give credit for the concept to PatChoate. I think he can indicate to you where he brought the ideatogether from.
But he was, through' the Clearinghouse of the Future, let me givethem a plug here toothey brought Pat in early last year to speakabout where we were going as a Nation in terms of training dislo-cated workers.
He came forward with their concept. I liked it immediately and

started working on legislation. Sherry has made a great contribu-tion to it. But I think Pat, who is the Vice President of TRW, cangive you a little historical background.
Mr. TORRES. Good. This is my first experience and opportunity to

hear the comments made by my colleagues here on the generalprogram. I am not sure that I am on your list of cosponsors. But I
am so impressed as well, I would like to join you.

Mr. DURBIN. Love to have you.
Mr. TORRES. I have no further questions.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
I would just like to make a comment.
First of all, I was glad, Bill, to hear you say these kinds of billsin no way compete with State programs that we will always needas a national commitment to our unemployed. These programs maybe improved over the years like we tried to improve the CETA Pro-

gram. We now have the Job Training Partnership Act.
My own personal commitment is always to have a program relat-ed to training that is government-sponsored. I think that is veryimportant, Bill. You have made that point.
Another point I would like to make is that I don't see the bills

competing with each other. I think they are complementary. One isreally geared toward the preventive approach, and I think, Nancy;
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that is your kind of approaCh, and the other relates to the needs of
the displaced workers and future retirement programs.

I, for one, could intellectually and personally support bath, con-
cept§ with no problem whatsoeveras long as we never say this re-
places the State programs that we will always have to have as a
Nation. .

The other point is about where this concept came from. Some of
us, under the auspices of the Northeast-Midwest Coalition, visited
Germany and Sweden, and we sawand Bill was: one of the mem-
bers who joined us on that tripvery similar concepts.

In many ways, countries like Germany and Sweden are a little
bit ahead of us in terns of how they look to the future and how
they deal with their employees. It is a form of both areas being dis-
cussed today. 4

In terms of the concept and development of the ITA,' we have
given a great deal of credit to Pat Choate, our next witness. We
have canonized your Pat, and no one can handle it better than. you

I think groups like your organization, Bill and Nancy, and the
countless meetings that Dick, Sherry, I and others have had on the
issue have been helpful in trying to develop the iirA approach.
Dick, Sherry, and I have met as a group with the labor union
movement, the Chamber of Commerce, and other organizations
about the ITA bill, because we feel that a coalition, not .only of Re-
publicans and Democrats, but of business and labor and Govern-
ment is important for developing strategies for the future.

Mr. BOEHLERT. Madam Chairman, I just wish you could bring all
of our colleagues to the Polaris Training Center in Cleveland. We
were there and saw something extremely unusual, at least it was a
first-time experience for me.

We saw training programs that had a 100-percent placement
record. Every

i
single graduate of the training program was immedi-

ately placed n it good job, and yet, they had vacancies in the train-
ing program. ' ,

And we asked why. And the response was very typicaldisplaced
worker, exhausted unemployment benefits, now on welfare assist-
ance, food stamps, doesn't have a dime to pay the tuition that is
required of a training center like the Polaris Vocational Training
Center.

Yet, if we had some fund like this, where that individual could
take out $1,200 to pay, to fill one of those vacancies, get 26 or 39
weeks of training, and they

in
out and their batting average is

1,000, and that wins the title in any league.
I would recommend that you encourage as many of our col-

leagues as you can to visit that facility. It is doing a magnificent
job.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
I would like to extend an invitation to all of you to join the sub-

committee for the hearing. I know you are all very busy today, But
if any of you would like to join the committee, we would be happy
to have you sit with the committee. Thank you all very, very much.

Ms. OAKAR. Our next witness is Dr. Pat Choate, consultant for
TRW. He will be jointed by Patrick J. O'Keefe, the Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary of the Department of Labor, and Robert L. Craig

IIwith the American Society for Trai ing and Development.
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Gentlemen, we are very, very happy to have you today. We have
already heard about you enough. Pat, perhaps you can tell us alittle bit abbut some of the job training strategies.,

.The nice thing about thisI think all my colleagues will agreeiii very often we have so many great ideas that people develop orthink of, but somewhere along the line they fail to come to those ofus who are in positions to bring them to fruition.
Pat has not been modest and shy about coming to us with hisideas. I am personally, grateful for that. It has been just outstand-ing to have you as a kind of mentor in this area.
We are grateful to. TRW as well .for the good work they havedone in having you loin yourself occasionallyyour ideas, I shouldsayto our efforts.
Pat, thank you very much for being here. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PAT CHOATE, SENIOR POLICY ANALYST;
ECONOMICS, TRW INC.

Mr. Cmoiax. Thank you. very much, Madam Chairman.
I would first of all like 'to thank the members for their very gra-cious comments. In fairness, I think I have to acknowledge al-though I may have had ,something to do with some of the glimmer-ing of the ideas, it has been the Members themselves and theirstaffs, and the staffs of the Wednesday Group and the Northeast-

Midwest Coalition that have taken an idea and made them intoreally workable concepts.
And that 'is, as you indicated, the consequence of much work

with Members and their staffs and with other outside experts. As aresult of that, I think the two bills that are being discussed in thishearing are workable bills, and they are bills that, in large meas-ure, have most of the bugs out of them.
I think also they are important for another reason, in that theyaddress comprehenSively a major problem that this country isgoing to face over the next several decades, and that is rapidchange that may produce enough jobs, but still produce a turbulentundercurrent of unemployment and displacement.
If I might, Madam Chairman, I would like to submit my testimo-ny for the record and then take 3 or 4 minutes and summarize it.
Ms. DAKAR. Very good.
Mr. CHOATE. At its heart what I am arguing in my testimony is,first, that there will be enough jobs in the economy.But even if there are enough jobs in the economy, what we aregoing to see is 600,000 to 1 million or more workers each year, andat any given time in the United States, permanently displacedfrom their jobs because their jobs will have disappeared because ofchange.
That is a change that is going to be unavoidable over the forth-coming years. I think we should accept that.
I think that the two bills that are now being considered in effect

acknowledge that that change is a permanent condition of oureconomy.
Second, I think it important for us to recognize that we don't

know precisely who those 600,000 or 1 million or 1Y2 million work-
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ers will be at any given point in time. It reflects technological ad-
vance that we cannot predict.

It may reflect increased competitiveness of other nations that we
cannot anticipate. Thus, it becomes important with that degree of
uncertainty to have a program that is sufficiently flexible to be
able to address these problems of change.

I believe the two bills being considered address that comprehen-
sively. I think they meet some basic criteria.

The bills are comprehensive; they permit individual choice; they
are based on a sound financial system, on independent financing. It
is equitable. If you need, it is there; if you don't, you get the money
for other purposesand there is a sharing of responsibility.

I would also agree with you, Madam Chairman. I believe the bills
that have been presented are quite complementary. One bill, the
Training Incentives Act, introduced by Mrs. Johnson and Mr.
Clinger, will prevent a great deal of displacement through encour-
aging firms to invest more in training to, in effect, put training on
ferity with plant and equipment and technology for investment.

At the same time I think it is true that even with that invest-
ment, we will have displacement. The Individual Training Account,
I believe, will then deal with those workers that fall out of the em-
ployment network, and, again, give the type of flexibility and inch-

. vidual /choice that was described earlier in the testimony.
Finally, I think the 'concept of a. training IRA would, in effect,

give to many workers that extra moneys that may be necessary for
retraining. What we are going to find with the displacement that is
going to occur . in the years ahead is that it is not going to be

- limited to just blue-collar workers.
It will include professionals, it will include technicians, it will in-

clude managers. We are already seeing that happen.
They are going to require more than $4,000 in many cases for re-

training. A training IRA will permit, I believe, those workers to
save and anticipate that change and to give them the extra re-
sources they need for that training.

In those cases where, firms do not wish to participate in an ITA
program, then he workers themselves have a fallback position
that will permit them to engage in retraining efforts, or a safety
net.

So in summation, the Nation now faces a situation where turbu-
lent change is going to be a national condition. We can logically
expect a significant number of workers to drop out of the work
force each year because they will be displaced because of this
change.

We do not know precisely who these workers are. And the two
pieces of legislation that have been proposed are, I believe, at this
point in time effective ways to address that problem flexibly and
on a sound financial basis.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much. I wanted to add that you are,
the author oT a book that is one of the best sellers on the issue,
"Retboling the American Work Force Towards a National Training
Strategy.'

[Mr. Choate's prepared statement follows:]
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Testimony
of

Pat Choate
Senior Fblicy Analyst, Economics

TRW Inc.

Before

The Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

. . House of Representatives
98th Congress.

Washington, D.C.
July 31, 1984

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

4%.

I am pleased and honored to have the opportunity once again to appear
before you. When I last testified, the subject Was industrial
competitiveness. What impressed me then, as it-04gs now, were some of
the facts _pose hearings brought to light. Specifidally, that:

.

o while 20 years ago trace and fore investment constituted
less than 13 percent of the U.S. 's total Gross National
Product (GNP); in 1983, it was aver 25 percent;

o A while only 20 percent of America's goods practicing industries
were subject to foreign competition kwo decades, over 70
percent are now; and that

I .

o while at least 100,000 advanced robots will be in operation in
the U.S. by 1990, over 900,000 will be in liberation outside
the U.S.

As these and other facts clearly suggest, work in the U.S. is unoergoing
massive, far-reaching and irreversible change. :What is also clear is

-that most American workers -- blue collar, professional, technical and
managerial -- will require retraining and perhaps even relocation at some
point in their careers, perhaps at several points. The fortunate ones
will make those adjistments while they are employed, adapting-to change
along with their employers. Others, however, will be forced to make

fro
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these changes while they'ireunemployed -- "displaced from jobs that will
have disappeared forever.

Today,. the importance of the displaced worker topic is derived less from
any of the particular remedies before the Congress, but more from the
'explicit recognition eV-those appearing before you, including myself, of
the need for the nation to institute new approaches that will better
assist displaced workers prepare Ihemselves for reemployment. It is in

that Vein that I offer my comments-this'morning. And to be fair to the

Committee, I want to emphasize that my comments are my.personal
observations and view% and pat necessarily those of any others.

In explbring this topic, 91 will address three basic questions: The first

is can the U.S.'oreate enough-jobs for all those who wish to work? The

second is how many displaced workers will exist and who will they be?
And third, what are the characteristics that should guide the cteation.of
n Offtirts to assist displaced workers? Also, I wish to offer some

ents on two pertinent pieces of legislation now before the Congress
-- H.R. 4832 and H.R. 5159.

will Thera.Ee Enough Good Jobs?

As to the question of will. there be enough jobs, the answer is yes. For

the balance of this decade and in the next, enough new jobs, beyond
normal attrition, will be created to provide work for virtually all who
wish to work. I believe we can be reasonably certain about his becau
of the arithmetic of jabs in the U.S. It depends on two basic factors
the number of.people who will want'jobs andthe ability of the economy t
proorce those jobs.

The number of people who will 'want jobs Can be accurately estimated
because over 80 percent of the-workers in the year 2000 are already
adults and most are already at work. The U.S. Bureau of the Cenaqs-.
projects,that over the next 25' years the labor force will grow at a very
slaw rate, about 1 percent annually. Thus betweerr30 to 35 million-hew :

jobs must;Oftcreated over the next quarter century if unemployniehtls to /

be heldat roughly a 6 percent level. Art into perspective., America's

jo creation.challenge over the the next quarter century will tie less

tha that 6r the past quarter century. Then almost 40 million new jobs / du.

wer created, and the number of jobs created exceeded the standard
fore sts.

Perhaps the best indication of the economy's ability to produce enough
jabs is found in the projections of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS). It projects that between 1982-1995, the American economy will
produce over 25 million new jobs: 18.7 million in the service industries

and 6.5 million in non-manufacturing. Wring this same period, the labor
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force will only Increas0 21 million workers. `these estimates appear
realistic. They are based on the assumption that productivity will grow .

at about 1.6 annually and the GNP will grow at a real annual growth of
about 3 gerceat.

Thus, it appears that the U.S. economy will create enough jobs for the
next decade. Moreover, the 8LS projects that most of those jobs veil
exist in the same occupations that now exist.. Thus to the extent that
today's jobs are or are not goad jobs so to will they be for the next

(meanie.

what these aggregate numbers fail to highlight, however, is the-great
turbulence which is likely to exist in the labor.market with the rise of
old industries, decline of old ones, the mechanization of much of the
nation's production ana the increased involvement of the nation in global
trade. This. underlying turbulence Is sure to create. worker displacement.

How Many Displaced Workers Will There Be?

0,

No one knows how niany displaced workers there are. This reflects
definitional problems and the limited amount of research that has been
done. FOwever, the studies which do exist suggest that a significant
number of workers are likely to be displaced"at any given time:

The Congresiional 8.1dget Office (C80), using a conservative array of
single criteria, such as displaced workers over age. 45 or workers in
oeclini"g occupations, estimates that in 1982 that between 840,000 and
2.2 million Anerican workers were displaced fromlheir old jobs.
Obviously, the minter of displaced workers would be substantially higher
if the tatal included other categories or displaced workers -- for
example, those under age 45,-those in stable occupations., or those
residing in economically vital'ereas such as the displaced Atari workers
in the Silicon Valley. Conversely, if aoditional criteria or
restrictions were considered, such as raising the definitional age to 50
pr considering only workers in the automobile industry, the number of
workers categorized as displaced would be reduced.

Subsequent estimates by students of this topic such as Malcolm Lovell and
Kenneth McCellan have placed the number of displaced workers at between
600,000 to 1 million at any given time.

Even if the lower estimates of the number of displaced workers is used,
it is clear that their continued unemployment creates high costs to the
economy in terms of the diminished competitiveness of individual firms,
reouceo Gross National Product because of lost production, increased
demands ofi the Unemployment Insurance system, and a greater reliance on
social programs such es welfare and food stamps. moreover, the high
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perionel costs to/the affected workers and thei families are large, but

incalculable.

As you know, the displaced worker problem has not-gone unnoticed by

either the government or the private sector. Ov r the past 50 years, the
federal government has created many programs tha provide displaced

workers with a range of assistance, from informs onand counseling to

income maintenance and retraining. Indeed, 22 fe eral grant-In-aid

programs, most of them created during the past t decades, are designed

specifically to facilitate displaced worker adjOs nt. Most of-these

programs are narrow gauged efforts to assist spec fic groups of workers

in specific industries or specific places, Such as displaced redwood

forest workers or those adversely affected by impota.

The latest national effort to assist displaced wori%ers -- Title III of

the Jobs Training' artnerShip Act -- is an important piece of legislation

because for the first time the federal government has assumed the
responsibility to deal comprehensively with the issue -- that is,
eligibility. Is not limited to any particular regioh, occupation or

industry. With the adoption of this legislation, the nation recognized

that displacement was likely to be 8 permanent part of economic change

and that virtually all workers in virtually all industries we7
vulnerable to the vissitudes of change.

At the same time, a.few companies, in cooperation with the undone

representing their employees, have established special programs to assist

displaced workers. For example, Ford, General Motors, General Electric
and, most recently, AT&T will provide displaced workers with extra

severance pay, retraining or out-placement.

Under the 1983 contract between the Communications Workers ano AT&T,

training and retraining will be available to workers whose fobs are
.affected by technological innovation. These programs will be financed by

the company and administered jointly by the company and the union. For

workers who are going to be laid off, the company will provide funos for

job training and relocation assistance.

Also, a few states such as California, Illinois and Delaware have

initiated state programs to assist displaced workers through training,

counseling and placement programs. One my colleagues on this panel,

Dr. Dennis Carey, Secretary of Labor for he State of Delaware has done

pioneering work in adapting existing prog ns and creating new ones to

assist displaced workers -- and with great ccess.

Guidelines for an Effective Displaced worker Program

If the nation's displaced workers are to be assisted in making the

transitions they face, several actions are required. And the most
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important of these is to prevent worker displacement in the first place.
But if that is to be, then employers must be encouraged to invest more in
the training of their workers -- to keep their skills abreast with the
changing. demands of their work.

Unfortunately, public policy today gives.special.incentiyes to firms to
invest in two of the three factors of production -- capital equipment and
Research and Development -- but not in the thirds- the training and
retraining of the workers. H.R.-5159, which has been introcUced by
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson and Congressman William Clinger, addresses
that gap in public policy in a forthright and workable manner by giving
firms tax credits for training. This approach gives 2reatalexibility to
firms in choosing which training to select and gives the goWenment great
assurance the tax expenditure will be used wisely since firms are
unlikely to.invest in that which they do not find productive. By
encouraging more training by employers, much worker displacement can be
prevented, but not all.

As a natural consequence of economic change, millions of workers can be
expected to become displaced workers.in the years ahead. If they are to
be reemployed with speed, efficiency and dignity, some reforms in the
nation's.training policies are required. Some of these reforms involve
making existing programs work better. Others are also neeoed which
center around new policies end programs, including new financing
mechanisms that will have permanent solvency.

These reforms need rot be made all at once, but can be undertaken
individually, as time and circumstances permit. To ensure that
individual reforms will eventually fit into an oroered whole, however, it
is necessary to define some basic principles that should guide both the
reform of existing programs and the creation of new ones:

1. Individual choice.

Ultimately, the displaced workers themselves bear the major
costs associated with structural unemployment and have the
most to gain from their own reemployment. Thus, to the full
extent possible, these workers must be given individual choice
in the basic oecisions made in any adjstment assistance
program.

2. Comprehensive coveraoe.

Because the incidence and timing of structural unemployment
are difficult to predict -- potentially affecting anyone,
anywhere -- any progra to assist displaced workers must cover
everyone who is displaced.
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3. Linkage of displaced worker assistance to income suppo.t.

Any new displaced worker assistance program shoulo be linked
to the Unemployment Insurance System so workers have income
.while they are in training.

4. Early intervention.

Under existing displaced worker programs, too long a period is
permitted to elapse before action is taken. This slows the
processes of worker adj.stment and raises the costs to both
business and government of operating the UI system. Earlier

intervention is urgently required.

5. Assured financing.

If comprehensive coverage and early interventions are to
become a reality, assured financing is needed. This will
require a new financing mechanism that does not depend on
annual appropriations from the federal, state or local

. governments.

6. Flexibility.

Because of the uncertainty of structural change, any displace°
worker adjustment assistance system must be flexible enough to
meet the diverse needs that may arise.

7. 'Improve existing systems.

many of the elements of an effective comprehensive displaced
worker program -- such as the Employment Service and UI system
-- already exist. Their programs such as job referral
services and counseling systems must be given necessary
resources, modernized technology and a clear mandate.

Reforms in current programs will substantially enhance the quality and
effectiveness of the nation's displaced worker assistance efforts. Even

after existing systems are improved, however, the linchpin of a
comprehensive displaced worker assistance program will have yet to be put
in place -- namely, a new financing mechanism. that can effectively
guarantee the. availability of retraining and relocation assLAance for
the millions of workers whose jobs will be abolished in the years ahead.

The costs' of retraining will be high but not prohibitive. Moreover, not

all workers will need or want retraining or relocate. Simply put, no one
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knows how many will went or need retraining -- only that many wind
Thus, a flexible :approach is required.

There are a nuMber-of alternative ways to finance such a comprehensive
and flexible displaced worker assistance system, including direct federal
or state funding; the use of some part of UI entitlements for retraining;
or the creation of a wholly new self-financing mechanism-- the
Individual Training Account (ITA) called for in H.R. 4832.Which has been
introduced by Congressman Richard Durbin, Congressman Sherwood-boehlert
and Congresswoman Mary Rose Dakar.

As proposed in their legislation, the Individual Training Account (ITA)
would be a flexible, simple -to- administer, self-financing system designed
to speed thereemployment of displaced workers by providing funds for
retraining and, if necessary, relocation as well. Because it is
self-financing, the ITA would not add to.the already severe financial
pressures on the UI system; nor would it depend on animal grant-in-aid
appropriations from the Congress.

The ITA blends two of the nation's best experiences in traini4and
savings the voucher-based national retraining program, the G.I. Bill,
and the savings- and equity-based system, the Individual Retirement
Account. The ITA has a number of attractive features:

o It is portable -- tied to the worker and not to the Job;

o It has a built-in incentives for prudent use .-- at retirement
of the worker the unused portions, plus accumulated interest,
are returned to both the worker and the employer;

o It is not dependent on annual.appropriations;

o It would increase the nation's savings;

o It has caps on contributions;

o It would permit great flexibility of choice for the worker in
the selection of training programs to take and where.

The ITA as embodied in H.R. 4832 is a workable approach to a major
national challenge.

H.R. 5159 has another feature which I find quite attractive, the
provision that permits individuals to use Pun& fom an IRA for
retraining. Many individuals will need more thar the $4,r(1) that the ITA
provides. For those workers, the extra funds provided by a Training IRA
(T-IRA) would be a useful supplement.
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Together, H.R. 5159 and H.R. 4832 build a complementary mosaic of
programs. The training investment credit, the ITA and the T-IRA will
prevent sane displacement by encouraging firms to invest more and yet
offer a flexible underpinning of retraining/relocation assistance to .

those Who are displaced.

Summary

If the United States is to keep pace with, even be ahead of, the velocity
of economic and technological change, then the nation must be prepared to
help its workers adapt to a changing economy. Creation of an effective
displaced` worker prog-hm must be a primary part of that effort.

H.R. A832 and H.R. 5159 create national policies and national programs
that will assist workers and firms make those adaptations with
confidence, efficiency and dignity;

Thank you.

Ms. OAKAR. Mr.' O'Keefe is the next witness. I did want to men-
tion he is the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Employment and
Training in our Department of Labor, and he has directed the im-
plementation and does oversee the Job Training Partnership Act
Programs. Previously, he served as Administrator in the Office of
Strategic Planning and Policy Development and as a Deputy Direc-
tor of the National Commission on Employment Policy.

Because of the short time in which we organized this hearing, we
understand that your remarks will reflect your personal views as
opposed to the views of the Department. Is that right?

STATEMENT OF PATRICK O'KEEFE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. O'KEEFE. Yes, Madam Chairman. That is the case. I do ap-
preciate the opportunity to come and appear before the subcommit-
tee.

Like the other witnesses, I think you are to be commended for
taking on a very important issue; not an issue just for 1984, but an
issue will be with us certainly for the rest of this century.

I will organize my remarks around two themes. One is to discuss
briefly title III of the Job Training Partnership Act, the Dislocated
Workers Program currently on the books; and then talk about the
concept of Individual Training Accounts.

We need to recall, at the outset, that the concept of ( ,located
workers does not lend itself to precise definition. None .k us can
parade in here a stereotype and say this represents all dislocated
workers in all of the United States. In an economy as dynamic and
diverse as ours, the concept changes over time and across places.

I think Dr. Choate does us a great service in reminding us that it
is not just a blue-collar phenomenonthat the stereotype of a steel
mill somewhere in this country that encapsulates everything about
dislocated workers is not something that we can use as the basic
assumption for policy making.

In broad terms, dislocated workers are individuals that have two
basic characteristics, it seems to me. One is they have had a stable
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attachment to a specific job for some period of time. We would
have to put some details on that; but I think that is one aspect of
it. The second is that the individual is confronted with the perma-
nent loss of that job.

When I say confronted, I use that word to include both those in-
dividuals already laid off, and those persons scheduled for lay off.
We don't have to wait for the trauma of unemployment to deter-
mine that an individual is a dislocated worker.

I would also point out that we don't have a precise estimate of
the number of dislocated workers. It is going to change with the
course of the business cycle; it will change as technological develop-
ments come on line.

What we do know is that, depending on your definition, the esti-
mates will vary very widely, anywhere from one-half million to 3
million.

I think another thing that we have to remind ourselves is that
we do not have sufficient experience to date to be able to point, to
one strategy and say this is the best way to train people for reem-
ployment. Perhaps the only common thread is that typically there
is a need to convince the individuals that they are very unlikely to
return to their former employment.

We have heard the anecdotes of workers laid off from a plant
that has very little likelihood of reopening. Yet every day they go
back down to the plant in belief that somehow that facility will
reopen and their job will reappear.

I raise this background not to argue against action, quite the con-
trary. I raise it to underscore a word that I think has to be the
byword .of the way in which we proceed..

It is a word Dr. Choate has used: flexibility. I think no matter
what we do, we have to retain for the individuals and for employ-
ers the maximum degree of flexibility to respond to the economic
circumstances in which they are operating.

Let me now turn to title III of the Job Training Partnership Act.
That law was signed into law by President Reagan on October 12,
1982. It became fully operational October 1, 1983.

So we have roughly 9 months worth of experience. The dislocated
worker program, which is only one component of that legislation,
emphasizes training and job search assistance as the means by
which we will return people to regular self-sustaining employment.

It does permit the training and the employment services to be
provided prior to the separation of the individualif there is a
very clear recognition that dislocation is going to occur in that em-
ploying establishment.

It defines dislocated workers broadly, giving to the governors the
discretion to identify which groups of workers are truly dislocated.
And it is administered in a block grant form so that the States and
localities have the maximum degree of flexibility to fashion their
programs to respond to the local circumstance that they are ad-
dressing.

For the current program year about $223 million has been appro-
priated for title III of the Job Training Partnership Act. We esti-
mate this will serve 90,000 to 100,000 individuals.

As I said before, the program became fully operational in Octo-
ber of 1983, although we did have some early funding for thedislo-
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cated workers program. Through March of 1984, which is the most
recent period for which we have data, approximately 65,000 indi-
viduals have been served.

One thing we observe is that the cost for training in this pro-
gram is somewhat below the $5,000 to $5,500 we originally estimat-
ed that a unit of training per .year would cost in this program.

The program has demonstrated the kind of flexibility that I
think we would all look for. We see under title III, projects serving
dislocated workers in Pennsylvania and Ohio who have been disem-
ployed from steel plants.

It is serving people on the southwest: border disemployed because
of the freeze that occurred last December in the citrus groves and
the devaluation of the peso.

It is being used to serve people who have been thrown out of
work because of the closing of tuna canneries in California.

So it has displayed substantial flexibility.
One thing that we are observing is that the title III program, I

think, because it is administered in large part by public sector in-
stitutions, it tends to be project oriented.

We tend to think in terms of classroom size training or projects
that will serve large groups of people. Let me take you back a
moment to what I was saying about the stereotype.

Not all dislocation occursin fact, a substantial" part of disloca-
tion does not occur because of plant closings, or because there has
been a major phasing down.

It often occurs because certain clusters of occupations with an
employee have become insufficiently productive for the employer to
maintain that activity.

So I think, therefore, there is in the administration of JTPA
some limitation of its flexibility in that it tends to be project orient.
ed. It is still too early to say that is the only approach that we are
going to see; but in the first 6 months that is one of its key charac-
teristics.

Let me now turn to the concept of Individual Training Accounts.
There are several pieces of legislation and I think many of them
are complementary. I would rather stay with the concept, however,
than to deal with the specifics of the various proposals.

The concept of an Individual Training Account does deserve very
serious consideration as part of our overall employment policies in
this country. I think that is the case for several reasons.

Number one is because this concept, if adopted, would encourage
human capital formation and regeneration. It would get us out of
the mode of thinking about ourselves as batteries, that we charge
with human capital at the beginning of our lives, but once we grad-
uate from high school or college, .we then have to carry ourselves
forward on whatever that charge was.

The second thing that is very appealing to me is the fact that it
is voluntary. It permits employers and workers to decide ho .. the
compensation package is to be allocated across the full spectrum of
benefitswages, leisure, training, and so on. It permits the deci-
sionmaking to occur in the context of labor/management negotia-
tion which serves this country so well.

The third thing, and I just keep coming back to this because I
think it is key, is that it retains the flexibility that individuals
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need ,to be able to decide what their interests are as jobseekers,
what are their aspirations, what is the training that is going to
prepare them to achieve those aspirations.

And the last feature of it is that it potentially proyides a funding
mechanism that would not otherwise be available to small and in-
termediate employers in the same way it would be available to
large employers.

I think there are questions with any of these proposals that we
cannot ignore. Certainly one of those questions has to be the fiscal
implications. Aid the second thing is that the enactment of it,
while it is certainly not competitiVe . with other policies, may re-.
quire adjustment in the policies that are currently in place.

Madam Chairmen, I appreciate the opportunity of being here.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you for your comments.
Mr. Craig is the vice president,.government affairs, for the Amer-

ican Society for Training and Development. He is the editor and
publisher of the National Report for Training and Development
and has served as the senior editor of the Training and Develop-
ment Handbook. For a long time, he was the editor of the Training
and Development Journal.

We are very happy to have you as a witness today. You have a
long background in terms of being interested in the subject. We are
happy to have your testimony.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. CRAIG, VICE PRESIDENT, GOVERN-
MENT AFFAIRS, AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DE-
VELOPMENT

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much. I am especially pleased to be
here today to represent the 50,000 members of the American Socie-
ty for Training and Development. They are people engaged in em-
ployer provided education and training.

You are probably aware, but if you are not, that is the largest
single force in the retraining of the American work force today.
Our best guess, although the data are, to use the technical term,
lousyour best guess is that employers spend something like $30
billion annually in direct and indirect costs. That does not include
the salaries and wages of those being trained. .

That is why we are interested in job training legislation, because
that is our business.

We are very pleased and commend the Members of Congress who
have introduced these recent legislative proposals that deal with
job training legislation, because we believe that the competency of
our overall national work forceand that includes from entry level
through the crafts people, through the office and clerical and sup-
port people, through the professionals, engineers, and the manag-
ers, in all sectorsrepresents the greatest asset this country has. It
is a key factor in national economic health.

Consequently, we support legislative measures that recognize the
importance of investing in human capital such as your proposal to
give tax credits to employers for the employee training costs, that
is part of H.R. 5159, the National Training Incentives Act.

Now, despite the fact that employers spend a great deal of
money, there is still an underinvestment in our opinion. But we do
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suggest some changes in H.R. 5159 on this provision in order to
help ensure its success.

One,. we believe that you need a good working definition of train-
ing, because this would preclude a great deal of administratiVe con-
fusion and dispute later on. We are now conducting research par-
tially sponsored by the National Institute of Education on the
nature and extent of employee education and training.

And we have evolved a definition of employee training for that
purpose. We suggest, and we have suggested to some of your
people, that it might be used as a basis for defining employee train-
ing.

It has to be an organized effort, for example. But it should not
include the informal, on-the-job training or coaching and supervi-
sion. Otherwise, I think it becomes unmanageable right away, and
you will have a lot of difference of opinion.

Another suggestion along the same lines is to set guidelines as
clearly as is practical for what kind of training costs are allowable
as tax credits. Unfortunately, there is little consistency now in how
employers .account for training costs.

Unless we have some clear guidelines, we are going to get into
trouble about what training is or is not. Some employers include
direct costs for training, some indirect costs, some do include sala-
ries and wages.

And there are big differences in what the training costs are. This
is a rather complex matter, and, again, we have come up with
some sample cost models in our research which we have suggested
to your staff.

Incidentally, we have just conducted a survey of a group of 600
or 700 senior managers of human resource development in the pri-
vate sector, people in our field, and we had 92 percent of the re-
sponses in favor of tax credits for employer investment in the
training.

In the same survey, 73 percent of the responses favored the pro-
vision for elimination of the penalties for the withdrawal nf indi-
vidual retirement account funds by displaced workers who would
use those funds for job retraining and without penalties.

So we would support that fully. On the other hand, we do have
some concern on the individual training account issue. While our
survey showed 70 percent of these people favored ITA's, our nation-
al issues committee, which discussed these issues at length, had
some concerns.

The net result of ITA's could be that higher income people would
use it for a tax shelter. Lower income people with limited discre-
tionary income might feel they could not afford the ITA's. And you
would end up perhaps with a net revenue loss irk the form of tax
shelters and little use of the mechanism for trdlning the people
who need it most. But we admire the intent and purpose.

Now, I would like to raise another employee development issue
that is causing extensive concern among a wide range of inter-
estslabor, education, business, industry, and so on. In June, the
Joint Tax Committee Conference failed to extend section 127 of the
Tax Code which deals with employee education assistance.

And now we are back Treasury regulation 162-5, which says
that you can only exclude employer provided educational assist-
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ance if it relates to your present work. If it prepares you for the job
or advances your job, it becomes taxable income.

Now, a lot of people have a mythlike Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, John Chapoton, who just the other day said that section
127 is a perk, obviously for executives, and also that it is a revenue
loser.

First-hand evidence shows that is not true. Lower-level people
trying to get ahead obviously get taxed under that principle for
moving ahead, which we would term regressive taxation.

For example, we have had reports just recently from the Ameri-
can Institute of Banking that show that students in their school of
banking are 68-percent female, 68 percent-immigrants, 76 percent
bank clerks and /secretaries, and only 8 percent bank officers.

Because Congress did not extend section 127, two large banks in
New York have already started to withhold taxes, and have experi-
enced drops in participation rates in tuition aid programs by 47
and 50 percent, mostly by lower-level people.

The director of the Continuing Education Institute in Boston,
which uses section 127 tuition aid for remedial education for
employees, showed that 22 percent of his graduates had received
promotions, 50 percent had gone on to additional education and
training. In that program 76 percent were women, 63 percent mi-
norities, 25 percent had been on welfare at one time, and only 25
percent had attended high school. Thirty-two percent were born
outside the United States, a mere 12 percent were reading at high
school level when enrolled. I don't think that is a perk. We have
data attached to my testimony here which show a lot more of that
kind of /thing.

We do want to disspell that myth. We have also shown that
Treasury would gain more revenue through the increased income
taxes on the more qualified pbople as a result of their education
and earning more income. And that is a pretty easy calculation.

Also, as Pat Choate told us, section 127 would reduce cost to the
Federal Government through lower unemployment costs and
higher productivity. Anyhow, we hope you might do anything you
can to extend section 127 of the Tax Code, which we hope will
again come up this year before Congress.

In the overall context, I would like to make Several points on job.
training legislation that would be, in our opinion, worth consider-
ing. One is employers should be encouraged to invest more heavily
in human capital, such as you are doing with the tax credit propos-
al.

Two, I think that we should encourage publicly supported occu
pational education to work more closely with employers.

Three, encourage more collaboration among employers to share
in j

i
oint human resource development activities without punitive

Federal regulations, such as antitrust and tax issues. This is a seri-
ous issue on the leading edge of technology. We have difficulty in
developing enough qualified peoplemanagers, professionals and
technicians. When companies get together and talk about doing
this on a joint basis, company lawyers get very antsy on antitrust
issues.

The fourth item is to encourage exchange between innovative
Federal research and development in training technology and
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human resources, such as the Department of Defense is doing, and
all private sector job training.

And our fifth .point is to reinstate se-aloft 127 of the Tax Code
promptly. We believe that responsiveneps to the changing needs for
new work force knowledge and skill is the key to the economic suc-
cess for the nation.

We believe stronger orientation to these changing needs. is how
we are going to be able to keep and create jobs for Americans.

Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Craig.
[Mr. Craig's prepared statement, on behalf of the American Soci-

ety for Training and Development, follows:]
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I am RobortL. Craig of the American Society for Training and

Development. I am ploasolto be here today to represent our

Sociisty's 50,000 members who are engaged in employer-provided

education and training. You are probably aware that our field

is the largest single force in the retraining of the American

work force. Our be t guess is that employers are now spending

'some $30 billion, at least, in this efsfort and all signs

indicate that this investment in employee development will

increase. 1Thus, we have very direct interest in national job

training legislation.

We are very pleased to see that recent legislative proposals have

been directed to the broader aspects of work force development.

The CompetAcy of our overall national work force from entry

level to professionils and managers -- in all sectors represents

the greatest asset the nation has and is the key factor in national

economic health.

ft

Consequently, we support legislative\measures that recognize the

importance of investing in human capital suites the proposal to

give tax credits to employers for their employee training costs

that ispart of H.R. 5159, The National Training Incentives Act

of 1984.

We do suggdst some changes in H.R. 5159 which we believe would

help insure its success.
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We'bolieve that a,
et

good.working definition of training in the bill

would preclude i great deal of administrative confusion later on..
We are presently conducting research, partially sponsored by the

.64

NatiOlp Institute of-Education, into the nature and extent of

employee training, and we suggest tae use bf a definition. of

training similar to that we,have evolved for that project. It is:

"Eiployee training is an organized effoOt provided, or paid

for, all or. in pa ;t, by an. imployer and designed to improve

job performance, career progress, or organizational effective-
,

ness. It includes classroom, laboratory, vendor-provided

seminars, directed independent study and other activities,

with a clear learner/instructor or other developed program

characteristic. It does not include informal on-the-job
4

coaching or supervision. ".

We can attest to likely confusion in regulatory interpretation

of what training is and is not in the abgence of clear intent.

Confusion has, been a major problem with Treasury regulatiorv,162-5

16
which 'now applies to employer tuition aid since tax code Section

127 on Employee Educational Assistance has been'Illowed to expire.

Another suggestion we would make is to set guidelines, as

clearly'as is practical, for what kind of training costs are
,s of

allowable-for tax credits. Unfortunately, there is little,

consistency in how.employers.accotnt for training costs. 'Some

include direct costs only, some indirect costs, and some include

the sailtries and wages of those being trained. This is a rather

complex matter which, unless anticipfted in any ensuing statute

.
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and regulation, could also lead to extensive administrative

confusion and dispute. We have been developing standard training

cost accounting models in our research program and have suggested

their consideration to the bill's sponsors.

Incidentally, we have just conducted a survey of a sample of

senior managers in our field of human resource development and

92% of the responses were in favor of tax credits for employer

investment in employee training.

In the same survey, 73% of the responses favored the elimination

of penalties for the withdrawal of Individual Retirement Account

funds by displaced workers who would use IRA funds for job

retraining. We see that someeconomically distressed unemployed

workers might well be forced to use IRA funds for acquiring new

job skills and this provision would merely remove the penalty for

doing so.

On the other hand, we have some concern for the Individual Training

Accounts as proposed in H.R. 4832. While our new survey shows

that about 70% of our senior manager sample favored ITAs, our

National Issues Committee has raised some questions. Our Committee

discussed the issue at length and, on the basis of available

evidence, raised some questions. it would appear entirely possible

that higher income people, who would not be as likely to need

funds for Job retraining, would use ITAs ie tax shelters, not

retraining. At the same time, lower income people, who would

likely have more need for job retraining aid, would be less likely
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to participate voluntarily because of limited discretionary income

for that purpose. The net result might be a loss of federal tax

revenue through this additional tax shelter with little use of
,

the mechanism for the intended retraining purpose-

Now, I should like to raise another employee development issue that

is causing extensive concern among a wide range of interests. The

June joint tax committee conference failed to extend the employee

education assistance provisions of the tax code. After being in

effect for five years, it expired December 31, 1983 ari now

Treasury regulation 162-S Again applies to employer- provided

tuition, aid for employee education. Regulation 162-5 says that

if employer tuition aid for ducatio does not relate only to

your present work, it is subject to mployee income tax, Social'

Security tax and unemployment tax. Not only did this regulation

cause great confusion because of widely-varying interpretation

of what is directly job related butrit results in severe discrim-

ination against lower-level employees. Higher-level employees

with bfoad job descriptions can obl.ously relate many kinds of

education toy their jobs. Lower-level people trying to get ahead

through acquiring new knowledge and skill with their employer's

financial help can not. Somehow, .there is a lot of mythology

around that Section 127 a perk. That's what Assistant Secretary

of the Treasury John E. Chapotoil has labeled employee educational

assistance -- a perk and a revehue loser.

Our first-hand knowledge of how employer tuition aid for education

is actually used contradicts thpse contentions. Our evidence shower
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that Section 127 caused dramatic increases in use of employer

tuition aid by lower-level employees, particularly by women and

minorities. For example, we have reports from the American

Institute of Banking that the students in their School of Banking

re 68% female, 68% immigrants, 76% bank clerks and secretaries

with only 8% bank officers. Since Congress failed to extend

Section 127, two large banks in New York started withholding income

tax on tuition aid, and their participation rates have dropped *

and 50% in these kinds of educational programs. Frank McMullen,

Executive Director of AIB in New York, wrote us that "The spring-

board to upward mobility through non-unionized banking ranks has

been sawed off by our national fathers."

Dr. Lloyd David, Director of he Continuing Education Institute

in Boston, sees Section 127 "not as a luxury but a necessity."

His Institute provides basic education to lower-level employees

through employer tuition aid programs. He reports that a study

of his 1982 program graduates who attended on the basis of Section

127 showed that 22% had received promotions, 50% had gone on to

additional education and training. In that program, 76% were

women, 634 minorities, 25% had been on welfare at one time, only

25% had attended high school, 32% were born outside the U.S. and

a mere 12% were reading at a high school level when they enrolled.

Is this kind of employer tuition aid really a perk?

We have also shown that the Treasury would actually gain more tax

revenue from the higher income taxes collected from employees

who made more money by increasing their earning capacity through

more ed4cation. The nation's economy would also benefit from



lowered unemployment costs and from increased work force productivity.

We want to try and dispell the myth that Section 127 is an

executive perk and that it represents a revenue loss in the

broader context of national interests.

William Rbspberry, syndicated columnist at The Washington Post,

in a Ju3.1, 25 op-ed page piece pointed out the unfairness of the

Congressional inaction on this issue in his article, "Only the

Little Guy Gets Hurt."

Hopefully, the Members of the House of Representatives will follow

the Senate with prompt action to reinstate Section 127 in the

same spirit represented by these bills, H.R. 4832 andl H.R. 5159.

We need to pay a great deal of attention to legislati*e measures

which will improve the competence and the quality of qur overall

work force. Our human capital, all of it, is the critical factor

in our national well being. We highly ccmmend those Members. of

Congress who are working toward that end with these new initiatives.

In the overall context of the current trends in Congress, we see

needs for federal legislation that would:

1. encourage employers to invest even more heavily in their

human capital, our most critical national asset.

2. encourage publicly-supported occupational education to

be more needs-oriented by working more closely with employers.

3. provide for collaboration among employers to share

in joint human resource development activities

without punitive federal regulation.
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4. encourage exchange between innovative federal research

and development in human resources and all private sector

job training.

5. reinstate section 127 of the tax code promptly.

W believe that responsiveness to the changing needs for new

work force knowledge and skill is the key to national economic

success. We need stronger orientation to these changing needs

if we are to keep jobs for Americans.
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-MEMORANDUM

Tat Senior ERD Managers

TIM Robert L. Craig, Via. President, Government
and Public Affairs

ATZ: May 25, 1984

SUBJECT: barging Legislation

We have outlined below several proposals that have been made.
There is little question that these represent a growing trend
of Congressional interest to improve the quality of the work
force and to provide job skills needed by individuals for
employment.

1. -Tax Credits for Training

E.R. 5159. The National Training Incehtives Act of 1984--.
One provision would allow employers a 25% tax credit for
employee training costs, the same as employers have been
able to do with R&D-expenses; This tax credit would be
in addition to treatment of training costs as deductible
ordinary business expenses. The credit would apply only
to additional expenses above the average-spent for the _

previous five years.

A practical problem would be to define "training" and to
iet standards for allowable training costs: we are working
with. congressional staff on these matters. They seem to buy
the following "definition of training" we suggested for the

\"time being:

Training is organized educational effort
rrovided, or paid for, all or in part, by
an employer and designed to improve job
performance, career progress, or organizational
effectiveness. It includes classroom, laboratory,
vendor, seminar, directed independent study, and
other iCti7itiOS with a clear student/teacher
or developed program relationship. It does not
include informal on-the-job coaching.

we still are working on allowable training costs categories.

Are you in favor of tax credits to employers for training
costs?

Yes 92% NO 8%

10
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2. Use of Individual Retirement Accounts (IRAs) for Retraining

H.R. 5159-The National Training Incentives Act of 1984
Lime abovel - This bill also includes provision for employees'
to.use'their IM funds, without withdrawal penalty, for
the costs of retraining in new job skills in the event of
job displacement or potential displacement.

Are you in favor of federal legislation authorizing thr use

of IRA funds for retraining?

Yes 73% No 27%

3. Individual Training Accounts

H.R. 4832 Natiopal Individual Training Accounts Act of
1984 - Pat Choate, an economist at TRW, Inc., is usually
credited with this notion of joint contributions by employees
and employers to a fund which can be used by the employee
for retraining for new job skills if needed. This
particular bill sets the contribution at a minimum of.
$250 per year, or 0.8% of the employee's wages by both
the employee and the emplbyer until a 'total of $4,000
is accumulated. These contributions would not be subject
to federal income tax.-- much the same as IRAs. If the
employee never used the money, it would revert to a
retirement purpose, again like IRAs. The program would
be voluntary for both employee and employer.

Are you in favor of legislation authorizing ITAs?

Yes 70% No 30%

4. Skills Corporation

United States Skills Corporation Act - This draft proposal
would set up quasi-public "skills corporations" in each state
funded 50% by business and industry, 25% by the state, and 25%

by federal lunds. The proposal would be to match job education
and training resources with work place needs. The concepts
modeled after the Say State Skills Corporation(in Massachusetts
which is funded by employers and state funds only. incidentally,
the original bill proposed a national.advisory group for the

program of 13-people with only two representatives from the

business community.

Do you favor the concept of federal legislation that would set
up "skills corporations" at the state level?

Yes 30% No 70%

BEST COPY
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5. ',Retraining,

Congress has been snowing high concern for retraining
generally and *specially for retraining those who have
been or are being replaced by technology,-f0r*ign
competition, and other factors beyond the control ofthe employe*.

Do you believe that employers should play a role in this re-training? If so, what can or should employers ID* doing?

Yes 92% No 8%

Providing their own training resources for

Retraining their Retraining
on employees subject other unemployed
to displacement

Paid for by the employer 54% 6%

Paid for by the learner 41 12%

Paid for by both learner
and employer

28%
111.1.4.

6%

Paid for by government 94 2%

Supported by governmekst
42%through tax credits

for employers

6. Administration.of Federal Job Training,PolicV

Much of this new legislation would be administered through
the U.S. Departmint of Labor. In the past, the ASTD
National Issues Committee has favored federal administration..
of training matters through the most relevant agency (theFederal Aviation Administration for airlines training,
the Nuclear Regulatory Cammlision for training in the
nuclear field, etc.)

Do you agree with the "most televant agency" concept or do you
believe there should be one focal point for federal mattersrelating to work force HRD?

Relevant agency 68% -Centralized 25%

If there should be one focal point for federal HRDpolicy, which agency do you believe it should be?

Department of Commerce
16%

Department of Education 18%
Department of Labor

22%
A new HRD agency 199
Other 3%

12
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EMPLOYER TUITION REFUND PLAN
EMPLOYEE UTILIZATION AT ONE LARGE COMPANY

Clit.ENDAR YEAR 1982

TOTAL EMPLOYEES: 40,063

Percentage of Percentage of

Percentage of Employees in this Participating

Annual Employees by Range Completing Employees in

Salary Ranges Salary Range - -- (Cumulative) a Course this Range ( Cumulative)

$5,000-$19,999 23t 23% 11.01 35% 351

$20,000-$24,999 171 401 0.11 18% 531

$25,000-529,999 23% 631 5.31 17% 70%

$30,001434,999 101 731 10.51 141 841

$35,o00- $44,999 121 851 6.51 11% 951

$45.000-$64,999 101 95% 3.71 41 991

$65,000 and over 51 100% .41 11 1001

Summary 40% of the employees earn less than $25,000.

$5,000.

Of these employees,

Of these employees,

531 completed

841 completed

courses

73% of the employees earn less than
courses.

Highest rate of participation is by employees in the lowest salary range, employees

making less than $20,000 per year (11%1.

Of all employees who participate, the greaterc percentage are those in the

lowest salary range (3511.

9
7 9
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SAMPLE EMPLOYEE EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE DATA

Company A .

Percent increase in participation by compensation level
from 1977.4982:

Employee Class lamanams
(19771982)

Management 206

Pro! ional 26%

Non-eximpt
(non-supervisory)

46%

Hourly 3061

Company 8

Years

1977-1983

% Increase in tuition aid participation

Exempt Employees 45%

Non-Exempt Employees SO%

Education Reimbursements:

Year 6xempt (Supervisory) Non-Exempt

1977 319,855 $28,288
1982 $62,523 $65,409
1983 (Estimate) $75,850 .$79,350

0 Company C

Tuition Aid participation in 1983:

\ Total participants: 1,583

Management 503

Non-management 1,035

White male 468

Minority male 139

white female 560

Minority female 371

so

14
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,Company D ty

Employee Class

Management

Profeisional

Clerical/Technical
Nonexempt Salary

Hourly

1977

10%

44%

33t

1981

10%/ 39%

34%

17%

Male participants 4,738

Female pa4ticipants 2,375

Company E

Employee Cy* 1971 1981

Management 3.97% 5.22%

Professional 10.23%; 10.40%

NonexemptSalary 6.95% 9.17%

Hourly 2.00% - 2.64%

Company F

! "The average perAent of the population participating in tuition aid
VA from 1972-1982 was 50% higher than infrtkiir years 1975-1978."

4'. ..

1982 Data on Tuitid% Aid by compensation level:
:ri...:i t,4.,,.. ,.; Employee Class

A.
% in T".A. ,-t-in workforce

,1%,.- / i

40,

Ilixiampt (Superl.kiscry) ' ; 4a 49%

-> Nonexempt (non-supervisory) 51% 50%

.
Executive !II..

.... (A-, . 1%
a .

Male ,611 %,. 75%

Female.emale
t.,..

.f>
32% 25%.

0 /

is

BEST fr71

37 .791 O.- 1.(4
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Company G
ktia

Participants in Tuition Aid 7,500 13,509.
% participation in Tuition Aid 3.4% 6.3%
% women participants

32.0%
% women in company workforce

25.0%
%dministrative Cclericalt

45.08
support) participants

% administrative in company
18.0%workforce

% blue collar participants
5.0%

%.blue collar in company warkfore* 9.0%
% manager participants

12.0%
8 managers in company workfare* 14.0%

Company 0

Educational Assistance
Courses Completed,

1978. 174
.. 1981 580

"65.1% increase in participation rates from 1978-1981".

Company 1
8 of Employees

Year 'Number of Participants Participating

1977 2,319 4.83%
1978 2.324 4.84
1979 3,421 9.27%
1980 5,360 10.80%
1981 4,857 9.83%
1982 6,047 12.40%
1983 6,500 (Estimate) 13,50%

16
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,Company J

Ye, axe lancreass in participation

1974-1981 + 139%

197.-1982 + 157%

Company K

1981 Tuition Aid Data

Total company workforce r 600 employees

4 participating in T.A. 101

=11111.111

Company L

1978 261 tuition aid participants

3,909 eligible employees

6.7% tuition aid participation rats

1983 572 tuitiou aid participants

4,300 eligible employees

13.01 tuition aid participation rate

Sample data showing
zation'. work

Organization

OWL=

forces

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

: in participation rates

.43. of Employes

for an organi-

1 of Chance?articipating

;Company 1 328 +85 Z1978
1981 606

Company 2 1977 5,184 +23 %
1981 7,107

Company 3 1978 1,174 +40 Z
1982 1,641

Company 4 1978 7,500 «80 %
1982 13,509

Company 5 1977 255
+109%

1982 535

Company 6 1977 5,784 +40 2
1982 8,093

17
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1984

1984

1980

1979

1979

1978

1977

1977

TUITION AID SURVEYS

Valley Nae.)nal Corp.
is76 96% with tuition assistance progr

Jos. O'Neill -
Na655

Jos. O'Neill
N358

Conference of Small Private Colleg s
96% with t.a. programs

- Conference of Small Private ,ollege
98% with t.a. programs

Industrial Relations News
N.363 employers 90% with t.a. programsj

Conference Board 79% with t.a. programs fOr non-iime t
production & operations personnel; 91% fc;) non-exemp office
and clerical personn41.

AT&T
100 of Fbrtune 500 93% have t.a. plank

Employers. Assn. of Detroit
96% haVe t.a. plans

SNA
N141 employers, 4 with 1000 employees or more, and
4 with less than 1000 91% hav4 t.a. plans

1977 City of Milwaukee
28 private sector organizations - 100% with t.a
13 p4blic sector organizations - 771 with t.a.

1977 American Assn. of Ind:Istrial Management ofiNew Englanu
hourly non exempt employees 77%
clerical, technical salaried

non-exempt employees 86%
supervisory, professional
exempt employees 89%

1975 Adult Iducation Council of Greater at. Louis
Business and Indlstry a 721 with t.a. programs
Hospitals m 81% with t.a. programs

1975 Conference Board
Nm510 firms of 500 or more employees
891 have t.a. programs

.975 Miami Univers.ty and General Accident Group Insurance Co.
over 9011- have t.a. programs

no management' Resources Assn., Inc. (Milwaukee)
date 91% of employees of a total 19,538 employees In 51

organizations covered by tuition aid plans

1trePT - mmtati
,

;

84
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AS1T) National Report :actuary 30. 1984

DRAMATIC INCREASE IN EMPLOYER EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT
Data from the National Center for Education Statistics (U.S. Dept. of Education,
strongly suggest that the now.expired Employee Educational Assistance tax lemsla
ton greatly encouraged those in the work fora to take advantage of employer aid
for actuation and retnaining to improve job performance and to get new Jobe.

According to NCES' Participation in Admit A'atcation reports for 1978 and 1981.
the number.of adult education coons having business and industry as a source of
payment roes newly 74% during those three years. The new law, which stopped
the Internal Revenue Service from making employees pay income tax on employer
education aid, took affect on Jan. 1, 1979. It seems reasonable to conclude that ex-
chiding employer education aid from employee income tax helped substantially to
increase work force participation in continuing education.

Moreover, some 92% of all adult education course supported by business and in-
dustry in 1981 were taken for job-related reasons. -urther. 58% of the participants
.n adult ad courses were women.

Ne should point out that these data reflect the business and industry" category
only. Because of inconsistencies of surrey questions between survey years and other
prohlems, we have not tried to include data relating to aid from "private organiza-
tions." partial support. governments u employers. etc.

The NCES data also indicate that the new law achieved its intended effect of get-
tins mere lowepaid people into cottinuing education. Traditionally. NCES data
have than that participation in adult *daemon correlates closely wits past educe-
non and :wee of incomethe more prior education and the higher the income the
more likely one participates in more education. But the comparison of adult ed par
mammon by occupation before and after the law was changed shows =Manna' in
creases oi the rates of participation of lower-paid occupational groups. .

Below 3 a deems manses in the rates of perm:mat:ion in adult ed by occupsnonai
Troups:

Oecupatton

Non farm laborers
Trysail equipment operatives
Oast:Iva. except transport
Cr.it art.4 kindred worxeta
S' !vice worsers. including private household
M.inagers and adrrurustrators. except farTI
Sties workers
C.erical .worker
Profession!. technical and klnared -worke.s
Farm worsers

Pe,.ent Chow Rare
122mnpcuton

.24.6

.20 J
- 6
-V.' 0
.15.3
-

nate data and otter evidence cieariy indicate that not :axing employees i ^r rr..
pro ng memselves encourages people :o become ostler educate(' and more -:yror-
.e.a .n ..heir work. With the nation ;acing -:.ontmua,ly maturing temanos fcr

Arnnt force tnowledge Ind sinksoecause rf aerie :oreIgn .:ompet..non.
mom ;once lemographtcs. and ihe.iinrusn it new ...ecnnology national ponce :net
aiscourages work forte ievelopment seems :ompletely out .)f wier

Shows C,ngress not extend 'Section 121 if 7:1* :mutual Revenue ..7.)de .x-
pired :.)e.c. 31. 7r impose reirXator7 .lisincennves on employers or employees.
can surely expect to see -ioornr.trns tea. Preens employer nestrren: ^ ne
-.anon 3 ^...urar.

BEST f:2.111
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ASTD National Report July 5. 1964

BUSLNESS MOST POPULAR ADULT ED COURSE
From the new Digist of gducation Stansties in/ 44
Education Statistics (U.S. Dept. of Education):

by the National Center for

Number of participants in adult edisistion 21.252.000
Permit of totsl adult population 12.13%
No of courses taken in adult education (top six)

Uinta" 8.564,000
Health can and health sciences
Engineering and engineering technology

3.993.000
3.664.000

Education 2,926.000
Philosophy. religion and psychology 2.377.000
Physical education and leisure 2.313.000
Arts: usual and perforienbig 2,373,000

Income levels of participants
850.000 and over
25.040 49.000 34.4
24.000 ' under g
Not reported

7 7%

Iir"-"t:1 ifUrk ItooLkik,LL
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WHO AND ROW EMPLOYERS RETRAIN
Some endings from interviews with more than 300 human resource emu ea
Forums 1500 firms (84% menutseturbig) by !Tr Edtuatlonal Sorriest.

Whose jobs are mast affoctad by this need for retaining in your o

Senior manageougt 9% Tee Madam 54%
Middle management

dm leal 40
29 Other workers 24

Seem/Irbil/

At your company, is rousifsing carried out by:

Lidetkig pummel 29% Sam onablestion of the above 82%
Hiring additional personnel

to condom training 2 No nisi:sing Miring place 3
Training emery's einem* 3 Don't kaowino answer 2

Although 82% we a combination of sources, thiy say they prefer managing their
own training problems without outside interveition.

How likely would you be to rely on the training services provided by the following?

April 9. 1984

Outside vendors offering retraining

Very or
Samarium Lae*

Vita* or
Very UsslOsety

OKI
NA

service. 88% :844 4%
lnduatrr trade saeociations 55 41 4
American Management Assocations 38

1
58 4

Chambers of Commerce 19 y 76 4

With reforence to Outside vendors, for your industry. where does most worker retrain.
mg talus place?

Public and private vocational schools 84%
Twoyear community colleges' 44
etuvertaties 37
Other 26
Through correspondence courses 20

In your opinion. who should have the major responsibility for funding worker
retraining?

The employer 35%
Private Industry Councils 1

The employee 0
Government 0
Unions 0
Some combmation 60

94% of thou. surveyed do retrain workers. at lout in a few instances. but presently.
retraining is i.ot the most consistently teed solution for coping with workers' ob-
:.;....tri skills. Hiring new employees with the reqiured skills tops the list. However.
74% said that most of their employees were positively inclined toward retraining,
not resistant.

Among the ITT observations about the survey. 1. Business is not averse to renam-
ing employees. although currently prone to replace rather than retrain and 2.
employers and employees need to share responsibility for retraining...

More information about the study may be ootained from LAWRENCE G LaBEAU.
Director of Corporate Relations and .kdvernung, ITT Educanonal Services. Inc..
3.500 DePauw Blvd., P 0. Box 68138e. lndianapolis. IN 46268

21

eryrr er.!:!! r
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ASTD National Report January 30. 1984
411=111

MANAGEMENT'S SHARE OF TRAINING DROPPING.
Xstisgement Development. Organizational Development and Supervisory Training
account for onitnirti of all training purchases in the ?Pelted Stites. according toa new study from Rope Reports. Flveyear spending on these subjects, however.
has not kept pace with spending for other training topics. Revenues from off. the
Melt programs. custonsdesiped trebling and generic seminar presentations for these
three subjects increased 88% from 1877 to 1982. while as a group. sales of 17 other
topics rose 124% over the five years.

Five of the topics jumped more than 200% in sales overfly*years compared to the
increase of 111% for all training subjects. The loading "hot" topic. based on tan
=tarts. is Data Processing Training. which ranked third of all topics in gross sales
in 1982.

The full report is being released in two volumes. Hope Reports V S. Trasmng
Bunnies. Vol. t. and Hope Reports Drainwss Swiftest Directory. Vol. A.
:notaries should be sent to Rope Reports. 1600 Lyon Ave.. Rochester. NY 14806.

ASTD National Report
February 21. 1984

EMPLOYEE TUITION AID SURVEY DATA

More than 96% of the responding companies is a recent survey had tuition reim-
bursement plans :or their employees. The survey was done by JOSEPH P O'NEILLof :ne Conference if Small Pnvate Colleges with a questionnaire !nailing to the In.
:astral F.-fftune 300 and the Service Fortune 500 companies. O'Neill's report covers
655 responses representing more than 17 million employees. Omer :endings:

26.4% required that the employee pay part of the tuition

At 130 companies. employees paid 10% to 25%
At 3'7 companies. employees paia 26% to .50%

No company required employees to pay more than 50%

Fewer tnan 30 companies varied the percentage accoming :o grace received
Exptict: omits tuition reimbursement were reported 3y 45.3Th of the tom.
panics. Of the i5.3 companies that stated to.lar :amts. the ranges were:

3 '200 :o 3 :99
WO to -399

-.000 -.0 :499
:300 :0 2900
:rare than 200.I

10 companies
42 companies
3.) companies

:ompanies
.:3mpanies

:be responaents reaboursesi :pon -satisfactory iornpierion
ewe .irroloyees !mediate 4iigtbiiity for :uit.on aid

A repr.rt in this iur:ey it :orporate tunion 3rogrims ray tie .ocasned from
? Pr.,:ace . P n !In( ,11

8S BEST COVV fAIMADLE
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4STD National Report July 5. 1984

98 PERCENT OF FIRMS STUDIED OFFER TUITION AID
Here are some findings from a new survey of Employee Tuition Aid Mai-U.11nd, pro.
grams 6b !uncial institutions and 10 industrial and utility firms in the western
U.S. The study was conducted by JOHN KILROY of the Valley Nat.onal Corp..
Phoenix. AZ.

96% of the responses offered =don assistance
100% paid for undergraduate courses
98% paid for graduate courses
3% paid for workrelated seminars
76% paid for non-credit courses
22% reimbursed at time of enrollment
66% had no dollar limit on reimbursement
62% indicated :hire was a-ten ze requirement for participation
87% required supervisor approval
20% offered loans for tuition
43% offered tuition aid to partime employees

Among the study recommendations: Business and industry should establish a stranger
mit !oca.iy loth education in the development of courses :o meet the future needs

:tie worx force and the community.

F.ir :nor* information: Joan Kilroy. Program Development Officer. Valley Nauonal
Banx sf Anions. Headquarters 3311. P.O. Box 71. Phoenix. AZ 502:261.1485.
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Washington Fost

William Raspberry

*July 25, 1984

Only the Little Guy Gets Hurt
It wasn't that anybody set out to do

a number on the little guy when Con-
jgress passed its tax bill last month. It

ust happened that way.
The legislators, looking tot ways to

make a sizable dent in recordlevel fed-
eral deficits, naturally focused on such
things as abusive tax shelters. The big-
time lobbyists, hoping to do something
nice for their corporate amides., spent
their time pushing for new and im-
proved loopholes. The advocates of the
prx worked to restore some et the wel-
fare benefits that hid been taken from
low-income working women and also to
force the states to extend Medicaid
coverage to mote poor families.

It isn't surprising, then, that no one
pad much attention to a proposal deal-
krg with the taxation of employer-paid
educational benefits.

The effect of the little amendment
that ditin't pass is that workers whose
employer s pay all or part of the cost of
their non mandatory outside training

may be subject to income taxes on the
value of the employer's contribution.
your boss picks up a past of the tab for
your computer course or your short-
hand training or your law-school study,
he wilt have to withhold taxes on the
cost of the trainingunless it is a condi-
tion of your employment,

In big-picture terms, it isift that
muck et a dealan additional $25 mil-
lion to $40 million in federal revenues,
according to Bob Craig, a vice president
of die American Society for Training
and Development.

But, says Craig, its heaviest impact
wit be on low level employees.

Until a few years sp, the rule was
that all employer-paid training was tax-
able to the employee unless its purpose
was "to maintain or knprove skids" as
the employee's present job. Then in
1978,. Sen. Bob Packwood (11-Ore.)
pushed through an amendment that ex-
empted educational benefits from taxa-
tion But the legislation had a "some

provision that would render it void after
five years wdess Congress voted to ex-
tend it. Two successive attempts to ex-
tend it, the second corning (iring last
month's debate, faded. The law now re-
verts to what it was before 1978.

But why is it harder on low-level
employees than on executives who
also receive educational benefits? The
culprit, says Craig, 111 the requirement
that the training relate directly to the
employee's present job. Almost any
training can be deemed essential to an
eyecutive's present job. (The only
training specifically excluded from tax
exemption is for "sports, games and
hobbies.") According to Craig, the
low-level employee is more likely to
undertake outside training not for his
present job but to improve his chances
for a promotion. As the taw now
stands, that makes it taxableeven if
the promotion never materialises.

"In fact," says Craig, "employers
who have not withheld taxes since

Dec. 31, 1983, whin the Packwood
amendment expired, have to withhold
back taxes." They may even be sub-
ject to interest charges and penalties.

"What the law does is to penalize
those ambition low-level people who
are trying to get ahead in their ca-
reers, who are trying to learn new
skills that stria quality them for promo-
tions, ' says !rale, whose Washington
based sirs...dation is composed of peo-
ple availed in employer-provided
education and training, from entry-
level rensedirstion to executive devel-
oPmeid-

"People at the lowest levels can re-
late very little of their training to ex-
clusions for tax purposes. Executives
can exclude virtually everything."

So why didn't Craig, whose purview
is government relations (i.e., lobby-
ing), lobby harder for extension ot the
Packwood amendment?

"You want the truth?" he Lays.
"Everybody expected it to pass."

8 E7 f"PPY MAKE
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Ms. DAKAR. Our last witness at this table is Dr. Amitai Etzioni,
who is currently serving as a university professor at George Wash-
ington University in Washington.

In the past Dr. Etzioni was a senior advisor for the Carter/Mon-
dale White House and served as h guest scholar at the Brookings
Institution. For many years he was a professor of Sociology at. Co-
lumbia University. He also is a contributor to the New York Times
and Washington Post.

Thank you. We are glad you made it. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF AMITAI ETZIONI, GEORGE WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY

Mr. ETZIONI. Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity.
When I was told yesterday that I will have a chance to join the
panel on behalf of ITA, I dropped everything and dashed over, be-
cause I know if Pat Choate comes up with something new, it is sure
to be on the side of the angels.

Now, let me say where all the angels dance, as I see it. If I had
to put it all in one sentence, I would say that the item of legisla-
tion, and the idea behind it, would begin to correct major imbal-
ances we have currently in our total economic policy. We have,
over the last years, introduced a large variety of measures through
the Tax Code which are obviously government manipulated to
direct the economy into very specific directions, especially trying to
make people save more and invest more.

The IRA is an example of this. The whole supply-side theory goes
to the notion that you make people want to save more and be more
productive. Extremely little has been done on the side of human
capital.

I do not disagree with some of my economic colleagues who be-
lieve in such a never-never-land in which there are no exemp .ons,
no regulations, the perfect competition model, that in that world,
which by the way never existed in any society at any time, if we
would achieve that, we would also not want to have an ITA, be-
cause it does distort the perfect distribution of resources once you
had it.

But this is not the world we have or will attain or can achieve.
In effect, to digress for one second, to an extremely important tech-
nical pointonce you move away from the perfect model, by
one step, you have to play by a completely different set of rules
called the second best situation.

That means technically once you have a tax system at all, be-
cause that already distorts the beauty of the completely free
market, because it introduces other considerationsif you only
would pay for defensethen you can no longer say, for instance,
that introducing one more step of deregulation brings you closer to
the ptlifect market.

In effect, the world is not arranged in such a beautiful way of a
straight linethere are valleys and hills on the way to the Garden
of Eden. And often as you remove one barrier, you may get a less
welcome situation for all concerned.

So in dealing with ITA and the other ideas like this in the con-
text of our existing system and not in some theoretical nirvana, in
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that context, we have neglected the human factor, human capital,
and wethave excessively emphasied the, capital factor.

Now, that would be undesirable in any situation. In the situation
we find ourselves, it is particularly damaging. And I would like to
take a moment to explain that.

If anything, we should be erring in the other direction concern-
ing ourselves more with human capital and less with capital cap-
ital. That is not obvious. I would like to take a moment to explain
that.

The basic reason is that, first of all, we are short of capital. We
are not short of human resources. But there are people who claim
otherwise, who assume we have a hermetically closed border, and,
despite recent pending legislation, I don't think that is exactly `in.
the cards.

So we have to assume a continued flow of immigration, and,
therefore, we do not need to worry about premature aging of our
labor foice, the way people calculate that if you disregard immigra-
tion.

To go back to the main point, the need to rebuild theinfrastruc-
ture of the country, another idea of Pat Choate, and to some degreeof myself, tried to emphasizeit gained in popularity, now it is alittle out of the headlines.

We need to rebuild our basic capital stock, from steel mills to as-
sembly lines, from ports to bridges. And we.have not increased our
saving rate.

So as a result, about the safest prediction you can make for the
next 10 years is we are going to be relatively short of capital. The
best way it expresses itself technically is in the high price of cap-
ital, the high interest rates.

All that high interest rates mean is that you have to pay a lot
for somebody to loan you money. And even if this present swelling
will disappear after a while, nobody expects them to go back to two
or 3 percent interest rates.

So it means for the rest of this decade at least we should assume
expensive capital.

Now, that means that you want to put triore emphasis on other
resources. There is R&D and human resources. And, of course, that
deeply is connected.

To put it very strongly, we used to scoff at underdeveloped coun-
' tries or developing countries such as India when they used to build

steel mills with baskets rather than with heavy duty equipment.
We said these people, don't they know, it goes quicker with a ma-chine. We are discovering now the same truth.

If you are going to invest ever more in equipment, we are going
to have a crisis on our hands. In effect, we are going to end up
paying for unused human resources in other ways.

What we need is to be sure that we employ our human resources
to make for a nyre balanced economy and more balanced society.
That is the principal contribution of ITA, as I see it.

Now, if I am allowed for a momentI know Congress is well or-
ganized by committeeAtand subcommitteesI would go a step
beyond that. I would talk about education IRA's, because the situa-
tion allows you to put aside money for the education of your chil-
drenwe can argue if it should be for private schooling or for col-
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lege, and then for training later--it should go for any enrichnient
of human capital. .

The reason I say that is because there are affluent membe of
society who have wcess to lawyers and accountants who can ake,
arrankements whi.th amount to tailor-made educational IRA' for-
them, and the question is, Why shouldn't the rest of the members
6' society, with somewhat niore convenience and less cost, not have
iz.he same resource available to them? That is, from a fairness and
social distribution viewpoint.

Again, from the economy viewpoint, it is to make the same point.
We need to provide-incentives for people, to put resources into edu-
cational levels, including training and retraining'. .

Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you, Doctor, very much.
Doctor, let me just introduce me of the members of our *subcom-

mittee who is a distiriguished member from Michigan, and an 060-
nal cosponsor of the ITA bill. Do you have some questions? A

Mr. LEVIN. I am sorry. Because of another committee meeting, I
missed the first part. . .

I take it there was some discussion of the point raised by Mr.
Craig. But let me just ask again, and if it has been totally covered,
just-say so, if not, please comment on it.

His comment that ITA'sit is on page 3 of his testimony that it
would appear entirely possible that higher income people would
use it as tax shelters, not retraining, and at. the, same time lbwer
income people would be less likely to participate voluntarily be-
cause of limited discretionaiy income for that purpose.

.And second, on this point, in a related wayI would like to ask
Mr. O'Keefeyour judgment as to how well JPTA has been work-.
ing. You commented on that briefly. I think the figure you used
was 55,000. .

Mr. O'KEEFE. 65,000the first 6 months of this fiscal year.
Mr. EVIN. And if it is working well, why not, as a major rein-

forcemOit of the whole retraining effort, multiply that program 10
times? So those two question's I think are interrelated. .

Mr. O'KEEFE. Let me go to the JTPA question first. I think th-at
is more in my dotnain. .. .

Eighteen monthsago we did not even have a dislocated workers
program on the books. We now have approximately $400 million in
that system, when you take into amount what was appropriated
last: year, and for the 9-month period,. and the $223 million that
became available as of July 1.

That is a substantial amount of money for a fledgling institution
to absorb. From where I sit, the experience of past programs is that
one of the most prevalent dangers to those that begin to show signs
of success is swamping them with too many resources, so that the
system doesn't develop in a coherent pattern, but instead commits
itself to consuming those resources.

And we have seen that before. And I think that is what argues
number one for not increasing the funding too dramatically, too
rapidly.

1 I think the second thing is that we. have had a very successful
initial period with Job Training Partnership Act generally, both
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with the programs targeted to the economically disadvantaged and
*ith the dislocated workers program.

Letts recognize, however, that that is only the first 6 months. We
are still learning how to run a major training program.

To go back to the tax shelter concept, I think others are going to
have to speak to that who aremore familiar with. it thani. aut:
I understand it, even creating a shelter for individuals who have
incomes of $20,000 a year or $25,000 a year= and that is what we
are really talking about, people in middle-income bracketsis notfor naught.

Even if that money was just set aside and not used for retrain-
ing, it increases the savings pool, it encourages savings at a very
time that we need it.

It would make available to th onomy generally increased cap-,
ital. The fact is, though, that peoP would then draw it gut as they
needed it to refurbish their skills.

The turning over of job's in this country is enormous. All of us
are going to change careers two or threes times in our lifetime.
Very often not in traumatic ways; very often it will be by self-
choice; we will move on to a.new employer. INA

But those funds would be there in a way that they are currently.
not.

Mr. LEVIN. Maybe Pat Choate would like to comment. I know..,
you have handled this question many times. But I think very much
remains in issue.

Mr. CHOATE. Well, I think it is very much of a relevant question.
But I think some of the information that we have this morning'
would suggest very strongly that while there will be many people
in middle income brackets and upper income brackets that will
take advantage of this program and might also say many of
them will need to take advantage of it because many of them are
going to be displaced in the years aheadas Mrs. John,son's testi-
mony indicated, many people who are taking IRA's make under
$30,000.

Specifically, in her testimony she made the point that based on
IRS data, that of the 12 million households who currently hold
IRA's, over 5 million of, those people make less than $30,000 per
year, and that is a household income, which. may mean two people
working.

Now, at the same time it turns out over 8 million people are in
the range from $15,000 to $50,000. Again, two people working. So
what you are really seeing is that for large numbers of middle
income pebple and even lower income people, the IRA offer.; really
the only tax deduction in an imperfect.tax system they have.

I would like to make two points-on that.. One is people are saving
although they realize they are going to lock those IRA's up for 30
or 40 years, and they are still doing it. If they realized that they
could use that money through the ITA Mechanism, I think you
would have an even larger number of people that would be willing
to participate. I think you would have a larger number of people
that would be willing to participate in what I would call the Train-
ing IRA', as well.
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There is another important piece of information that was pre-.
sented by Mr. Craigand I have to say raw data is to economists
like good calitis to a gourmet, you get very excited about it.

And the su y he presentedout of that survey 600 companies,
HR [human relations people], and these are people that hove a
major decision in what their companies do, almost 21/2 to 1, 70. to 30

-the- IRA provisions _
permitneed to be char ged to permit savings for training, and you had 70

to 30 percentthese companies said they would favor the ITA leg-
islation.

I read that as an implicit endorsement by 600 personnel people,
So if you take both of these factors and put them together, I would
say you tfould have good participation in this program.

And I think the data fairly well suggests that it will reach down
and touch a broad base of people, not just upper income people.

Mr. Lxvirt. Let me just ask you one last question. If you had to
$1ess as to what the rate of use would be for family incomes from
0,000 household incomesfrom $10,000 to $40,000, what would

your guess be as to the progression under a ITA system?
Would it be the higher the income, the more the usejust a

guess. And by what kind of d
I think some people say that because of the. issue of disposable

income, that the higher the inc e, the more th 'use, and perhaps
geometrical y not in a regular m: matical ession.

Mr. Cdm9._1 _think there is- another TefleotS-Vtir commit-
Tee discussion.

The higher the income, the more skilled the perSon is generally
speaking. The lower the income, the lower the skills.

By and large, the higher the skill of the person, the more likely
some employer is going to invest in retraining that person. The
lower the 'skill, the less likely the employer is. going to want to
invest in that_person.

Mr. LEVIN. W01114 you agree with that guess?
Mr. CHOATE. Well, what I would guess is that it becomes impor-

tant to mdke a distinction between the perceatage participation
and the absolute numbers of participation.

Whdt I would think that you could anticipate, it would almost
be in effect like a normal curve, if you are talking about numbers
of peopleJ ou te what you would find, family income
of $10,000 o $15,000 you would have a small number of people, but
as you mo as this data seems to indicate, through the $15,000
to $30,000 ran of people, that you would be able to anticipate a
minimum Of at least what are participating in IRA's now, which
would mead at least 3 or 4 million people.

I would Hnticipate because people would realize ,if they needed
their money, they could get their money out and Use it for these
purposes, that you would see a substantial increase in the number
of people that would participate.

Then, as. you move on up in the income brackets, I think you
may find ds you move to $70,000 to $100,000 income levels, 'you
would find people perhaps less inclined to take it.

But again, that is the market operating perhaps as the way it
should, because they have other resources to draw upon. What you
are really thing to do is get that range of people that will not have
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personal resources to draw upon. If they do draw upon the personal
resources it harms them, in a long-term sense to have those funds.

So I think that these programs really touch upon the core group
of people that would be most in need of the funds.

Mr. ErrzioNi. May I speak to this point?
I would.expect a rather unusual pattern will arise here: Not the-------usuatpiitteirn where the more affluent you are the more you bene-

fit. The reason is the-lower your income, the more likely you are to
seek retraining or seek to change your ,j,..

Just to be v.ry simple minded about it for a moment, if you are a
successful lawyer, you are very unlikely to go to computer training
school. But if you are a displaced. steelworker, you are much more
likely. And so on. /

So there is a factor here Ivhich would tend to correct far the
usual tendency to lean the of er way.

Mr. LEVIN. My time is morkhan up.
I think that raises one basic issue. If the lower the income, up to

i o down to a point, the greater the need for retraining. Also, the
I I ss the disposable income, and also the less the benefit froth a tax.,
s elter, if you want to use that termwhich term has--7maybe we

ouldn't use that for programs we likebut if those variables are
perational, I think they indicate that at the .very least an ITA pro-
ram has to be-:eotnplemented- by--an expa erTIVF
rams, because it would not reachif your notion is correctmanyi

of those in most need of retraining.
Mr. ETZIONI. Speaking strictly for myself, I very much agree with

you. In the hest of all worlds, the employers and the Statevand Fed-
eral government would contribute to ITA.

In the end, all this is is a tax-incentive scheme, because we don't
dare to talk about direct public funding of the same needs. ;

Mr. LEVIi4. Your last comment to some extent, I think, Under-
mines your earlier testimony in teritIS of the way we should go in
our society. You are really saying what we need to do is to not only
complement an ITA system with other programs, like the recently
enacted JTPA, but we also- need to think of combining within an
ITA program some public funding incentives. ..

Mr. ETZIONI. What I am trying to do is not to be completely Aca-
demic. In an academically beautiful world, you would say people
have a neod, it is in the public interest for-Lto be treated, they
have been suffering due to forces beyond their control, technologi-
cal change, because we defend the Japanese, et cetera, that the
public tilt should be.available to them.

But I don't foresee in the next 10 years that we can go massively
in that direetion, and it is massive. So we turn to the context in
which tax incentives have become popular and available for every
purpose but ours, to say, let's at least begin to correct the imbal-
ance by introducIng tax incentives for this purpose.

Once you have that in place, the question is can-you graft on it
some of what you would like to have in that beautiful world. If you
cannot have direct major financing of training from the public tilt,
maybe you can have rnatch:ng funds.

Mr. LEVIN. Let me sey, I think neat year tax incritives are going
to he much less popular than they have been in the iost few years.
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Mr. ETZIONI. Maybe we 'should ,split the IRA's into halfhalf
IRA's and half ITA's.

Ms. OAKAR. Pat.
Mr. CHOATE. If I may follow up on Professor Etzioni's comment-

-it seems to me what it becomes necessary to do is divide the train-
ing challenges into some parts here. There are some parts best
done by the private sector. That is, for those people already at
work. I think the proposal to give a tax credit, in effect, says to
those firms if you need to invest, we want you to invest, we want
you to choose, we are going to giv .ou an incentive to do that
equal to what you have for capita)P! vestment, for R&D, ancl. you
have to put up $3 for everyone.

I think that makes sense. We have another set oaf training prob-
lems to deal with the economically and culturally disadvantaged
that the Federal Government, I think, very responsibly has stepped
forward and said in the Jobs Training Partnership Act, this is a
national responsibility, a national challenge, and public funds are
put up to deal with that.

But then, there is a series of other challenges like the displaced
worker problem, and the issue is really one, at least under the ITA
concept, how do you go about sharing that cost between employers,
between workers and the society as. a whole?

So what oil, :s really doing in putting together a national as op-
posed to a Federal training strategy is to say how do you deal with
these parts in a wa1 where you can let each of the participants
make that contribution which they are best at making sand, yet, at
the same time build up a mosaic of actions which deal with the
whole problem.

So in a sense, I think that is what it does. And I think it winds
up being the most efficient way of going about it.

Mr. LEVIN. I agree with you completely. Thank you very much.
Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
Let me just ask a question in the form of a comment.
Mr. Craig, in your survey you talked about a concern that this

could be used as a tax shelter, $250 or less, by those in the middle
or upper income. I am not sure I think that is the greatest tax shel-
ter that we have seen.

But I would like to make this comment because Mr. O'Keefe said
something that I agree with, and, yet, when I think of my own dis-
trict, it is not quite as true as it might be otherwise. You talked
about the fact that there are no predictables in terms of who is
going to be unemployed.

In my district, a' lot of the people unemployed were those middle
income people who may have taken advantage of this kind of pro-
gram. They were the steel workers and the auto workers who were
middle income. They lived in many cases in the suburbs of Cleve-
land, in very nice homes, and were just about ready to finish
paying off their mortgage.

Many of them are men who are over age 50. So they are the
kinds of people that some of our people in your surveys are so con-
cerned about taking advantage of that so-called tax shelter.

Now, these individuals in some cases have lost their homes,
haven't had a job for 3 or 4 years, and cannot find a job. There is a
form of age discrimination that goes along with .the whole issue.
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Our Aging Committee, incidentally, found that the highest per-
..centage of unemployed in the country were people between age 45
and 55. We are seeing that titose individuals who once were middle
class are the new vulnerable people in the country. Thg have
really lost a great deal. In addition, you have certain physical and
mental abuse,that are a result of unemployment.

I guess my response to that kind of comment might be to ;like a
look at that middle income person who might take advantagt of
this program, who would never have dreamed that after working
20 or 30 years in the steel mill that he, in this case, would have
lost his job, and that this was the one and only career that they
had as a goal, and this was the lifestyle along witlfthe employment
style that they had chosen.

I guess that is an. intangible when you think of tax shelters, and
who takes advantage of them. You think of the here and now.
What we are talking about is the future and what might happen to
that very same person who is above the national average in terms
of salary.

They have worked for many,. many years. These are the people
who I have in mind when I support a bill like. that. I don't know
now you respond to that.

Mr. CRAIG. First of all, don't let me appear as if we have all the
answers on this. We are very hesitant about this conclusion. .

This is the conclusion of our discussions. We don't have data
which prove conclusively this or that: One caution, though. I have
a conceih when we use the auto and steel workers as a metaphor
for the rest of the country because I don't think that is necessarily
true. There are lots of special aspects to the auto workers situa-
tion particularly labor contracts.

They now have opportunities to be retrained under the labor con-
tract they have, even though they are displaced. This is a very in-
teresting kind of precedent, which I think we need to examine, too,
in labor/management relations.

I am hearing that more and more of the 45-to-55 age groupcon-
trollers, for example,--are particularly troubled with unemploy-
ment. They are being dislocated through technology. What are they
going to do? .

We are not firm in our conclusions as yet. We think the data we
have indicates that it is an issue to be explored.

Ms. °AKAR% Let me then take another tack. We know that there
is an increase in service-oriented jobs, and that most of those jobs
are filled by women. This goes to your statement, Patboth Pats
in terms of flexibility and unpredictability about the labor force.
While I can identify in my own district the very typical individual
who is unemployed, who has once been middle class and now some-
what destitute, I am concerned that we are spending a little more
time on looking at those service-oriented jobs and what that means
for women in terms of retraining, becatIse we know that these are
the lowest paid jobs as'well. That is why some of us are concerned
about pay equity and issues of that nature.

How do we address the increase in the numbers of jobs in the
service sector and the needs of women in term; of the whole area
of retraining who are more and more going to be in the work force?
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Seventy percent of all women today work part time. How do anyof
these programs or future programs address that particular need?

Mr. CilOATE. Weil, I think, first of all, it goes back to your open-
ing statement. What one finds is, of course, a large number of
women working, with children, with low-income jobs.

Many of these service occupations, as you, I believe, very correct-
ly stated, will change. These workers will need to retrains and they
will need, I believe, both income assistance, which the ITA gives /by

linking it to the unemployment insurance system while they go
through that training and, at the same time, they will need the tui-
tion assistance.

It is the $1,000, as you were tanking about, hi the programs4na40
Cleveland. It is not a lot of money until you don't have it. And
then at that point it becomes all the money in the world.

And so it would address that problem. Then there are the issues
of providing child care services for the people in retraining. I think
some of the points that Mr. Craig made earlier are also useful on
the retraining, and that is to take a look at the tax provisions so
that when a worker inyestaatheir own money, while they are even
on the job, to take retraining in some other occupation if they can
see change coming, that they be able to deduct that.

It seems to met° be only fair if a firm can deduct the expenses
involved in changing a line of business to adapt to charige, that a
worker be able to do the same thing. And our present tax codes

don't do that.
So it seems to me there- is a whole series of these kinds of steps

that 'can be done. And that women will be beneficiaries, as will
many other people. But I think they will be disproportionate bene-
ficiaries because they make less money.

Mr. O'KzErie. May.' just make a couple of remarks here?
I this we have all -commented, and certainly the members of

the panel have commented, about the fact that we cannot afford to
think about these things as pigeon holes. There is not one solution
to all of these problems.

I think the second thing we all need to recognize is that, in the
changing attachments of females to the labor force, we are both
part of and witnessing probably the most significant ehange in
labor economics that has ever taken place.

Our economic institutions evolved in an economy where the as-
sumption was that one partner stayed home and the other went to
work. ..That is changing dramatically and rapidly. There is an awful
lot of change going on in our policies, and our policies have to
begin to accept the fact that some of the underlying premises re-
garding labor force participation have been called into question; we
have to look at those.

We have. 105 million jobs in this economy. We cannot loeie sight
of that. Many of the service jobs pay vary well. There is a certain
portion of those jobs that are at, the lower end of the wage spec-
trum; but other service jobs, particularly those that are associated
with high tech, do pay very well. We have to keep in mind that
those individuals. are going to need to replenish their skills and
bafic competencies in those areas.

With respect to increased female labor force participation in the
United States, I think we. cannot lose sight of the fact that this
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kind of retraining initiative makes sense in that context. Many. in-
dividuals, either the husband or the wife, will for a while want to
withdraw from the labor market while their children are in their
early years.

And at the point that they seek to reenter the labor market,
there will be a discontinuity. The skills with which they exited will
be somewhat rusty, perhaps outmoded. So this kind of thing,)tr
ITA, other training programs, would permit them to regener e
their human capital.

And I think the last point that I would make is the very fact
that as middle-America begins to feel vulnerable, middle-America
is likely or possibly likely to take some short-sighted'political steps,
to try to head off that vulnerability.

The long-term consequences for national income, for national se-
curity, are going to be perverse. And so what we have to do is look
at ourselves and realize that we are trying to balance our risk and
trying to do so in a society, in a political system that emphas'zes.

free choice, and things such as ITA to the extent tkat they remain
voluntary, and permit workers and employers to arrange a com-
pact, are things that we should: encourage.

And I am glad to see that everyone here, while disagreeing
around the margins, continues to push on that kind of flexible ap-
proach.

Ms. PAKAR. I agree with ,you about the women in particular w ho
go in and out of the labor force when they decide they need to go
back in the labor forcevery often the BUIS they once had that
paid a reasonable amount, are noenough.

We saw at the Polaris Center in Greater Cleveland women going
back for training and instead of leas ning typing,' -they were going
into computer science.

Those who were in the program had a spe'cial grant to be in the
program. If they had not had that small State grant, they would
never 'hare been able to go into that program.

I wanted to ask Mr. Craig and Dr, Etzioni just one question. You
mentioned the fact that several labor unions have training pro-
grams. These unions include the Communication Workers and
UAW. Companies like Pord and General Motors also have training
programs.

Dr. Etzioni and Mr. Craig, wouldn't an ITA be useful for union
members, for that kind of "training program as an optionwould
that be something helpful for them, for their futures, as well?

Mr. ETZIONI. I don't immediately see why it would benefit union
members more than nonunion. members. But if you allow me just
to use the point for a moment to speak to a very ?elated one. In
many other industrial societies, they have a tradition we don't
have. And that is that employers will train employees not necessar-
ily for themselves.

If you take a youngster and train him in marketable skills, you
contribute to the pool available to all corporations and you benefit
the country and, ultimately, yourself.

We have more tradition that a corporation seeks to train people
for itself and is very reluctant to contribute to the pool of training,
and in effect, will often go to great pains that if you train some-
body, they will be under contract for many years.
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° I would lean to a greater employer contribution, because that is
your opportunity to contribute to'the total welfare. I ain..not talk-
ing about the society at large,..but the economy. Because instead of
just training people for yourself; you improve the pool all corpora -

tions draw from.
That will have,.a feedback effect on the issue of social justice, be-

cause let's assume for tile sake of argument that the corporation
will contribute $500 a year to the ITA, tharwould.mean very little
to the person who makes $100,000. But to the person who has a rel-
atively low income, these are very important-margiqal dollars. The
larger the employer contribrutiOn, the fairer the system becomes.

' Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Craig.
1V12`. CRAIG. Yes. I will combine that with your comment on the

service industry. For example, I just had a call yesterday, the Bank
of America apparently has some 2,000 to 4,000 surplus employees
because of changes in data processing.

These are not very high level people. Their policy has been they
don't lay people off, they .only reduce the work force by attrition.
They try to retrain their employees in the dew technologies:

But this quantity of people is really' testing .the limits of that
policy. Here is ..a ease where .it would be 'hOpftil if we had some
kind of Federal policy .that gave a tax credit to employers or maybe

even a special tax credit for displaced workers, like this, to retrain
these people not only for jobs insidebut also to retrain them very
effectively with real workplace training for other jobs.

We could use more of these workplace kinds of circumstances for

retraining. 'Regarding the specific question on laborI don't think
the. ITA is really needed very much by organized labor where
agreeinents provide for doing that within their own context. Now,
we have that, of course, with UAW, CWA, National Telecommuni-
cations Union, in the auto and teleCommunications industries.
These agreements get at training the organized work force, even
though they leave the companyas well as retraining people

within the company before they get displaced. .

That should be encouraged. But it may be a matter of negotia-
tion rather than a Federal ITA kind of program.

Mr. ETZIONI. To clarify a very small difference here. By one
system it is haphazard, 1 .icause some corporations will do it and
some not.

Ms. OAKAR. It is very, very minimal. I didn't mean to give you
the impression it is a wholesale, blanket training program across
the board, because it is very minimal. In some areas they, have it
in some they don't.

Many, many workers are extraordinarily discouraged when they

are left high and dry.
ETZIONI. Only one out of. five workers is in unions. Man)

unions do not have it. That would mean for the corporation to con

trol the training program.
In the other system where every employer is mandated to mak(

a contribution into everybody's ITA, the persons themselves cai

choose what retraining resources they want to use.
Mr. CRAIG. It is only a year or so old. We hope to see it grow

And the corporation does not control the training. It is a joint er
deavor.
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ETZIONI. When you talk about the example of the Bank ofAmerica--
Mr. CRAIG. That is not a union situation.
Mr. Eirziora. True; but if you a model, given more re-

sources, the Bank of America _coul train people not just for itself,
but for the market. That would be then a corporate controlled
training program.

And -I would ,prbfer for the employee to be able to choose where
they want to get retrained.

Mr. CRAIG. Let me tell you another item, from the survey. We
asked the question, do you think employers should bersconcerned In
retraining those who. have been displaced by technology, foreign
competition and other factors?

The response was 9g' percent affirmativeand these were private
sector managersthey said for both inside or outside jobs.

Ms. DAKAR. Let me go on to Mr. Vento.
Mr:VENT°. Thank you.
I am late. I apologize for it:
Just a few observations and maybe a few questions. The magni-

tude of this problem is very significaht. We had hearings in Minne-
sota, the Northeast-Midwest Coalitionon a topic similar to this.
The testimony .we had suggested about half the, education money
spent was spent in private sector.

That is to say, pri ate companies actually are spending a heck
la lot of money in terms of retraining. Then that comes back to the
types of proposals that we have here before you and other sugges-
tions.

I think we all agree there is a problem. The question is hoiv do
we best go about doing that. I guess the best and most efficient way
would be to take your tax revenue and apply it to the problem in
terms of creating a training program or retraining or educational
program to address the issue.

That is the most efficientthat is, if you believe that the Nation-
Al Government can accomplish or State Governments and Federal
Government can do that.

Now, of course, we throw in here all of a sudden the idea of indi-
vidual choice, letting the individual rake these particular deci-
sions and/or letting the companies and, therefore, they then have
the resourcerathe money retained either through tax or other in-
centives that ire have. They, of course, can still engage those deci-
sions, I assume, by giving them money directly, but we choose to do
it more indirectly now, through mechanisms such as tax and so
f orth.

That is to say, there has been, and this is theA crection we have
gone. .Unfortunately, the CETA program has been cut back to
about half in real dollars of what it was. New we call it the Job
Training Partnership Act. I am a sponsor of this legislation with
Congresswoman Oakar, on the credit basis.

But the pint is the magnitude of the problemwhat is the cost
to train a %Porker. Education is very expensive. We talked" about
people who have Ph.D.'s either from private or public institu-
tionsI thitik a conservative figure in some sort of retraining expe-
rience for someone 1 eing laid off a manufacturing skilled job, a
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limited skilled job, probably ie $10,000 to $20,000, in terms of what
they need.

Obviously, .unemployment, doesn't do ,that. That 26 or 39 or 52
weeks, depending upon the severeity; doesn't get you from A toll.
It doesn't get you.the retraining.

At one time, apparontly, it did. And in a more competitive world
where retraining-105 million people in the work force today, it
means little. I would like to see another .5 or 6 million in the work
force myself.

But the fact is that those folks on an ongoing basis need retrain-

, ing. syq are probably spending a great deal of our total GNP,
and so forth, really touching around the fringes, saying we are
going to give this ability through the Tax Code.

I think we are only operating on the fringes of It. I guess it is

better than giving taxes for no reason. But my question is whether
the IRS really has expectations that that is going to guide or bring
about the right development in terms of training that we want to
do.

I guess my inclination is that it is pretty ridiculous, that you
expect that f.43 occur. I don't thUik it will. But I do thinkmaybe
through an insurance program, giving some autonomy in decision-
making, not without a heck ola lot'of counseling.

I don't know how many of you have been involved in telling stu-
dents they cannot go to school and get cosm tology training be-
cause we don't need cosmetologists or hair dressers. Or at one time

_. we thought we didn't need as many nurses. ,

But it is not very easy. These people keep coming out of schools.
They go to the marketplace and cannot find jobs. That is what you
are up against,

The idea behind all of this is good. That is to say, in terms of

letting people have access.-The fundamental question is, Where are
we going to come up with $10,000 or $15,000 or $20,000 and when?
W ouldn't we be better off with some bort of insurance pi-6gram to

accomplish that?
Are any of those available privately? Should the GoveAment be

setting it up? I think we have to look at the money we are spend-

ing in unemployment and other programs, as well as some of the
direct spending 'programs.

Clearly that would be the most efficient way, rather than having
everyone say I have to protect my security in terms of the job b."
developing one of these accounts. I think it would be too little and
too late, and not really on a prudent bas's. It would not accomplish
what we are trying to do.

Pat.
Mr. CHOATE. I think I agree with youwhen one takes a look at

the present system, or nonsystem that we have. And I think in be-
ginning to dissect it, it becomes important to break it into two

parts for the workers.
One is for the worker that is employed, that is on the job, whose

employer is facing change, as most employers are, and that worker
will need some training to keep pace with the demands of the job
as the job itself changes. And I think the whole idea here is to give
the firm greater incentive to retrain that worker rather than just
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dispOse of that worker and try to raid somebody outside that hasthe training.
I 'think the national policy that is in place, that gives firms in-centives to invest in capital investment and R&D, is a good systemin the sense that it does e'em to stimulate more investment. And

more importantly, since the firM is putting up the $3 or, $4 for
every dollar the public sector is, through tax expenditure, we arePretty well guaranteed the firm is going to make a prudent invest-.

A

ment.
In this kind of circumstance, with someone on the jab, I think ifwe were to give equality to. investment and training with the in-

vestment in capital and technology, we would see more training.So I think that is one part of the picture. As to the second part ofthe quebtion, which is one which I do not think public policy has
heen adequately addressing; is .what do you do with a worker dis-placed,that no longer is affiliated with an employer. In that sort ofcircumstance I think you are correct in your point that we aretalking about substantial quantities of funds, and these funds comein two ways.

One put of the funds is in the direct training costs, the moneys 4.that are paid in tuition, the funds that are used to operate theschools. And the second part of the funds are those funds thqt areinvolved with the workers' income during that period that they areunemployed. That is a good chunk of the $10,000.
And I think that these particular pieces of legislation that atebeing considered by they committee very forthrightly address thatby, in effect,' mandating that we expand from 13 to 50 States andeliminate the requirement that a person that is on unemploymentinsurance cannot take training. If that is done, that will go a long'way in better using many funds that are already being expended to,ensure the people have the money to pay their mortgage, to buytheir groceries, to pay for their automobile during that trainingperiod. ,

The private sector and the Government pUt up a lot of money inthat anyway. They put up $30 billion last year, $18 billion this
year. So it is just making wise use of a lot of money.

Above and beyond that there is the question--
Mr. VENTP. I don't know. If you could convince people of that,they would be willing to make that.Change. One of'the fundamen-tat things about UI is you are available for work.

was trying to do blue collar work and get a college education. Ihad been working nights and could not get unemployment insur-ance because I was in college during the day. There are a lot -ofother people that face similar types of dilemmas.
Mr. CHOATE. There is the need for the better Jobs Bank, etcetera. But if these series of actions are put into place, I think wewould get to the point where you would build up the money',better use that which you are already expending, and have suffi-

cient flexibility to at least do a better job of what we are alreadydoing.
Mr. V ENTO. I think that the savings account idea is fine as far asit goes. Unfortunately, the types of problems are that no one everexpects they are going to be. laid offif they are a butcher or a
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tailor, they don't see the computers coming down the road to cut

up that be4forbsomething. Arid they endup 'tiling their jobs..

I. Just as an example, in my digrict, the place I was working while e

I was in college, many of the unit) people there are still working

there. It was a'Whirlpool manufacturer of chest freezers. The:,,an.'

nounced a few months ago they were discontinuing that. People
discovered if you leave 'things in a chest freezer for a year it

hundred gaystaste so good. So several gays don't have any ac -,
.

counts.
e.

The accounts are good. But I don't think we ought to kid our-.
selvesand I think We want to try to provide self-sufficiency for

people in putting money aside. I doe,',t think we ought to kid our-

selves that the National Government or the -Federal .Government
will get off the hook in this case. And if we could convince

ers really they ought to permit training. Tn other words, they are

looking to reduce those costs, not to provide more flexibility.

The best: way to reduce them is to say if work is available you'
have to take it even though it may be for a short time..There are a

lot of problems to ovetcome.°1 hope this can make a contribution. D

.7 But it has to be part of a larger program in which you understand

that a lotp of workers will riot able to save anywhere near the

type of money. they need For training. Just like *lost of us have

benefited greatly from public support, and most people in this

country that have bden educated have benefited-So I don't think -

there is anything very unusual about it.. r
Also, understanding the private sector, private corporations and

the amount of 'money they are spending on education today, and

that that is going to have to continue. And I think you are right.

The only question is whether. or not there is any leverage left in .

the Tax Code to get the type of performance out that we want to in

light of some changes that hava been made that are thought of as

being for some reason sacrosanct.
I hope that that can be revisited and that we can look at that on

a more intelligent 13V. I get a little frustrated trying to put every-

thing through the Code in terms of policy. It is not the most

efficient or effective way to do it: It greatly distorts our ability to

run Government. In the end it doesn't do the job that we are trying

to do. -
I thank you for your indulgence, Madam Chairman.
Ms. OAKAR. That you very much. I want to thank the panel

very 'much. ,

Our last witness is Dennis Carey, the Secretary of labor of the

State of Delaware.
We are very anxious to hear your experience in your voucher-

. based training program which you use as a. tbrm of 1TA.
-

STATEMENT OF DENNIS CAREY, SECRETARY OF LABOR, STATE
OF DELAWARE

Mr. CAREY. Thank yOu very much.
I have followed actively the ITA legislation since itit inception. I

..would like to cover three points. First, change is inevitable. Point

'No. 2, current systems are not facilitating the necessary adjust-

. -ments for that change. And point No. 3, new systems are.springing

4
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up across the country because of the deficiencies in existing sys-terns. . .
.

.1
There is little agreement on .the qconomic importance of the dis-

Idcatedoworlier problem. Debate centers on whether or not di..4 placed workers encounter more difficulty in frnding work, than
s other UI ?ecipierts; whether the number of displaced workers,ranging in elitimatel from 100,000 to over 2 million, justify new

policies and progrnins, and whether economic recovery will solvethe problem anyway: ''
Regardless of the outcome of these debates, however, we d* knewthat the economy and the nature of work are changing. The forces

of international competition, which affected 8 percent of domestic
markets in 1960, as opposed to:80 percent today, and the introduc-
tion of new technologies are producing new market opportunities
and eliminating others. a

I am sure y u u Congressmen have been faced with the inherentresults of th pressuresprotectionism, domestic. content legisla-
tion requireme ts, and demands for plant closing letialation:

The shifting job market is/ intensifying wessure on today's-work.*force to be more Literate, more trainable, and more flexible. The
issue .for debate it seems to me today is, whether existing systems .3 facilitate such adjustment or not. .

Point two, the public school system, the employment security
system, and the new job training partnership program are the most
significant State-suppoded vehicles designed to assist the work
force in making adjustmInts in the economy. Their effectiveness'in
providing meaningful adjustment assistance is in doubt. Public
schools, for example, have been.increasingly under attack for not
preparing students for tomorrow's skill requirements, and not
teaching job search skills.

The ememployment security system was established to deal with cy-
clicals, an not structural change including the employment serv-ice, u.ne loyment insurance system, and 22 grant-in-aid programsto facilitate worker adjustment. These programs are geared to hold
workers over difficult times rather than provide meaningful read-
justment through retraining and cpunsaling.

Bet 'een 1976 and 1980, over $18' billion was spent on extending
.UI beyond the normal entitlement period. Yet, only $63 -million of

the total,. or less than one-yalf of 1 percent, was spent on trainingand relocation.
In legislation to further integrate UI and retrainingS. 1799

Senator Sam Nunn stated that,
.

In fact, a very small proportion of those collecting UI benefits are enrolled in'training programs . . . according to the U.S. Department of Labor, of the 7 million
UI claimants across the country registered with the employnient service at any timeduring fiscal year 1982, only 17,680 or one-fourth of 1 percent were enrolled in train-ing.,

v -
While the JTPA provides for a limited number of retraining op-

portunities, it does not provide allowances for trainees to live on.
Due to deficiencies in the current system, new initiatives have

, sprung up over the Nation during the last 2 ,years; including collec-
tive bargaining agreements at Ford, GM, and AT&T in which out-
placement assistance, including retraining opportunities, were pro-

. vided.

r
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.. At the State -fevel, California and Delaware have launched ef.
forts. to dedicate a portions of unemployment insurance tax .collec- fit
tions to training accounts.. California took advantage of a surplus
in their unemployment account to dedicate a,,tax rot training.while
reducing, their net tax. burden on employers. Most Sta'tes' Unem-
ployment mounts are in the red, however . and suggtsting adcli-

.. tional employer taxes for training is not pppular. ' .

Delaware; a debtor State, has discovered a window of opportunity
in that when we repay the Federal Government this Octdber, a 0.6-

0 percent FUTA tax penalty 40 come off. The. DuPont administra-
tion proposed legislation' which dedicat a portion of the .reduc-
,tion,,0.1 percent, to establish, a permane training fund.

The Delaware Private Industry Council established under JTPA
would be responsible tor. the ?selection of recipients of grants to
ensure -approprtate use of the funds. The tax increased the total
ntimber of dollars available for JTPA by 32 percent. The tax is de- .

4 signed to help support three employment and training initiatives:
One, school-to-work initiatives; two, industrial training. and three,

. dislocated workers. . . .... ,

The impottant element, in my judgment, in looking at the ITA is
that the ITA principle goes even further than State initiatives in .

California and Delaware. It- would require employee ,contributions,
as well as employer contributions,. and also provide tax incentives
for investment and training. It would, at the urging of some, 7
extend the same kind of tak treatment to job training as is cUrrent-
"Iy. provided for private investment, research and development,
plant, and equipment.

A voucher-based systeni niodeled on the GI billi,would have sev4i-
al key elements, which Pat Choate described 'briefly this morning,
that would be necessary to ensure efficiency and accountability.

. First, the worker is involved in the adjustment decision .and has
a financial stake in the" process. %

...... Two, the system is comprehensive in that it provides coverage for
. .

anyone who is displaced.
o .

Third, the system is tied to the receipt of unemployment insur-
ance benefits, thereby assuring suppott during. the adjustment
period. , .

Fourth, the system provides fbr early intervention and flexibility.
Fifth, the system proVides for assured financing.
There are several variations on the ITA theme new before the

Congress. All recognize the critical link between productivity and
change and current system failure to encourage investment in

.c. training and other meaningful readjustment assistance. These
i

. :,..

should include job search assistance, job development, counseling,

I
relocation assistance, and labbr market information as well as
training. ' .

It has been well documented that job search assistance is a much
more efficient and 'cost effective means of facilitating adjustment in
the work force. And I believe that the legislation should cerrainly,.
as Bob Craig indicated this morning, reevaluate the definition of
trairing °under the ITA legislation . to incorporate other means of
facilitating adjustment in addition to training.

And that basically concludes the thrust of my remarkel. I would
like to say that I appreciate the opportunity to be here this morn-

4
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ing. I sincerely believe that the most effective means, facilitating
adjustment for the unemployed is to Ilse the system that is current-
ly in placethat being the unemployment insurance systemto
target dollars through that System 'and retarget them for meaning=
ful training assistance.

[Mr. Carey's prepared statement follows:]

ta
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TESTIMONY BY DENNIS CAREY

JULY 31, 1984

THERE IS LITTLE AGREEMENT ON-THE

0 ECONOMIC. IMPORTANCE OF THE DISLOCATED

WORKER PROBLEM - DEBATE CENTERS ON

WHETHER OR NOT DISPLACED WORKERS

ENCOUNTER MORE DIFFICULTY IN FINDING

WORK THAN OTHER U.I. RECIPIENTS, WHETHER

THE NUMBER OF DISPLACED WORKERS \
(RANGING IN ESTIMATES FROM 100,000 TO \\
OVER 2 MILLION) JUSTIFY NEW POLICIES AND \

PROGRAMS, AND WHETHER ECONOMIC

RECOVERY WILL SOLVE THE PROBLEM ANYWAY.

REGARDLESS OF THE OUTCOME Or THESE

DEBATES HOWEVER , WE'DO KNOW THAT THE

ECONOMY 'AND THE NATURE OF WORK ARE

CHANGING. THE FORCES OF INTERNATIONAL

COMPETITIONS WHICH AFFECTED 8% OF

DOMESTIC MARKETS IN 1960, AS OPPOSED TO.

80% TODAY, AND THE INTRODUCTION OF NEW

TECHNOLOGIES ARE PRODUCING NEW MARKET

OPPORTUNITIES AND ELIMINATING OTHERS .

THESE FORCES ARE INCREASING POLITICAL

PRESSURE FOR PROTECTIONISM, DOMESTIC
3 I
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CONTENT REQUIREMENTS , AND PLANT CLOSING
LEGISLATION. THE SHIFTING JOB MARKET IS
INTENSIFING PRESSURE ON TODAY'S WORK.

FORCE TO BE LITERATE, TRAINABLE, AND
FLEXIBLE. THE ISSUE FOR DEBATE HERE IS
WHETHEINXISTING SYSTEMS FACILITATE SUCH
ADJUSTMENT OR NOT .

THE PUBLIC SHOOL SYSTEM, THE
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY SYSTEM, AND THE NEW
JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM ARE THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT STATE SUPPORTED VEHICLES

ippESIGNED TO. ASSIST THE WORKFORCE IN
MAKING ADJUSTMENTS IN THE ECONOMY.
THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IN PROVIDING
MEANINGFUL ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE IS IN
DOUBT. PUBLIC SCHOOLS , EG., HAVE BEEN
INCREASINGLY `UNDEfi ATTACK FOR NOT
PREPARING STUDENTS FOR TOMORROWS SKILL
REQIREMENTS, AND NOT TEACHING JOB
SEARCH SKILLS . THE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY
SYSTEM WAS ESTABLISHED TO DEAL WITH
CYCLICAL, AND NOT STRUCTURAL CHANGE-
INCLUDING THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE,
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE SYSTEM, AND 22
GRANT IN AID PROGRAMS TO FACILITATE_
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WORKER ADJUSTMENT. THESE PROGRAMS ARE

GEARED TO HOLD WORKERS OVER DIFFICULT

TIMES RATHER THAN PROVIDE MEANINGFUL

READJUSTMENT THROUGH RETRAINING AND

COUNSELLING. BETWEEN 1976-1980, OVER $18

BILLION WAS SPENT ON EXTENDING U.I. BEYOND

THE NORMAL ENTITLEMENT PERIOD - YET ONLY

$53 MILLION OF THE TOTAL -OR LESS THAN 1/2

OF 1% WAS SPENT ON TRAINING AND

RELOCATION. IN LEGISLATION TO.FURTHER

INTEGRATE U.I. AND RETRAINING(S.1799)

SENATOR SAM NUNN STATED THAT , IN FACT,

A VERY SMALL PROPORTION OF THOSE

COLLECTING U.I. BENEFITS ARE ENROLLED IN

TRAINING PROGRAMS..,. ACCORDING TO THE U.S.

DEPT. OF LABOR , OF THE 7 MILLION U.I.

CLAIMANTS ACROSS THE COUNTRY REGISTERED

WITH THE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE AT ANY TIME

DURING FY'82, ONLY 17,680 OR 1/4 OF 1 %

WERE ENROLLED IN TRAINING." AND, WHILE

THE JTPA PROVIDES FOR A LIMITED NUMBER OF

RETRAINING OPPORTUNITIES IT DOES NOT

PROVIDE ALLOWANCES FOR TRAINEES TO LIVE

ON.
DUE TO DEFICIENCIES IN THE CURRENT

SYSTEM, NEW INITIATIVES HAVE SPRUNG UP

OVER THE NATION DURING THE LAST 2 YEARS-
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INCLUDING COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENTS AT FORD, GM, AND ATT IN WHICH
OUTPLACEMENIASSISTANCE INCLUDING
RETRAINING OPPORTUNITIES WERE PROVIDED.

AT THE STATE LEVEL , CALIFORNIA AND
DELAWARE HAVE LAUNCHED EFFORTS TO
DEDICATE A PORTION. OF UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE TAX COLLECTIONS TO TRAINING
ACCOUNTS. CALIFORNIA TOOK ADVANTAGE
OF A SURPLUS IN THEIR UNEMPLOYMENT
ACCOUNT TO DEDICATE A TAX FOR TRAINING
WHILE REDUCING THEIR NET TAX BURDEN ON
EMPLOYERS. MOST STATES' UNEMPLOYMENT
ACCOUNTS, ARE IN THE RED , HOWEVER, AND
SUGGESTING ADDITIONAL EMPLOYER TAXES FOR
TRAINING IS NOT POPULAR. DELAWARE, A
DEBTOR STATE , HAS DISCOVERED A WINDOW
OF OPPORTUNITY IN THAT WHEN WE REPAY THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THIS OCTOBER , A .6%
F.U.T.A. TAX PENALTY WILL COME OFF. THE
DUPONT ADMINIS1'RATION PROPOSED
LEGISLATION WHICH DEDICATED A PORTION
OF THE REDUCTION (.1% ) TO ESTABLISH A
PERMANENT TRAINING F1JND. THE DELAWARE
PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL , ESTABLISHED
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UNDER J.T.P.A.° WOULD BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE SELECTION OF RECIPIENTS OF GRANTS TO
INSURE APPROPRIATE USE OF THE FUNDS, THE
TAX INCREASED THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
DOLLARS AVAILABLE FOR J.T.P.A. BY 32% . THE

TAX 1$ DESIGNED TO HELP SUPPORT THREE
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING INITIATIVES: 1.
SCHOOL- TO- WORK INITIATIVES,
2.INDUSTRIAL TRAINING, AND 3. DISLOCATED
WORKERS. DUE*TO FEDERAL REDUCTIONS IN
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR SCHOOL TO WORK
PROGRAMS AND JTPA RESTRICTIONS GOVERNING
SUCH PROGRAMS , ONGOING EFFORTS IN THIS
AREA HAVE BEEN HARD PRESSED. PROGRAMS
SUCH AS FOR DELAWARE GRADS, 70001,
AND A DEL. DEPT. OF LABOR INITIATIVE TO
ESTABLISH A JOB READINESS CURRICULUM IN

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS HAVE DEMONSTRATED

THEIR EFFECTIVENESS ESPECIALLY WITH

STUDENTS WHO LACK ACADEMIC OR
VOCATIONAL DIRECTION. THESE STUDENTS
ARE THOSE MOST LIKELY TO BE UNEMPLOYED ,
AND UDEREMPLOYED-- AND OFTEN TURN TO
THE STREETS OR TO WELFARE FOR RELIEF. IF
WE DON'T SOLVE THIS PROBLEM IN THE
SCHOOLS, WE WILL END UP PAYING FOR IT

i'.11 (1 .11
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LATER. THE SECOND AREA TO RECEIVE
FUNDING THROUGH THE TAX IS INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING-- TO PROVIDE RESOURCES TO
ATTRACT FIRMS TO DELAWARE THROUGH
TRAINING, AND TO PROVIDE ON THE JOB
TRAINING ASSISTANCE. THE THIRD AREA TO
RECIEVE FUNDING UNDER THE TAX WOULD BE
FOR DISPLACED WORKERS . UNDER TITLE 3 OF
JTPA, STATES ARE REQUIRED TO MATCH
FEDERAL ALLOCATIONS. THE .1% TAX WOULD
GENERATE SUFFICIENT RESOURCES TO MEET
THIS REQUIREMENT AS WELL AS SHIFT MORE
RESPONSIBILITY AND INVOLVEMENT FOR
SHAPING DISPLACED WORKER PROGRAMS TO
THE P.I.C..,

THE ITA PRINCIPLE GOES EVEN FURTHER
THAN THE DELAWARE INITIATIVE IN THAT IT
WOULD REQUIRE EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTIONS
AND PROVIDE TAX INCENTIVES FOR
INVESTMENT IN TRAINING. IT WOULD , AT THE
URGING OF SOME , EXTEND THE SAME KIND OF
TAX TREATMENT TO JOB TRAINING AS IS
CURRENTLY PROVIDED FOR PRIVATE
INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT. A VOUCHER BASED
SYSTEM MODELLED ON THE G.I. BILL, THE ITA
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WOULD HAVE SEVERAL. KEY ELEMENTS
NECESSARY TO ENSURE EFFICIENCY AND

ACCOUNTABILITY. --
1. THE WORKER IS INVOLVED IN THE

ADJUSTMENT DECISION AND HAS A FINANCIAL
STAKE IN THE PROCESS.

2. THE SYSTEM IS COMPREHENSIVE IN THAT

IT PROVIDES COVERAGE FOR ANYONE WHO IS

DISPLACED.
3. THE SYSTEM IS TIED TO THE RECEIPT OF

U.I. BENEFITS THEREBY ENSURING INCOME
SUPPORT DURING THE ADJUSTMENT PERIOD.

4. THE SYSTEM PROVIDES FOR EARLY
INTERVENTION AND FLEXIBILITY.

5. THE SYSTEM PROVIDES FOR ASSURED

FINANCING.

THERE ARE SEVERAL VARIATIONS ON THE
ITA THEME NOW BEFORE THE CONGRESS. ALL
RECOGNIZE THE CRITICAL LINK BETWEEN
PRODUCTIVITY AND TRAINING AND CURRENT
SYSTEM FAILURE TO ENCOURAGE INVESTMENT

IN TRAINING AND OTHER MEANINGFUL
READJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE. THESE INCLUDE
JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE, JOB DEVELOPMENT ,

COUNSELLING , RELOCATION ASSISTANCE AND
LABOR MARKET INFORMATION AS WELL AS

TRAINING .
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IF THE U.S IS TO KEEP PACE WITH THE
VELOCITY OF ECONOMIC CHANGE --EVEN SET
IT- THEN IT MUST BE PRPARED TO HELP ITS
WORKERS ADAPT TQ CHANGING ECONOMIC
THREATS AND OPPORTUNITIES. HOW WELL
AND AT WHAT PACE THIS IS DONE WILL IN
LARGE MEASURE

THE
HOW WELL AND

AT WHAT PACE THE U.S. WILL BE ABLE TO
STRENGTHEN ITS OVERALL ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you very much.
You know, one of the reasons you were invited is that we are

very aware, the Northeast-Midwest Coalition and the chair, that
the State of Delaware has one of the best prograins in the country.
It is a credit to you and all who work with that program.

You do haveI think you have touched on thisa voucher-baied
training program using a form of the principle of ITA. Do you
think it is effective, and has your experience been a, good one?

Mr. CAREY. Yes. I think when we entered into this program 2
years ago we all were operating under the assumption that all dis-
located workers needed to be retrained for new skills. That has not
borne out to be the case at all. In fact, approximately 75 percent of
our dislocated workers did not need to be retrained to secure new
employmeht opportunities. Rather, they needed counseling, job
search assistance, and job development assistanceunderscoring
the need to expand the definition of training to incorporate those
very critical elements in the readjustment process.

The second interesting piece of our voucher-based program in
Delaware was that we set up a sophisticated evaluation system to
monitor a control group, as well as our participating population,
We found that after the program was over the control group, those
people who did not receive services, did almost as well as those
people who received training and readjustment assistance.

That obviously was a major disappointment to me after having
bragged about this program to several State legislators for. a long
time. But I think it is something that should be considered as we
approach the concept of individual training accounts and whether
we, in fact, are running the risk of, in fact, encouraging career
change at great expense when career change may not be necessary
to secure a new employment opportunity in the work force.

Ms. OAKAR. Well, thank you very much for your fine testimony.
We wish you well in the futureand your comments on ITA, in
particular.

This concludes the subcommittee hearing.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In his classic book, American Capitalism,' 'John Kenneth Gal-. braith argued that concentrations of economic power are not the
social evil that antitrust advocates had traditionally believed them
to be. Countervailing power, not classical competition, he said,
was the instrument for keeping concentrated power in check.2

The actual or real restraints on a firm's market power are, ac-
cording to Galbraith, vested not in its competitors but in its cuS-

tomers and suppliers; they are imposed not from the .same side,
but from the opposite side of the market. Thus, "private economic
power is held in check by the countervailing power of those who
are subject to it. The first begets the second."3 A monopoly on one
side of the market offers an inducement to both suppliers and cus-
tomers to develop the power with which they can defend thein-
selves against exploitation. Thesis gives rise to antithesis, and
there emerges a system of checks and balances which makes the
economy as a whole workable, a modus operandi which lends sta-
bility to American capitalism. Most importantly, this system of
checks and balances relieves the government of its obligationim-

, posed by the now antiquated antitrust lawsto launch any frontal
attack on concentrated economic power. No longer need the gov-
ernment be concerned about the decline of competition or the
sparsity of sellers in a particular market. Countervailing power
can be relied on to eliminate the danger of any long run exploita-
tion by a private economic power bloc.

Put differently, countervailing power operates primarily
through the creation of bilateral monopoly and/or oligopoly situa-
tions. A monopoly on one side of the market finds. its power neu-
tralized by the appearance of a monopoly on the other side of the
market. Thus, a system of checks and balances is built on the
foundation of bilateral power concentrations.

Galbraith cites the labor market as an area where the operation
of countervailing power can be observed with the greatest clarity,
for it is in the labor market that giant unions bargain on a national,
industry-wide scale against groups of employ,ers acting jointly
either through a trade association or an informal ad hoc bargaining
committee.-4 Galbraith sees countervailing pOwer at work in highly

1. J.K. GALBRAITH, AMERICAN CAPITALISM: THE CONCEI't* OF COUNTERVAILING
PowER (1952).

2. For early critiques of Galbraith's theory, see generally Adams, Competition.
Monopoly, and Counteivailing Power, 67 Q.J. ECONS. 469 (1953); Schwartz,
Book Review, 81' HAHV. L. REv. 915 (1968); Stigler, The Economia _Plays With
Blocs, 44 A. ECON. REv. 7 (1954).

3. J. C;AiiiitArrit, supra note 1, at 118.
4. Id. at 110.
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concentrated industries like the steel, rubber, and automobile
manufacturing industries, and points out that "j ni of only has'the
strength of the corporations in these 4ustries made it necessary
for workers to develop the protection Ci countervailing power, it
has provided unions with the opportunity for getting something
more as well. If successful they could share in the fruits of the
corporation's market power."5 Thus, Galbraith justifies bilateral
monopoly in the labor market because it prevents unilateral ex-
ploitation, while simultaneously allowing one monopolist to share
in whatever exorbitant gains may accrue to the other.

But\bilateral monopoly in the labor market has further conse-
quenceA, According to pure economic theory, this type of market
structure is characterized by what Heinrich von Stackelberg aptly
called Gleichgewichtslosigkeitan incapacity to achieve a stable
equilib-ium.6 The inherent and irreconcilable conflict between the
bilatera, monopolists can be rationally resolved (in the best inter-7.
est of both parties) only if they agree to enter into a vertical combi-
nation or conspiracy. Such coaleicence, of course, represents a
compromisea case of mutual forbearancein order to achieve
joint profit maximization. And, says Stackelberg, profits will be
maximized for the bilateral monopolists if, for example, in labor-
management confrontations, the employer (a monopsonist in the
labor market) enjoys a monopoly in the sate of his products./ In
other words, market control or market dominance in the product
'market serves not only the best interests of management but also
the best interests of labor. Hence, a bilateral monopoly situation
naturally militates toward coalescence of power between manage-
ment and labor, not antagonism or countervailance of powet.

Understandably, this insight (which is neither profound nor es-
oteric) was used bythe exponents of industrial cartels as a prime
argument to persuade workers that cartels were in labor's best in-
terests. Robert Liefmaiin, for example, pointed out that cartels

t were in a better position than competitive firms to grant wake in-
- creases, because they could pass the resulting cost increases on to

- consumers in the form of higher prices:
. . .

5. Id. of 122. In fairness to Galbraith, it must be noted that he recognizes 4infla-
tionary periods as special situations in which countervailing power tends to
be ineffective. -

b. H. STACKELBERO, MARKTFORM UND GLEICHGEWICHT (1934).
7. Id. at 100: ("Eine Erhohung des gemeinsames Gewinnes kommt hier nur

dann zustande, wenn der Nachfrager des bilateralen Monopols zugleich aber
ein ei,nfaches Angebotsinonopol auf dem Markte seiner Produkte verfugt,"
Translated, this passage states: an increase in the joint profit becomes posli-
ble only if the buyer in the bilateral monopoly situation also enjoys a monop-
oly over the product which he sells.).
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Where the firms are in a cartel, they are more inclined to concede the
workers higher wages than in a state of free competition, because they
find it easier to pass the increased costs on to their customers by charging
higher prices. The workers will therefore, generally speaking, find it eas-
ier to impose higher wages upon organized firms, and it is in their- power,
at least if they can form strong trade unions, to demand wages increasing
with the cartel's prices, i.e., a "sliding wage-scale."8

Thus, said Liefmann, market dominance and market control .(i.e.,
cartels and monopolies) were in the best interests of labor as well
as management, because the greaten, the market control the more
ample the fruits to be shared through a system of vertical
cooperation.

The consequence of such cooperation from the viewpoint of the
public interest is, of course, another matter. In a prescient article
written in 1890, Alfred Marshall observed that traditionally the
public was protected by labor-management antagonism.9 Employ-
ers and employed "have seldom worked together systematically to
sacrifice the interests of the public to their own, by lessening the
supply of their services or goods, and thus raising their price artifi-
daily. But," Marshall added:,

there are signs of a desire to arrange firm compacts between combinationS
of employers on the one side and of employees on the other to restrict
production. Such compacts may become a grievous danger to the public
in those trades in which there is little effective competition from foreign
producers; a danger so great that if these compacts cannot be bent by pub-
lic opinion they may have to be brokt n up by public force.lo

In short, the absence of effective competition in product markets,
when combined with vertical collusion between management and
laborwhether tacit or overtposes a central problem for puCic
policy. Countervailing power is not a worthy substitute fox-anti-
trust policy, because countervailing power tends to be subverted
by coalescing power and thus makes the problem of controlling
market power more intractable than ever.

In this Article, we propose to test Galbraith's countervailing
power thesis by examining labor-management conduct in four dif-
ferent market situations. Two of our case studies will deal with
"regulated" i:idustries and two with industries in the "private" sec-
tor. We shall demonstrate that in all four cases, coalescing power
rather than countervailing power is systematically created and
rriPir.tained; that this conduct constitutes a form of tack vertical
collusion; that a central objective of this collusion is the suppres-
sion of competition in relevant product markets in order to immu-
nize cost-price escalation by labor and management from an
autonomous, exogenous control mechaniim; and that the result of

8. R. j...,IEFMANN. CARTELS, CONCER,+S, AND TRUSTS 80 (1927).
9. MF_:MOR1ALS OF ALFRED MARSHALL, (A.C. Pigou ed. 1956).

10. Id. at 288-89.
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the exercise of (his coalescing power has been to fuel a pervasive
cost-price-cost spiral which has adversely affected macrostabiliza-
tion policies in the United Statesand, indeed,- in the leading in-
dustrial nations of the western world.

II. THE REGULATED SECTOR
Governmental regulation of industry, as originally conceived,

was to be both a supplement to and substitute for competition. It
was to be applied in those industries where the cost of entry was
so great or the duplication of facilities so wasteful "that some der
gree of monopoly was considered unavoidable. Here, the visible
hand of 'public regulation was to replace the invisible hand envi-
sioned by Adam Smith in order to protect consumers. against ex-
tortionate charges, restriction of output, deterioration of service,
and unfair discrimination. This was the rationale of the Interstate
Commerce Act of 1887.11

This regulatory concept, however, was first eroded ane then ex-
tended. The regulatees themselves came to recogslize that the bet-
ter part of wisdom was not to abolish regulation but to utilize it.
Gradually., the public utility concept-was transformed from con-
sumer oriented, to industry oriented regulation. By a process .so
brilliantly analyzed by Horace Gray,

the policy of state-created, state-protected monopoly became firmly estab-
lished over a significant portion of the economy and became the keystone
of modern public utility regulation. Henceforth, the public utility status
was to be the haven of refuge for all aspiring monopolists who found it too
difficult, too costly, or too precarious to secure and maintain monopoly by
private action alone. Their future prosperity would be assured if only they
could induce government to grant them monopoly power and to protect
them against interlopers, provided always,-16f course, that government did
not exact too high a price for its favo:s in the form of restrictive
regulation. t2

Business interests gradually began to appreciate the virtues of
public utility status and to embrace government regulation as an
instrument of protection from competition. As early as 1892, five
years after Congress had passed the Interstate Commerce Act,
Richard Olney, a former director of several railroad companies and
U.S. Attorney General, stated the proregulation position with
Machiavellian clarity. In a letter to his old friend' Charles E. Per-
kins, president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, who
had implored Olney to spearhead a drive to repeal the Interstate
Commerce Act, Olney wrote as follows:.

11. Ch. 104, 24 Stat. 379 (1887) (discussed in W. ADAMS & H.M. GRAY, MONOPOLY

IN AMERICA 43-47 (1955)).
12. Gray, The Passing of the Public Utility Concept, 16 J. LAND & P1113. Urn. ECON.

8 (1940).
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My impression would be that looking at the matter from a railroad point of
view exclusively it would notbe a wise thing to undertake . . . . The at-
tempt would.not be likely to succeed; if it did not succeed, and were made
on the ground of inefficiency and uselessness of the Commission, the re-
sult would very probably be giving it the power it now lacks. The Commis-
sion, as its functions have now been limited by the courts, is, or can be
made, of great use to the railroads. It satisfies the popular clamor for a
government supervision of the railroads, at the same time that that super-
vision is almost entirely nominal. Further, the older such a commission
gets to be, the more inclined it will be found to take the business and rail-
road view of things. It thus becomes a sort of barrier between the railroad
corporations and the people and a sort of protection against hasty and
crude legislation hostile to railroad interests . . . The part of wisdom is
not to destroy the Commission, but to utilize it.13

By 1940, protectiOnism by regulation had become both a popu-
lar and respectable governmental control mechanism. Independ-
ent regulatory commissions had been entrusted with the oversight'
of motor carriers, inland waterways, airlines, communications, and
natural gas despite the fact that some of these industries hardly
conformed to the structural prototype of "natural" monopolies.

13. Letter from Richard Olney to Charles E. Perkins (Feb. 16, 1893) quoted in M.
JOSEPHSON, THE Pouncos 526 (1938). Perceptive business leaders in the pri-
vate sector also recognized that.regulatiqn was an admirable protectionist de-
vice which wouldguarantee an escape frotn competition. Thus, in 1911, when
the U.S. Steel Corporation came under antitrust attack, its president, Elbert
Gary, proposed governmental regulation of the industry as an alternative to
the cruelty of control by competition. In testimony before a congressional
committee, Judge Gary stated the case for regulation with undisguised
candor-

I realize as fully, I think, as this committee that it is very important to
consitl9r how the people shall be protected against imposition or op-
pression as the possible result of great aggregations of capital,
whether in the possession of corporations or individuals. I believe
that is a very important question, and personally I believe that the
Sherman Act does not meet and will never fully prevent that. I be-
lieve we must come to enforced publicity and governmental control,

. even as to prices, and. so far as I am concerned, speaking for our
company. so far as I have the right, I would be very glad if we had
some place where we could go, to a responsible governmental author-
ity. and say to them. "Here are our facts and figures. here is our prop-
erty. here our cost of production; now you tell us what we have the
right to do and what prices we have right to charge." I know this is a
very extreme view, and I know that the railroads objected to it for a
long time; but whether the standpoint of making the most money is
concerned or not. whether it is the wise thing, I believe it is the nec
essary thing, and it seems to me corporations have no right to dis:e-
gard these public questions and these public interests.

U.S. STEEL. CORPOKATION: HEARINGS BEFORE THE HOUSE COMM. ON THE INVES-
TIGAlloN 111E U.S. STEEL. CORPORATION, VOI. 3. at 79 (1911).
"Your position I them." said Congressman Littleton of the committee. "1 isi
that cooperation is bound to take the place of competition and that coopera-
tion requires strict governmental supervision?" Id.

.That is a very good statement," replied the judge. Id.
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"Public convenience and necessity," not the dictates of the com-
petitive market, had become the standard for determining entry,
rates, and quality of service. Most important, this great transfor-
mation had been accomplishednot over the objection of business
interests, but with their approval and (sometimes enthusiastic)
suPport.14

Eventually, experience with regulation revealed what public in-
terest advocates had long ago predicted. An accumulation of em-
pirical evidence indicated that regulation in some industries was
not a device to protect consumers from exploitation but to protect
vested interests from competition. At the hands of some regula-
tory commissions, the power to license had become the power to
exclude; control over rates had turned into an instrurIent of price
supports; and authority over mergers had become a mechanism for
fostering industry concentration.15 The regulatory commissions,
according to former chairman of the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC), Lewis Engman (a republican appointee serving during the
Nixon Administration), had transmuted the industries under their
jurisdiction into "federal protectorates, living in the cozy world of
cost-plus, safely protected from the ugly spectres of competition,
efficiency, and innovation,"16 In short, under the aegis of the "in-
dependent" commissions, regulation was essentially a neo-mer-
cantilist device of protectionism in which industry, labor, and
government regulators had an abiding interestto the detriment
of the general public.

When these criticisms reached crescendo proportions, the drive
for deregulation particularly, in airlines and truckinggathered
force and became a palatable political issue both in the White
House and the Congress.17 Commissioners committed to adminis-
trative deregulation were appointed tc the agencies, and deregula-
tion bills found increasing support in Congress.18 And this set the

14. See. e.g.. G. KOLKO, RAILROADS AND REGULATION: 1877-1916 (1965); G. KOLKO,
THE TRIUMPH OF CONSERVATISM (1963).

15. Adams. The Role of Competition in the Regulated Industries, 48 A. ECON. Rt.:v.
527 (1958). See also Schwartz, Legal Restriction of Competition in the' Regu-
lated Industries 67 HARV. L. IlEv. 436 (1954).

16. Address by L. Engman to the Financial Analysts Federation. in Detroit, Mich-
igan (Oct. 7. 1974).

17. See, e.g., Federal Restraints on Competition in the Trucking industry: Anti-
trust Immunity and Economic Regulations, Report of the Senate Comm. on
the Judiciary. 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1980) [hereinafter cited as Kennedy Re-
port (1980)1; Civil Aeronautics Board Practices and Procedures: Report of
Subcomm. on Administrative Practices and Procedure of the Senate Comm.
on the Judiciary, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975) (hereinafter cited as Kennedy
Report (1975)).

18. See. e.g., Aviation Regulatory Reform: Hearings on H.R. 11.145 Before the Sub-
comm. on Aviation of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transport, 95th
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stage for the virulent opposition by business regulatees and organ-
ized labor to deregulation, demonstrating the operation of coalesc-
ing power and tacit vertical collusion chronicled in this section.

A. Airlines .

The Civil Aeronautics Act of 93819 was paSsed with the dual
objective of promoting the growth of aviation while maintaining
sufficiently low fares to allow the public access to air travel. The
newly created Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) was entrusted with
the regulation of the airline, industry. and equipped with three ba-
sic powers: (1) the entry power: the power to grant or to deny "cer-
tificates of public convenience and necessity," which an airline
would be required to obtain in order to fly interstate; (2) the rate
power: the authority to suspend or to set air fares; and (3) the an-
titrust power: the power to approve (or disapprove) agreements
among airlinesi with approval conferring immunity from the anti-
trust laws.20 In addition, the Board was given certain subsidiary
powers, including the power to authorize mergers, the power to ad-
minister a subsidy, the power to regulate certain peripheral mat-
ters of airline service (e.g., baggage liability, tariff quotatiOns,
discrimination), and the power to enforce its own regulations.=

In practice, however, regulation did not prove to be a felicitous
experiment in economic statecraft and fell short of achieving the
ostensible objectives of the 1938 legislation. Thus, the Senate Sub-
committee on Administrative Practices and Procedures found that,
u_ider the CAB's control, "entry into the industry has been effec-
tively blocked."22 According to the Committee:

The present 10 domestic trunk carriers directly descend from the 16 in
business in 1938; the nine existing local service carriers descend from 19

airlines allowed to provide local service directly after World War II. No
new domestic trunkline has ever been authorized, and only one new local-
service carrier has bee'n authorized since 1950.23

Although the industry "is potentially highly competitive," the
Committee further found that:

I Rlegulation discourages the airlines from competing in price and virtu-
ally forecloses rew firms from entering the industry. The result is high
fares and security for existing firms. But the result does not mean high
profits. Instead thy airliimsprevented from competing in pricesimply
channel their competitiiireenergies toward costlier service: more flights,
more planes, more frills. Thus, the skies are tilled with gourmet meals and

Cong., 2d Sess. 122-86 (1978) (testimony of Allred E. Kahn. Chairman, Civil
Aeronautics Board).

19. Ch. 601. 52 Stat. 973 (1938).
20. Kennedy Report (1975), supra note 17, at 2.
21. Id.
22. Id. at 6.
23. Id.
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Polynesian pubs; scheduled air service is frequent. Yet planes fly across
the continent more than half empty. And fares are "sky high."24

The Committee concluded that "Board regulation has not effec-
tively brought about the low-fare service that is technically feasi-
ble and that consumers desire," that "[Or service can. be made
available to the American public at significantly lower prices," and
that "[ijncreased competition is likely to bring about the provision
of such service."25

When a series of bills were introduced in the late 1970's to pro-
mote the public interest. by deregulating the industry, airline man-
agement and organized labor launched a joint offensive to preserve
the regulatory status quo and its immunity from effective competi-
tion. Their remarkably parallel, multipronged attack on deregula-
tion was a dramatic illustration of coaleScing power in action.

1. Deterioration of Service for Smaller Communities

A major argument made by airline management and labor
against de:egulation was that increased competition would cause
severe deterioration of air service to small- and medium-sized
communities across the country. They argued that with free entry
and exit, airlines would concentrate on the most densely travelled
(i.e., the most lucrative) routes between major metropolitan areas.
Competition in these corridors, in turn, would eliminate the excess
profits required to subsidize service to other smaller communities.
Thus, they argued, hundreds of communities would suffer from a
reduction in (or complete elimination of) air service along with an
increase in fares, thereby creating bleak prospects for further eco-
nomic growth and development, given the importance of air serv-
ice in modern society.

As uncontrolled, profit-maximizing carriers focused. upon the
most lucrative, highest-density markets, Continental Airlines ar-
gued, their "marginal markets, namely shorter-haul and lower-
density markets . . . are bound to suffer."26 "In this trial by fire," a
United spokesman added, "the small cities and marginal segments
will be burned. "2? Nor would the victim..; of the pertended mael-

24. Id. at 3.
25. Id. at 19.
26. Aviation Regulatory Reform: Hearings on H.R. 8813 Before the Subcomrn. on

Aviation of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transportation, 95th
Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 2, 1835 (1977) (statement of Continental Airlines
presented by Lee M. Hydeman, Counsel) (hereinafter cited as Anderson
Hearings (1977)1.

27. Regulatory Reform in Air Transportation.- Hearings on S. 2551. S. 3364. and S.
3536 Before the Subcomrn. on Ainction of the Senate Comm. on Commerce
94th Cong., 2d Sess. 538 (1976) (statement of Edward E. Carlson, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer, United Airliner.) (hereinafter cited as Canno;
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strom be limited to the smallest communities: "Any legislation
that allows the more lucrative branches from the airline tree to be
snipped off," Mr. Borman argued on behalf of Eastern Airlines, "is
going to result in a severe impact on Nashville and Raleigh/Dur-
ham and in medium-sized cities in this country."28 Speaking for all
major airline carriers, the Air Transport Association (ATA) con-
cluded that only a handful of major cities would continue to be
served adequately. "Accordingly, the real choice to be made," the
ATA warned, "is between either a continuation of the extensive air
network we have today,: with constantly improving service to all
segments of the public, or a concentration of operations in the high
density air markets, with an accompanying reduction of services to
the smaller, less productive markets."29

Organized labor was in complete agreement- with the position
taken by airline management. The Airline Pilots Association
argued:

It doesn't take much imagination to visualize what profit-oriented airline
managements would do in a liberalized entry environment. The opportu-
nity to get into the more lucrative, high-population markets would be too
much for most airline marketing executives to resist. . . . The unfortu-
nate consequence of this development would be . . . a reduction or loss of
service now enjoyed by the smaller cities of America whose traffic-gener-
ating potential is limited . . . .30

Hearings (1976)I. United subsequently reversed its position on this and
other points of opposition to deregulation by carriers. On the alleged small
city problems, for example, United later testified as follows:

Some have said that carriers will tend to reduce service to some
cities and shift airplanes to more lucrative markets. This argument
is also disproven by the facts. The levels of service. provided under
current regulation to most communities is substantially above what
regulation requires. Most service is provided because it is profitable.
I can tell you that United Airlines will not reduce existing profitable
operations to gamble on proposed operations that might be profita-
ble.

We believe that fears of abandonment are generally exaggerated.
Certainly, by way of eomparision, existing law has not insulated
small cities. According to our data, 143 small cities have lost sched-
uled service since 1967,

Anderson Hearings (1977) supra note 26, 1364-66 (statement of Richard J.
Ferris, President. United Airlines).

if( ,rm of the' Economic Regulation Of Air Carriers: Hearings Before the Sub-
comm. on Aviation of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transportation,
!4th Cong., 2d Sess. 486 ( 1976) (testimony of Frank Borman, President and
Chief Executive Officer, Eastern Airlines) !hereinafter cited as Anderson
Beanngs (1976) ).

29. Cannon Hearings (1976) supra note 27, at 1009 (statement of Paul R. Ignatius.
President, Air Transport Association).

30. Remarks by J. O'Donnell, President, Air Line Pilots Association. before the
National Democratic Platform Committee 8 (1976) !hereinafter cited as Dem-
"(Tat ie Platform Address].
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The Airline Clerks concurred: "It is obvious that airlines will have
to concentrate on the major population centers in order to survive.
If they direct their resources to these population centers, smaller
communities which are not profitable will eventually be dropped
or at the least, service to those cities will be greatly curtailed."31
Similarly, the Executive Council of the AFL-CIO concluded that
deregulation would "threaten air service to many smaller cities."32

Ultimately, as the Air Transport Association argued, the dereg-
ulation of air service would discourage economic development of
small- and medium-sized communities while limiting the access of
-residents in these areas to the world.33 The Airline Pilots con-
curred: "A city in today's world without adequate air service is in
the same dire shape as one without rail service 50 years ago. It is
isolated and dying."34

2. Competition Would Be Wasteful and Inefficient
A second line of attack on deregulation was that it would en-

courage wasteful excess capacity and fuel consumption as more
carriers competed for the same traffic. Paradoxically, management
and labor argued, deregulation would result in higher not
lowerfares. In making this argument, each group impugned the
relevance of intrastate airfares, which are considered to be beyond
the reach of CAB authority and which are thirty-five to fifty per-
cent lower than regulated fares on comparable interstate flights, as
an index of "reasonableness."

"In our view," said a spokesman for Continental Airlines,
merely letting existing carriers roam freely in the market place is likely to
lead to wasteful competition, since we believe that new entry will be in
medium-haul, high-density markets already well served and that new en-
try in those markets will simply result in unneeded capacity at times of
day duplicating existing service . . . . SI uch excess capacity is bound to

....... _ ....._.... _

31. Regulatory Reform in Air Transportation: Hearings on S. 292 and S. 689
Before the Subcomm. on Aviation of the Senate Comm. on Commerce. Science.
and Transportation, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 3, 1324 (1977) (statement of Al-
len W. McCauley, Director, Air Transport Division, Brotherhood of Airline
Clerks) ( hereinafter cited as Cannon Hearings (1977)).

32. Id. at 1322 (statement of AFL-CIO Executive Council).
33. Cannon Hearings (19%6), supra note 27, at 1014 (statement of Paul R. Igna-

tius, President, Air Transport Association). See also Oversight of Civil Aero-
nautics Board Practices and Procedures: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary,
94th Cong., 1st Sess. 585 (1975) (prepared statement of Harvey J. Wexler, Se-
nior Vice President, Continental Airlines) [hereinafter cited as Kennedy
Hearings (1975)).

34. Democratic Platform Address, supra note 30, at 8. See also Cannon Hearings
(1976). supra note 27, at 1271 (statement of Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative
Director, Transport WorkerS Union).

37 741 x
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be counterproductive. It will lead to pressure for higher, not lower,
prices.35

Or, as a TWA representative put it, "(t J he more competition that
exists, the more capacity is brought into the market to slice the pie
into smaller pieces."36 Equally wasteful, according to Braniff,
would be the impact upon fuel consumption: "If you are for free
entry to add more airlines, you have to disregard fuel conservation.
Fuel consumption will soar as more airlines burn up the skies
fighting for shares of the existing traxel market."37

Likewise, labor spokesmen testiTed that "it is almost certain
that load factors will not be increased to any significant extent;"38
therefore, "wasteful excess capacity in major air travel markets"
would be a likely consequence of free entry.39 Also, the Airline
Clerks asked, "how can we in good conscience propose legislation
of this type which would promote additional consumption of pre-
cious energy ( ?1"40

Both groups attacked the relevance of significantly lower fares
charged by intrastate carriers free of CAB regulation as indicative
of the likely effects of nationwide deregulation. The Air Transport
Association claimed the intrastate and interstate systems to be
"fundamentally different" and, therefore, incomparable on a
number of grounds: intrastate carriers frequently operate under
monopoly conditions; intrastate carriers concentrate on high den-
sity routes; California and Texas are uniquely blessed with
favorable weather conditions; short hauls permit fewer cabin
amenities and thus more seating; costly overnight crew arrange-
ments are avoided; ticketing, reservation and baggage handling are
simplified; and maximum utilization of equipment is possible.41
Similarly, a union spokesman argued that intrastate conditions

35. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1835 (statement of Continental
Airlines presented by Lee M. Hydeman, Counsel).

36. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27. at 658 (statement of Charles C. Til-
linghast, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Trans World Airlines).
"If you want to get low fares," Mr. Maytag, the president of National Airlines.
remarked, "the ideal way to do it is have one airline and you can schedule
perfectly for the whole United States. You can schedule for peak periods.
You can till your airplanes up. Schedule them for the proper times. Please
don't understand that I am suggesting this kind of thing," he hastened to add.
Cannon hearings (1977), supra note 31, at 1224.

37. Cannon Hearings ( 1977), supra note 31. at 1216 (statement of Harding L. Law-
rence. Chairman and President, Braniff Airways).

38. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 839 (statement of John J.
O'Donnell, President, Air Line Pilots Association).

39. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1584 (statement of John J.
O'Donnell, President, Air Line Pilots Association International).

40. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 3. at 1325 (statement of Allen W.
McCauley, Director, Air Transport Division, Brotherhood of Airline Clerks).

41. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 1011-12 (statement of Paul R. Igna-
tius. Air Transport Association).
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"are not and cannot be duplicated" in interstate markets owing to

unique circumstancei.42

3. Industry Chaos

A third argument against deregulation was that it would usher
in a state of abject chaos. Absent the stability of route and rate
regulations, labor and management argued, the frequency, price,

and availability of service would fluctuate violently and

unpredictably.
Would the country be prepared, the president of TWA asked

rhetorically, "for the rise and fall of airline prices,'depending on
variances in supply/demand relationships at different times in var-

ious markets?"43 "The public," according to Continental Airlines,
"would be left with great uncertainty as to the .availability of air

service by any particular carrier or in any given, market: "44 Iri

short, Continental concluded, It( he situation for the travelling
public and shippers is likely to be chaotic."45

Spokesmen for organized labor agreed with the assessment
made by Continental..The Transport' Workers Union, for example,

warned of the widespread confusion that would follow in the ad-

vent of governmental deregulation: "Fares will fluctuate wildly,
schedules can and will be altered on whim or with changing de-

mand, thereby stranding business passengers and shippers' goods.
Airline flight crews will not know one clay to the next when they

will fly, to where and for whom."46 The Machinists were content in

their testimony to rely upon remarks by management that deregu-

42.

.

Id. at 838 (statement of John J. O'Donnell, President, Air i.ine Pilots Associa-

tion International); Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1572 (state-

ment of William G. Mahoney, Counsel for Brotherhood of Railway and

Airline Clerks, International Association of Machinists, and Transport Work-

ers Union); id., pt. 1, at 334 (testimony of William Scheri, Assistant General

Chairman, International Association of Machinists and.Aerospace Workers).

In reaching these conclusions, labor groups unabashedly relied, inter alia,

on discussions with and the testimony of. airline management. Thus. Mr.

Scheri, speaking for the Machinists, rested his conclusions in this regard on

talks Ofith his colleagues "plus many management people across this coun-

try." Id. The airlines pilots' representative.'Mr. O'Donnell, cited analyses of

intrastate carriers conducted and presented by Continental and Texas Inter-

national. 'Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 840.

43. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 661 (statement of Charles C. Til-

linghast. Jr.. Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Trans World Airlines).

44. Id. at 442 (staterdent of Robert F. six, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

Continental Airlines).
45. Kennedy Hearings (1975), supra note 33, at 585 (itatement of Harvey J. Wex-

ler). See also Cannon Hearings (1976). supra note 27, at 1015 (statement of

Paul R. Ignatius, President, Air Transport Association).
46. Cannon Hearings (1976). supra note 27, at 1271 (statement of Francis A.

O'Connell, Legislative Director, Transport Workers Union).
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lation would be tantamount to "anarchy and would cause "chaos
instead of an orderly system of air service,"47 while the Airline Pi-
lots Associrtion warned that regulatory control "is the glue which
holds the network of interconnecting air transport services to-
gether so it can function in the public interest."48

4. Preo 3tion, Coneentratio and Control

A fourth argument against deregulation was that it would per-.
mit the largest airlines to pre atorily price other carriers out of the
industry. This, it was claim d, would lead to increased concentra-
tion and control in the han s of a few, powerful firms which would
then be able to raise rate . The paradqx, management and labor
once agaimargued, was t t deregulation would result in less com-
petition, higher fares, a d would eventually lead to demands for
re-regulationOr worse nationalizationof the industry.

"In' my view," the p esident of one carrier testified, "freedom of
entry, exit and pricin would enable the major carriers to dominate
all of the larger lucr, tive air transportation markets. Their sub-
stantially greater ca it41 resources alone would bring this about in
the absence of the toute protection afforded by the existing certifi-
cate of public convenience and necessity."49 "If you eliminate dif-
ferences between airlines in routes and prices as well as
equipment," according 'to another airline president, "then market-
ing success becomes a simple question of size. The small airlines
will not have 'the market identity, route strength and financial
power. .I repeat marketing success will simply become a function
of size."50 Not only is aviation "a highly predatory business," a
spokesman for Western Airlines testified, it is surrounded by "a
group of predatory opportunists."51 Another carrier saw concen-
tration evolving from mergers between carriers:

The efficient medium-sized trunk and regional carriers will be stripped
of all security in The markets they have developed and serve. They will be
forced to merge with the larger carriers on terms di: fated by the giants.

As a result, within a few years, the United F es will have fewer

47. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, pt. 1, at 1017 (testimony of Louis
Schroeder, Assistant General Chairman, District Lodge 141, International As-
sociation of Machinists).

48. Id. at 1584 (statement of John J. O'Donnell, President, Air Line Pilots Associ-
ation International).

49. Carman Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 792 (statement of Edwin I.
Colodny, President and Chief Executive Officer, Allegheny Airlines).

50. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1636 (statement of Harding L.
Lawrence, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Braniff
Airways.).

51. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 2, at 533-34 (testimony of Arthur F.
Kelly. Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Western Airlines)..
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trunklines than today. Those carriers will be so large and powerful that
they will each dominate certain U.S. markets.

Rather than creating a more competitive and healthy environment, this
legislation will produce a climate designed to favor big airlines. The disap-
pearance of smaller, carriersconsidered to be the industry's most effi-
cientwill only lead to increasing concentration.52

Inexorably, then, carriers argued that, deregulation would eventu-
ally lead to a "weak `controlled' competition that usually goes with
oligopoly resulting in less emphasis on service and :ow fares,"53 an
increased "(a Ibility of a few airlines to,diciate the timing and di-
rection of new aircraft technology resulting in a tendency to limit
technological innovation,"54 "higher fares and less service,"55 and,
again paradoxically, the need "for more regulation, rather than
less."56

Representatives of organized labor foresaw the same serious
oligopolfstic consequences. The AFL-CIO, for example, warned
that deregulation would'encourage cut-throat pricing practices."57
And, like their managerial counterparts, union spokesmen argued
that any reduction in fares following deregulation would be a tem-
porary phenomenon and a prelude to increased concentration,58
One labor representative cited the remarks of the former president
of United Airlines that "(a) fter the dust settled, the big carriers
would be bigger and the little carriers absent."59 The Machinists

52. Id. pt. 3, at 1220 (statement of L.B. Maytag, Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer, National Airlines).

53. Id, pt. 2, at 1013 (statement of Francisco A. Lorenzo, Chairman, Association of
Local Transport Airlines, and President, Texas International Airlines).

54. Id.
55. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 437 (statement'of Robert F. Six,

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, ontinental
56. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 1, at 472 (statement of C.E. Meyer,

Jr., President and Chief Executive Officer, Trans World Airlines). See also
Cannon Hearings (1976) supra note 27, at 661 (statement of Charles C. Til-
linghast, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Trans World Airlines).

57. Cannon Hearings (1977).supra note 31, at 1322 (statement by AFL-C10 Exec-
utive Council).

58. Democratic Platform Address, supra note 30, at 9.
59. Anderson Hearings (1977). supra note 26, pt. 1. at 1017 (statement of Louis

Schroeder, Assistant General Chairman, District Lodge 141, International As-
sociation of Machinists). Labor's reliance on United's initial position proved
premature when the carrier subsequently recanted:

Could (deregulation' lead to concentration or domination by United
or oziy other carrier? Tnere is little evidence of economy of scale in
U.S. air transportation. Smaller trunks and widely recognized in-
trastate commuters have efficiencies and marketing skills. Nimble
and smart smaller carriers could really do well in this new
environment.

Id. pt. 2. at 1364 (statement of Richard J. Ferris, President, United Airlines).
United's "about- face" drew the following response from the vice president of
TWA, W.D. Slattery:
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predicted that the eventual result of deregulation would be "any-
where in the neighborhood of two to three, at the most four, carri-
ers left in the United States," "a monopolistic airline system
unable and unwilling to meet the public need or convenience,Tand
"the Federal Government being compelled to nationalize the
industry".60

5. Inability to Obtain Capital
A fifth line of attack against deregulation was that it would crip-

ple the industry's ability to obtain capital. The security of pro-
tected route certificates, labor and management contended,' was
crucial to the airlines' ability to raise funds on favorable terms.
Absent such security, the industry would be unable to obtain
needed capital in private markets. Hence, deregulation could well
lead to increased dependence upon the public sector arid, in the
extreme, to nationalization.

"The foundation of the financial t of the airlines," National
Airlines warned, "has been the rou rtiflcate system. If you re-
move this credit keystone, the en ous financial resources
needed by the airlines will be diverted to better risks."61 "If we
impair the value of [route certificates] in an industry which is cyc-
lical by nature," United Airlines claimed early in the hearings, "we
Will create a high degree of risk for financial institutions which
could bring new investment in the industry to a halt."62 The even -'

We have heard testimony and apparently this is to ease the minds
of those who are against deregulation. that there are certain airlines
who have come out for deregulation, and indeed United Airlines has
testified in favor of deregulation.

I would suggest that if General Motors were in favor of some
change in the automotive industry, every other automotive company
were against it, we would not ftnd the Government so widely behind
that particular act. I think the fact that United Airlines is the largest
airline in the industry, in fact the GM of the airline industry, the fact
that they are for it should raise caution in everyone's mind.

Id. pt. 1, at 308. Labor, of course, immediately took up the shibboleth. As one
spokesman for the Machinists stated:

(0) ut of all the carriers there is only one carrier, to my knowledge,
that is backing deregulation, and that is United Airlines. And, like
Mr. Slattery said, from TWA, beware if United Airlines is backing it.
And I have to agree with that statement, even though I represent the
people on that carrier.

Id. at 335 (testimony of William Scheri. Assistant General Chairman, Interna-
tional Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers).

60. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, pt. 1, at 323-31 (testimony of Wil-
liam Scheri, Assistant General Chairman, International Association of Ma-
chinists and Aerospace Workers).

61. Id. pt. 2, at 2055 (testimony a E.F. Dolanskey, President and Chief Operating
Officer, National Airlines).

62. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 535 (statement of Edward E. Carl.
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tual outcome, according to Eastern Airlines, would find carriers in-
creasingly dependent upon the public sector, i.e nationalization.63

Labor's position on this issue closely tracked that taken by
management. "Free entry and exit," the Airline Pilots AsSociation
warned, "would have a serious adverse effect on the ability of the
industry to attract capital necessary to finance the development of
new technology . . ."64 "New equipment and new technology," as

a spokesman for the Airline Clerks explained, "require steady, reli-

able sources of capital To introduce the insecurity of unregu-

lated competition into this equation would cause our sources of

. -- _,- --^ .--_ --
son, Chairman and Chief Executive.. Officer, United Airlines). Upon reflec-
tion. however, United concluded that 'the adverse effects of continued

regulation outweighed any negative impact of deregulation;
Industry profits experienced over the past 20 years are no longer

adequate to keep the system going. For almost two years, United's
senior officers have engaged in painstaking examination and discus-
sion of this paramount issue. We have attempted, to the best of our
ability, to find a solution within the limits of present regulation. My

;:ompetent associates, who built this large and respected airline,

could find only partial remedies among all the options available to-

day. Our examination showed us many avenues that are available to

managements of other American firms to restore adequate earnings
levelt. Since these solutions are not open to us under current regula-
tion, we began to consider regulatory change as the instrument to

improve the outlook for ourcustomers, our shareholders and our em-

ployees.
What is wrong with present regulations? In our view, it is the way

our regulators have handled the two key questions of pricing and en-

try. tinder existing regulation there is no . . reasonable prospect
that earnings could improve to the point where carriers can earn a

rate of return that, will restore the credit of our industry and enable it

w attract much needed capital.
Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1352 (statement of Richard J.

Ferris, President, United Airlines).
63. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 598 (statement cf Frank Borman,

President and Chief Executive OfTh.er, Eastern Air Lines). Alternatively.

Delta argued that ofigopolistic concentration would result from the uncer-

tainty of deregulation and its impact on the supply of capital:

If airline routes were insecure, either in the sense that the airline

were not obligated as it is today by the certificate to serve the routes

over which its operations have been found to be needed-or, even

more importantly, in the sense that the degree of expected competi-

tion were largely unpredictable, the airline business would be highly

insecure. Ipso facto, the sources of borrowed funds would city up for

all but the few very strongest carriers. This is but one of many Ways

in which any significant weakening of the certificate process would

foster a drive toward concentration of the industry in the hands of

only a few, large, strong air carriersthe very antithesis of what the

reformers ostensibly seek.
Cnnnon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 2. at 895 (statement of R.S. Mau-

rer, Senior Vice President and General Counsel, Delta Airlines).

64. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 840 (statement of John J.

O'Donnell, President, Air Line Pilots Association).
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badly needed funds to disappear . . . ."65 Like management, labor
portrayed the eventual outcome as an "airline system resembling
that of Europe where carriers are owned by the central govern-
ments."66 "Deregulation", in other words, "could well be the first
step toward nationalization of the airline industry."67

6. threat to Labor

Management and !abor .also opposed deregulation on the
grounds that it would directly and severely harm labor. The
threat, both groups warned, was two-fold: (1) a massive disloca-
tion and unemployment of relatively immobile employees as
routes between smaller communities across the county were..,
eliminated; and (2) the gains of organized labor would be seriously
undermined as new, lov4cost, nonunionized carriers entered the
industry. .

The president of Eastern Airlines warned that "thousands of
jobs are at stake."66 Similarly, a TWA spokesman feared a "se-
vere" impact upon the industry's 300,000 employees and pointedly
noted what he interpreted as "the contradiction of espousing fuller
employment while supporting measures that would seri usly jeop-
ardize countless highly :,,dlled jobs in a vital industry." Particu-
larly significant, according to one carrier, -was the im ;ability of
labor

. .

A large proportion of the jobs in our industry are associated with a high
degree of specialized skill, acquired through complex training and long ex-
perience. The possibility of ret, -ling workers with these skills for em-
ployment at a comparable levet other industries is minimal. In any
meanio,gful sense, their career wi....td be at an end."

65. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 4, at 1908 (statgment of Ronald H.
Stout, System Board 451, Brotherhood of Airline Clerks).

66. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra. note 26, pt. 1, at 32' (statement, of William
Scheri, Assistant General Chairman, International Association of
Machinists).

67. Id. See also Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 1271 (statement of
Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative Director. Transport Workers Union).

68. Anderson Hearings (1976), supra note 28, at 455 (statement of Frank
Borman).

69. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt., 1, at 468, 471 (statement of C.E.
Meyer, Jr., President and Chief Executive Officer, Trans World Airlines);

70. Id. at 468. See also Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 1014 (statement
of Paul R. Ignatius, Presidept. Aineransport Association). Here, too, United .

subsequently reversed course:
Abandonment has also been equated with job loss and is loosely

used as an argument against regulatoiy reform. Here, again, we find
that the argument has no merit, and the facts demonstrate otHerwise.
Under the Federal Aviation Act and existing regulation our certifi-
cated industry has been shrinking, not growing. There are now al-
most 10,000 fewer jobs than there were in 1969.' Under those

.
.4
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Deregulation, management representatives foreboded, constituted
a mortal challenge to the very existence of organized labor and the
gains it had painstakingly made in the past. Said the president and
chairman of the board of American Airlines: "The pending propos-
als would encourage the organization of new airlines free from
many of the constraints contained in current airlines collective
bargaining agreements. The proposals thus threaten the job secur-
ity of thousands of airline employees."71 The president and chief
operating officer of National Airlines agreed that Iljegislative
changes would thereby revoke union gains made over the years,"72

and the president of Texas International Airlines asserted that de-
regulation "would be an attack on the labor movement in this
country."73

Labor, of course, concurred with management's assessment.
"( Ajirline deregulation," the Teamsters w med, "will lead to long-

term unemployment, employee dislocation and hardship, lower
wages, reduced benefit§ and poorer working conditions for those
workers lucky enough to retain their jobs in the air transportation
industry."74 The Machinists were convinced th'at deregulation
would "throw thousands of skilled and dedicated workers out on
the streets."75 "As a result of rate wars that would rage in an at-
mosphere of unrestricted competition," the Airline Clerks con-
cluded, "there would be feWer airlines surviving and fewer airline
members, "76 And, like the presidents of air carriers, labor spokes-
men feared a direct threat to their organizations:

)Deregulation) would involve the very real threat of lower wages and re-

duced earnings potential as some carriers would eventually be replaced

by new or unorganized carriers who t y the payment of substandard wages

and benefits and poorer service would . . . [wipe) out the gains gained

over many years by union members.77

circumstances we find it difficult to understand how an expansionary
bill would result in job loss in a business which has already Shrunk!

Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 1366 (statement of Richard J.

Ferris. President, United Airlines).
71. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, at 1396 (statement of Albert V.

Casey).
72. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, at 2054 (testimony of E.F.

Dolanskey).
73. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 510 (statement of Francisco A.

Lorenzo) .
74. Cannon .Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 2, at 711 (statement of Frank E.

Fitzsimmons, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

75. Id. at 1324 (statement of John F. Peterpaul, General Vice President, Interna-

tional Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers).
76. Id. at 1325 (statement of Allen W. McCauley, Director, Air Transport Division,

Brotherhood of Airline Clerks).
77. Id. at 1324-25 (statement of Allen W. McCauley, Director, Air Transport Divi-

sion, Brotherhood of Airline Clerks). See also id. at 1333 (statement of John

J. O'Donnell, President, Air ,e Pilots Association).
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7. Adverse Impact Upon Related Industries
Management and labor further attacked deregulation on the

grounds that it would adversely affect such related fields as aircraft
manufacturing and airport construction, operation, and financing.
The financial health of these industries, management and labor
claimed, depended on the financial well-being of the airline indus-
try. The instability and financial uncertainty generated by deregu-
lation of airlines, they argued, would undermine the economic
viability of aircraft production and airport operations.

"A healthy airline industry is absolutely essential to the aircraft
airframe and engine manufacturers," TWA asserted, "fajnd these
manufacturers are absolutely essential to our basic economy and
to ,)ur national defense."78 United, prior to reversing its position
on deregulation, stated:

Today United is working closely with Boeing and United Aircraft in the
design specifications of a new version of the highly successful 727 jet, the
dash 300, which promises greater fuel efficiency and quieter operations
both clearly in the interest of airline passengers and communities. Who
would afford the sort of long range study effort and massive capital com-
mitment associated with this sort of activity if the air transportation in-dustry is placed in a highly uncertain transitional posture by
deregulation? Would aerospace manufacturers invest in R&D efforts to
sell to a fragmented and unstable market ?79

The effect on employment would be disastrous, the carriers con-
tended. "1 W] hat happens," the president of TWA agonized, "to the
hundreds of thousands of employees who are involved in support-
ing the airline industry in the production of aircraft and related
equipment if the industry cannot attract the capital
necessary I ? ) "80

Labor spokesmen also pointed to the allegedly severe conse-
quences for aircraft manufacturers. Deregulation of air transport
service would "discourage modernization of aging airline fleets"
according to the Executive Council of the AFL-CI0.81 The Trans-
port Workers Union also warned that "aircraft development and
manufacturing will be seriously hampered by lack of funding. "82
"Not only is [impaired capital raising ability] an unfortunate situa-
tion for the airlines who must begin now to plan for future equip-
ment," the Airline Pilots concluded, "it also threatens aeronautical

. .

78. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 663 (statement of Charles C. Til-
linghast, Jr., Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Trans World Airlines).

79. Kennedy Hearings (1975), supra note 33, at 633 (prepared statement of An-
drew De Voursney, United Airlines).

80. Cannon Hearings (1977), supra note 31, pt. 1, at 468 (statement of C.E. Meyer,
Jr.)

81. Id. pt. 3, at 1322.
82 /d. at 1326 (statement of Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative Director, Transport

Workers Union).
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research and development of new technology aircraft and
engines. "83

Air carriers and labor pointed to airport construction and im-
provement as another field whose economic viability would be
jeopardized by the elimination of route certification and control.

An American Airlines spokesman explained:
Most runway and terminal improvements are financed through the sale of
airport revenue bonds. Long-term airline commitments set forth in air-
port use agreements and terminal leases provide the basis under which

cities issues (sic) these securities:.
With the 'uncertainties created by deregulation, airlines will be less

willing to make these long-term commitments, since they will be unable to
forecast whether and to what extent they will still be operating by long-
term commitments.84

Deregulation, Delta predicted, would "disrupt current and commit-
ted airport financing," "precipitate a series of .inahcial crises for
cities," and "make it ally impossible to finance airport im-
provements and future d velopment."85

Union representathr also focused on the perilous conse-
quences for airport cons ctiori and improvement. "Planning for

airport improvements an development," the Airline Pilots Associ-
ation argued, "would be gnificantly disrupted. Airport operators
rely heavily on long term commitments from the airlines to under-
write the financing of terminal and other related development.
The uncertainties posed by the liberal entry and exit provisions of
the various deregulation bills would discourage airlines from en-
tering into extended contractual arrangements. "86 The AFL-CIO's
Executive Council stated that airport construction and improve-
ments would be "jeopardized,"87 while the Transport Workers
Union contended that free entry and exit would "all but destroy
airport management's ability to plan and finance their facilities."88

8. Threat to Safety
Management and labor also jointly fought deregulation on the

grounds that it would threaten the safety of the flying public. Both
claimed that competition would pressure carriersparticularly
new entrantsto cut corners on safety. Although routes and fares,

_

83. Democratic Platform Address, supra note 30, at 11.
84. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 521 (statement of Albert V. Casey,

Chairman and President, American Airlines).
85. Id. at 699 (statement of R.S. Maurer, Senior Vice President, General Counsel

and Secretary, Delta Airlines).
86. Id. at 840 (statement of John J. O'Donnell, President. Air Line Pilots

Association).
87. Cannon Hearings (1977). supra note 31, at 1322.

88. Id. at 1326 (statement of Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative Director, Transport

Workers Union).
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on the one hand, and safety, on the other, traditionally have been
regulated by different government agencies, carriers and unions
agreed that economic and safety regulations were inseparable.

Western Airlines, for example, testified that "those who live on
the fringe of the business will always have a tendency to cut cor-
ners" with regard to safety.89 United Airlines initially warned that
"marginal, or cutrate, operators may be tempted to cut corners on
safety when under economic pressure. "90

Graphic treatment of the issue, however, was left to labor. As
the Airlines Pilots Association warned:

New entrepreneurs, anxious to be successful in the airlines business,
would not have the commitment or the financial resources to achieve the
margin of safety which must be maintained in today's sophisticated air
transport environment. The FAA, with its limited resources, would be
hard pressed to handle their certification, monitoring and enforcement re-
sponsibilities to insure compliance by new operators in a manner consis-
tent with the traveling public's expectations. 91

Other labor groups were less restrained. The Machinists
claimed92 that "Fly-by-night airlines will become a reality," while
the Transport Workers Union castigated deregulation as "a cruel
experiment with passenger safety."93

89. Id. pt. 2, at 550 (statement of Arthur F. Kelly, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Western Airlines).

90. Kennedy Hearings (1975), supra note 33, at 632 (statement of Andrew De
Voursney, United Airlines). Two years later, however, United reversed its
stance on the safety issue:

United doesn't share these concerns. We do not believe that regu-
latory reform will create an environment in which carriers will shave
costs by compromising safety. If the dynamics of the market place
cause some carriers to decline or fail, we do not believe that mainte-
nance or safety will be compromised from existing standards. In
past periods of economic difficulties, safety was not compromised.
There is simply no evidence thy..' carrier management or the FAA has
in the past or will in the future hold safety hostage to economics.

New carriers, managed by people founci be fit, willing and able
to participate in air transportation, should pose no threat to safety.
These firms will typically employ experienced airline operating em-
ployees. They will be subject to all safety rules and regulations of
the act as administered by FAA.

Anderson Hearings (1977). supra note 26, at 1368-69 (statement of Richard J.
Ferris, President, United Airlines).

91. Anderson Hearings (1977). supra note 26, at 1586 (statement of John J,
O'Donnell. President, Air Line Pilots Association International).

92, Id. pt. 1, at 406 ( testimony Lf Edward !mon& Legislative Committee, Interna-
tional Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers).

93. Id. pt. 2, at 1579 (statement of Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative Director,
Transport Workers Union). See also id. at 1573 (statement of William 0. Ma-
honey, Counsel. Brotherhood of Railway and Airline Clerks, International
Association of Machinists, and Transport Workers Union); Cannon Hea-ings
(W77 ). supra note 31, pt. 2, at 711 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsimmons, Gen-
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.9. Favorable Evaluation of Performance Under Regulation
a

Finally, management and labor attacked deregulation legisla-
tion on the grounds that the industry had performed admirably
under CAB regulation. To support their argument, management
and labor compared the secular trend of airfares with that of con-
sumer prices generally; compared airfares for equivalent routes in
the United States and abroad; and pointed to discount fares as evi-
dence of effective price competition. They concluded that regula-
tory theory and legislation were sound; whatever problems
remained were merely those of administrative fine-tuning.

Eastern Airlines, for example, argued that average revenues
perair passenger mile increased 37 percent from 1950 to 1975, while
the consumer price index rose 73 percent over the same period.94
In 1.i.ke veir, a spokesman for the Machinists pointed to a 24 per-
cent increase in airfares between 1948 and 1977 as compared with a
146 percent rise in the consumer price index.95

Representatives of both groups presented similar comparisons
of United States and foreign airfares. The president of American .
Airlines testified that "U.S. airfares are also a bargain when com-
pared with fares elsewhere in the world. For example, a ticket be-
tween Dallas and Detroit costs $94 (including a $7 tax), while the
fare between London and Lisbon, a comparable distance, is about
$165."96 A spokesman for the Transport Workers Union ap. zed:
"We also have the lowest domestic fares when compared with .for-

eign fares."97
As evidence of effective competition, management and labor

alike cited the availability of discount fares in the industry. Ac-

cording to Delta:
An extensive assortment of excursion fares, military discounts, and the
like are-also offered by the scheduled carriers, as are a selection of charter
fares. This form of airline price competition has led to hundreds of vary-
ing combinations of fares offered by different carriers, with pricing differ-
ences based on such factors as time of day, season of the year, length of

stay, and length of hau1.98

_....... . . . .

eral President, Brotherhood of Teamsters); id. pt. 3, at 1322 (statement by

AFL-CIO Executive Council).
94. Cannon Hearings '1976), supra note 27, at 590 (testimony of Frank Borman

President and Chief Executive Officer, Eastern Airlines).
95. Anderson Hearings (1977), supra note 26, pt 1, at 332 (testimony of William

Scheri, Assistant General Chairman, Intermit ional Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers).

96. Cannon Hearings (1976), supra note 27, at 517 (statement of Albert V.

Casey).
97. Id. at 1272 (statement of Francis A. O'Connell, Legislative Director, Transport

Workers Union).
98. Id. at 694 (statement of R.S. Maurer, Senior Vice President and General

Counsel, Delta Airlines).
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Likewise, the Airline Pilots Association argued that "deregulators
refuse to take account of the wide range of discount fares which
the airlines now offer to the price-sensitive air traveler."00

Finally, management and labor (with the eventual exception of
United) agreed in their assessment of the overall soundness of the
legislation under which the industry had been regulated. An East-
ern spokesman, for example, concluded that "we have a good sys-
tem that needs to be improved, not a bad system that needs to be
abandoned."100 Labor agreed. "(Ti he problem," according to the
Airlines Pilots Association, "does not lie with the Federal Aviation
Act, but rather with the administration of that law."ioi Or, as a
spokesman for the Machinists put it:

I know that we have all, including labor, complained about the CAB and
other regulatory reforms in the agency, and the carriers (have] likewise.
But I would suggest that we also complain about our relatives, mothers-in-
law and what not, but we-don't intend to throw them away to get a new
one, we just suggest that they correct some of their own faults.102

10. Summary: Airlines
Having beneficially accommodated itself to a cost-plus climate

of governmentally-created and governmentally-enforced cartelism,
vertical power thus coalesced in tacitly collusive fashion so as to
shield itself from deregulation and competitive encroachment. The
arguments relied upon by management and organized labor in this
collective effort were strikingly, if not suspiciously parallel, and at
times well-nigh indistinguishable.

Despite labor-management's protestations, the Airline Deregu-
lation Actcalling for phased reductions of CAB control over
routes, rates, entry, mergers, and, indeed, for the "sunsetting" of
the CAB itselfwas enacted in 1978.103 Given the severe economic
recession which set in shortly, Ihereafter, it is difficult, as the Gen-
eral Accounting Office has recently concluded, "to judge the indus-
try's performance under deregulation until it has had more
operating experience."104 For their part, carriers have since agreed

99. Id. at 841 (statement of John J. O'Donnell, President. Air Line Pilots
Association).

100. Cannon Hearings (1977). supra note 31. pt. 2. at 819 (statement of Frank Bor-
man, President and Chief Executive Officer. Eastern Airlines). See also id. at
881 (statement of R.S. Maurer. Senior Vice President and General Counsel.
Delta Airlines).

101. Id. pt. 3. at 1335 (statement of John J. O'Donnell. President. Air Line Pilots
Association).

102. Id. pt. 4, at 1843-44 (statement of Charles Easley. President and District
Chairman. Lodge No. 143, International Association of Machinists).

103. Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-504, 92 Stat. 1705 (1978).
104. U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE. THE CHANGING AIRLINE INDUSTRY: A STA-

Tus REPORT THROUGH 1980 at 1 (1981).
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that the Deregulation Act has enabled them "to more effectively
react and to better manage their resources in these extremely diffi-
cult circumstances."105 Indeed, management's recent effort to re-
peal labor protection provisions in the Deregulation Act, and
organized labor's opposition to such attempts, appears of late to
have driven a wedge between these two power blocs.106 However,
as our discussion of trucking infra will demonstrate, facile conclu-
sions as to the fragility of coalescing vertical power and its impo-
tence in the face of legislative deregulation may be fraught with
premature optimism.

B. Trucking

Regulation of the interstate trucking industry by the Interstate
Commerce Commission (ICC) commenced in 1935 with passage of
the Motor Carrier Act.107 The ostensible goals were three-fold: (1)
to promote safe, adequate, economical and efficient transportation;
(2) to encourage sound economic conditions in transportation; and
(3) to encourage reasonable rates without unreasonable discrimi-
nation or unfair destructive competition practices.108 As would be
the case in airlines, entry into trucking and the number of rivals

105. Effects of Airline Deregulation and Legislation to Advance the Date for Sunset
of the Civil Aeronautics Board: Hearings on H.R. 4065 Before the Subcomm.
on Aviation of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transportation, 97th
Cong., 1st Sess. 189 (1981) (statement of Paul R. Ignatius, President, Air
Transport Association).

106. CI id. at 222-24 (statement of Paul R. Ignatius, President, Air Transport Asso-
ciation); id. at 657-70 (testimony of Linda Puchala, President, Association of
Flight Attendants); id. at 701-10 (joint statement of Brotherhood of Airline
Clerks, Flight Engineers' International Association, International Association
of Machinists, and Transport Workers Union); id. at 711-19 (statement of Air
Line Pilots Association).

107. Ch. 498,.49'Stat. 543 (1935).
108. These objectives became part of "The National Transportation Policy" stated

in the Transportation Act of 1940:
It is hereby declared to be the national transportation policy of the
Congress to provide for fair and impartial regulation of all modes of
transportation subject to the provisions of this Act, so administered
as to recognize and preserve the inherent advantages of each; to pro-
mote safe, adequate, economical, and efficient service and foster
sound economic conditions in transportation and among the several
carriers; to encourage the establishment and maintenance of reason-
able charges for transportation services without unjust discrimina-
tions, undue preferences or advantages,. or unfair or destructive
competitive practices; to cooperate with the several States and the
duly authorized officials thereof; and to encourage fair wages and eq-
uitable working conditions; all to the end of developing, coordinat-
ing, and preserving a national transportation system by water,
highway, and rail, as well as other means, adequate to meet the
needs of the commerce of the United States, of the Postal Service
and of the national defense. MI of the provisions of this Act shall be

143
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were controlled through certificates of operating authority issued
by the Commission. Similarly, the Commission was empowered to
control rates charged by regulated trucking firms. The rates
presented for Commission review, however, were collectively ar-
rived at between carriers acting in collegial fashion through rate
bureaus i.e., "trade associations of regulated carriers"109 exempt
from antitrust prosecution.

As proved to be the case in the airline industry, regulation of
trucking in practice promoted the private interests of established
and entrenched carriers rather than the public interest in efficient
and economical transportation service. According to Professor
Machlup, "The results of the restriction of entry and the regulation
of rates in the trucking industry have been to reduce the number
of trucking firms; to encourage the growth of larger size firms; to
facilitate, nay, render necessary, collusive trade association activ-
ity, especially with regard to rate making; to restrict independent
action on the part of smaller truckers; and to increase the level of
rates."iio "In this field," he 'concluded, "it is public policy to re-
strain competition, to suppress it through thorough-going regula-
tion by government agencies and private associations. "111

Triggered by widespread criticism of what came to be consid-
ered a governmentally-created and governmentally-sanctioned
cartel, a series of Congressional hearings were begun in the late
1970's to consider deregulation of the industry. These hearings
provided a forum in which management and organized labor
mounted their collective assault on deregulation in a joint effort to
preserve and protect the regulatory status quo. Their arguments

administered and enforced with a view to carrying out the above dec-
laration of policy.

Transportation Act ch. 722, 54 Stat. 899 (1940) (quoted in D. PEGitum, PUBLIC
REGULATION OF BUSINESS 603 (rev. ed. 1965)).

109. Kennedy Report (1980), supra note 17, at xvi. This report noted that
The ICC made virtually no effort to examine rate bureau operations
until 1972, some 24 years after passage of the Reed-Bulwinkle Act. In
that year, and later in 1976, the Commission examined the operating
practices of a total of six general freight rate bureaus. Though limited
in scope, these inquiries nonetheless revealed serious violations of
the ratemaking agreements on the part of several of the bureaus.
The results of these preliminary inquiries, together with congres-
sional pressure for increased ICC scrutiny of rate bureau activities.
led to the institution of a formal investigation of rate bureaus. This
proceeding resulted in several procedural changes in rate bureau op-
erations; but the Commission also concluded that antitrust immunity
for collective ratemaking activities continued to be warranted.

Id. at xxii.
110. F. MACHLUP, THE POLMCAL ECONOMY OF MONOPOLY 298 (1952)
Ill. Id. at 299.
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were strikingly similar to those used earlier by their counterparts
in the airline industry.

1. Deterioreition of Service for Smaller Communities
Paralleling management and labor attacks on the deregulation

of airlines, a major argument raised by management and organized
labor against deregulation of the trucking industry was that it
would decimate service to small- and medium-sized communities
across the nation. Certificates of operating authority, both groups
asserted, entailed a public responsibility to serve all areas regard-
less of their relative profitability, while high-density, high -profit
routes provided the revenues necessary to underwrite less profita-
ble service to small communities. With free entry and exit, man-
agement and labor argued, entrants would concentrate on the most
lucrative routes, rates on these routes would decline, but carriers
would be both unable and unwilling to subsidize service to small
communities. Thus, service to the latter would be severely. cur-
tailed while rates would rise. As was the case with airlines, both
groups pointed out the unfavorable consequences that such deteri-
oration of service allegedly would work upon the economic viabil-
ity of hundreds of afflicted communities.

"The carefully structured and controlled evolution of the cost of
motor freight transportation," Interstate Motor Freight System ar-
gued, "has encouraged and helped foster the ability of every ham-
let and every metropolis to reach the total markets of this
country."112 Specifically, the industry's trade group, the American
Trucking Associations .(ATA), explained:

Today's regulated for-hire motor carrier is carrying the full burden of
the growing volume of small shipments. He is also the only transportation
service available for many thousands of small communities that are now
completely dependent upon truck transportation.

These operations, frequently consisting of small shipments to off -line
points, are not the most profitable. In many cases, the traffic is marginal.
But the carrier is able to maintain this service, and carry out the full obli-
gations of his authority, because he can balance the less desirable opera-
tions with the more profitable traffic moving between major traffic
centers.' 13

Without entry controls, Briggs Transportation Company warned:

112. Oversight of Freight Rate Cc)filpetition in the Motor Carrier Industry: Hear-
ings Before the Subcomm. on ntitrust and Monopoly of the Senate' Comm. on

A
the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 1st and 2d Sess., vol. 1. 165 (1978) (prepared state-
ment of James T. Hite, III, Chief Executive Officer) !hereinafter cited as Ken-
nedy Hearings I.

113. Economic Regulation of the Trucking Industry: Hearing on S. 1400 and S. 2245
Before the Senate Comm. on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1. 209 (1979) (statement of American Trucking Associa-
tions) [hereinafter cited as Cannon Hearings

37 741 0x7- In
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The larger companies would drop hundreds and thousands of the smaller
communities if they had to be out there in the total free marketplace to try
to support the profitability of their companies.

Right now, it is a part of a system, and they recognize their common
carrier responsibility or their contract carrier.responsibility, whichever it
may be, in that this is part of what makes the system work. If it is all out
in the free marketplace, you can bet your bottom dollaT that they are not
going to look twice at those little places that do not prodtce a profit on that
particular stop.114

Heavily, if not exclusively, dependent upon motor freight service,
the "primary casualties" of deregulation, regulated carriers con-
-eluded, "would be small communities."115

Labor spokesmen closed ranks behind management's argument
that small and intermediate communities would be the main vic-
tims of deregulation. "In recent months," the president of the
Teamsters, Mr. Fitzsimmons, explained to Congress:

(Tjhe Interstate Commerce Commission has administratively debased
the value of adequate service in the area of entry. As a result, the quality
and quantity of service provided by common carriers have been adversely
affected. If a balanced approach to entry is not restored by Congress,
smaller cities, towns and communities and shippers will not receive the
service on which they have relied in the past. If Congress fails to include a
meaningful entry requirement, economic self-restraint will force carriers
to concentrate on transportation between the large city pairs where the
greatest equipment utilization and balanced movements can be obtained.
Much of the service presently provided to intermediate communities
would be dropped because it is either unprofitable or less profitable.116

Higher transport rates, both management and labor predicted,
would accompany the deterioration of service to thousands of af-
flicted communities. "Small communities," an official of the Wil-
son Trucking Company warned, "will have to bear a higher burden
of transportation costs to replace. revenues depleted by cutthroat
competition in major traffic lanes,"117 Thus, not only would small-
town service be curtailed, according to the American Trucking As-

114. Examining Current Conditions in the Trucking Industry and the Possible Ne-
cessity For Change in the Manner and Scope of Its Regulations: Hearings on
H.R. 6418 and Related Bills Before the Subcomm. on Surface Transportation
of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transportation, 96th Cong., 2d
Sess., pt. 3, 626 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Howard Hearings I. See also Can-
non Hearings, supra note 113, at 210 (statement of American Trucking
Associations).

115. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, at 218 (statemen't of American Trucking
Associations). See also Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 248 (prepared
statement of Samuel G. Herold, Executive Vice President, Middle Atlantic
Conference).

116. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, at 762-63. See also Cannon Hearings,
supra note 113. pt. 5, at 1621-28 (statement of James Jesinski, Secretary-
Treasurer, Local No. 200, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

117. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 167 (prepared statement of William J.
Jones, Vice President, Wilson Trucking Co.). See also id. at 165 (prepared

116
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sociations, "even that service which is still available would cer-
tainly be at a higher rate than today."118 Again, organized labor's
position,tracked that of management. "Even degraded service to
small- and medium-sized communities," one Teamster spokesman
argued, "would become far more expensive in the absence of effec-
tive [i.e., restrictive) entry provisions."119 "If the medium- and
small-size cities are to receive any service at all," the Machinists
echoed, "it will be presented to them at almost prohibitive
rates."120

In addition, management and labor made a concerted effort to
point out the broader economic significance of these portended de-
velopments. An official of Pacific Intermountain Express, for ex-
ample, warned that deregulation would "further aggravate the
competitive disadvantages of . . small communities,"121 while a
vice president of Consolidated Freightways remarked that "It] he
small producer or manufacturer who located his plant in a rurial
area, in reliance upon the availability of regulated truck service
and a stable uniform rate structure, will not be comforted to know
that the loss of transportation service which forces him out of busi-
ness is a 'benefit of competition.' "122 Similarly, the Teamsters em-
phasized that "Is1hippers in the intermediate cities would be at a
disadvantage competing with those located in the large metropoli-
tan areas,"123 while the Machinists, representing "tens of
thousands of employees working in small manufacturing indus-
tries in rural areas that are highly dependent upon regulated carri-
ers to move their products," warned that these jobs "could be
seriously affected should deregulation result in loss of trucking for
their particular communities."I24

2. Competition Would be Wasteful and Inefficient

A second argument made by both groups in their attack on de-

statement of James T. Hite, Chief Executive Officer, Interstate Motor Freight
System).

118. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, at 100 (testimony of Bennett C. Whitlock,
Jr., President, American Trucking Associations).

119. Id. pt. 5, at 1621 (statement of James J. Jesinski, Secretary-Treasurer, Local
No. 200, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

120. Id. pt. I, at 244 (statement of John F. Peterpaul, Vice President, Transporta-
tion, International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers).

121. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, vol. 3, at 1465 (prepared statement of John
G. Christy, President, IU International).

122. Id. at 162 (statement of Gene T. West, Vice President, Traffic, Consolidated
Freightways).

123. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 5, at 1621 (statement of James Jesinski,
Secretary-Treasurer. Local No. 200, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

124. Id. at 1556 (statement of Andrew Kenopensky, National Automotive Coordi-
nator, International Association of Machinists).
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regulation was the contention that competition would be wasteful
and inefficient. In this, management and labor agreed with one an-
other as well as with their colleagues in the airline industry. The
argument comprised two elements. First, free entry, it was al-
leged, would merely lead to wasteful excess capacity and fuel con-
sumption as More carriers competed to haul a fixed volume of
traffic. Second, concentration of entry in the most lucrative routes
would destroy the efficiencies of balanced freight hauling which
management and labor claimed to have been engineered into the
industry by the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). Ironi-
cally, they concluded, competition would impairnot promote
economic efficiency.

"Unlike potentiaL volumes of passenger traffic," the American
Trucking Associations (ATA) opined:

Freight traffic is a pie of relatively fixed dimensions. Its size is controlled
by the general level of the economy and not by the number of people
ing to carry freight. The market for transportation is a derived demand.
Carriers do not create freight. They can only carry what the economy
produces.I25

The ATA continued:
The elimination of entry controls and the ensuing entry into the industry
of thousands of new truck operations, the need for which had not been
established through application of the test of "public convenience and ne-
cessity" would create excess capacity. The inevitable result would be a
marked increase in empty truck mileage.126

Moreover, Mr. Herold, speaking for the Middle Atlantic rate confer-
ence, stated: "(Ijf entry was free to anyone . . . then the full serv-
ice carriers who are trying to provide a full transportation service
to all points in the country are going to have less traffic to handle
and they are going to have higher costs and, therefore, higher
rates."127 The outcome, according to the testimony of carrier rep-
resentatives, would be "wasted mileage coming from too many
trucks chasing a limited amount of traffic,"128 presenting "the real
danger of excess capacity with resulting inefficiencies, particularly:1
in fuel usage."129

Organized labor's position on this point was, at times, virtually
indistinguishable from that of management. "The volume of traffic
to be moved by motor carriers is relatively stable," a Teamster
spokesman claimed, "and, even if the rates were lowered, the vol.

125. Id. pt. 1, at 209 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
126. Id . at 218.
127. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 222.
128. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, at 218 (statement of American Trucking

Associations).
129. Id. pt. 5, at 1806 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
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ume would not increase.appreciably."13° "Because everybody and
his brother is going to buy a truck," anothmTeamster testified,
"there will be morb,trucks running empty than Carter haS pills." 131
The adverse effect of free entry upon the alleged balance of freight
movement accomplished under regulationan effect cited by man-
agement was also emphasized by Teamster president
Fitzsimmons:

Permitting the non-regulated carriers who do not have the obligation to
serve all shippers and all communities, large or small, to take selected
backhauls of commodities would disrupt.the balanced movements that the
regulated carriers have laboriously achieved, thereby making for-hire car-

. tier service less efficient and-more costly to the general public.132

"And, in an energy-starved Nation," another labor spokesman
pointed out;

(Deregulation would put thousands more trucks. all burning critically
short fuel, out on the road chasing,the same amount of freight and greatly
increasing the empty truck miles. With the problems this Nation is going
to have in meeting our basic needs with increasingly short_energy sup-
plies, the logic of that totally escapes Trie.133

Thus, organized labor agreed with management that leimpty
mileage would increase, equipment would be underutilized and
our scarce supplies of fuel would bewadted.r134,

3. Industry Chaos

Management and labor further argued that deregulation of
trucking would usher in confusion and chaos. While the details
varied, the thrust of the argument was once again remarkably sim-
ilar'to that utilized by airline carriers and 'unions. Rate bureaus
and the ICC, it was claimed, jointly functioned as a clearinghouse
in which rates were distilled into uniform, comprehensible catego-
ries which were stable and predictable. By eliminating this ma-
chinery, deregulation would result in a bewildering array of
billions of individually-determined rates which would fluctuate
wildly and unpredictably while generating blizzards of paperwork.
Moreover, joint routes and rates between interconnecting carriers
would disappear, and rate discrimination would become ram-

130. Id. pt. 1, at 120 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsimmons, General resident,
Brotherhood of Teamsters).

131. Id. pt. 2, at 525 (testimony of Joe Pellicciotti, Secretary-Treasur4.. Lo al N.
667, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

132. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, at 761.
133. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 2, at 520 (statement of Walter Shea,

Administrative Assistant to the General President. Brotherhood of
Teamsters).

134. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, at 761 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsimmons,
General PresidentNrotherhood of Teamsters).
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pantwith large, powerful shippers able to wrest more favorable
rates from carriers.

"The collective ratemaking process arid the rate bureaus," In-
terstate Motor Freight System argued, "maintains and organizes in
a structurea and intelligent manner rate information that is a mul-
tiple of thousands of carriers, tens of thousands of geographic
points, and literally billions of individual rates."135 "Collective
ratemaking," the American Trucking Associations added, "is. the
glue that holds the system together."136

Removal of this ratemaking function through deregulation, car-
riers argued, would result in an astronomical and i tractably com-
plex number of individual rates. "Without collectiv temaking,"
the Middle Atlantic rate bureau claimed, "we would /soon haVe a
fragmented hodge - podge: Countless thousands upon/thousands of
endless combinations of rates. A shipper-carrier hea ache. A con-
sumer nightmare."137 Elimination of rate regulation then, "would
create, without question, discriminatory chaos that ould upset
the shipping costs and retail pricing structure of th Nation"I38
while simultaneously placing 'an impossible burden upon carriers
and shippers to try to keep [rates) current, particularly on small
carriers and shippers."139 Moreover, any degree of regulatory
oversight would be impossible. "Finally,,and perhaps most signifi-
cant of al'," the H & W Motor Express Company concluded in this
respect,

without bureau collective ratemaking, the ICC and state regulatory agen-
cies would be swamped by ft flood of paperhundreds of filings for every
one received now. The regulatory agencies, without staff additions many
times greater than they can reasonably be expected to receive, simply
could not cope with this situation.140

The carriers predicted that unpredictable variability of rates in
an unregulated environment would compound their sheer multi-
plicity. "With price competition as the only criterion," according to
one carrier, "the fluidity of rates would be governed solely by the

135. Kennedy earings, supra note 112, at 164 .(statement of James T. Hite, Chief
Executive,Officer, Interstate Motor Freight System).

136. Cannon HeaMngs, supra note 113, at 98 (testimony of Bennett C. Whitlock,
Jr., President, American Trucking Associations).

137. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 250 (statement of Samuel G. Herold,
Executive Vice President, Middle Atlantic Conference). See also id. at 244
(statement of James C. Harkins, Executive Director, National Motor Freight
Traffic Associations).

138. Id. at 152 (testimony of James T. Hike, Chief Executive Officer, Interstate Mo-
tor Freight System). 4,

139. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 2, at 673 (statement of M.J. Petrina,
Auto Transporters Tariff Bureau).

140. Id. at 653 (statement of Urban R. Haas, President, H & W Motor Express Co.)
(-quoting Professor Roy J. Sampson).
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auction' block of expedience, and uncon olled opportunistic price
changes will result not only in a deterio ation of service, but will
effectively destroy any semblance of rat stability."141 According
to the American Trucking Associations, there "would be such a
high degree of uncertainty that businesses, small and large, would
be severely hindered in the efficient planning, purchasing and mar-
keting of goods."142

Management cited joint through-route services provided by,
and collectively arrived at between, carriers as a further victim of
deregulation. "As a genera: proposition," Consolidated Freight-
ways claimed,

joint through routes would most likely cease to exist, and shippers requir-
ing joint service to accomplish needed transportation would have to work
out their arrangements with the separate carriers and move their ship-
ments at combinations of the carriers' separate rates. There could be no
such thing as a fair, nondiscriminatory, nonpreferential rate structure
under which shippers could receive equal treatment in the transportaticin
of their supplies, materials, goods and products, and there would be no
means by which the motor carriers could maintain the voluntary, inte-
grated system of transportation which exists today.143

Organized labor concurred with the carriers, albeit in summary
fashion. "With widely fluctuating shipping rates," one Teamster
asked, "would consumer prices fluctuateor would they be 'stabi-
lized' at a level high enough to hedge against fluctuations?"144 Gen-
erally, however, the union was content to defer to management.
"Because of the complexity of the industry," Teamster president
Fit sirnmons stated laconically, "we believe collective rate making
should be allowed with respect to all rates."145

Compounding these chaotic effects, management and labor
warned, would be the inequitable. impact upon small shippers and
producers, for the latter would be unable to obtain the rate reduc-
tions that larger shippers could command in a deregulated envi-
ronment. "Every shipper," a spokesman for the H & W Motor
Express Company claimed,

seeks every advantage which it car. get in its competitive marketplace. To .0~

the extent that its size and market position permits it to exert strong eco-
nomic pressure upon a carrier in order to secure a better deal on transpor-
tation every shipper exercises its pov.

--- -

141. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 171 (prepared statement of Gerald
Cole. Senior Vice President, Cole's Express).

142. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113. at 214 (statement of American Trucking
Associations). See also Kennedy Hearings,supra note 112, at 260 (statement
of Samuel G. Herold, Executive Vice President, Middle Atlantic Conference).

143. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 161 (statement of Gene T. West, Vice

President, Traffic, Consolidated Freightways Corp.).
144. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 1, at 148 (statement of Edward R. Toli-

ver, Coordinator, Joint Council 3, Teamsters).
145. Id. pt. 3, at 789.
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One of the fundamental purposes of transportation regulation is to try
to neutralize that power among shippers to protect the opportunity for the
small businesses to compete with the giants. The provision in the present
system of collective ratemaking for secret ballots on rate proposals is in
direct furtherance of that purpose of regulation. Public disclosures of car-
rier votes will inevitably result in a restoration to Isage shippers of the
power to force carriers to give them unjustified rate treatment. In today's
diversified, complex economy, the resultant effect of favoritism and rate
discrimination, would be to further narrow the ability of small- and me-
dium-sized enterprises to continue in competition with industrial
giants.1'

"Under collective ratemaking," the American Trucking Associa-
tions added, "the larger shipper is no better off than the small."147
Hence, one effect of deregulation (including removal of the anti-
trust immunity applied to collective ratemaking), an ATA spokes-
man concluded, would be a rate structure that discriminated
against the small producer and shipper.148 Indeed, he suggested
that such an outcome was a prime motive underlying the support
by powerful shippers for the deregulation movement.149

Organized labor joined with management in this line of defense
of the status quo. Rate regulation, the Teamsters argued, "provides
carriers with a certain amount of protection from their customers'
large shippers"; thus, "[wjithout collective ratemaking, many car-
riers would be at the mercy of large shippers."150 Like manage-
ment, labor spokesmen alluded to the alleged anticompetitive
advantages which would accrue to large shippers: "They will get
their lower rates. But the poor small shipper that is dependent
upon the regulated carrier, he will not get his servicehe will not
get his commodities shipped because he can't get a carrier to do
jt."151

4. Predation, Concentra, on,. and Control
A fourth argument against deregulation, also voiced by the

management and labor of airlines, was that freedom of pricing
would permit the largest carriers to drive others from the field,
thereby resulting in increased concentration and control. The sur-
viving oligopolists would then wield sufficient market power to

--
146. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 2, at 645 (statement of Urban R. Haas,

President, Il & W Motor Express Co.).
147. Id. pt. 1, az 212 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
148, Id. pt. 2. at 495-96 (statement of James C. McCormick. American Trucking

Associations).
149. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 3, at 626 (testimony of C. James McCor-

mick. Senior Vice President, Briggs Transportation Co.).
150. Keanedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 181 (statement of Robert Schlieve, Sec-

retary-Treasurer. Local 563, Brotherhood of Teamsters).
151. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 2, at 526 (testimony of Joe Burkhard,

Eastern Confer?.nce of Teamsters).
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raise rates. Paradoxically, management and labor agreed, deregu-
lation of trucking would result in lessnot morecompetition and
highernot lowerrates.

The American Trucking Associations argued that regulation
preservednot eliminatedcompetition in the industry:

There are 16,600 ICC-regulated motor carriers. Of these, 12,453 gross
$500,000 or less. Deregulation would promote concentration not competi-
tion. In the regulated motor carrier industry, the top four carriers account
for 10 percent of the total revenues; the top eight, 14 percent. Compare
this with other American industries, industries which are "regulated" by
the general antitrust laws which deregulationists advocate as better regu-
lators of the trucking industry than the Interstate Commerce Act.152

Consolidated Freightways, one of the largest carriers in the nation,
expressed solicitude for the fate of its smaller rivals:

rillepeal of collective ratemaking would not mean the demise of CF. We
would survive. But small companies would not. Were carriers unable to
cooperate with one another in making rates, were it a case of every man
for himself and 010 devil take the hindmost, the small carriers would go
the way of smail busitsses, such as the "mom and pop" grocery stores,
which do not have the resources to wage full scale economic warfare
against the giams.153

The representative of one. carrier rate bureau warned that concen-
tration would follow a short-term period of predatory pricing:
"Without regulation, I beljeve one could anticipate the following
scenario [:1 . . . predatory pricing which will eliminate the smaller
and weaker carriers, resulting in a high degree of concentra-
tion."154 "As weaker carriers are killed off," according to Mr. Jones
of the Wilson Trucking Company, "there will be less restraint on
rates in major traffic lanes, allowing rates to begin moving up-
ward."155 Thus, the Americ^n Trucking Associations concluded
that "following the misleading attempt to get more competition, we
will begin to get less and less."156

Organized labor embraced management's stance on this issue.
The Machinists, for example, framed the argument against deregu-
lation in terms virtually identical to those of management. Like
company spokesmen, they drew comparisons with the structure of
the automobile industry:

We will jeopardize more smaller carriers. The American Trucking Associ-
ation testified that there were 16,000 regulated carriers in America. Statis-
tically, 80 percent. are under half a million dollars. We are not talking

152. Id. pt. 1, at 104 (statement of Bennett C. Whitlock, Jr., President, American
Trucking Associations).

153. Kennedy Hearings. supra note 112, at 162 (statement of Gene T. West, Vice
President Traffic, Consolidated Freightways Corp.).

154. Id. at 248 (statement of Samuel G. Herold, Executive Vice President, Middle
Atlantic Conference).

155. Id. at 167.
156. Id. vol. 3, at 1516 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
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about large corporations. One of our concerns is that if we open up this
regulation and ratemaking and so on, I am convinced that the larger ones
are going to survive. Temporarily they will reduce prices just to put the
smaller carriers out of business. When they eliminate their competition.
they can charge whatever they want to. Look at the auto industry. How
much competition do we have there?157

"How," as one Teamster exclaimed, "will competition flourish
when most of the competitors are gone!"158

5. Inability to Obtain Capital

Management and organized labor further attacked deregulation
on the grounds that it would severely damage the industry's ability
to obtain the capital needed for investment and growth. A mirror
image of the argument against airline deregulation, each power
bloc claimed that regulatory protection provided the requisite se-
curity necessary to attract capital on favorable terms. Absent such
protection, the industry would be unable to obtain adequate fund-
ing, its financial viability would deteriorate, and it could well be
forced to turn to public subsidies or, worse, public ownership.

"Deregulation," the American Trucking Associations claimed,
would have an adverse effect on the financial condition of the industry and
its ability to attract the capital necessary for future growth. Modern motor
carrier transportation is much more than a truck on the road with a driver
behind the wheel. It is a complex business involving the latest business
techniques and most modern types of equipment. The industry has gener-
ally been able to attract investment on an equal basis with other major
industries. Uncertainty as to the industry's future, however, because of
deregulation, would cause equity financing to become less attractive.
There would be greater reliance on debt financing, and this would be at
much higher levels, and not competitive with that provided other
industries.159

Again, labor concurred: "Present efficient and well-managed
carriers," the Teamsters asserted, "would have their earnings so
reduced as a result of loss of backhauls and the cutthroat competi-
tion of independent owner-operators who would flood onto the
highways that they would be unable to earn adequate profits, to

157. Ihnvard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 3. at 1241 (testimony of Andrew Ke-
nopensky. National Automotive Coordinator, International Association of
Machinists).

158. Id. pt. 1. at 147 (statement of Edward H. Toliver. Coordinator. Joint Council 3,
Teamsters). See also id. pt. 3. at 763 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsimmons.
General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

159. cannon Hearings, supra note 113. at 221 (statement of American Trucking
Associations). See also Kennedy flearzngs, supra note 112. vol. 3, at 1531
(statement of American Trucking Associations).
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attract capital and to pay fair wages and maintain good working
conditions."160

Escalating the rhetoric, carriers and labor alike raised the spec-
ter of nationalization. "(T)he motor carrier industry," according to
the American Trucking Associations,

is dedicated to the concept that the country needs and should have a pri-
vately-owned transportation system . . . . Other nations throughout the
world have nationalized, or semi - nationalized, their systems. Regulation .

in the public interest has not been tried in these countries; instead, pri-
vate ownership has been abandoned in favor of nationalization.161

The Teamsters were more abrupt: "The movement toward nation-
alization of the surface transportation industry would be advanced
by deregulation of truckload traffic."162

6. Threat to Labor
Trucking deregulation was also fought on the grounds that it

would result in a deterioration of wages and working conditions.
Regulated collective rate control, it was claimed, served as a shield
permitting organized labor to bargain for reasonable pay and work
standards. Elimination of this protective umbrella under deregula-
tion would adversely affect labor because competition would force
carriers to reduce their expenses by lowering their labor costs.

An officer of one of the largest carriers, Consolidated Freight-
ways, for example, worried whether free entry would "encourage
fair wages and equitable working conditions."16., The Teamsters
were not in doubt, said Teamster president Fitzsimmons: "What
we are saying, and what we have been saying to deregulation is
this: Unless there is some form of rate regulation, our members in
the trucking industry will not have the opportunity to bargain for
decent wages, hours and working conditions."164 In such a situa-
tion, he added, "newly-formed non-union carriers would have a
substantial advantage over union carriers and fair wages would be-
come a thing of the past."165 Hence, the Teamsters were "commit-
ted to retaining a regulated motor carrier industry because without

160. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 3, at 761.62 (statement of Frank E. Fitz
simmons, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

161. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, vol. 3, at 1528-29 (statement of American
Trucking Associations).

162. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 2, at 51 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsim-
mons, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

163. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, vol. 3, at 1464 (statement of Gene T. West,
Senior Vice President, Consolidated Freightways Corp.).

164. Id. vol. 1, at 184. See also id. at 181 (statement of Robert Schlieve, Secretary-
Treasurer, Local 563, Brotherhood of Teamsters); Cannon Hearings, supra
note 113, pt. 4, at 1229 (statement of Chuck Mack, Secretary-Treasurer, Local
70, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

165. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 5, at 1850 (statement of Frank E. Fitz-
simmons, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

a
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such regulation our members, over a period of time, would be re-
duced to working for minimum wages."166

7. Adverse Impact Upon Related Industries

Surprisingly, a seventh line of attack taken by management and
labor against deregulation was that it would hasten the demise of
an already weak rival the railroad industry. Here, both groups
demonstrated the same concern for a related industry which their
counterparts had shown in arguing against airline deregulation.

"Deregulation of the motor carrier industry," the American
Trucking Associations warned,

would have repercussions in transportation far beyond the obvious effect
on the motor common carrier and the services to small shippers and small
communities.

There is convincing evidence that, faced with hordes of individual truck
operators free to pick and choose the most peofltable truckload traffic at
rates below those which existing carriers, rail or motor, could meet, the
railroads could easily be in a far worse financial condition than that which
prompted passage of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform
Act of 1976.167

The Teamsters followed management's lead:
As everyone knows, rail rates already are depressed and many railroads
are either in bankruptcy or subsidized by the Federal Government, If
there is deregulation of truckload traffic, cutthroat competition would take
further traffic from the railroads.168

8. Threat to Safety

Deregulation was also attacked on the grounds that it would
pose a serious threat to the safety of both truck drivers and the
motoring public. The threat of revoking route certificates, it was
claimed, provided the only effective means for enforcing safety
standards. Deregulation and the elimination of such certificates
would remove this "handle" for safety enforcement, while competi-
tion would pressure companies and workers a?ike to cut corners
recklessly. As was asserted by the airlines in their fight against
deregulation, the management and labor of the trucking industry
argued that deregulation would jeopardize public safety.

"Highway safety," an American Trucking ,lissociations repre-
sentative explained, "has always been a matter bf prime concern in

166. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 181 (statement of Robert Schlieve, Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Local 563, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

167. Id. vol. 3, at 1526-27 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
168. Cannon Hearings. supra note 113, pt. 2, at 521 (statement of Walter Shea,

Administrative Assistant to the General President, Brotherhood of
Teamsters).
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motor carrier operations. The regulated industry takes pride in its
highway safety record and its efforts to improve this record."169
"But . . . deregulation," the ATA's spokesman, Mr. Whitlock, em-
phasized, "would mean that anybody, anybody, could go out and
buy a truck and get on the highway."170 This could have frighten-
ing results:

The motor carrier who is the prime violator of safety regulations and who
has denounced the 55 m.p.h. limit, as well as present hours-of-service re-
quirements, is the type that would be unleashed upon the public highways
if we had deregulation. There would be no effective .safety enforcement.
He would have no operating authority to revoke for consistent violations
and the depressed rate structure under which he would operate would not
permit the type of effective safety programs that- have become the hall-
mark of the regulated carrier.171

"Highway safety," the president of Southeastern Freight Lines
concluded, "will be one of the first casualties if entry controls are
eliminated.172

In broad outline, organized labor's position on the safety issue
was indistinguishable from that adopted by management. "Union
drivers and regulated companies have a better (safety] record,"
the Teamsters argued, ,"primarily because the regulated carriers
must maintain good safety records in order to obtain additional op-
erating authority from the Commission or, for that matter, to pre-
serve the authority they already possess."173 The Machinists
added that "regulated carriers are also required by present law to
keep maintenance records, conduct safety inspections on vehicles,
required (sic) driver 'vehicle condition reports' daily and many
other safety related activities which non-regulated carriers are not
required to perform."174 Labor representatives described. the ad-
verse consequences of deregulation with respect to safety:

We cannot be cavalier about highway safety and methods other than de-
regulation for achieving it. Tens of thousands of our members face the
possibility of having to get up one morning and drive an 18 wheel rig over a
highway newly flooded by deregulation with drivers who either don't care

169. Id. pt. 1, at 219.20 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
170. Id. at 101 (testimony of Bennett C. Whitlock, Jr; President, American Truck-

ing Associations).
171. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, vol. 3, at 521-22 (statement of 'American

Trucking Associations).
172. Id. at 1459 (statement of W.T. Cassels, Jr.), See also Howard Hearings. supra

note 114. at 622 (testimony of C. James McCormick, Senior Vice Preside.
Briggs Transportation Co.).

173. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 1, at 119 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsim-
miis, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

174. Id. at 244 (statement of John F., Peterpaul, Vice President, Transportation,
International Association of Machinists).
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or are driven by economic necessity to violate the Federal and State safety
rules.175

Another Teamster warned of the effect "of flooding highways with
tens of thousands of independent truckers, responsible to no one,
and under extreme economic pressure to disregard highway speed
limits and hours of service regulations."176 Mr. Jesinski, also
speaking for the Teamsters, alleged that deregulation, and its at-
tendant competitive pressures "to us means loss of jobs, loss of life
or serious injury."177 The risk, Teamster president Fitzsimmons
concluded, "is so great that deregulation by legis3ation should be
rejected and deregulation by administrative action should be
rolled back."178

9. Favorable Evaluation of Performance Under Regulation

Finally both groups arguedas did their counterparts in the
airlines industrythat the industry had performed admirably
under regulation. Management and labor agreed that the trucking
industry was vigorously competitive both between and within the
various modes of transportation; that the option of independently
filing rates assured price competition despite the existence of col-
lective ratemaking bureaus; that the trend of motor carrier rates
compared favorably with broader price indices; that shippers were
satisfied with the service they received; that shippers participated
in the collective ratemaking process; and that claims of wasteful
empty mileage due to regulation were distorted. Deregulation, in
short, was quite unnecessary.

"There is an abundance of competition in transportation," Mr.
West of Consolidated Freightways stated, offering as evidence the
rivalry "between modes of carriage, between types of carriers
within the motor carrier industry, and between carriers of the
same type."178 "We have the force of private carriage," the Ameri-
can Trucking Associations added, arguing that "that in itself is an
economic break on the rates which a common carrier can
charge."180 The Teamsters agreed: "There are 17,000 regulated
carriers, and an even greater number of private and exempt carri-

. . _

175. Id. at 119 (statement of Frank E. Fitzsimmons, General President, Brother-
hood of Teamsters).

176. Id. pt. 2, at 518 (statement of Walter Shea, Administrative Assistant to the
General President, Brotherhood of TeamstIrs).

177. Id. pt. 5, at 1622-23 (statement of James Jesinski, Secretary-Treasurer, Local
200, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

178. Id. pt. 1, at 120.
179. Kennedy Hearings. supra note 112. at 162.
180. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, at 95 (testimony of Bennett C. Whitlock,

Jr., President, American Trucking Associations).
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ers. They compete with railroads, water carriers, and pipelines."181
"It is obvious," the Teamsters concluded, "that there is abundant
competition for shippers' business."182 4e

Management and labor alike cited as evidence of competitive-
ness the option for to file independent rates with collective
rate bureaus. "One of the important elements that we seem to for-

. get in collective ratemaking," the American Trucking Associations
contended, "is that there is complete freedom of independent ac-
tion by the motor carriers. If they would like to file a different rate,
they have the right to do so."183 "So long as that right remains,"
another carrier added, "the shipping public is protected from any
arbitrary collective ,action."184 Teamster president Fitzsimmons
agreed that "( ti he law also has built-in safeguards which permit a
carrier to take action independent from other members who par-
ticipate in the collective rate."185

Remarkably, management and labor seized on identical evi-
dence as proof of the industry's satisfactory performance under
regulation, citing, inter alia, the trend in motor carrier rater as
compared to that of prices generally. "Motor carrier regulation,"
Mr. Whitlock of the American Trucking Associations argued,

has been an effective tool in combating inflation.

I

From a base of 100 in 1967, the revenue per ton-mile of regulated motor
common carriers of general freight rose to 166.2 in 1977. In contrast. the
Consumer Price Index of 1977 rose to 181.5 or 15 points, higher than the
price of most carrier service.186

Said the Teamsters: "Taking 1967 as the base year equal to 100%,
the wholesale price index 'had risen to 194.2%, the consumer price
index to 181.5%, while the revenue per ton-mile of general freight
carriers to 166.2% for 1977."187

Both groups claimed that shippers were satisfied with service
under regulation. "The best test of adequacy of competition," the
American Trucking Associations argued,

lies with the users of motor truck servicethe shippers. In 1975, the De-
partment of Transportation released the results of a nationwide survey of
193 manufacturing plants covering 19 major urban areas. The survey was

181. Id. pt. 2, at 520 (statement of Walter Shea, Administrative Assistant to the
General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters).

182. Id.
183. Id. pt. 1, at 98 (statement of Bennett C. Whitlock, Jr., President, American

Trucking Associations).
184. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, at 167 (statement of William J. Jones,

Vice President, Traffic, Wilson Trucking Co.).
185. .'d. at 185.
186. Cannon Hearings, =pro note 113, at 102.
187. Kennedy Hearings, supra note 112, vol. 2. at 1025 (letter from Frank E. Fitz-

simmons to Senator Kenned:. 3 May 1978).
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designed to elicit responses as to a general evaluation of motor carrier
services. More than two-thirds of the surveyed companies rated motor
carriers service as quite good (65.5ei ) or excellent (10.4ei ).. On the other
end of the scale, less than 3 percent rated it as minimally acceptable and
less than 1 percent (0.5267i ) rated it as unsatisfactory.I88

The Teamsters agreed that "the services offered by [truckload]
carriers have been satisfactory to shippers."199

Finally, both groups attacked the claim that regulation resulted
in inefficiency and waste. According to the American Trucking As-
sociations: "There is, of course, empty mileage, of the true
`backhaul' variety that naturally results from the operation of spe-
cialized trucks designed to carry specific cargos. . . . Other empty
mileage results from the material imbalance of freight from one
section of the country as compared to another."199 The ATA con-
cluded that empty mileage "comes from regional, geographic, dem-
ographic and industrial factors, not transportation regulatory
policy."191 Labor representatives agreed. Empty mileage, a Team-
ster spokesman argued, "is due to regional traffic imbalances and
to specialized equipment that logically can haul only the freight it
is designed forfor example, autos, gasoline, milk, or refrigerated
foods."192 "Obviously," the Teamsters concluded, "deregulation
won't affect either of these factors."193

10. Summary: Trucking

So comfortably had management and organized labor come to
coexist within a governmentally-cartelized environment, that they
unabashedly embraced one another in a collective fight to deflect
deregulation. The arguments made by each were uncannily paral-
lel both to one another as well as to those of their counterparts in
airlines.

Their collaborative efforts, however, appeared at first to have

188. Id. vol. 3, at 1512 (statement of American Trucking Associations).
189. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 2, at 521 (statement of Walter Shea,

Administrative Assistant to the General President, Brotherhood of Team-
sters). See also Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 3, at 769 (statement of
Frank E. Fitzsimmons, General President, Brotherhood of Teamsters); Ken
nedy Hearings,supra note 112, at 160 (statement of Gene T. West, Vice Presi-
dent, Consolidated Freightways Corp.); id. at 170 (statement of Gerald Cole,
Senior Vice President. Cole's Express); id. at 262 (statement of Verr.on Far-
riba, Executive Vice President, Southern Motor Carriers Rate Conference).

190. Cannon Hearings, supra note 113, pt. 3, at 217 (statement of American Truck-
ing Associations).

191. Id. at 218.
192. Howard Hearings, supra note 114, pt. 1, at 147 (statement of Edward R. Toli-

ver, Coordinator, Joint Council 3, Teamsters).
19::,. Id.
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been in vain, for passage of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980194call-
ing for a shift in the burden of proof from applicants seeking oper-
ating authority to those protesting such competitive entry,
narrowing the class of protestants, broadening existing operating
authorities, and establishing zones of freedom within which rates
could be varied without Commission hearings and sanction
seemed to presage phased deregulation of the industry. Indeed,
under the liberalized administration of Chairman Gaskins, compe-
tition began to emerge as grants of operating authority increased,
certificates of authority were loosened, and rate discounts of five to
twenty percent were quickly established.195 Nor, it appeared,
could organized labor continue with effortless regularity to obtain
magnanimous pay increases from companies previously able to au-
tomatically pass higher costs onto shippers.196

Companies and labor reacted to these developments in predict-
ablei.e., parallel, fashion. The American Trucking Associations,
for example, denounced "an economist-oriented, self-destructive
Commission" acting with "wanton disregard for congressional di-
rectives,"197 while the Teamsters decried the Commission's "head-
long plunge toward administrative deregulation."199

This continuing labor-management prelsure has dampened
prospects for sympathetic implementation of the deregulation stat-
utein part, because the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 permits what
the Joint Economic Committee found to be "a '.road degree of dis-
cretion in its enforcement by the ICC,"199 and, i. part, because the
Reagan administration has shown pronounced ,.:ceptivity to the
industry's complaints regarding competition. Thus, it is notewor-
thy that the President appointed Reese Taylor as chairman te the
Commission, thereby making good a campaign promise to the in-
dustry to "pick commissioners with practical experience who

194. Pub. L. No. 96-296.
195. Miller. First Report Card on Trucking Deregulation, Wall St. J., March 8, 1982,

at 18, col. 4.
19ri. N Y. Times. Jan. 24, 1982, at 1, col. 3. While unemployment rates in trucking

subsequently increased, the General Accounting Office concluded that the
severe recession of "1981 -1982, not deregulation, has been primarily responsi-
ble for this development. See U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, EFFECTS OF

RE:GULATORY REFORM ON UNEMPpOYMENT IN THE: TRUCKING INDUSTRY 2 (1982).

197. Motor Carrier Reform Act of 1980. Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Com-
merce. Science, anti Transportation, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 51, 54 (1981) (state-
ment of American Trucking Associations) hereinafter cited as Motor Carrier
Reform Act ).

198. Id. at 83 (statement of R.V. Durham, Director, Safety and Health Department,
Brotherhood of Teamsters).

199. Retreat from Competition: Trucking Regulation at the ICC. Report of the Joint
Economic Comm., 97th Cong., 2nd Sess. 5 (1982).
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would show caution" in applying the statute.200 Like management
and labor, Mr. Taylor found deregulation distinctly distasteful: "I
really don't like to use the word," he told a Congressional commit-
tee, adding that the 1980 Act, in his opinion, had been misinter-
preted as a; "trucking deregulation" bill.201 Since then, he has
effectively translated theory into practice. As the Joint Economic
Committee recently noted, "the ICC under Chairman Taylor has
abandoned the goal of a freely competitive trucking market and
has moved to reverse the progress toward deregulation which has
recently been made." "This policy," the Committee concluded,
"contradicts the intent of Congress embodied in its passage of the
1980 Motor Carrier Act."202

Thus, coalescing vertical power may yet succeed in achieving
"re-regulation" of the trucking industry by administrative
subversion.

III. THE PRIVATE SECTOR

In the typical oligopoly, economic theory tells us, a noncompeti-
tive industry structure militates toward noncompetitive conduct
and tends to yield noncompetitive performance. Entry is st a mini-
mum or nonexistent. A close-knit, co-fraternal group of I. oducers
can achieve a relative degree of safety by establishing concerted,
tacitly collusive, and consciously parallel market strategies. Occa-
sional mavericks may from time to time disturb the status quo Of
forebearing co-existence, but they eventually tend to be integrated
into the system and become members of the club. Price policy, in
particular, tends to be directed toward uniformity and inflexibility,
except in the case of upward movement; and, while the leadership
role may rotate sometimes among the oligopolists, the level of
product prices is anything but market-det4rmined. Moreover, a
"civilized" relationship, animated by a live-and-let-live spirit, tends
to be established between companies and organized labor under
which the fruits of the oligopoly are shared through an institution-
alized mechanism of price-cost-price escalation. Innovation tends
to be slow and lethargic, hampered by the bureaucratic dry rot
which afflicts monopoloid giantism. So long as the oligopoly can
protect itself from entry, it can luxuriate in the rewards of power
which consist not of exorbitant profits but the quiet life.203

200. Wall St. J., August 5, 1981, at 46, col. 4.
201. Trucking Deregulation: Is It Happening? Hearing Before the Joint Economic

Comm., 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 70 (1981).
202. Motor Carrier Reform Act, supra note 197, at 3. See also Re-regulattny at the

ICC. The Congress Made Me Do It.'" REGULATION. Nov./Dec. 1981. at 5.
203. See. e.g., W. ADAMS, THE STRUCTURE OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY 73-135 (6th ed.

1982).
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Foreign competition, of course, is an unwelcome challenge to
the existence and exercise of oligopoly power. It disrupts the well-
ordered functioning of a private domain, where the rules of the
game are understood and observed by all parties. It injects uncer-
tainty and instability into the very foundations of the oligopoly
structure by undermining the recognition of mutual interdepen-
dence and the price policies concomitant #-herewith. Foreign com-
petitionthe nemesis of price maintenance schemes and "orderly"
market arrangementsbecomes an obvious target for both labor

and management groups striving for survival and growth by immu-

nizing themselves from effective competition.204
The following discussion of the efforts to protect the entrenched

oligopolies in the U.S. automobile and steel industries illustrates
the coalescence of labor-management power in the private sector
of the economy.

A. Automobiles

The first formal attempt by the automobile industry to immu-
nize itself from foreign competitionthe only real competition it

has encountered since World War II dates back to the last reces-
sion. On July 11, 1975, the United Auto Workers (UAW) (with the

tacit kupport of the industry) filed a complaint with the United
States Treasury, charging that "new, on-the-highway, four-
wheeled, passenger automobiles from Belgium, Canada, France, It-

aly, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and West Germany"
were being sold in the United States at less-than-fair value in viola-

tion of Section 201(c) of the Antidumping Act of 1921,205 thereby
causing injury to the domestic auto industry.'206 Specifically, the

complaint charged that the increased market share of imported
automobiles up from 15.2 percent in 1970 to 15.9 percent in 1974 to

20.3 percent in the first half of 1975was "at the expense of domes-

tic sales"; that, discounting the effects of the United States reces-
sion, there was still a loss of domestic sales to imports; and that the
pricing of imported cars caused the resulting injury to the Ameri-

can automobile industry and its workers. The union demanded
the imposition of dumping penalties and simultaneously asked
Congress for quota protection against the imports of compacts and

204. See. e.g.. Adams and Dirlam, -Import Quotas and Industrial Performance"
,ont(tiried in WEI.FARE ASPECI's Ole INI)usTRu. PERFoRmANct.: 153.81 (Jac-

quem & De Jong ed. 1977).
205. Ch. 14. 42 Stat. 11 (1921) (repealed Pub. L. No. 96-39. tit. I. 106(a). 93 Stat. 193

(1979)).
206. New. On-the-highway. Four-wheeled. Passenger Automobiles: Notice of 30-

day Inquiry and Hearing, 40 Fed. Reg. 34,027 (1975).
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subcompacts from Europe and Japan.207
In its comments on the UAW complaints the United States

Council on Wage and. Price Stability informed the International
Trade Commission that the most important factors explaining the
increased market share of foreign automobiles "are the pricing pol-
icies of domestic producers and the inability of domestic manufac-
turers to respond rapidly to changing market conditions."208 The
Council cautioned that the imposition of special dumping penal-
ties "would likely result in an immediate increase in the price of
automobiles to the American consumer. Moreover, such penalties,
or even the threat of penalties, could substantially check what has
been perhaps the single most effective spur to competition in this
highly concentrated industry. This, in turn, could lead to less com-
petitive prices and a reduced level of innovation."209

Ultimately, the Union's complaint was resolved by a bizarre
consent settlement arranged by the United States Treasury De-
partment. Under the settlement, five foreign manufacturers
agreed to raise their prices in the United States market, and four-
teen other foreign manufacturers agreed to have their prices moni-
tored by the Treasury for the next two years. With respect to five
foreign firms, the Treasury took no action at al1.210

During the current recession, which started in 1979, the indus-
try again demanded protection against the depredations of import
competition. In parallel petitions flied with the International
Trade Commission by the United uto Workers and Ford Motor
Company=formally supported b Chrysler and tacitly endorsed
by General Motorsindustry sp esmen correctly contended that,
between the first half of 1979 an the first half of 1980, there oc-
curred a significant decline in pr duction, sales, capacity utiliza-
tion, and employment in the do estic automobile industry as a
whole.2I I They also contended t t, during the same period, there
occurred a significant increase n the import penetration of the
United States market for ssenger automobiles and light
trucks.212 Concluding that tl growing volume and increased mar-
ket share of imports cons tuted an "important" or "primary"

207. U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, Pub. No. 739, DOMESTIC SALES RE.
PoltI (1975).

208. Comments of the Staff of the Council on Wage and Price Stability: Before the
U.S. International Trade Commission 5 (Sept. 5, 1975) (In the Matter of the
Importation of Passenger Automobiles from Europe, Canada and Japan (Inv.
No. AA1921-INQ2)).

209. Id. at 4.
210. U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION, Pub. No. 1110, CERTAIN MOTOR VEHI-

('I.ES AN!' ('ERTAIN CHASSIS TKEREFOR A-A to -100 (1980).
211. Id. at A-2. to -42.
212. Id. at A-47 to -51, 49-52.
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cause of serious injury to the domestic auto manufacturers. they
asked the Commission to impose mandatory controls on future im-
ports, specifically from Japan.213

The Commission rejected the UAW-Ford petitions, finding that
the industry's malaise was primarily attributable to: (1) the im-
pact of the recession on the overall demand for cars and trucks,
and (2) the failure of U.S. manufacturers to adjust their product
mix to shifts in consumer demand.214 Undeterred by this reversal,
the industry again with active labor support and the benevolent
intermediation of government persuaded the Japanese to accept
a "voluntary" quota on their auto exports to the United States.215
Under the provisions of the agreement, Japan promised, starting in
April, 1981, and for two years thereafter, to redie,e its exports from
1.82 million vehicles (1980) to 1.68 million annually, and to take no
more than 16 percent of the growth (if any in United States do-
mestic consumption in subsequent years.216 This was not the ideal
solution that the wielders of coalescing power had wanted, but it
served, at least temporarily, as an acceptable "second best."

Throughout the campaign for import restraintsbefore admin-
istrative tribunals, Congressional committees, and in public opin-
ion forumsthe auto companies and the United Auto Workers
presented an array of uncannily parallel arguments as rationales
for increased protection.

1. Symbiotic Government-Business Relationship in Exporting
Countries

According to both management and labor, a symbiosis charac-
terizes the relationship between foreign governments and their au-
tomobile industries. The Japanese government, in particular, is
said to protect and nourish its auto industry; to help the industry
target export markets for invasion; and to rely on auto exports to
maintain domestic employment as well as to generate foreign ex-
change earning, with which to finance energy imports. Therefore,
it is argued, the United States must protect itself and its basic in-
dustries from the adverse consequences of this mercantiFst policy.

Petitioning the United States International Trade Commissio
-- -

213. Id. at 161.65, 176-77. See Pearson & Takacs, Should the U.S. Restrict Auto Im-
ports? 24 CHALLENGE 47-49 (1981).

214. See supra note 210, at 1, 13442.
215. Bus. WK.. Oct. 20, 1980, at 43, col. 1; Wall St. J., Ott. 8, 1980, at 3, col. 1; Wall St.

J., Nov. 11, 1980, at 3, col. 4. See also, N.Y. Times, Jec. 8, 1982, at I. col. 1.

216. Issues Relating to the Domestic Auto Industry: Hearing Before the Subcomm.
on International Trade of the Senate Comm. on Finance, 97th Cong., 1st Sess.
9-10 (19132) (prepared statement of David MacDonald, Deputy U.S. Trade
Represe tative).
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for import protection in August of 1980, Ford Motor Company
argued:

For decades while industry in Japan was developing, the Japanese govern-
ment was supporting its domestic producers by forbidding significant
competition from foreign manufacturers and by providing access to credit
on favorable terms and providing important tax and export subsidies. The
objective of these deliberate policies of 1.;:e Government of Japan was to
develop a large, modern, world-class industry. In large part, the Japanese
auto manufacturers' ability to compote so well in export markets today
can be traced to this historical pattern of government protection and
incentives.217

"7) his past pattern of strong support. by the Japanese Govern-
ment," Ford insisted, "makes intervention by the U.S. Government
to redress the balance appropriate today."218 It makes it incum-
bent on us, as Ford told the Senate International Trade Subcom-
mittee, to "recognize the realitiet of world trade where nations use
their auto industries to promote nitional goals such as generating
employment, industrial development and foreign exchange
earnings."219

The United Auto Workers echoed these sentiments. In its pre-
pared statement filed with the House Subcommittee on Trade in
March, 1980, the UAW argued:

The Japans government decided in the 1950s to cultivate a powerful
auto industry. As it carried out effective industrial planning, the govern-
ment carefully nurtured the auto industry. its program included effective
barriers against imports, favc.rable tax laws and outright subsidies, consol-
idation of the industry into a few assemblers cooperating with affiliated
parts companies, and assistance in obtaining foreign technology without
direct investment control by foreigners. With such hothouse treatment,
the Japanese industry mushroomed from production of 715,400 vehicles in
1960 to 5.3 million vehicles in 1970, 10.0 million in 1979 and 11.0 million vehi-
c:es predicted for 1980.220

217. eford Motor Co.. Petition Dior Relief From Increased Imports of Passenger
Care. Light Trucks. Vans. and Utility Vehicles Under Section 201 of the Trade
Act of 1974. U.S. Internationisl Trade Commission 37 (1980) (hereinafter cited
as Ford ITC Petition).

218. Id.
219. Issues Relating to the Domestic Auto Industry: Hearings Before the Subcomm.

international Trade of thenSenate Comm. on Finance, 97th Cong., 1st Sess.,
pt. 1, 133 (1981) (statement of Will Scott. Vice President, Government Rela-
tions. Ford Motor Cc. ) (herAinafter cited as Danforth Hearings) . See also
United States-Japan Evonom4' Relations: Hearings and Markup on H. Con.
Res. 36.? Before the Subcomms. \on Asi,:n and Pacific Affairs. and on Interna-
tional Economic Policy and Trade. of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs,
96t'- Cong.. 2d Sess. 3-5 (1981) (taternent of Will Scott, Vice P.-esident, Gov-
er ent Relations, Ford Motor Co.) (hereinafter cited as Wolit Hearings ) ; id.

(statement of Wendell Lars\en, Vice President, Chrysler Corp.).
220. World Auto Trade: Current Trendi and Structural Problems; Hearings Before

the Subcomm. on Trade of the Hou,ke Comm. on Ways and Means, 96th Cong.,
2d Sess. 72 (1980) (statement of Douglas A. Fraser, President, UAW) therein-
after cited as Vanik ;Parings (Mar. 1980)]. See also U.S. Trade Investment
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The UAW told Congress that "one of the ways we are getting . . .

outcompeted is that in other countries of the world, government is
giving more assistance to industry than we are"; that "the U.S. auto
industry must now be included in the list of industries 'incisively
targeted' by Japan"; that "we cannot stand idly by while the suc-
cessful industrial planning and the highly coordinated export
strategy of another countrycombined with the lack ofplanning in
the U.S.has the effect of unfairly disrupting our industries and
workers and their communities"; that "[bjy refusing to devise and
implement planning for ourselves we are subjected to the influ-
ences of other countries' plans"; and, finally, that "refusal to take a
firmer hold of our economic destiny is becoming tragically
anachronistic."221

2. Diversion of World Exports to the Unprotected U.S. Market

Management and labor further justified their demands for re-
striction of Japanese competition on the grounds that rampant pro-
tectionism in the world's major markets diverted Japanese exports
to an unprotected United States market and thus focused the full
brunt of Japanese expansionism on American companies and their
workers. Import restriction, they agreed, was a necessary offset

and belated defense to an ostensibly ubiquitous protectionism
abroad.

In its petition for protection before the International Trade
Commission, Ford Motor Company contended that "the size of the
U.S. market, the unusually low U.S. auto tariffs, and high import
barriers in Europe and elsewhere made it clear that the United
States would be the primary target for a surge of Japanese ex-
ports."222 The following month, this argument was repeated before
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs:

It's likely that the United States will remain the primary target of ex-

ports because: First, most of the major countries in the rest of the world

have already acted to restrict Japanese imports in some way or another;

second, the United States is the largest market in the world, and even

small percentage increases translate into large numbers of vehicles; and

third, the U.S. tariff structure for cars is among the world's lowest and

Policy. Imports and the Future of the American Automobile Industry. Hear.

ing Before the Congressional Joint Economic Comm., 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 4-5

(1980) (statement of Douglas A. Fraser) j hereinafter cited as Bentsen

Heurings J.
221. Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220, at 11. 17 (statement of Douglas A. Fraser,

President. UAW). See also Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, at 83 (state-

ment of Douglas A. Fraser); id. at 59 (statement of Stephen I. Schlossberg,

Director of Government and Public Affairs, UAW); id. pt. 3, at 108-09 (state-

ment of Sheldon Friedman, Research Director, UAW).

222. Ford ITC Petition, supra note 217, at M.
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without any formal or informal local content or other rules that generally
restrain imports in other parts of the world.223

A Ford spokesman, commenting on the necessity of U.S. import
restrictions on Japanese products, exclaimed: "Everyone else has
done it."224 "The other countries of the world have already set up
barriers against more Japanese products," Chrysler added;
"[ t) here is no place those products can go but in here."225 Both
firms decried the "open trading conditions in the U.S. auto market
which act as a magnet for Japanese exports because every other
important world market imposes substantial tariff and nontariff
barriers to imports of Japanese autos."226

Here, too, the Union was in complete agreement with manage-
ment. Appearing before the House Subcommittee on Trade, UAW
president Fraser charged that IpIractically every country exer-
cises import restraint on autos in one form or another through
high tariffs, outright quotas, orderly marketing arrangements, 'gen-
tlemen's agreements,' and vari'ius forms of non-tariff barriers."227
"As the biggest, most open market in the world," he insisted, "the
U.S. auto market has been targeted by the Japanese for the lion's
share of its exports."228 "In contrast to U.S. policy," explained Mr.
Fraser, when Japanese autos have threatened to take a significant
segment of the market in various European countries, they have
been frozen at levels by gentlemen's agreements."224 According to
the Union, "to] ther countries have dealt with similar trade
problems in a more spohisticated [sic) manner," while the United
States receives "the leftovers from other countries' plans."230
"Given the auto policies of the rest of the world and the present
disarray of the industry in North America," the Union reasoned,

223. Wo/ff Hearings. supra note 219, at 5 (statement of Will Scott, Vice President,
Government Relations, Ford Motor Co.). Set' also Vanik Hearings (Mar.
1980). supra note 220, at 100 (statement of Fred G. Secrest, Executive Vice
President, Ford Motor Co.).

224. w,ef neeirIngs. supra note 219, at 27 (statement of Will Scott, Vice President,
Government Relations, Ford Motor Co.).
Id. at 3 (statement of Wendell Larsen, Vice President, Chrysler Corp.).
Auto Situation, .411(1117111 1980: Hearing Before the Subconini. on Trade the
House Comm. on Ways and Means, Stith Cong., 2d Sess. tiO (1980) (statement
of Ford Motor Co.) (hereinafter cited as Vanik Hearings Nov.( 1980) 1. "[Ilt
might be helpful.- Ford suggested, "to look at other countries. In the Euro-
pean Co-ortitinity, fur example, governments seem determined to limit Japa-
nese cars to an overall share of 10`'; . We see no reason why Japan's share Of
oar car market should be more than Europe's 10'; ." nanfurth Hearings,
supra note 219, pt. 2, at 173 (statement of D.N. MCarnmon, Vice President,
Ford Motor Co.).
Vanik Hearings (Mar. 1980). supra note 220, at 72.

228. 1,1 at 3.
22f1. .

230. H.
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"immediate measures to redress the balance are required,"231
warning that "[t]he U.S. can no longer afford to be the lone sitting
duck in this situation."232

3. Need for Breathing Space to Make Adjustments

A third argument jointly pressed by management and organ-
ized labor in calling for protection from import competition was
that the industry vitally needed breathing space to adjust to the
sharp, unforeseenand, they argued, unforeseeablerevolution
in the preferences of American car buyers. Only protection from
imports could provide the increased production volume and cash
flow which, they claimed, were essential if the industry were to
convert its products and production facilities to meet this revolu-
tion in market demand. Moreover, they fully agreed that only
quantitative restrictions could break the buyer loyalty that
threatened to bind American car buyers to Japanese auto
producers.

In its petition to the United States International Trade Commis-
sion, Ford elaborated on the contention that market demand had
radically shifted:

In cooperating fully with the Government's goal of achieving a doubting of
miles-per-gallon in the U.S. new car fleet between 1975 and 1985 to reduce
dependence on imported oil, the automobile industry was already commit-
ted to an extremely ambitious conversion to more fuel efficient cars and
trucks.

This conversion program was tart achieving substantial across-
the-board improvements in fuel economy for all sizes of U.S. cars . . . .

This approach became insufficient, however, when the unforeseen events
last year in Iran, the gasoline shortages and resulting lines at gas stations
resulting from the Government's 'tie' allocation. system, and the sudden
reversal in U.S. energy policy (decontrolling domestic oil prices) produced
a wholly unexpected shift and acceleration in U.S. consumer demand for
smaller cars.233

Hence, It) he U.S. industry was notcould not have beenpre-
pared for this quick switch."234

231. Id.
232. Danforth Hearings. supra note 219, pt. 2, at 147-48 (statement of Douglas A.

Fraser, Presideut, (JAW). See also Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220, 2-10
(statement of Douglas A. Fraser); United Auto Workers. Petition For Relief
Under Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 From Import. Competition From
Imported Passenger Cars, Light Trucks, Vans. and Utility Vehicles. U.S. Inter-
natic nal Trade Commission 178 (1980) (hereinafter cited as UAW ITC Peti-
t:on) Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, at 58-68 (statement of Stephen I.
SchIssberg, Director of Government and Public Affairs, UAW); Vanik Hear-
ings (Nov. 1980). supra note 226, at 50 (statement of Douglas A. Fraser).

233. Ford ITC Petition, supra note 217, at 3.
234. Id.
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"In these last 2 years," a Ford spokesman reasserted before the
House Foreign Affairs Committee in September of 1980,

the Japanese have taken a windfall advantage of the extremely abrupt
U.S. market shift that occurred when gasoline pricesheld at artificially
low levels for yearssuddenly doubled. Although U.S. producers were
well along the way to doubling the fuel efficiency of their fleets, we were
not yet equipped to meet the sudden change in U.S. consumer buying
habits.235

The industry confronted "a situation where an abrupt change in
the market has occurred with the suddenness that makes it impos-
sible for a long lead 'industry to convert so quickly."236 Or, as
Chryler's Mr. Iacocca put it, "imports are having a field day be-
cause our market changed faster than anyone could anticipate."237

-Union spokesmen. concurred with management's, contention
that the U.S. market had-suffered sharp shifts in consumer prefer-
ences.238 Thus, one UAW representative testified:

(c )Iearly the market took a very sharp turn. The auto companies were
not adequately prepared for that sharp a turn. This is an industry that
doesn't turn around very rapidly. It takes a fair amount of leadtime to get
everything into place. I believe that while the auto companies are selling
better cars now, or cars better adapied to the needs of the market than
they were before, they are not there fully yet. They don't have the models
fully developed that everyone wants. They don't have the ones that every-
one wants in full supply. We are simply working toward that solution.239

" [T] he legally mandated [fuel efficiency] transition has not kept
up with the massive, abrupt shift in consumer demand," Mr. Fra-
ser argued before the Joint Economic Committee in early 1980,
"and imports, largely from Japan, took a record 22 percent share of
the U.S. car market last year."240 "What happened when the gas
crunch came in 1979," another union member asserted, "was that
the consumer panicked and record numbers of foreign cars, sup-

235. Wolff Hearings, supra note 219, at 4.
236. Id. at 12-13 (statement of Will Scott. Vice President, Government Relations,

Ford Motor Co.). See also Varik Hearings (Mar. 1980)supra note 220, at 107
(testimony of Fred G. Secrest, Executive Vice President. Ford Motor Co.).

237. Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220, at 144.
238. Yet, Union representatives were unwilling to completely absolve manage-

ment of all responsibility. For example, Mr. Fraser disclosed that "(o) ur in-
dustry has been horribly negligent in not producing small cars before
[foreign producers] did. Our union advocated that the industry build small
cars as early as 1974 and they procrastinated and procrastinated and now we
Lind ourselves in this dilemma." Varzik Hearings (Mar. 1980), ,supra note 220,
at 66. Senator Javits put the following question to Mr. Fraser: "Ms it a fact
that this situation has been brought on by a great management failure on the
part of the American automobile industry ?' "That is true," Mr. Fraser an-
swered. Hentsen Hearzngs, supra note 220. at 23.

239. Datzfr..h Hearings. supra note 219, pt. 2, at 133 (testimony of Howard Young.
Special Consultant to the President, UAW).

240. Bentsen Ilarzrzys, supra note 220, at 9.
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posedly fuel efficient, were sold . . . ,"241

Management and labor wholeheartedly agreed that, because of
such shifts, import reduction and restriction were essential to pro-
vide the "breathing space," the production volumes, and the cash
flow which the industry needed to retool, reconvert, and recover.
"Unless restrained," Ford argued in its petition to the Interndtional
Trade Commission, "further growth of import penetration will ad-
versely affect the ability of the domestic producers to finance their
conversion to the new types of cars needed for the future.242 A

Chrysler spokesman dispatched to the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee testified: "We need a year or two to get our feet on the
ground," and import restraints would provide the industry with
"breathing space in which to accomplish the very costly and time-
consuming transition to z.n entirely new generation of automobiles
that are responsive to consumer demand."243 Ford's representa-
tive, Mr. Scott, declared before the House Subcommittee on Trade
that " [a ction by the Congress and the Administration to effect
such temporary restraint will get the auto industry back on its feet,
and get the auto workers back on the job."244 "U.S. producers," he
added, "need the increased volume that import restraint will bring
to complete the job of converting products and facilities to produce
more fuel-efficient fleets."245.

Organized labor spokesmen fully supported management on
this score, too. UAW president Fraser testified before the House
Subcommittee on Trade that restricting Japanese imports would
"give us a breathing space that we need to convert our indus-
try.":246 Appearing before the Joint Economic Committee, Mr. Fra-
ser again called for restraints on Japanese imports "to give tht
American automobile industry the time to convert and corn -
pcte. "247 In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Inter-
national Trade, the Union once more urged that "Japanese export
restraint is needed in the short term to provide the American in-
dustry with the breathing space it needs in order to retool and re-
cover from the ills that have afflicted it in the last couple of years,"

241. tc,/ff Hearings. supra now 219, at 294 (statement of Frank LoCascio, Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Locai 259, UAW).

242. Fi-a ITC Petition, supra now 217, at 4.
24t Wo/ff Hearings. supra now 219,at 12-14 (testimony of Wendell Larsen, Vice

President, Chrysler Corp.).
244. Vonik Hearings (Nov. 1980). supra now 22ti, at 110.

24i. Id at 62. See also Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, at 134 (statement of

Will Scott, Vice President, Government Affairs, Ford Motor Co.); id. at 1311

(statement of Pierre H. Gagmen Financial Liaison Executive. Chrysler

Corp.).
246. Vanik Hear:rigs (Mar 1980), supra note 220, at 68.
247. Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220. at 4. See al, UAW ITC Petition, supra

note 232, at 275.
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and warned that "[clontinued ,unbridled expansion of the import
share threatens . . . [a] remarkable five-year transition pro-
gram."248 And, returning before the Subcommittee two months
later, the UAW praised Senate Bill 396entitled "A Bill To Impose
Quotas on the Importation of Automobiles From Japan"as legis-
lation that "goes a long way toward providing (breathing space for
the industry )."249

Management and labor also joined in arguing that quantitative
barriers to foreign competition were crucial to break the bonds of
buyer loyalty that both groups warned were arising between
American consumers and Japanese producers. "[Al consumer
who purchases a Japanese car now.." Ford Motor Company claimed
in its petition to the International Trade Commission, "is more
likely to purchase another imported car in the future then [sic] he
is to buy any U.S. produced car. "' -50 The result, Ford contended,
was menacing: "sales lost by a domestic producer to imports today
carry with them the assurance that more sales will be lost in the
ftaure."251 "The momentum of Japanese imports must be
stopped," Ford demanded before the House Subcommittee on
Trade, "or we will face a major, if not insurmountable, problem in
recapturing lost consumers . . .."252 Restricting imports, Chrysler
argued before the House Foreign Affairs Committee in 1980, and
again in 1981, before ..he Senate Subcommittee on International
Trade, was essential "to maintain necessary standards of custom
loyalty to U.S. pruducts,"253 and thereby prevent "serious perma-
nent erosion in . . . customer loyalties."254

The Union echoed management's position on this point. Mr.
Fraser told Senator Bentsen during the Joint Economic Commit-
tee's hearings:

248. Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, pt. 1, at 84 (statement of Douglas A. Fra
se r, President, UAW).

249. /d. pt. 2, at 143 (statement of Douglas A. Fraser. President, UAW).
250. Ford ITC Petition, supra note 217, at 38.39.
251. Id
252. Vatak Hearings (Nov. 1980), supra note 226, at 62 (statement of Ford Motor

Co.)
13:(../8. Hear-zags, :n4pra note 219, at 12 (statement of Wendell Larsen, Vice
President. Chrysler Corp.).
nariforth Hearings, supra note 219, at 138 (statement of Pierre H. Gagnier,
'ice President, Chrysler Corp.). Ford's Mr. McCammon insisted that Ameri
an car buyers were less than rational:

Well. part of the problem right now, as I indicated, was a matter of
perception among the public exactly what the situation is. In fact,
some people are willing now to spend $900 more for an Accord. for
Pxamply, than a Fairmont in order to save a nickel a day of gas . . . .

It isn't always a rational decision that is going on out in the world of
car buying.

H. pt. 2. at 211.
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I might say in this connection, Senator, that one of the things that con-
cerns me is that without that restraint, and if the imports keep increasing
during the span of time when the American automobile industry is getting
their house in order . . . there's likely to be a longer term problem due to a
thing in the auto industry known as consumer loyalty. It is a very, very
logical process. If you buy a product and you are satisfied with that prod-
uct, why risk the chance of changing? And you are apt to go back.

And I think if we just stand idly by and let this matter develop natu-
rally and normally, I don't know how we can ever turn it back.255

Testifying before the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, the
Autoworkers warned that such consumer loyalty and repeat buy-
ing behavior portended more ominous, long-run effects:

The continuing surge of imports into the U.S, threatens to have a last-
ing detrimental effect. In the auto industry, a company's market share
ter.ds to be somewhat self-perpetuating because of the prevalence of re-
peat buying. Moreover, as a company boosts its curreht sales, its network
of dealerships expands and future car buyers become more familiar with
its products. This lays the basis for higher sales in the not too distant
future.256

Like management, the UAW repeatedly emphasized that brand
loyaltyas opposed to pricewas an important key to Japan's suc-
cess in the American car market.257

4. Cost of Protection Less Than the Cost of Inaction

Finally, management and labor agreed that the costs of import
protection were negligible and were far outweighed by the costs
which would result from a failure to protect the industry. The ar-
gument was two-fold. First, there was no risk of triggering retalia-
tory trade reaction because quantitative restrictions imposed by
the United States would merely reduce Japanese overtime produc-
tion. Second, increased production and emplQyment in the U.S.
auto industry would generate increased government tax revenues
while, at the same time, reducing public unemployment and asso-
ciated welfare expenditures.

Curtailing Japanese exports to the United States by one million
units per year, Chrysler alleged, "will not threaten the jobs of Jap-
anese workers. . . . The Japanese workers who have been work-
ing on overtime would not be ,laid off. There would be no need for
any kind of retribution in trade."258 Mr. Iacocca's proposed Na-
tional Automotive Recovery Actcalling, inter alia, for import re-

255. Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220. at 6.
256. Wolff Hearings, supra note 219, at 57 (statement of UAW).
257. See Danforth Hearings, supra note 219. pt. 3, at 127 (testimony of Sheldon

Friedman, Director of Research. UAW); Vanik Hearings (Nov. 1980), supra
note 226, at 57 (testimony of Douglas A. Fraser, President, UAW).

258. Wolff Hearings, supra note 219. at 12, 16 (statem?nt of Wendell Larsen, Vice
President, Chrysler Corp.).
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ductions "would not cause the layoff of a single Japanese worker,
and it would not cause a trade war with Japan."259

The UAW endorsed management's position. It told the Senate
Subcommittee on International Trade:

Some have expressed the fear that actions to restrict imports from Japan
would lead to retaliation. We don't think so. Restraint would not signifi-
cantly increase the JapaneSe unemployment rate, . . a reduction in ex-
ports to the U.S. might simply lead to reduced use of overtime work, now
running 12-14 hours per week in Japan.260

In sum, the effects of import restrictions on Japanese production
and employment would be only marginally significant.261

On the other hand, the benefits of import restrictions for the
United States would far outweigh the costs. A Ford spokesman as-
sured the Senate Subcommittee on International Trade:

This temporary restraint will not be inflationary. Even assuming as
much as 15% higher prices for Japanese cars, the effect would be more
than offset by savings in unemployment costs and by the added tax reve-
nues which will follow automatically as gains in U.S. car sales put our
plants and people back to work. American taxpayers already are bearing
the $3 billion cost of auto-related unemployment and tax revenues lost to
federal, state, and local governments. This really amounts to a subsidy to
support extraordinary levels of car imports from Japanhardly in keeping
with the spirit of ikrutinLing every dollar of taxpayer expense with great
care.262

The UAW made precisely the same point. Mr. Fraser testified:
Some have'argued that it is costly to limit imports and to prop up the

domestic industry. We argue thatwith the high-mileage domestic small
cars now availablethe cost is not nearly as high as that of not saving the
auto sector.

Consider the costs of inaction. First, there are staggering losses in cor-
porate tax revenues at all levels of governments. For example, in 1978, the
Big Three paid some $2.5 billion in federal income taxes alone. The Big

259. Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, at 136.
260. Id. at 85 (statement of Douglas A. Fraser, President, UAW).
261. See Bentsen Hearings, supra note 220, at 13 (statement of Douglas A. Fraser);

Vanik Hearings (Mar. 1980), supra note 220, at 75 (statement of Douglas A.
Fraser, President, UAW); Wolff Hearings, supra note 219, at 57 (statement of
UAW).

262. Danforth Hearings, supra note 219, pt. 2, at 173-74 (statement of D.N. McCarn-
mon, Vice President, Ford Motor Co.). The companies further embellished
this argument by warning that accession to whatin the industry's estima-
tionwere "modest" claims would deflect calls for more extreme protection-
ist measures (from unidentified sources) which would toucii ofT retaliatory
trade wars. General Motors, for example, boldly declared its st.dport for "im-
mediate and substantial reduction in passenger car exports to the United
States for a meaningful period of time" as a means of stemming "protectionist
pressures, both here and abroad, which could result in lasting harm to impor-
tant world trading relationships." Id. at 243.44 (,statement of General
Motors) .
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Three's 1980 losses will make them eligible for some $3 billion in credits

and refunds aPswing of over $5 billion in federal tax receipts.
Second, the difference between a healthy and a sick auto industry in

government-financed unemployment insurance, welfare, TRA, food
stamps, and foregone personal income tax receipts comes to about $6

billion.
Compared to these public sector losses of some $11 billion for a year

such as 1980. not to mention the immeasurable cost in human suffering,

the cost of our proposals to temporarily limit imported cars . . . is

sma11.263

In short, according to both management and labor, protecting the
auto industry from foreign competition was less costly to the na-
tion than a: policy of inaction and nonintervention.

5. Summary: Automobiles

In the foregoing study of the automobile industry, vertical
power was found to coalesce around a demand for protection from
foreign competition for a lethargic and unresponsive domestic au-
tomobile oligopoly. As was the case in the airline and trucking in-
dustries' fight against deregulation, auto companies and the UAW
presented a remarkably unified front on a number of issues, on a
number of occasions, and in a number of forums.

The exercise of coalescing power initially appeared to be onl'
partially successful. While, as indicated, Japanese producers
agreed in 1981 to restrict their exports to the U.S., this restraint
was to be strictly limited to provide a breathing space of two years'
duration. However, whether or not the restraint will indeed be
"temporary" is open to question; as the expiration date of spring
1983 approached, the industry successfully urged that current im-

port restraints be extended in time and tightened in impact.264

Domestic content legislation currently before the Congress at
the UAW's behest poses what may be the greatest challenge to the

post-war, "civilized" relationship between management and organ-

ized labor in this industry.265 If enacted, this legislation would in-

stitute domestic content requirementscalculated as U.S. value

added as a percentage of wholesale priceapplicable to all auto
manufacturers, foreign and domestic, producing more than 100,000

units for sale in the United States.''2o; Steeply graduated by sales
volume, these requirements would reach as high as 90 percent for

2f;3. Danforth Hearings, supra note 219. at 88.89.

2ti-1. Wall St. J. Oct. 18, 1982, at 2. col. I.
265. Domestic content requirements designate the percentage of American-mad

parts whe.11 must be., contained to vehicles sold in the, United State's. Domes-

ti Content Leyislatton and the U.S. Automobile industry. Analyses of H.R.

1.33 Before the u bevut tn. on Trade of the house' Comm. on Ways and Means,

`1701 Cong.. 2nd Sess. 1.2 (1982) (Congressional Budget Office study).

.,f;i; M. at 7-8.
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manufacturers with sales excetcling 500,000 units.267 Their practi-
cal effect,- rig to the Congressional Budget Office, "would be
the imposition of .a rigid import quota of 100,000 units per year on
each foreign auto producer"a 65 percent reduction from current
import levels.268 The potential divisiveness of this proposed legis-
lationurgently classified as..a "top legislative priority" by both
the. UAW and the AFL-CIOstems, of course, from the restrictive
impact which it would work upon the expandinginternationaliza-
tion of American auto companies and their increased relias on
offshore sourcing for components.269 Not surprisingly, thereibre,
the "Big Three" have so far refrained from either endorsing or op-

, posing local content legislation, doubtless in an.effort to avoid, by
to. diplomatic vagueness, a crucial test of the durability of

the "civilized relationship" between management and labor.

B. Steel

In steel, the drive.. for protection antedates the campaign in
automobiles. Faced with what the industry viewed as a mounting
import tide in the early 1960's, and after filing unsuccessful "coun-
tervailing duty" and "antidumping" complaints with the United
States Tariff Commission, it shifted its protectionist efforts to the
legislative and public relations front. This strategy, supported
from 1967 onward by the United Steelworkers, eventually paid off
with the signing of the Voluntary Restraint Agreement (VRA) that
went into effect on January 1; 1969.2'70

Under the 'Voluntary Restraint Agreeinent, annral steel im-
1.

267. Id.
268. Id, at 9. 62.
269. Wall St. J., Sept. 3. 1982, at 6, col. 4. Despite the potential divisiveness of such

domestic content requirements, the coalescing, tacitly collusive relationship
between companies and the Union has to date bred a remarkable degree of
solicitude. Thus, rather than outrightly declaring their opposition to such pro-
posals, management has followed a .more diplomatic tack, characterizing
such legislation as constituting a distinctly "second-best" option. "The pro-
posed legislation should be viewed as an instrument of last resort," Ford Mo-
tor Company suggested, "to be considered when other measures to correct
trade inequities and imbalances have been tried and have failed . . . ." Fair
Practices in Automotive Products Act: Hearings on H.R. 5133 Before the Sub-
comm. on Trade of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 97th Cong., 2d
Sess. 306 (1982) (statement of Philip Caldwell, Chairman of the Board, Ford
Motor Co.). As an example of what a "more effective" policy might comprise,
Mr. Caldwell intimated that "voluntary" import restraints might be extended
into "the mid-1980s." Id. at 341. While likewise sympathetic to the objectives
ofQmestic content requirements. the Chairman of the Board of General Mo.
tor , Roger B. Smith, did not believe that such legislation was "the best way
to achieve the objectives we all seek." Id. at 432.

270. Adams. Import Restraints and Industrial Performance, Mtrtt. Y.B. Lt:-
DAL. STUD. 38 (1979).
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.
ports from Japan and the European Community were limited to 5.8
million tons each, compared to their then current levels of 7.5 mil-
lion and 7.3 million tons, respectively. The Agreement also pro-
vided for an annual growth of 5 percent in the allowable quotas.271
It was .described approvingly by the Chairman of the Ways and
Means. Committee *of the United States/House of Representatives
as a "welcome and realistic step."272

Within three years, however _tfie odomestib industry found the
VRA unsatisfactory; quotas had not been established, either for
specific products or for individual exporting countries (other than
Japan). Moreover, both the Japanese and Europeans claimed that
fabricated structural steel and cold finished bars were not included
in the VRA quotas, since the quotas were expressed in terms of
tonnage. Therefore, they rapidly expanded their shipments of
stainless steel and other high-value products. to the United States
market -- despite their promise to try to maintain approximately
the same product mix and' pattern of distribution" as before the
accord was signed.273. The effeet.of this upgrading in imports, com-
bined with the inevitable increase in the price of imported steel,
was that the total value of stee0imports was as high in 1970 as in
1968, notwithstanding a 25 percent decline in the volume of imports
during. the same period.274

. As a result, the three-year tension of -the Agreementan-
nounced by the White House n May 6, 1972contained specific
tonnage limitations on three catteiories oftpecialty steels (stain-
less, tool, and other alloys) and.sgt the quotas at lest, than their
1971 import levels In addition, fabricated structural steel and cold-
finished bars were.specifically.included in the Agreement. Also,
the participants. agreed to maintain their product mix and their
customary geographic dislributiOn.pattern. Finally, a 2.5 percent
(instead of the former 5 percent) annual increase in the allowable
imports was to be applied to, the global tonnage allocated to Japan
and the European EcOnornicCommunity (EEC).275

Unfortuna ely (for the prOtectionists), the connivance between
the do esti industry, the State Department, and foreign steel
produce t imicimports triggered an antitrust suit by Consum-
`ers'Unio which charged that the VRA constituted a prima facie
c.onspii under the Sherman Antitrust Act.2?6 While the Court

271. Id. at 38.39.
272. Id. at !!.9.
273. Id.
274. L Weiss, CASE STUDIES IN AMERICAN INDUSTRY (2d ed. 1971).
275. Adams, supra note 270, at 39.
276. Consumers Union of United State: Inc. v. Rogers, 352 F. Stipp. 1319 (D.D.C.

1973), aff'd sub nom. Consumers Uniun of United States, Inc. . Kissinger, 506.

F.2d 136 (D.C. Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 421 U.S. 1004 (1975).

7!11 1) .1
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eventually ruled only on the,State Department's authority to insu-
late the agreement from the antitrust laws, it left little doubt that
the foreign signatories to the pact could be held .aecountable for
participation in any°trade restraints.277 In any event, the decision
Was clear enough to persuade all concerned that the VRA should
not be. renewed when it expired in May, 1975.

After the passage of the Trade Act of 1974 which loosened the
standards of proof in antidumping.actions,278 renewed preisure. for

. import restraints was crowned with success at first, in the indus-
try's stainless and specialty steel sector. FolloWing lengthy pro-
ceedings, the International Trade Commission ruled, in 1976, that
the domestic firms were indeed injured by rising imports, and rec-
ommended to the President the imposition of quotas on four cate-
gories of specialty steel products.279

Stating that quotas are an inflexible and relatively undesirable
remedy for. the supposed injury,. the President gave Japan, the
EEC, and Sweden ninety days to enter, voluntarily, into "orderly
marketing agreements" with the United States negotiators before
approving the Commission's recommendationi.288 Under the
threat, the Japanese gave in, signing a VRA on the final day of the

_ultimatum. Quotas were imposed, as threatened, with the japa-
nese benefiting and the EEC losing, as compared to the original.
Commission recommendations.281

This arrangement for 'stainless and specialty steel producers
was Om followed in January, 1978, by a comprehensive protection
plan for the industry's much larger carbon steel sector. The main-
stay of the plan was the Trigger Price Mechanism (TPM)282 which
established a thinly veiled price floor for. nearly all imported steel,
and was calculated quarterly on the basis of Japanese production
costs, plus all exporting costs from Japan, plus an arbitrary per-
centage mark-up for "profits." Its avowed objective was to raise
steel prices in the U.S. market in order to give domestic producers
a "breathing spell" from import competition.283

Here, as with the automobile industry, the protectionist cam-
.

277. /d.
278. See AnAms & DIRLAM, Import Competition and the Trade Act of 1974: A Case

Study of Section 201 and its Interpretation by the International Trade Com-
mission. 52 IND. L.J. 535 (1977).

279. STAINLESS STEEL AND ALLOY TOOL STEEL, TA201-5, U.S.I.T.C. PUB. No. 756
(1976).

280. See 41 Fed. Reg. 11,269 (1976).
281. Id. at 24,101 (to be codified at 3 C.F.R. § 4445).
282. 42 Fed. Reg. 65,214 (1977) (to be codified at 19 C.F.R. § 141).
283. Findings of the Department of Treasury with Regard to the Coverage of Wire

Rod. Wire and Wire Products under the TrigOr Price Mechanism 30 (April
13. 1978) reprinted in Adams. supra note 270. at 41.
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paign jointly waged by the steel industry and organized labor.
rested on Lines of attgurnent characterized by an unmistakable
trace of conscious pa*allelism.284

284. The pattern in steel, however, did differ from that of other industries in at
least one procedural respect. Steel evidenced explicit and outright collusion

between management and organized labor; pretenses of independence, iri
other words, were immodestly dispensed with.

For example, %%tile addressing the Economic Club of Detroit in 1968, the
' president of the Atherican Iron and Steel Institute, Mr:John.p. Roche, was

asked "Is Labor supporting the steel industry's quota position ;n a"beneflcial
way?" "Happily," he responded, the Union had abandoned its free trade
stance to join with management:

I think most of you know that the United Steelworkers have had a
long-standing philosophical approach to the qui...ition of trade that is
very close to the free trade position of the government, 4

The Steelworkers last spring and summer could see that this was
no longer just a r Itter for pleasant academic discussion, that there
had to be some ilt to imports, and happily as far as we're con-
cerned, they jci, .vith us last October in our support of the bills
that -e before L. .ngress asking for a quota on steel imports. We
thin ipport .s absolutely essential and it is not a perfunctory
support. union's Washington office is working very closely with
the steel companies in attempting to get increasirg support from the
Congress.

Address by J.P. Roche, President, American Iron aril Steel InstitUte, before
the Economic Club of Detroit at 16-17 (1968) (hereinafter cited as Detroit

Economic Club Address).
Such collusion was formally acknowledged by I.W. Abel, president of the

Steelworkers, at a 1972 conference:
(I) t traditionally had been the policy of the American labor move-
ment to be great and staunch free traders. For some reason or other
we prided ourselves on being able to expound that slogan. But in
view of that tradition and that policy, it was the decision of your of-

ficers to join with the leaders of the Steel Industry to try to cape with
this problem, and we jointly went to the leaders of Congress, and to
the Administration.

Press Release by I.W. Abel, President of United Steelworkers of America,

given at a News Conference at the Joint Conference on Imports and Produc-

tivity, Washington, D.C. (Dec. 1, 1972) (available at United Steelworkers of
America, AFL- CIOiCLC. Intl. Hdq,),

Thus, management and labor "jointly petitioned the office of the Special

Trade .,enresentative" in protesting an alleged bilateral agreement covering

steel flows between Japan and the Common Market. Vanik Hearings (1977),

infra note 295, at 313 (statement of Lloyd McBride, President, United Steel-

workers). In another instance, Steelworker president McBride testified that

the "industry and the union have both advocated that there be an interna-

tional mechanism to monitor steel flow and to provide safeguard relief
against market disruption." Id at 314. In July of 1977, Mr. McBride and the

president of Jones & Laughlin Steel. Thomas C. Graham, convened a joint

news conference on imports. "Lloyd and I are here today to speak with you
about one of the most serious problems facing the American steel industry,"

Mr. Graham began. "(that being) the flood of steel imports into the U.S. mar-
ketplace." Id. at 393.

In 1975, the tool and stainless steel industry and the Union jointly peti-
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I. Symbiotic Government-Business ReltionAip in Exporting
Countries

Like their counterparts in the auto industry, pokesnie-n-Tor
steel companies and steel workers justified! their d mand for pro-
tection from import competition by pointing to wha they alleged
was the symbiotic relationship between vi#ually al foreign gov-
ernments and their respective steel industries. With t e exception
of the United States Government, both powdr blocs con ended that
foreign nations relied on their steel industries as inst ments of
national poliCy in pursuing such objectives as maintaini g full em-
ployment, increasing foreign exchange earnings, and s oring up
their balance of payments. Because foreign steel produ ers were
immune from profit and loss considerations, manage men and or-
ganized labor insisted that protection of the United States teel in-
dustry was both essential and eqUitable.

In .hearings before the Senate Finance pommittee in 19 6, Mr.
John P. Roche, president of the American Iron and Steel Institute
(AISI), charged the world's principal steel-producing nations with
"using the great United States market as a means to .further their
own social, political, and economic aspirations at our expense"
through the expert of large tonnages to the United States "at
whatever price is necessary to get an order."285 "The foreign steel

timed the International Trade Commission to restrain foreign competition in
specialty steels. See Statement of Allegheny Ludlum before the International
Trade Commission (1977). Appearing before the House subcommittee in 1978,
the Union's Mr. Sheehan declared that "President McBride of the Steelwork-
ers and Mr ,Speer, of the American Iron and Steel Institute, are jointly seek-
ing from the Committee legislative support :or an international steel sector
arrangement." Vanik Hearings (1978), infra note 290, at 107. "We have re-
cently submitted to the Department of Labor's Steel Sector Advisory Coni-
mittee the joint union-industry proposal that there be no reduction of steel
tariffs unless an international safeguard mechanism be developed," Mr:
Sheehan explained. Id.

A statement jointly issued 6y the Union and the American Iron and Steel
Institite in 1978 cited "the senous nature of the worldwide steel crisis and
the need for sector negotiations leading to the establishment of an interna-
tional mechanism providing prompt and effective relief from market disrup-
tion." vvh.le urging that "tariff cuts be made contingent upon the achievement
of a multilateral agreement leading to long-term resolution of world steel
problems"a proposal that compelled Congressman Gibbons to remark tlat
"that translates into a world cartel on steel." Vanik Hearings (1978), infra
note .-.it 113, 119. Similarly, the Labor-Management Committee for Fair
Foreigt. i.. 'repetition comprising "24 companies and unions having offices or
radials ,.he Western steel market"was established in 1970 and, in 1977,
"bro.iFht the attention of the {International Trade Commission} the criti-
cal ,701.ditions of the western steel industry" in calling for restraint of foreign
competition. Vanik Hearings (1980), infra note 291, at 71-72.

285. Steel Imports: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Finance, 89th Cong.. 2d
Sess. 269 (1966) thereinafter cited as Long Hearings (1966)1.
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producer," Mr. Roche asserted, "functions under an economic sys-
tem in which he feels obligated to maintain the highest practicable
operating level regardless of his home market conditions."286

The chairman of Armco Steel, Mr. C. William Verity, argued in
1973 before the House Ways and Means Committee that "produc-
tion costs are not the deterinining factor in steel export prices. of
foreign producers." Mr. Verity also asserted that foreign produ-
cers frequently "price the product to get into our market in order
to achieve domestic economic bjectives, such as inflow of dollars,
improved balance of payments, ormaintenance of full employment
of their steel mills."287 Said Mr. Roger S. Ahlbrandt, spokesman
for the specialty metals industry and chairman of Allegheny
Ludlum: .

Politico-economic policies of Western Europe, as .a whose, and Japan
have been designed to achieve continuous investment; dependability of
raw material supply, and a maximizOon of foreign.currency earnings for
the indt;,try by public subsidy or ership; trade protection and export
incentive. ; cartelization under public guidance; maintenance of underval-
ued currevies; and prohibition or effective disincentives, via non-tariff
barriers, to hiner significant investment or import penetration of their
domestic steel markets by American producers.288

"Consequently,' Mr. Ahlbrandt concluded, "they te better armed
to 'go for the jugular' . . . as their national policies dictate . . . ."289

"We operate. in a world market where over 70 percent of the out-
put is produced in facilities which are government owned or con-
trolled," the chairman of the American Iron and Steel Institute
reiterated before the Senate Finance Committee in 1974. There-
for, "we must have adequate safeguards against floods of imports
coming in at very low prices supported by other governments to
further their own political and economic policies."290

.
. ....... _ .......

28e.. Pl. at 271. See also Import Quotas Legislation.- Hearings Before :he Sena:9
Comm. on Finance, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 2, 839 (1967) ( hereinafter cited as
Long Hearings (1967)1; American Iron and teel Institute, Background Mem-
orandum on American Iron and Steel InstiVe Steel Import Policy, 5, 7 ;1967)

I hereinafter cited as AISI Background Memo).
287. Trade Reform: Hearings Before the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 93d

Cong., 1st Sess.. pt. 12, 3965 (1973) (hereinafter cited as Mills Hec.rings
(1973)1.

288. Id. at 3974.
289. Id.
290. Trade Reform Act of 1973: Hearings on H.R. 10710 Before the Senate Comm. on

Finance. 93d Cong., 2d Sess.. pt. 4, 1081-82 (1974) ( hereinafter cited as Long
Hearings ( 1974) ). See also Administration's. Comprehensive Program For the
Steel Indust g: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm.
on Ways :nd Means. 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 78 (1978) (statement of Edgar B.

Speer. Chairman, American Iron and Steel Innstitute); id. at 172 (statement of

William H. Knoell, President, Cyclops Corp.); id. at 177 (testimony of Roger
Regelbrugge, President, Korf Industries) (hereinafter cited as Vanik Hear-
ings (1978)).
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In 1979, the American Iron and Steel Institute retrod what had
become a well-worn path. Testifying before the Houie Subcom-
mittee on Trade, the president. of .the AISI, Mr. Robert Peabody,.
argued once more that "Pin most foreign steel producing coun-
tries, the steel industry is an instrument of national and social pol-
icy. Steel has been exported at almost any price in order to
maintain employment."291 "The facts are clear," the president of
Allegheny Ludlum, Mr. Richard P. Simmons, asserted before the
House Subcommittee on Economic Development in late 1981;
"[ w] e are unwilling combatants in d trade war, initiated by other
nations to serve their own political, social, and economic put.
poses." "The losers," Mr. Simmons yarned; "will be all of us. "292

Spokesmen for the United Se orkers wholeheartedly sup-
ported management. "[M]ost of these [steel exporting] countries,"
the Union asserted in congressional testimony. on steel imports in
1966, "have social practices which forbid or hinder lay-offs in times
of reduced demands. So production schedules must be main-
tained. And the excess must be disposed of somehow, even at dis-
tress prices."293 Foreign producers, Lnion officials insisted, "are
propelled by a complusive urge to maintain production by ex-
panding their share of the export market through drastic price
sacrifices."294

The Union reiterated this argument in its 1977 testimony before
the House Subcommittee on Trade: "Imports are not only a func-
tion of productivity, wage rates, and technological innovation: To a
growing extent they are also a function of social policies in foreign
producing nations which are designed to insulate the foreign pro-
ducers from the trauma of economic fluctuations."295 "Social obli-

291. Problems in U.S. Steel Market: Field Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Trade
of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. )10 (1980)
(hereinafter cited as Vanik Hearings (1980) j.

292. Economic Health of the Steel Industry and the Relaticn,ship of Steel to Other
Sectors of the Economy: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Economic Develop-
lent of the House Comm. on Public Works and Transportation, 97th Cong.,

1st Sess. 99 (1982) [hereinafter cited as Oberstar Hearings'.
293. Impact of Imports and Exports on American Labor: Hearings on H.R. 16,831

and H.R. 17.248 Before the General Subcomm. on Labor of the House Comm.
on Education and Labor, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 201 (1967) (statement of United
Steelworkers) (hereinafter cited as Dent Hearings). The Union recognized
that unilateral restriction of steel imports by the United States would invite
corresponding exclusion of U.S. steel abroad. Thus, the Steelworkers called
for an international. multilateral agreement on dumping. "Dumping," accord-
ing to the Union's suggested definition, would occur whenever exports were
priced below "going prices" in the markets receiving thema definition
which. if adopted, would effectively eliminate price competition. Id. at 201.02.

294. Long Hearings (1967), supra note 286, at 890 (statement of Joseph P. Molony,
Vice President, United Steelworkers).

295. World Steel Trade: Current Trends and Structural Problems: Hearing Before
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gations to workers developed by legislation . . . and economic
.commitments to investments by foreign governments," the Union's
representative, Mr. Sheehan, argued, "fuel their drive for ex-
ports."296 "American steelworkers and steel companies," the
Union contended, "are, therefore, faced with a competing social
policy in addition to market economic competition."297 "The con-
sequences of such an economic-social policy cannot be counter-
balanced by pure competition in the American marketplace," the
steelworkers concluded.298

Union representatives returned to this argument again in 1978.
A policy statement on jobs and steel imports declared:

We have not lost our markets to foreign producers who can.sell in the
American market at lower cost than Amer1can producers. Rather, we are
losing our markets to steel dumped in the United States at prices farbe-
low what it costs to produce that steel in foreign mills. Foreign nations are
exporting their unemployment to the United States by means of govern-
ment loans, subsidies, and tax concessions which enable their steel mills
to keep producing and' selling to American "'consumers regardless of
whether they make a profit, or even break even.299

"All too frequently," Steelworker president McBride lamented
before the House Subcommittee on Economic Development in
1981, "our trading partners pursue social policies to protect em-
ployment and capital, to the detriment of our workers and busi-
neSses."300 "Unless we conduct ourselves in such a way as to deal
with the problems other countries create for us," warned Mr. Mc-
Bride, "it seems to me we are not going to be able to deal with the
problems successfully."301

2. Diversion of World Exports to the Unprotected U.S. Mar ket

Steel companies and steel workerslike their colleagues in the
automobile industryalso supported their demand for protection
by pointing to allegedly ubiquitous protectionism abroad which,
they charged, concentrated the full force of growing world steel
exports on a large and unprotected American market. Underlying
the problem of foreign steel exports to the United States, they con-
tended, was a substantial, chronic, excess steel-making capacity

the Subcomm. on Trade of the House Comm. on Ways and Means, 95th Cong.,
1st Sess. 314 (1977) (statement of Lloyd McBride, President. United Steel-
workers) [ hereinafter cited as Vanik Hearings (1977) ).

29(i. Id. at 307 (statement of Jack Sheehan. Legislative Director, United
Steelworkers).

297. Id. at 312 (statement of Lloyd McBride, President, United Steelworkers).
298. Id
299. Vanik Hearings ( 1978), supra note 290, at 109 (testimony of John J. Sheehan,

Legislative Director, United Steelworkers).
300. Oberstar Hearings, supra note 292, at 27.
301. Id. at 40.
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abroad.. They claimed that this excessive capacity was dueto two
foreign governmental policies: industrialized nations have sought
to maintain high levels of employment in their home markets;
while developing countries have sought to invest in:new steel ca-
pacity. Protection of the U.S. market, company and union spokes-
men reasoned, not only would be equitable, but would also deter
"reckless" capacity expansion abroad.

As. early as 1966, AISI president Roche warned the Senate Fi-
nance Committee that "we should expect that imports will con-.
tinue to be sold in *increasing volume at whatever prices they will
bring in the world's largest and freest marketthe United
States."302 The following year, AISI Chairman Worthington
pressed the argument at a congressional breakfast, sponsored by
his trade association: "America is a prime.target for these exports
because the steel market in the United States is not only the larg-
est and most diversified in the worldit is also the most open and
easily accessible in the world."303 As a result, he argged, "the
United States market is thus being used by foreign mills as a kind
of 'Bargain Basement' in which to dispose of their surplus produc-
tion."304 AISI's president, Mr. Roche, reiterated the argument in a
1968 address to the Economic Club of Detroit, insisting that the
"United States has been the nation most adversely affected by the
growth in free world surplus capacity" because, inter alia "this
country has fewer restrictions on steel imports than any other
country."305

In 1977, the chairman of Armco Steel, Mr. Verity, warned of "a.
secret arrangement whereby the Japanese agreed to limit 'exports
to Europe. The result was a drastic steel trade diversion by the
Japanese from Europe to the United States."306 The following
year, Mr. Speer of the AISI, repeated charges "that a cartel ar-
rangement between the European Community and Japan had

302. Long Hearings (1966), supra note 285. at 273.
303. Text of speech by L.B. Worthingtori. Chairman. American kola and Steel In-

st:tute. at Second Annual AISI Public Affairs Conference Congressional
Breakfasi_Washingtor. at 7 (1967) [ hereinafter cited as Congressional Break-
fast Addrt.: s j .

304. Id. at 8. Sec also Time oor A New Look at Foreign Trade, address by .11.
Blough. Chai. man of the Board, United States-Steel Corp., before joint dinner
meeting of th. Cornmel-ce and Industry Association of New York, and World
Trade Club. at Ys

3:)5, Detroit Economic Club Address. supra note 284. at 6. See also Long Hearings
(,1974). supra note 290. at 1081 (statement. of Stewart S. Cort. Chairman,
American Iron and Steel Institute); Partff and Trade Proposals: Hearings
Ht:ii)re the House Comm. cn Ways and Means. 91st Cong.. 2d Sess.. pi 6, 1756
(1Ti.0) (statement of George A. Stinson. Chairman, American Iron and Steel
IrtItute) hereinafter cited as Mills Hearings (1970) j .

306. .'learings (1977), supra note 295, at 317.
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caused a substantial. amount of Japanese steel to be directed into
the United States, rather than to European markets."307 Again in
1979, the charge was trumpeted before yet another congressional
committee:

Failure to deal adequately with the Japanese- European cartel has led,
as predicted, to a proliferation of similar arrangements. ,TOday, bilateral
agreements `exist between Europe and 18 different nations. '171, central
feature of these agreements is a quantitative restriction on steel exports
to the European Community. This limitation applies not just to overall
deliveries in Europe, but on a product-by-product and region -by- region
basis, with shipments being phased over time.

In addition, the signatories are committed to observe. Coinmunity price
lists, less' a specified percentage. In the case of developing countries such
as Brazil, South Africa, and, South Korea, for'instance, the delivered price
may not be, less than f# peikent below Community list prices for carbon
steel products.

It should come as, no surprise, therefore, that these same nations have
signiflcanq increased exports to the United States.308

While management was delegated the primary responsibility
for making this argument, organized labor lene its support when
needed. "With other markets thus insulated," Steelworker presi-
dent McBride contended in 1977 before the House Subcommittee
on Trade, "the relatively bare U.S. marketplace acts as a lightening
rod and we are forced to absorb the displaced trauma."300 At a
dews conference jointly convened by the Steelworkers and Jones &

Laughlin Steel in 1977, Steelworker president McBride agreed with
management's charge of collusion between Japan and European
producers:."(the Japanese] have agreed with the European Corn-,

mon Market nations to a 'quota system," asserted Mr. McBride;
"lilt leaves 'only one nation in the world for them to send their
steel to and that is to the United States."310 !While the EEC bene-
fited," Mr. McBride once again charged in 1981 before a House sub-
committee, "we in the U.S. bore the brunt of their 3eStrictive
policies."311 Instead of protecting our national interests, the Union
president admonished committee members, 'a folly government
appears to be more interested in being an island of free trade in a
sea of restrictions, protectionism, and subsidies."312

Both management and union agreed that excess capacity was

307. Vanik Hearings (1978), supra note 290, at 80.
308. Vanik Hearings (1980), supra note 291, at 50 (statement of L. Frederick Gieg,

Jr., Vice President and General Manager, Western Steel Division, United

States Steel Corp.).
309 Vanik Hearings ( 1977), supra note 295, At 314. See also Mills Hearings (1970),

supra note 305, at 1826 (statement of John J. Sheehan, Legislative Director,

United Steelworkers).
310. Vanik.Hearings (1977), supra note 295, at 314.
311. Oberstar Hearings, supra note 292, at 27.

312. Id.
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the crux of the problem. 'Steel mill products are not being im-
ported into the United States primarily beCause there is a ,,great
need for them here," the president of the American Iron 'and Steel
Institute contended before the Senate Finance Committee in 1966,
"but rather because foreign production is in excess of home mar-
ket needs.":113 Moreover, the problem was likely to worsen owing
to the policies of developing nations:

The ever:groWing excessive foreign steel capacity and production, the
results of which plague the American steel industry, is augmented by the
race in many less-developed countries to attain self-sufficiency in steel
production. The less-developed countries have also built steel capacity at
a rapid rate for the purpose of improving their own balance of payments
situation and also as a status symbol irrespective of domestic demand.314

The "excess capacity" theme was repeated in a 1967 baCkground
memorandum delineating AISI's import policy. "Present imbal-
ances in world steel trade are caused primarily by the large excess
of capacity," the memorandum declared:

What is more, planned expansion for the future will certainly not diminish
and may, in fact, aggravate the problem. A'major part of this new capacity
was installed in Western Europe and Japan aft,* World War II--much of
it within the last five yearsand some of it has been built expressly for
export purposes.

The continually growing excess of steelmaking capacity in industrial-
ized nations abroad is further complicated by the construction of steel-
making plants in many developing countries. In the last decade some 20
countries have joined the ranks of the steel producers for the first time
and more are coming.315

Indeed, AISI supported its demand for,steel tariffs by suggesting
that they "would encourage other nations to fit their steelmaking
plans more realistically to world requirements."316 .

In 1973, the AISI chairman, Mr. COrt, again cited " c] hronic ex-
cesses of foreign supply over foreign domestic requirements" as a
major cause of the "steel import problems:"317 Another AISI
spokesman, Armco's Mr. Verity, underscored what he construed as
the ominous and economically irrational trends in developing
countries. "They have been disruptive to the .U.S. market," Mr.

313. Long Hearings (1966), supra note 285, at 269 (statement of John P. Roche).
"Much of this new capacity was installed in Western Europe and Japan after
World War IL" Mr. Roche contended, charging "some of it admittedly has
been installed for the express purpose of exploiting export markets, particu-
larly the United States." Id. at '272.

314. Id. Ms. Roche warned that "planned expansion for the future will not dimin-
ish and may, in fact, aggravate the problem." Id. See also Long Hearings

o (1967), supra note 286, at 828 (statement of John P. Roche); Congressional
Breakfast Address. supra note 303, at 7.

315. AISI Background Memo. supra note 286, at 7-8.
316. Id. at 2-3. See also Detroit Economic Club Address, supra note 284. at 6.
317. Mills Hearings (1973), supra note 287'at 3961.62.
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Verity concluded, "and should not be encouraged."318 Likewise, a
spokesman for the specialty metals industry warned of "unregu-
lated and unrestrained foreign investment which. is producing
°vest-capacity in specialty steels. "319 By 1978, the AISI character-
ized such alleged excess capacity as not merely chronic, but "de-
liberate."320 In 1981, the president of the Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corporation opined that "as long as we have this tremendous Eu-
ropean overcapacity that is largely government-owned and govern-
ment-subsidized, it seems to me quotas against European steel are
a. peculiarly apt tactic."321.

Here, also, Steelworker officials concurred with managenient.
"As world steelmaking capacity rose," the Union's Mr. Moloney
told the Senate Finance Committe" in 1967, "steel-producing na-
%ions, with insufficient domestic demand, turned to foreign mar-
kets to unload production from excess capacity."322 "I emphasize
agaiA," Mr. Moloney raid, "there is an extraordinary over-capacity.
in steel production . . (and it is J precisely this acceleration of

excess capacity, which has outstripped world demand, that has
caused pronounced repercussions upon the American steel indus-
try."323 Like management, he suggested that "limitations of access
to the American market may decrease the tendency for overexpan-
sion Of world capacity."324

Even a boom market is not likely to solve, and May in fact exac-
erbate, the excess capacity problem, Steelworkers' Mr. Sheehan
told the House Ways and Means Committee in 1970: .

Thep overseas boom, which has given us brief relief from steel imports, will
not last indefinitely. In fact, because part of thfs steel consumption boom
has involved a vast expansion in overseas capacity, rising pressure nn
foreign imports is inevitable as the overseas boom subsides . . . .

WOrse: Because of the high current demand, most foreign producers
are expanding at a feverish rate.325

"So return to normalcy," Mr. Sheehan warned, "means return to
excess capacity."326

318. Id. at 3968.
319. Id. at 3973 (statement of Roger S. Ahlbrandt).
320. Vanik Hearings (4978), supra note 290, at 80 (statement of Edgar B. Speer,

Chairman. American Iron and Steel Institute).
321. Oberstar Hearings, supra note 292, at 12 (testimony df Thomas C. Graham).
.322. Long Hearings (1967). supra note 286, at 888. See also Dent Hearings, supra

note 293, at 201 (statement of United Steelworkers).
323. Long Hearings (1967), supra note 286, at.889-90.
324. Id. at 893.
325. Mills Hearings (1970). supra note 305, at 1826.
326. Id. In this respect, the Union radically reversed a position it had earlier

adopted. Testifying before they Senate Finance Committee in 1966, the Union
maintained that, "as far as employment in the steel industry is concerned,
the rate of national industrial activity is Much. more important than the bal-
ance of imports and exports. A prosperous year will increase employment of
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Throughout the 1970's, the Union held fast to the above diagno-
, sis of the problem. In .diverse forums, 'it repeatedly maintained

that "unreasonable imports" result from "international excess
steelmaking capacity"; that "excess steel capacity will overlfang
'the world marketplace for several years"; and therefore,. that an
"international mechanism is needed to achieve quick relief under .

agreed upon rules as a long term solution to the problems of world-
wide over-capacity . . .

3. Need ,for Breathing Space to Make Adjustments

Finally, steel companies and the Union argued that foreign
competition deterred sorely-needed domestic investment: Only
with suitable protection by the government, they warned, would
modernization of the U.S. steel industry proceed. Once again, the
argument paralleled that of the auto industry.

Testifying before the House Ways and Means Committee in
1973, the American Iron and Steel Institute declared that an "ade'
quate guarantee against both continuing and spasmodic disruptive
increases In imports stimulated by the domestic policies of other
countries is essential to the health of both the economy and the
industry" and warned committee members that the "threat of such
increases is a. serious deterrent to expansion of capacity in this
country in view of the large sums of capital,and the long planning
and construction time involved."328 A spokesman for the specialty
steel industry added that "American producers and U.S. capital
markets are already reluctant to make future planned and re-
quired investments and this reluctance promises to continue."329

When next it resurfaced, the argument underscored the impor-
tance of "breathing space." "During the long lead time, 5 to 8
years, individual steel companies will' -need to plan and carry. out
the needed modernization of their plant and equipment," AISI
president Peabody contended before the House Subcommittee on
Trade, "the Government must take action to assure that imports
do not continue to disrupt our domestic markets through either

. -.-
steelworkers far greater than a surge of imports will reduce such employ.
ment." Long Hearings (1966), supra note 285, at 237 (statement of Meyer
Bernstein, International Affairs Director, United Steelworkers).

:327. Vanik Hearings (1978), supra note 290, at 106, 113-14.
328. Mills Hearings (1973). supra note 287, at 3963 (statement of Stewart S. Cort,

Chairman, American Iron and Steel Institute).
329. Id. at 3973 (statement of Roger S. Ahlbrandt, American Specialty Metals In-

dustry). See also Long Hearings (1974), supra note 290, at 1057 (statement of
Mark T. Anthony, Vice President and General Manager, Kaiser Stepl Corp.);
Id. at 1081 -82 (statement of Stewart S. Con. Chairman, American Iron and
Steel Institute).
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quantity or price."330 "Only with assurances of this type," he
warned, "will our competitive market system commit sufficient
capital to steel on the scale requited to maintain a mo rn indus-
tsy in this country."331 Similarly, a United States- Ste I Corpora-

irk tion spokesman urged "a limitation for some temporary period in
which the domestic industry can regain its strength."332

Union officials, again, dutifully reiterated ar.d re-emphasized.
management's arguments in a succession of public forums. In
1970, the Union called for au extension of voluntary restraint agree -
meets "or for legislative protection to accomplish one of the stated
purposes for the restraint, namely, to provide a lead period for the
industry to modernize."333 Questioned about the conglomerate di-
versification of Bitateel, ttie Union's representative, Mr. Sheehan,
argued that labor had joined with management on import protec-
tion in order to assure that steel earnings would be reinvested in
steel facilities: , .

One of the reasons that industry gives for' its need to diversify or to
conglomerate is the fact that their share of our expanding market was be-
ing too rapidly seized by foreign imports. So the union joined with the
industry and said, "Well let us guarantee or let us moderate that share of \
the market so as to keep investments of the steel industry in the steel \\
industry, itself. "334 \

330. Vanik Hearings (1980), supra note 291, at 110.

331. Id. at 111.
332. Id. at 54 (testimony of John Mangan, Counsel, Western Steel Division, United

States Steel Corp.)..
333. Mills Hearings (1970.), supra note 305, at 1827 (statement of John J. Sheehan;

Legislative Director, United Steelworkers).
334: Id. at 1829. Even the Union, however, could scarcely suppress its alarm at

U.S. Steel's recent multi-billion dollar acquisition of Marathon Oil:
When reviewing the statgp of the steel industry, there° is one matter
that has drawn pou-ticulaftttention recently, both among thosein the
private and public sectors.' Repfatedly, in these past two weeks, we
have been asked for our comments on the efforts by U.S. Steel Corpo-
ration, the largest employer of our members, to merge with Marathon
Oil. Corporate mergers are not new to the American scene. Con-
glomerate enterprise raises a host of public and private policy issues,
and extends well beyond the mandate of this Subcommittee. We do
not see such ventures as compatible with the need for reindustrializ-
ing the American enterprise system. Again, it is merely a transfer of
wealth made possible by the liberalization of tax laws for corpora-
tions, and the willingness of corporations to use capital and debt to

"finance non-productive exchanges of assets.
With respect to U.S, Steel's multi-billion dollar venture. our own

preference is obvious. There is a vital need for modernization of
steel facilities. Through modernization we can improve efficiency
and enhance the competitive structure of the n.U.S. steel industry. I
this way jobs can be preserved and product markets can be saved or
retrieved.

Not even U.S. Steel can boast of having a full range of modern
tea' nOlogy in its mills. Unless or until the Corporation undertakes a
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Mr, I.W. Abel, president of the Union, reiterated the argument
in his testimony before the 8enate Finance Committee in 1973:-

You do not build a steel mill:for $1 million. It now runs $500 million to
build a modern integrated steel mill. This is just an awful lot of capital to
raise and to invest and, when there is the danger of foreign competition
taking all of the business from you, it is hard to raise that kind of
money.335

Union spokesmen insisted, as had management, that import pro-
tection was essential if modernization was to occur, "We need im-
mediate relief," USW president McBride urged in 1977, "so that the
industry can undertake the task of modernization without having
its domestic .markets "stolen during de. process."338 Citing the
"desperate need to modernize some of the older mills, particularly.
in older steel communities," a 1977 union policy statement argued
that "imports have not only cost us jobs, they have caused so much
idle capacity in our mills, in most of the last 15 years, that our in-
dustry has hid no incentive to 'modernize and expand, and many
companies have lacked the capital to modernize."334

Finally, in 1980, in testimony before the International Trade
Commission, management. and union agreed that "disruptive"
steel imports have a deleterious effect on "the rate Of moderniZa- .

tion, the addition of new capacity, and the ability of our industry to
generate necessary investment capital," and that such imports
constitute "a significant discouragement to capital investment."338

full modernization program, it risks the goodwill and trust of its em-
ployees and of those outside the industry who are convinced that a
revitalization of our steel baselyr the U.S. is feasible.-

Oberstar Hearings, supra note 292, at 27 (statement of Lloyd McBride, Presi-
dent, United Steelworkers).

335. Long Hearings (1974), supra note 290, at 1340.
336. Vanik Hearings (1977), supra note 295, at 313.
337. Vanik Hearings (1978), supra note 290, at 109 .(testimony of John J. Sheehan,

Legislative Director, United Steelworkers).
338. UNITED STEEL WORKERS, THE IMPACT OF STEEL IMPORTS ON DOMESTIC EM-

PLOYMENT, U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 4 (1980) (testimony of
John J. Sheehan, Legislative Director); See also Oberstar Hearings, supra
note 292, at 28 (statement of Lloyd McBride, President, United Steelworkers).

Two additional points should be mentioned in this context. First, Union
concerns regarding investment and modernization are not limited solely to
the alleged financial needs of the companies. Import :competition, of course,
undermines the Union's bargaining powera phenomenon graphically at-
tested to in al967 position paper distributed by the Steelwork ..rs:

(Imported ste1.11 is resented all the more, because it is a kind of scab
steel that is corning in.-It's steel which weakened our collective bar-
gaining position rind interferes with our negotiation of satisfactory

. agreements. Foreign steel makes a breakdown in contract negotia-
tion a kind of suicide pact, for a (ull-scale strike, such as we had in
1959, could easily turn the major part of the American m4et over to
overseas producers.
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4. Summary: Steel

As shown above, power wielded by firms in an Oligopolistie out-
put market conjoined with power of organized labor on the input
side to demand governmental neutralization of foreign. competi-
tion. This exercise of coalescing vertical power has been success-
ful in Obtaining. a suOcessibn of "voluntary" restraints, orderly
marketing agreements, and price floors to constrain and restrain
imports.339

Most recently, the industry has seized upon a compliant admin.
tration and the .threat. of formal complaints before government

a encies as the topls with which to forge a world steel cartel. jrn
exchange for American producers' withdrawal of more tharrfOrty
trade complaints, Common Market 'produCers collevively..con-
sented in late 1982 to submit to detailed quantitative restrictions
on their exports of a broad range of products to the United States.
These restrictions include limiting their combined share of_U.S.
sales of carbon and alloy steel products to 5.44 percent; pipe and
tube products, 5.9 percent; hot rolled sheet arid strip, 6.81 percent;
cold rcqled sheet, 5.11 percent; plates, 5.36 percent; structurals, 9.91
percept; wire rod, 4.29 percent; hot rolled bars, 2.38 percent;
coated sheet, 3.27 percent; tin plate, 2.2 percent; rails, 8.9'percent;
and sheet piping, 21.85 percent.340 And, as the ..:hairman of U.S.
Steeijwas quick to point out, this agreement "adctressed only 30r;
of our problems,"341 thereby.serying notice that the industry would
soon demand similar arrangements with Japanes.e4ffd other pro-
ducers accounting for the remainder of U.S. imports.342 In re-
sponse, EEC cotiptries announced that, in light of restraints on
their exports to the U.S., they too Would move to restrict their im-
ports from other countries.343 Ftwther, the Reagan adminis a-
tion.--attuned to the dismay exprelsed by Steelworker presid nt
McBride at the exclusion of specialty steels, from the 4EC co
pacti---recently negotiated a parallel, four-year arrangement in t
field, as Are11.3+1 With regard to this latter development, a prominent
busihess periodical was moved to remark that "seldom does an ac-

United Steelworkers of America, The Import Problem in Steel 4 (1970) (posi-
; tion paper distributed at AFL-CIO Emergency Trade Conference).

Second, the Union has not succe ded in. squelching all dissent. ''The
i AmeriRan steel industry's sick because 1 . s failed to modernize," Ron Wit..

Isen of Local 1253 testified in 1981. concludin that "filmported steel may he a
isVmptom, but it is not the disease." Oberstar Hearings, supra note 292. at 264.

339. Adams, .supra note 270. at 38-46. ..

340. i Walt St. J.. 0;:t. 22. 1982, at 3, col. 1.

341. '131:s. WK.. Nov. 8, 1982, at 42, col. 2.
342. Wall St. J., supra note. 340, at 3. col. 1.
343. N. Y. Times. Oct. 22, 1982, at 32, col: 1.
344. i Id. at 36, col. 1: Wall St. J., July 6. 1983, at 3, col. 1.
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tion help so few, hurt so many, and anger nearly everyone."345
In this industry, then, coalescing vertical power has done more

than achieve protection from competition for a domestic oligopoly.
It may yet become the catalyst for cartelization of. world trade in
stee1.346

IV. SOME ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF COALESCING POWER

The virulence with which management and labor have fought
for protectionism in the public as well as private sector affords a
striking illustration of tacit vertical collusion and coalescing power
in action. It also reflects the common perception by both manage-
ment and labor that inimunity from competition confers private
benefits on; both groups and, thereforer,Ihat government protection
from competition is in'\their rationalalbeit, short-runmutual
self-interest. A brief review of the benefits derived by labor and
management from protectionism explains the assiduity with which
they have mobilized their coalescing power in the political arena.
It also gives some indication of the social costs resulting from the
exercise of coalescing power.

A. Airline Industry

In the airline industry, for example, Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB4eregulation has given management protection against com-
petitive entry and competitive price cutting.347 While that protec-
tion did not yield abnormal profits (because carrier energy was
diverted into costlier service such as more flights, morqplanes, and
more frills),346 it did give management the freedom; to lead the
quiet life and the discretion to charge exorbitant farei. This is un-
derscored by a comparison of fares and service in California and
Texas where entry is-possible and price competition permitted
with CAB controlled rates on interstate flights. Thus, Table 1
shows that in 1976 a traveler between LoS Angeleg and San Fran-

.

It

-_.
ForcrtTNE, Aug. 8, 1983, at 55.

346. This is not to say that the coalescence between management and organized
labor is at all times perfectly complete. For example, the U.S. Steel Corpora-
tion's recent announcement of the possibility that it might import slab steel

.fro-m-a-beoad for final finishing domestically was denounced by the Steelwork-
ers Union. Wall St. J., June 27, 1983. at 4, col. 1. Yet, by fanning the Union's
protectionist fever, this development may very well serve to further solidify
the management-labor bloc against import competition.

347. Kennedy Report (1975), supra note 17, at 77-141.
348. Id. at 3.
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON BETWEEN INTERSTATE AND INTRASTATE FARES'

City-pair Fare ilkiles2
Passengers

transported3
Block
time4

'Los Angeles-San Francisco $18.75 338 57,40419 :55
Chicago-Minneapolis 38.89 339 1,424,621 1:06
New York-Pittsburgh 37.96 335 975,344 1:05

'Los Angeles-San Diego 10.10 109 2,518,701 :30
'San FranciscuSacramento 9.73 86 505,148 :30

Portland-Seattle 22.22 129 1,217,381 :35

*Los Angeles-Sacramento 20.47 373 915,077 1:00
Boston-Washington 41.67 399 981,456 1:07
Cleveland-New York 43.52 416 910,270 1:25
Chicago-Kansas City ... 37.96 404 813,235 *

1:10
Chicago-Pitte'..iirgh 41.67 413 972,543 1:23

'San Francisco-San `ego 26.21 456 399,639 1:06
Detroit-Philadelphia 45.37 454 313,439 1:25
Dallas/Fort Worth-New

Orleans 44.44 442 522,223 1:15
New York-Raleigh/Durham 44.44 423 267,272 1:15
Columbus-New York 47.22 478 294,682 1:18

'Dallas/Fort Worth-Houston 23.15/13.89 239 1,620,000 :50
'Dallas/Fort Worth-San Antonio 23.15/13.89 248 980,000 :50

Las Vegas-Los Angeles 28.70 236 1,181,466 :50
Chicago-St. Louis 29.63 258 953,604 :50

'Houston -San Antonio 23.15/13.89 191 490,000 :40
Boston-New York 24.07 191 2,493,882 :50
Reno-San Francisco 25.93 192 312,811 :46
Miami-Orlando 25.93 193 514,475 :40

t Reprinted from Kennedy Report (1975), supra note 17, at 41.
Intrastate market.

I Interstate markets: Coabh fare. Intrastate markets; Economy fare. Source: "Offi-
cial Airline Guide," Feb. 1, 1975.
2 Source: Book of Official CAB Route Maps and Aiiport-to-Airport Mileages. Most
entries are volume-Weighted averages of two or more airport-to-airport mileages.
3 Source: Interstate markets--CAB service segment data, special computer tabu-
lation, reporting period from July 1. 1973 to June 30, 1974. Intrastate markets-Cali-
fornia PUC form 1504 report, reporting period from Apr. 1;1973' to Mar. 31, 1974.
4 Average scheduled flight time. Source: Official Airline Guide, Feb. 1, 1975.
.5" California rr..1cfitts include traffic to and from suburban airports. Los Angeles-
San Francisco includes 12 airport pairs for example:

LAX-SFO 18 75 338 2,984,985 59.0 :55
ONT-Ci.,K0 20.47 363 334.208 60.2 :55

37-791 0-84---13
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cisco (an intrastate, unregulatedroute.) could fly 338 miles for.
$18.75 while a traveler between ChiCago and Minneapolis (a CAB
regulated route) had to pay $38.89 for roughly the same distance.
Similarly, a traveler between Dallas and Houston (an intrastate,
unregulated route) had to pay a maximum of $23.15 for 239 miles
while a traveler between Las Vegas and Los'Angeles (a CAB regu-
lated route) paid $28.70 for 236 miles.

As Table 1 shows, fares charged in Texas and California in the
42 absence of regulation, were approximately 50 to 70 percent of the

CAB controlled fares for similar distances and kinds .of routes. As
the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Proce-
dures observed, lei xperience in California and Texas suggests
that less regulation, and more open competition would bring about
safe air service with substantially lower fares, more frequent
flights, and fewer frills."349 Obviously airline management saw
that prospect as a threat to its vested interests.,

Also threatened by the prospect of deregulation was organized
labor which found security under the protective umbrella that
CAB regulation provided for the airlines. Regulation permitted
the carriers nod only to charge exorbitant fares but to accede to
persistent wage escalation for various categories of airline employ-
ees represented by, the Airline Pilots Association, the Transport
Workers Union, and'the Machinilts. In 1963, as Table 2 shows, air-
line employees as a group received an average salary of $7,781, i.e.,
1.7 times more than the $4,625 average earned by. all workers in the
economy. By 1976, the average salary for airline employees had
risen to $21,500, or more than double the level of workers generally.
The rate of increase over the 1963.1976 period ranged from 168 to
217 percent for airline workers in contrast to 117 percent for work-
ers generally.

TABLE 2
LEVEL AND TRENDS IN DOMESTIC AIRLINE IA'AGESt

All Airline Pilots and
MI Workers., Employees Copilots Mechanics

Average annual salary
1963 $ 4,625 $ 7.781 $18,272 $ 7.434

1976 10.027 21.500 49.000 23.600

Increase. 1963-1976 117rI 176rI 168r; 217';

' Sources: Economic Report of the President 256.268 (1982) (all workers): Sta-
tistical Abstracts of the (I.S. i 1965 & 1978) (airune data).

a Total wage income divided by total employment.

349. Id. at 40.
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Clearly, collective bargaining in a gOvernment regulated indus-
try, protected from "unbridled" competition, yielded succulent
fruits for laboras well as for management.

B. Trucking Industry -^%

In trucking, the same pattern is observable. Interstate Com-
mqrce Commission (ICC) regulation° has given management pro-
tection against competitive entry and competitive price cutting. As
a result, the ICC granted new operating authority only = where the
proposed service would not divert traffic from existing carriers.350

k,xt- Also, the ICC permitted and, indeed, encouraged trucking firms to
join' rate bureaus to fix rates on. particular shipments, and fre-
quently suspended the lowerkrates filed by independent truck-.
ers.351 Not surprisingly, the net effect of ICC regulation has been to
raise rates above the".level which would prevail in the absence of
regulation.

A number Of recent studies document this conclusionA52 One
study, for example, found that average revenue per tonmile Was
6.73 percent lower in "unregulated" Canadian provinces than in
regulated provinces and in the United States.353 Another study
in what can be considered a controlled "before and. after" experi-
mentcompared trucking rates for frozen fruits and vegetables
when they were classified as "regulated" commodities to trucking
rates for the same commodities after they were reclassified by the
courts as having "exempt" status. Deregulating the carriage of
these commodities resulted in a dramatic price decline: 12 to 59
percent in particular markets for fresh and frozen poultry and a
weighted average of 19 percent for frozen fruits and vegetables.354
Yet a third study, based on a survey by the National Broiler Coun-
cil, compared the rates on fresh poultry shipped by exempt carri-

350. Kennedy Report (1980), supra note 17, at 30-31.
351. Id. at 80-88.
352. See, e.g.. Moore, The Beneficiaries of Trucking Regulation, 21 J. L. &- ECoN. 32

(1978) (hereinafter cited as Moore (1978) ); Transportation Act of 1972: Hear-
ings Before the Subcomm. on Transportation of the House Comm. on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, 92d Cong., 2d Sess., pts. 1-3 (1972) (hereinafter
cited as Transportation Hearings ).,. See also T. MOORE. TRUCKING FIEdULA-

TioN: LESSONS FROM EUROPE (American Enterprise Institute-Hoover Policy
Studies. 1975).

353. Sloss, Regulation of Motor Freight Tramp ortation. 1 BELL J. EcON. & Mawr.
Sci. 327- (1970).

354. SNITZLER AND BYRNES, INTERSTATE TRUCKING OF FR.OZEN FRUITS AND VEGETA-

BLES UNDER AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTION (U.S.D.A. Marketing Research Rep.
No. 316 (4959)); SNITZLER AND BYRNES, INTERSTATE TRUCKING OF FRESH AND

FROZEN POULTRY UNDER AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTION (U.S.D.A. Marketing Re-
search Rep. No: 224 (1958)).
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ers with rates on cooked poultry shipped by regulated carriers.35.L
Over the same routes and between the same points, the unregu-
lated rates were found to be some 33 percent less than the regu-/
lated rates.358 In short, cartelization under the aegis of.
government regulation had achieved predictable results.

- Also predictable was. the impact of truckifig regulation on or-
ganized labor. Aside from the benefits derived by driver's from the
additidnal mileage covered as a result of "deadhead" hauls and
circuitous routes, regulation-unionization seems to have resulted
in significant wage increases in the industry. Thus, according to
one study summarized in Table 3, compensation paid to ,drivers
was more than 30 percent higher than that of their unreguLited
counterparts.357

TABLE 3
AVERAGE ANNUAL EMPLOYEES COMPENSATION IN REGULATED AND

UNREGULATED TRUCKING (1972)'

Percentage of
Regulated

over
Regulated Unregulated Unregulated

All Class IProperty $12.299 $8,504 44.6
Class IProperty

(Revenue $1 million-45 billion) 11,099 8,504 30.5
Class IIProperty 10,033 7,566 32.6

Table reprinted from Moore (.1978), supra note 352, at 333.
Source: 1 U.S. Bureau of the Census, SC 72-S-7, 1972 Census of Selected Serv-

ice Industries, tab. 3, at 17 (1973); ICC Transport Statistics in the United States.
releases 8 & A (pt. 7, released: Sept. 7, 1972).

A 1973 study indicated that the typical owner-operator (unregu-
lated and not represented by a union) would earn about $11,125 for
a 250-day work year, while the average compensation received..by
the unionized driver for a regulated Class I intercity hatiler of gen-
eral freight was $17,249.358 After surveying these and othqr studies,
Thomas G. Moore concluded that:

A conservative estimate of the impact regulation-unionization has on
wages of truckers, helpers, and platform workers would therefore be.about
50 percent. Some of the evidence suggests the gain could be as large as 55
percent; the most conservative estimate is 37 percent. This implies that

...... . ___._....
355. Transportation Hearings, supra note 352.
356. Id. at 170.
357. Moore (1978), supra note 352, at 32 (quoting U.S. Bureau of Census 1972)4
358. D. WYCHOFF & D. MAISTER, THE OWNER-OPERATOR: INDEPENDENT TRUCKER 36

(1975) quoted in Moore (1978), supra note 352. at 337.
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the gains to Teamster members would' have been between." $1 billion and
.V.8 billion in 1972.359

When the "rents" received by the owners of ICC certificates and
permits '($1.5 to $2 billion id 1972) are added tethe above figures, it
becomes obvious that the stake that management and labor had in
continued regulation of the trucking was substantia1.260 It meant
excess revenues for the industry of about 33.4 billion in 1972, of
which, according to Moore, between 74 and 97 percent constituted
monopoly "rents" accruing to capital and labor.S61

C. Automobile Industry

Since the end of World War II, automobile prices have followed
a typical oligopoly pattern-their outstanding characteristics being
uniformity and upward rigidity.362 As Table 4 shows, the average
retail price of new cars, including, imports, increased from $3,200 in

TABLE I
NEW CAR PRICES, IMPORT PENETRATION IN THE U.S. AUTOMOBII4E

MARKET, AND CONSUMER PRICE INDEXt

tear

Average Yearly
Retail Prices

, (dollars)'
Index of Average Retail

Prices for New Cars

Market Share of
Imported Cars

.(percent)

1967 $3,200 100.0 9.3
68 3,240 1(11.3 10.3

69 3,400 . 106.3 11.6

70 3,430 107.3 15.2

71 3,730 116.6 15.3

72 3,690 115.3 14.8
73 3,930 122.8 15.4
74 4,390 137.2 15.9
75 4,750 148.4 18.3
76 5,470 170.9 14.8
77 6,120 191.3 18.6

78 6,470 202:2 17.7

79 6,950 217.2 21.9
'80 7.530 235.3 26.7

81 8,850 276k 27.3
82 9,750 304.7 28.1"

Price statistics available from National Automobile Dealers Associations: im-
port statistics available from Ward's Automotive Reports.
includes price of imported cars
average for first 8 months
average for first 10 months

359. "Moore (1978), supra note 352, at 339.
360. Id. at 342.
361. Id.
362. See Senate Judiciary.Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly, Administered

Prices of Automobiles, S. Rep. No. 351, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. (1958).

37-791 O-4---14
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1967.to $9,750 in the first eight months of 1982, or more than 200
percent.363 Apparently management was loath to abandon its poi-
icy of persistent Price escalation in spite of the 1974/75 recession,
the.1980/82 depression, and the 200 percent increase of the import
share in the U.S. domestic market. Management's belief was that
if foreign competition constituted a threat to its market control, the
'mat efficacious cure would be mandatory or "voluntary" import
quotas negotiated under the protective benevolence of the federal
government. In other words, the preferred solution was protection
in the form of governmental restraints on competition.

Organized labor's compensation policy during this period was
strikingly parallel to management's pricing policy. Between 1967
and 1980, as Table 5 shows,364 hourly compensation in the motor
vehicle industry increased. 214 percent compared to a 179 percent
increase in manufacturing as a whole; output per worker increased
39 percent compared to 35 percent in manufacturing; unit labor
costs increased 127 percent compared to ,107 percent in
manufacturing.

Charles L. Schultze, a former Chairman of the President's '..
Council of Economic Advisors, summarized the implications of
this wage escalation record, stating:

In the mid-1960s hourly employment costs (rages and fringe benefits)
in the major auto companies were about 20% alalve the average for manu-
facturing industries. Every three years since, the labor contract negoti-
ated between industry and the union has widened the gap. By 1978 wages
and fringes at the major auto companies had risen to. almost 50% above

wthe all-manufacturing average. Those extra costs were passed on in
higher prices.

Finally, in 1979faced with mounting interest rates, an incipient reces-
sion. sharply higher gasoline prices, growing resistance to large American
cars and increased imports from Japanwhat did the industry do? It ne-
gotiated a contract that by 1980 put auto wages and fringes about 60%
above tl.e manufacturing average.365

Obviously, the xercise of coalesciag Power brought consistent'
short-run gains to both management and labor. But, as Jne might
have predicted, these gains were tenable in the long-run only so
long as effective competition could be successfully restrained in
the final product market. Hence, as Schultze ruefully observed,

' "the UAW and the auto industry, calling attention to what is un-
doubtedly a serious problem of import penetration, are urging the
government to validate these gains, and to make possible the price"

363. See supra table 4.
364. MICHIGAN FISCAL AND ECONOMIC Brut..-rtme 170 (H.E. Brazer ed. 1982) f here-

inafter cited as Eirizerl.
365. Wall St. J., Mar':h 20. 1981, at 24, col. 4.
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TABLE 5
INDICES OF HOURLY ItAtBOR COMPENSATION, OUTPUT PER EM-

PLOYEE AND UNITIABOR COST IN THE MOTOR VEHICLES INDUSTRY
AND IN ALL MANUFACTURING IN THE UNITED STATES (1967=100) f

YEAR
Compensation Output Per Worker Unit Labor Co St

Motor All
Vehicles Mf s.

Motor
Vehicles

All
Mf s.

Motor
Vehicles

All'
Mf s.

1967 100 100 100 100 100 100
1968 107 107 106 104 101 103
1969 113 115 105 . 105 108 109

1970 122 122 103 105 119. 117
1971 139 130 117 112 119 117
1972 148 137 117 1 123 117
1973 159 147 1122201° 123 130 i 119
1974 ' 178 162 121 121 148 135
1975 200 182 128 124 . 156 147

1976 218 196 134 129 162 151

1977 243 212 143 133 170 160
1978 265 230 142 134 1187 172

1979 284 252 139 135 205 187

1980 314 279 1391 135 227 207

Table reprinted from Brazer, supra note 364 at It.
Notes 1The statistic in this cell was missing. It was conservatively assumed to

remain the same as in 1979 (in line with all manufacturing although by rea-
son of the severe depression in the industry there is reason to believe that it
might have been lower.
All figures are rounded, but calculations were made at the first decimal.
level.
Because of data constraints, the series for all manufacturing applies to all
employees, while that for Motor Vehicles applies only to production work-
ers. However, it was possible to compare the output per hour series for all
employees and for production workers in the auto industry throughout the
entire period: they are almost indentical. Likewise, it was possible to com-
pare the hourly compensation series for all employees and for production
workers in "all manufacturing" for the last six years: they are very similar.

Sources: The all manufacturing data are from the BLS. "International Compari-
sons of Manufacturing Productivity and tabor Costs," May 20.1981. For
autos, the data are from the BLS. Indices of Output Per Employee
(1967..400) in Motor Vehicles and Equipment" and "Estimated Hourly.
Compensation of Production Workers in the Motor Vehicles and Equip-
Ir. nt Industry, 14 countries, 1975-1980." With an adjusted census of man-
ufacturing series going back to 1967.

increases necessary to pay for them, with import protection."366
In short, price/wage escalation, effe:Auated through the exer-

cise of coalescing power, is possible only in protected markets arti-
ficially shielded from the impact of competition.

366. Ici.
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Prior to the burgeoning of steel imports of the 1960's, and Zhe,
long strike of 1959, the domestic steel industry used its formidable
oligopoly pottier to engineer a persistent increase in steel prices.36%
According to the Counci). of Economic Advisers, these price in-
creases were a principal feature of successive cost-push inflations
in the post-World War II period:

Steel prices played an important role in the genetiil price increases of
the 13508. Between 1942 and 1961, the average increase in the price of ba-
sic steel products was 9 percent per year, twice the average increase of all
wholesale prices. The unique behavior of steel prices was most pro-

*nounced in the mid-1950's. While the wholtsile price index was falling an
average of 0.9 percent annually from 1951 to 1955, the price index for steel
was rising an average..of 4.8 percent per year. From 1955 to 1958, steel
prices were increasing 7.1 percent annually, or almost three times a, fast
as wholesale prices generally. No-other major sector shows a similar
record.368

During the 1960's, largely beCause of significantly intensifying
import competition, the upward pressure of steel prices was some.
what attinuated..Betweetn January, 1960 and Decemper, 1968, a pe-
riod of nine years, the composite steel price index increased 4.1
pointsor .45 points per year.369 Starting in January, 1969, how-
ever,safter the State Department had successfully persuaded the
Europeans and Japanese to- accept "voluntary" quotas on their
sales to the United States (that is, to enter into an informal inter-,

national steel cartel), imports were _cut back drastically and do-
mestic steel prices resumed their pre-1960 climb. In the four years
between January, 1969 and December, 1972, the steel price index
rose 26.7 pointsor 6.67 points per yedr.379 Stated differently, after
the import quotas went into effect, the annual rate of increase in
steel prices was fourteen times jreater than it had been in the nine
years prior thereto. Once again, through the use, of coalesiqng,
power, managerrient and labor have achieved their foreseeable
goal: that is, the development of a protectionist economic climate
under which both can thrive at an annual cost to the United States
economy variously estimated at between 338 million and 1 billion

- - -

,367. W. ADAMS, supra note 203, at 92-99.
368. COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS, REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT ON STEEL PRICES

8.9 (April 1975).
369. See COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, ECONOMIC AND FOREIGN

POLICY EFFECTS OF VOLUNTARY RESTRAINT. AGREEMENTS ON TEXTILES AND
STEEL, REPORT B.179, 342 at 23 (1974) [hereinafter cited as COMPTROLLER
GENERAL.

370. Id.
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dollars.371
The Trigger Price Mechanism had similar consequences.. Its

-quantitative impact was 'substantial. On Deameti 7, 077, one. day
after the concept of rigger pricing was announced by President
Carter, &steel company executive 'stated that United States steel
prices would be increased in the first quarter of 1978. , Shortly
thereafter, a 5.5 percent increase,reduted from an original 10.5
percent increasein the domestic price of basic steel.producti was'
posted,. This was followed by a further price rise of 1.1 percent in
April, 1978.372 .

On May 10, 1078, the United States Treasury Department an-
nounced*that. it was raising tiigger prices by 5.5 percent on sheet,

'plate, wire, and cold-finished bar;; 13.9 percent' on angles; 14 per-
cent -on reinforcing bars; and 14.5 percent on flat bars.i73 On Au-
gust 2, the Treasury Department raised the trigger. prices by
another 4.86 percent, effective October 1, 1978;3.74 trigger price in-
creases for the calendar year 1978 totalled 10.6 Percent.

While domestic" steelmakers had, raised their list 'prieos by some
9.5 percent as of October 1, 1978, steel buyers reported that the
prices they actually had to pay increased by as much as 15 percent'
because, as the Wall Street Journal noted, "last fall's widespread
discounting . , . evaporated."375

The inflationary impact on the United States economy was, of
course,. profound. Considering only the original trigger prices an-
nounced by the Treasury in January, 1978, the Federal Trade Com-
mission, for instance, es 'mated the direct cost increase to steel
consumers at $1 billion. An .official of the Brookings Institute
estimated that the direct *ce effect could be as much as $1.5 bil-
lion.3'n Mkt Orban, a steel importer and international expert on
steel markets, found that the trigger price system had resulted in a
veritable price explosion and estimated the increased steel costs to
consumers at $4 billion 378 Finally, if the domestic steel industry 'is
to be believed in itt claim that imports have caused transaction .
prices to be $60 per ton below list pricesi then estimates of in-.
creased steel costs could range up to $6 billion. These estimates, it
should be noted, were based on the trigger prices.6f January, 1978,

'

371. Magee, The Welfare Effects of Restriction,' on U.S. Trade, BROOKINGS PAPERS
45-701 (1972); COIKPTROLLER GENERAL, supra note 369, at 23.

372, Adams,supra note 270, at 42.
373. '43 Fed. Reg. 20,020 (1978) (to be codified at 26 C.F.R. § 31).
374. 43 Fed. Reg. 33,993 (1978).
375. Wall.St. J., Sept. 26, 1978, at 1, col. 1.
;76. PabErtAt. TRADE COMMLSSION, THE UNITED STATES STEEL INDUSTRY AND ITS IN-

TERNATIONAL RIVALS 559-65 (1£77).
377. Wall St. J., supra note 375, at 1, col. 1.
378. American Metal Mr.rke., March 29, 1978, at 1, col. 3.
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6 .
an4 do not, therefore, take account of*their 10.63 percent increase

. the following year.
, Organized labor, of course, derived short-run gains from this

P protectionism, which permitted the steel industry to play its price
. escalation game with virtual impunity. Between 1964 and 1980, as

-Table 6 shows, hourly.compensation in iran an4 steel increased by
282 permit compared to 212 percent in manufacturing as a whole;

. output per hour increased 19 percent and 40 percent, respectively;
and unit 'labor cast Increased 221 percent Prid .123 percent,.

. respectively.379.
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TABLE 6
INDICES OF LABOR COMPENSATION, PRODUCTIVITY, AND UNIT LABOR ,

COST IN IRON AND STEEL AND ALL MANUFACTURING FOR 1972-80
(1964..100) sir THE UNITED STATESt

YEAR

Hourly
Compensation. Output Per Hour Unit Labor Cost

Iron and
Steel

All
Mfgs.

Iron and,
Steel

.-.,

All
Mfgs.

Iron and
Steel

All
Mfgs.

1964 100 100 100 -100
.

100 100
1972 ,161 153 116 122 138 125
1973 176 165 121 129 145 128
1974 202 182 124 126 163 145
1975 . 230 204 116 129 , 206 1571976 257 220 120 134 215 163
1077 277 238 116 138 239 172
1978 308 258 125 139 ' 246 185
1979 341 283 124 141 276 201

.1980 382 312 119 140 321 223

t Brazer, supra note 364, at 166.

As was found to be the case in the automobile industry, the gap
between hourly employment costs in the steer indtistry and manu-
facturing as a whole widened; according to Charles Schultze, the
cost differential rose from 25 percent in the mid-1960's to 60 percent
in 1980.380 This record, when superimposed on constantly escalat-
ing prices, meant declining competitivkiess for the steel industry,
and militated toward protectionist governmental restraints on for-
eign competitiona bailout from the self-inflicted injury wrought
by the exercise of coalescing power.

37.9. Brazer, :upra note 364, at 166.
380. Wall St. J., supra note 365, at 24, col. 4.
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V. CONCLUSION
'

:*The foregoing case studies document the efitrti of a labor -man-
agement coalition in four major industries to secure governmental

. kestraints on competition: The coal ion partners advocated posi-

tions that were uncannily parallel and substantively. indistinguish-
able. They advanced and endlessly reiterated arguments that
were couched in virtually identical rhetoric.

Unless these case stisciAl are egregiously unrepresentative of

American industrial structure, Some general conclusions and pub -

tic policy implications are a p'Popos:
1. In industries where producers possess monopoly (or oligop-

. oly) power in the product market, and where 'powerful trade un-
ions dominate the relepiant labor markets, there is an almirresistable..tendency

toward tacit (ft' not, overt) vertical
Countervailing powerostensibly a structural safeguard of
public nterestis transmuted into coalescing powera read
strumei)t for subverting the public interest.'

2. -Tacit vertical collusion and coalescing power are sustairia-

ble only where product markets are immune from effective Com-
petition. Hence, a paramount objective of the tabolt.industrial
.complex is to obtain and/or preserve governmental protection
from competition in the form of entry controls, minimum rate regu-'

lation, immunity from the antitrust laws, import restraints, etc..

,, 3. 'The exercise of tacit vertical collugion and coalescing power

harboth micro-economic and macro-economic corpkquences. On

i.the micro-economic level, it militates toward noncompetitive struc-
ture in the affected induttries which, in turn, leads to noncompeti-

tive conduct which, ultimately, produces' deficient industrial

performance.
4. On the macro-ec onomic level; the most serious consequence

of tacit vertical collusion is a seemingly uncontrollable pppcess of

cumulative price-wage-price escalationan engine of cost-push in-

flation that undermines the effectiveness cif macro-stabilization
'policies.- As Professor Henry C. Simons 'of the University of. Chi-

cago recognized o!:er three decades ago,' the efficacy of such macro-
economic tools as monetary and fiscal policy vitally hinges upon an

economy's underlying micro-economic market structure. "No

amount of monetary or fiscal stimulation," he wrote,
will give us adequate employment or investment, if strategically situated

unions and enterpriser monopolists insist upon utilizing improved t.e-

mand conditions to increase their wages and prices rather than to increase

employment. investment, and outputor to hold up prices where im-
- proved technology is markedly reducing costs. And there is no rer so

why organized producer groups. holding adequate organizational and

politic-al power, should, acting in their separate interest, forego the oppor-

.tunity to improve their relative vsition in such circumstances. Theymay.
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to be 'sure, injure themselves along with the community, all or most of
them being worse off by virtue of their restric Ave measures than if none
had pra'cticed them. put each group may be better riff than if it alone had
behaved less monopolistically; and, short of dictatorship at one extreme
and real competition at the ofher, there would appear tribe no means for
getting co-ordinated or co-operative action from such groups as .1whole 381

Simons concluded that "it] he inherent conflict, of interest between
each producer group and the corner pity . . must be reconciled or
avoided, either by the discipline of effective intragroup competi-
tion or by the dictation of absolute authority from above."382

The only viable policy option, we suggest, lies in vigorous en-
forcement of the nation's antitrust statutes to obtain and maintain
structurally competitive markets-71or the saki of industry-specific
performance, for macro-economic stability, and, perhaps not insig-
niticantly, for freedoth from dictation of absolute authority from

. above.

707

4.7

40

381. .H. SIMONS, ECONOMIC POLICY FOR A FREE SOCIETY 115 (1948).
382. id. at .120. Professor .01soa recently arrived at a t Millar conclusion: "The

most important macroeconomic policy implication," to be drawn from his ex-
haustive examination of stagflation, unemploymoint, and business cycles, he
states. "is that the best macroeconomic policy is a good microdconomic policy

. . . . If combinations domirfai.e, markets throughout the economy and the
government is always intervening on behalf of special interests, there is no
macroeconomic policy that can put things right." M. OLSON, THE RISE AND
DECLINE OF NKr-ions 233 (,1982).
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National Training Incentives Act

H.Ri 5159
Issues for Discussion

BUDGETARY COSTS

Charge :. The National Training Incentives Act will be very costly at a

time of huge budget deficits.

Rebuttal: This bill provides two approaches for retraining, neither of

whichWitZia direct federal outlays. The first approach, the IRA and annuity

provisions, which allow workers to withdraw money from these accounts for their

own retraining, builds upon an existing private finance,system. The second

approach, the 25% tax credit, in contrast with federal training programs which

require one dollar in federal outlays for every dollar spent on training, would

generate four dollars in private sector training for every dollar in lost:

federal revenues. lbesetincentives will have no cost to the federal Treasury
unless business and workers themselves decide that more money needs to be spent on

retraining.

This legislation also responds to the need for U.S. business and industry

to compete in a globs% economy. Without a sufficiently trained work force,
America's competitive pdsition will significantly deteriorate, resulting in a

lower standard of living for virtually all Americans. Moreover, abeent such

policies: increased protectionism would likely result, producing higber coats to

consumers for imported products.

LEGISLATIVE IMPACT

: legislation does not assistthose oast in need -- low-incpme,

low-iM1:: workers.

Rebuttal: This legillation is designed to address the problems associated

with worker displacement. Ito law-income, low - skilled workers have been and

are now the beneficiaries of numerous 4overnmental initiatives, most recently the

Job Traiping pertnership Act.

The 25% tax credit will help currently employed workers avoid future

displacement through increased employer-sponsored retraining program'. Furthermore,

the tax credit could be used by small businesses or unprofitable fires because of

its carry - forward and carry -back provisions. The IRA and annuity provision

provides individual* who are unemployed and collecting unemployment insurance

with an increased capability to finance their own retraining without having to
divert funds tons their own day-to-day inane. At the'end of 1902, over 12 million

individuals held IRA accounts, with over five million of these held by individuals
with annual household incomes below $30,000.
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ODES RETRAINING HELP?

Charge: Those who are faced with unemployment do not readily adapt to
training nor do they have the flexibility or resources to undertake
retraining an their own.

Rebuttal: Eirployer financed retraining through tax credits will involve
workers who have a demonstrated ability to be trained and who already function
effectively in industry. The IPA provision, because it involves employee funds,
creates an incentivhwhereby employees who seek retraining have a greater
personal stake in thrselection and quality of their retraining.

Moreover, in the 1980s the work force growth rate will be only half as much
as it was in the last decade. As a result, today's workers will constitute
over 90% of the labor force in 1990. Also by 1990, over half of all U.S..
workers will be between the ages of 24 and 44 -- the most productive years for
workers. This represents a major opportunity to increase productivity if these
workers,can be adequately trained or retrained.

IMPACT ON H3LOERS OF IRAs AND ANNUITIES

Cha : Withdrawals would hurt those caqoanies in the financial services
industrythat holi IRA and annuity accounts.

',Rebuttal: Workers who have IRAs or annuities would likely withdraw
funds from their accounts if they were to be displaced from their employmOnt.
Allowing this money to be used for retraining, only shorten the time of
displacement and encourage people to use their withdrawals for training, becau41
of the liMited penalties incurred by stir!! withdrawals.

Moreover, the effect on financial institutions of withdrawals is off-
set by provisions within the bill "that allow the rate of return to be adjusted
according to the time the account was geld. Canada has in place similar
legislation which provides fot no Assessment of penalties for withdrawals frau
these accounts. Neither the financial institutions nor the levels of
participation have been adversely affected under the Canadian legislation.
Furthermore, expanding IRA investment funds to include retraining adds greater
incentive to participate in IRA accounts. Lastly, individual withdrawals are
limited to a maximum of $4,000 over any five-year period.
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Et4PIDYER PARTICIPATION:

du:me:. A corporation and an individual could pay into a joint account

to be by tbs worker in the event of displacement.

Rebuttal: Under this bill there is nothing to prevent an employer from

contributing to an IRA for retraining or retirement. Moreover, under the

current IRA mechanism, employers can contribute to an employee's retire-

ment account.

The problem with other approaches, such as an Individual Training Account,

is that they require joint employer-employee participation, and that employee*

seeking such an account would depend upon the willingness of their employers VD_

participate.. As a result, the only way to ensure the establishment of a training

nt would be to mandate employer - employee participation. This would amount.

to the creation of a new and costly payroll tax at a time when Congress is unable

to raise funds to pay the nation's current bills.

EMPLOYER INCENTIVES

Charge: Since an employer can take a deduction for retraining, why is

this legislation necessary?

Rebuttal: This bill recognizes that the importance of investment in worker

retraining is simi:ar to the importance of investment in R&D and equipment.

Specifically, the bill permits employers to deduct a portion of employee

training and retraining expenses from federal tax liability. Firms could

deduct from their tax liability 25% of training costs are the company's

training casts of the previous five years. This differs substantially from a

straight-line business-expense deduction, which could still be used with the

tax credit, but which fails by itself to differentiate one type of business-

expense from another. Moreover, the tax credit will not reward current

retraining, but will reward retraining over and above a five-year average.
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE
THE NATIONAL TRAINING INCLNTIVES ACT OF 1984,

Fundamental weaknesses in the U.S. work force were revealed during the
last recession. Incentives to train or retrain workers were-virtually non-
existent. Many of those displaced from their old jobs were either ill-equipped
to enter a new occupation or financially incapable of acquiring new skills.
Moreover, employers and workers alike were poorly served by the Employment
Service and by the nationwide system of unemployment benefits provided as
income lissistance. In many cases benefits ran out without facilitating a meaning-
fUl transition to gainfiil employment or to a new occupation. , ,

The intent of this legislation is to provide incentives for worker
training, both through employer and individual incentives, to examine the
cost, feasibility, and expected benefits of a nationWide;job bank system, and to
assess the possibility of using non-profit community-based organizations
to assist low-skilled individuals in finding work.

Title I of the bill is designed to assist structurally unemployed workers
by allowing them to use for retrainirvj funds invested in Individual Retirement
Accounts (IRAs) or annuities. The bill permits an unemployed individual or one
who has received advance notice of layoff to withdraw without the existing 10%
interest penalty up to $4,000 for the purpose of finanri,og odoupational training.

Any individual who is unemployed, has obtained job counseling within the
last year, and meets certain basic requirements under the unemployment cam-
pensation law may make withdrawals from IRAs or annuities for training purposes.
Those who have received a notice of layoff within six months may also make
withdrawals. The individual must first obtain employment counseling from a
loca1 employmert office before withdrawals can be made; the employment office
then certifies in writing that an individual is eligible to make s-ch withdrawals,
using criteria established under existing unemployment compensation law.

The certificate of eligibility, along with an invoice or other evidence
of enrollment from a qualified training institutiono'is then presented by the
individual to the trustee (bank or other financial Institution) of the IRA or
annuity. The amount needed (up to $4,000) is then issued to the training
institution in the form of a voucher and is not taxable. The voucher can be used

to pay a variety of expenses associated with the training program, including
books, tuition, tees, materials, and special tools or equipment.

Training programs that individuals may pursue under this legislation are
in general any programs offered by a qualified institution (an institution
of higher education, a postsecondary vocational institution, a proprietary
institution of higher education, and those institutions meeting criteria
established by the Secretary of Labor) which prepares participants for gainful
employment. The statutory definitions of "training program" and " qualified
institution" track the in existing law, and anti-discrimination prOvisions
are applied to all qualified institutions and eligible training programs.

2 0 8
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Title I also removes a disincentive against retraining by providing that
any displaced worker otherwise eligible for unemployment compensation shall
not be denied such payment due to participation in a training program.

Title /I of the bill permits employersto deduct from their tax liability
251 of any skills training expenses in excess of the average skills training
expenses incurred by the employer over the preceding five-year period. This
provision is modeled fter the existing 2511 R&D tax credit, enacted in 1981
to encourage pfivate research, and is designed to provide a tax incentive for
new training programs sponsored, paid for, or conducted by employers.

The employer may apply the tax credit to expenditures for any state or
federally registered apprenticeship program, any employer-run on-the-job or
classroug training program, any cooperative education, or any other program
designated by the Secretary of Labor. The training tax'credit conforms to
existing carryback and carryforward provisions found in the tax code which
apply to the R&D credit.

. Title III of the bill directs the Secretary of Labor to report to Congress
within one year on the extent to which a nationwide job bank system can be
expected to increase employment opportunities in each state, its cost, and its
adaptability to existing unemployment serviced. The Secretary must'also assess
in the report the feasibility of using nonprofit, privately-operated job-referral
servicedlor the referral of individuals to jobs in low-wage industries where
little or no skill is a prerequisite for employment rather than using state
employment segVice offices. Title III also authorizes funds-to cover adminis-
trative expenses incurred thrbugh the counseling and certification process;
this amount ($37 million) is.equivalent to 51 of the current administrative
budget for the U.S. Ompboyment Service.

Title IV amends the Job Training Partnership Act to instruct Private
IndustryCouncils (PICS) to make available throughout service delivery areas
information regarding training programs. Title IV also provides that, for the
purposes of determining eligibility for Pell grants, any amount withdrawn from
an IRA or annuity for training purposes as well as any amount received in the
form of unemployment compensation shall not be included as family income.

O
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MNDIVIDLIN6 RETIROIEW ACCOUNTS

1982 Returns

11$1 $1.00-15,000

$15,000-50,000

$50,000-more
TOTAL

4.293,090

8,221,566

22.111.§.12.

,0 ,306

$1.00-15,000 1,293,090

'$15,000-25,000 .2,211,980

$25,000-50,000 -6,009,576.

$50,000-more 2L583L650--------
TOTAL 12,098,306

,

$30,000 and below 4,980,117

'$30,000 -more 7,118,189

TOTAL 12,098,306

'O
$25,000 and below 3,505,080

$25,000-50,000 6,009,576

$50,000 -more 2,583,650

TOTAL 12,098,306

Source: Statistics of Income Bulletin: Department of the Treasury, Internal
Revenue Service, Vol. 3, No. 3, Winter 1983-1984,. P. 18.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Hart .Retraining Proposal
While we ausinth The Poet's edi-

torial "Sen. Hart's Retraining Idea"
1March MI which noted that our pea
paal as compared with tbe Had sp.
maA "sould the payroll
burden," we disagree with the assertion
that "it wouldn't help-the millions of
workers who don't have's retirement
account or ensure that the training is
usefW."

Fos, allowing &pieced widen to use
DIA fund% tax-ee and without penalty,
for retrauthq is only

pre
dour overall

smooth To help prevent ftitiire wide.
spread etieploossaint, out proposal oho
indudes s tas cm& kr hokum:to re-
train their aiming work fora.-

This would be 'Inas to the esistbm
R&D tens Credit, and would perm&
businesses to deduct from their tarsi
ability 25 percent of training cuts
Shove their average for the last live
years. In among with current federal
training program, which require one
dollar in outlays for every dollar spent
on retraining, this approach would gen-
erate four dollars in private sector

'training for every dollar in lost revs.
/RN&

This approach also removes the bias
in the tax code against investment in
training. Existing government ias ins
cativo for business investment

beady $50 billion) an more than 70
times grater chart the value (about
2600 million) of tams incentives for
worker trabdu.

Further, at pose* most ststa.pro.
hibit Weakling while a person is col.
Wing unscOoyit insurance. This
discourses retraining and nine up
unemploymint outlays. Our bill re-
moves this disincentive, but the edi-
torial talk to mention this aryl the fact

would reach millions of homed:rale
that the IRA provision in our

fact, IRS statistics for 1922 show that
more than 12 million people held IRAs,
tvith over 75 percent these' held .by
Individuals with kiwer.to middlelevel
household incomes.

Last, ow approach .offers the beet
chance to ensure that training will be
useful. Decisions regarding type and
quality of training an beet made by
those who have a direct stake in the
training. Our approach establishesthis
link by putting into place incentive.
that are triggered only when business
and workers decide for themselves to
finance additional skills trainkM.

BILL CLINGER
use IllwesoMalkii111.1)

NANCY JOHNSON
vs. aspip.m....

Washington-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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DIGEST OF DRAFT LEGISLATION TO BE PROPOSED BY
REPRESENTATIVE NANCY L. JOHNSON OF CONNECTICUT, PROVIDING FOR INCENTIVES FOR
WORKER TRAINING THROUGH BOTH EMPLOYER AND INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE AND TO REQUIRE

THE SECRETARY OF LABOR TO STUDY THE FEASIBILITY AND COST OF A NATIONAL JOB. BANE

1.

The following is a4'digest (section by section) of draft legisAtion

which provides for "incentives for worker training through both employer'snd..

individual initiative and to require the .Secretary .of Labor to study the

,feasibility and cost of Natiohel Job Bank." -.
9

National Training' Incentives Act of 1984 - Declares that it ii the policy

and responsibility of the Federal Government to encourage cooperation bqtween

employers and employees to" promote training programs which will assist employees

who might be displaced from the work force in training for a trade or occupation.

for which present and future employment opportunities exist.

Enumerates congressional findings with respect to the inadequacies of

existing employment and training 'programs, the importance of such programs to
4

the national security and economy, the- current funding of such programs,. the

impact of foreign trade Competition on the U.S. economy and job market, and the

inadequacies of the unemployment compeation system.

Title I: Withdrawals from individual Retirement Accounts and Annuities

for Job Training for Displaced Workers - Equities displaced worker to apply

to the Secretary of Libor (Secretary)i.for certification of such individual's

.

status as a displaced worker. Difines a "displaced worker' as any-individual '

who, at the time of application for certificate: (1) has at least 20 quarters

of cdverage under title II (Old Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance) of the

Social Security Act; 12) has received employment counseling within the past

214
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year from an agency appreOei by the Secretary; (3) is receiving, or has exhausted

the right to. receive, regular. State unemployment compensation; (4) has become

unemployed or has received notification of termination of employment due to the

ti permanent closure of the planOorfacility at which employed; 005) has:been

unemployed for six months or more and has limited opportunity for employment in

t
the same or similar trade or occupation within a reasonable commuting distance.

4
Permits displaced workers to withdraw amounts from their individual retire -

me nf account or 'annuity (IRA) to .pay the expenses (tuition, fees, books,

tsuppliei,cor required equipment) of an eligible training pr'grem. Limits the

amount of such IRA withdrawal to $4,000 per year (with cost-of-living.adjust-
,.

ments), minus aggregate amounts distributed for training expense payments in

the four immediately preceding taxable yearei Defines "eligible, training

program" as training program offered by an institution of higher education,

a postsecondary vocational institution, or any other institution approved by

the Secretary which prepares students for gainful employmeilt in a trade or

occupation in which present and future. employment opportunities' exist. Re-

quires the 'Secretary to promulgate regulations for:. (1) the qualification of

an educational institution to. offer eligible training programs; and (2) cri-

teria for determining whether a job training program qualifies as an eligible

training program under the terms of this Act. Directs the Secretary, for

b

purposesoof atermining whether ;certain job training programs qualify as

eligible training programs, to consider any determination relating to such

programs made by: (1) the Administrator of Veterans Affairs or a State ap-

proving agency for' veterans' educational programs; (2) the private industry

council established under the Job Training Partnership Act or other official

215
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empowered to make determinations under such Act; (3) the Secretary of Educe-.

tion; (4) any State education agency; or (3) a nationally recognised accred-

0
iting agency which the Secretary determines to'be'reliable. inevaluetimg-ttuk__

quality ojob training programs. Disqualifies aby institution which discrisi-

nites against a displaced worker in.providing job training.

Requires. withdrawals from an IRA for training expenses to be made only

through the use of a voucher Issued by the account trustee Ow insurance eompany

custodian upon preientation to such trustee or custodian by the displaced :corker

of a displaced worker certificate and an invoice or statement evidencing that

such worker has enrolled in an eligible training program. Sets forth require-

ments for the presentation and redemption. of vouchers for payment of job

training expenses. Prohibits the assessment of any penalty against a displaced

worker for withdrawals from an IRA to-pay training expenses.

Provides that the participation of displaced workers in. an eligible

training program shall not disqualify such workers. for unemploysent compen-

sation to ,'-ich they are otherwise entitled.

Requires the Secretary to minimise the amount of piperwork and time

necessary to certify any individual as a displaced worker or any training

program as an eligible training program.

. Title II: Amendments to the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 Relating to

Employee Training - Amends the Internal Revenue Code to exempt distributions

from an individual retirement account or annuity (IRA) of a displaced worker

from any penalty tax if such distributions are made to pay training expenses,

do not exceed the allowable amount, and are made in accordance with the

requirements of this Act. Incorporates provisions of title If of this Act

AP
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relating to the definition of displaced workers, training expenses, and allow-

able IRA' distributions within he Interniil Revenue Code provisions relating to

individual retirement accounts and annuities.

Allows employers a nonrefundable iicome tax credit for 25 percen't of the

training expenses incurred in connection with the training of employees under

appioved training programs. Defines "approved training programs" to include:

(I) aAy apprenticeship program registered or approved by Federal or State

agencies; (2) an employer-designed
training program approved by the Secretary;

(3) any cooperative education; (4) any training program designated by the

Secre.tary which is carried out under toe supervision of an institution of higher

i.

education; or (5) any other training program approved by Cie 'Secretary.

Sets forth rules for the computation .of training expenses eligible for the'

tax credit. Permits a carryback and carryover of unused training credit amounts.,

Sets forth special tax rules for the aggregation of qualified training expenses

within a controlled group of corporations, allocatioh of such expenses, and

adjustments to the credit amount for acquisitions and dispositions of a trade

or business. Specifies that the training expense credit shell be in addition.

to ,any other deduction or credit allowed for the same expenses under the Federal

tax law.

Title III: State EMployment Service Responsibilities Certification and

gReferral - Allocates to the States funds to administer puolic employment offices

which provide certification for displaced workers, labor market and training

information, and job search services.
Authorizes approiristions for FY 1985

and thereafter.

Direct's the Secretary to subm.it a report to the Conb:c .1 en a computer lob

4
^1
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bank system.

Title IV: Miscellaneous Provisions - Amends the Job Training Partnership

Act to direct the private sinaustry council established under such Act to make

available information on job training programs throughout its service delivery

area. txempts such council from limitations ott expenditures imposed by such Act,

in providing such information.

Excludes from the comPutatioi of the amount of the expected family

contribution to a student for Pell Grane,-purposes any unemployment compensation

received by such student or any IRA distribution used to pay training expenses

of such student, provided such student is cdctified as a displaced marker under

the terms of this Act.

a
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AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT. INC
SUI1t JOS I 600 MARYLAND AVENUE S W / WASHINGTON. DC 10,44 I PHONE 202 / 484-2190

Alain 27, 1984

Mr. Steven Hofman
Executive Director
The House Wednesday Group
386 HOB Annex $2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Steve:

Thanks for meeting with our National Issues Committee.
In the Committee deliberations the day following your
visit, the consensus was quite positive on H.R. 5159,
The National Training Incentives Act. We do have some
comments on details that we think would be important to
the purposes of the proposed legislation.

First, we believe that improving the quality and
competence of the work force is a key factor in national
economic survival and growth in the new world marketplace.

Further, the role of employer - provided education and
training the work force is the most important single factor
in the on-going development of a competent work force. Thus,
we believe that we need mare of it even though it is now
the largest element, by far, in work force retraining.

One significant benefit of the employer tax incentive approach
is that the investment in our human capital would necessarily
be strongly needs-related because employers would be spending
their own money for what they really need, not for obsolete
or irrelevant training.

Assuming the several wrinkles can be ironed out, or
organization will undoubtedly support.tbe legislation actively.

I think this w:ld be important to the'bill since our group
represents the constituency that would be most directly affected --
except, of course, the overall work force.
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1. We think it important that the employer tax credit
be in addition to the present practice of treating training
costs as ordinary business expenses. Otherwise, I'm afraid
there would not be sufficent incentive for many employers
to participate.

2. Regarding the employer tax credit, we strongly suggest
that the definition of "training" be changed. Much of the
best employee training. is not conducted in a *classroom,"
per se. Sophisticated employee training is often accomplished
very efficiently through methodologies such as computer-
assisted instruction, labs, workshops, self-directed programs,
etc.

The term "supervised on the-job-experience" is likely to
lead to trouble, 'too. Just about all "on-the-job-experience"
is supervised so you could have employers reading that as all
work qualifies for the tax credit which probably is not what
you had in mind. Ne would suggest a definition of training
such as we are using in our research project on da .ta gathering
for employer-provided education and training. It is contained
in the enclosed memo we are using for a field test on the
questionnaire we've just developed.

Unfortunately, as we explained at the meeting, current corporate
practices in cost accounting for training leave much to be
desired. Many employers have only the sketchiest information
about what they spend for employee training, and among those
who do, there is little consistency in format.

I have just collected samples of training cost accounting practices
from a group of our memters and they hardly resemble each other at

all. (I'll be glad to .how them to you if you like.)

Thus, we suggest that the legislation prescribe the kinds of
expenses that would be allowable under the tax credit in some detail.
I knowthat prescriptive details in legislation has its drawbacks,
too, but should this legislation be enacted, some direction to the
regulation writers would be entirely in order.

We know from experience with the Employee Educational Assistance
tax regulations, that regulation interpretation can easily lead to
widespread confusion, unintended results and tax court litigation.

2'4M
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To help avoid some of the anticipated problems with allowable
costs, we have enclosed a brief classification scheme for
training costs. This is based on our previous work in this
area and the sample cost "charts of account' wejlave just
reviewed. This might be simplified a bit more for legislative
purposes, but we do suggest that the legislation include
intent about what kinds of training costs would be allowable.

3. I think our view could well be to support the use of IRA
funds that the bill proposes, too, but we would like to see the
IRA data you mentioned and are sending along.

I hope this is helpful, and please let us know if we can
do anything further.

Thanks again. We do appreciate your initiative in what we
see as virtually the first positive Congressional initiative
that would directly build a more competent overall work force.

Very truly yours,

Robert L. Craig
Vice President
Government Affairs

RLC:vh

Enclosure
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The National
Individual Training
Account Act

Facts on:

The Program
Who it would help
How it would work
How it would be financed
Tax benefits

Developed by the

Northeast-Midwest
Cougressional Coalition
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Economic Change
New technologies, increased foreign competition, and

the demand for new products and services have resulted
in beaic shifts in our national economy and structural
unemployment throughout the nation's industrial heart-
land. Just as a trained, up-to-date work force is essen-
tial for a competitive America, the key to reemployment
for many workers is the acquisition of new occupational
skills.

The Gap in Public Policy
Our current unemployment insurance system provides

important income support for displaced workers. How-
ever, workers in this situation often do not have the finan-
cial resources to purchase the retraining that could lead
to reemployment and an equal or higher standard of
'riving. In many stair , unemployed workers actually are
prohibited by law from enrolling in retraining programs
while they are collecting unemployment insurance. This
"catch-22" forces laid-off workers to make the difficult
choice between minimal income supreort 'for their
families today and getting the training necessary to insure
that their families will have adequate income tomorrow.
For most unemployed workers this choice is meaning-
less, because the temporary income provided by
unemployment insurance is crucial to meet family liv-
ing expenses.

Individual Training Accounts
In 1983 the Northeast-Midwest Congressional and

Senate Coalitions and the Northeast-Midwest Institute
conducted a series of field hearings and a national
conference to explore the public policy implications of
economic change and the employment and truinIng
needs of the region's workers. During this agenda-
building process, Individual Training Accounts (ITAs)
were suggested as one way to address the needs of unem-
ployed workers who have little prospect of returning to
their former jobs.
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The National Individual Training Account Act was
introduced in February 1984 by Representatives Richard
I. Durbin (D-Illino1s) and Sherwood L. Boehiert (R-
New York), and has &twin broad bipartisan support.
The bill offers an innovative, imaginative response to
a pressing national priority, without creating a new
federal bureaucracy or requiring staggering appro-
priations.

The bill would allow workers and employers to pur
chase reuaining insurance to be used ifsworkabecomes
involuntarily unemployed. The program would be
voluntary and self-financing. Equally important, re-
training benefits could be used while the participant
collects unemployment insurance, so a minimum stand-
ard of family income need not be sacrificed during
retraining.

Key Features
Vollintary. Participation in the ITA program would

be entirely voluntary; both workers and their employers
would have to agree to participate.

Self - financing. The program would be financed by
contributions from employers and employees at the an-
nual rate of 0.8 percent of the worker's salary or $250,
whichever was less. In addition, the ITA would operate
like a whole litt Insurance policy; workers who had par-
ticipated for at least six months world be eligible for
up to $4,000 of retraining coverage. Individuals whose
accounts were worth more than $4,000 due to accumu-
lated interest could draw up to the full amount. This in-
surance would be purchased through an annual assess-
ment of $25 per account ($12.50 each from the employer
and employee). The balance of the contribution would
build up equity and interest over time until the account
reached $4,000, at which point no Maher contributions
would be necessary. The account would continue to ac-
crue interest after reaching $4,000.
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Flexible. ITA vouchers could be use. to purchase up
to $4,000 or more of training through a cat:fled educa-
tional or training facility of the worker's choice; under
certain conditions up to 51,000 could be used for reloca-
tion assistance.

Rational Use of Tax Incentives. Current tax incen-
tives reward investment in future productivity through
capital spending. ITAs would reward companies and
workers for investing in the future through improved
worker productivity. Businesses would receive a 123
percent tax deduction on annual contributions, and
workers could deduct 100 percent of the contributions
from taxable income. Funds unused by the worker at
the time of disability or retirement would be divided bet-
ween the worker and employer. Refunds would be sub-
ject to taxes. For participants who did not draw from
the ITA account during their working lives, the refund
could be as much as 535,000.

Clear Eligibility Criteria. Participating workers who
lost their jobs involuntarily and who were eligible for
unemployment insurance could use ITA funds for re-
training or limited relocation expenses.

Local Administration. The program would be ad-
ministered locally through Employment Service offices.
To assure that individuals can purchase retraining that
is consistent with local labor market demands and that
enhances individual competencies, participants would
be required to receive job counseling through the local
Employment Service before being issued a voucher.

Minimum Burden on Taxpayers. The administra-
tive costs of the nA program would be financed through
an assessment of less than 1 percent on the ITA ac-
counts not by federal appropriations. The only cost to
the federal government would be lost tax revenues, and
these would be recaptured in part through increased
worker productivity and earning power and taxes on
refunds to companies and workers.
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Answers to Some Important Questions

Q. Who will benefit from the National Individual
Training Account Act?

A. This legislation would help a specific portion of the
labor forcethose who are working but may need
:draining at intervals during their careers to remain pro-
ductive and employable. The program also would help
industry by upgrading the skills of workers in areas with
available labor.

.44#

Q. Who waild pay for this new program?

A. The progratn would be self- financing; that is, it
would be paid for by thou; who benefit from it. Equal
contributions would be flute by workers and employers.
The program would requite no new appropriations of
tax dollars. Costs to the government of administering
the program would be paid by an assessment on 1TA
accounts.

Q. Could workers withdraw ITA funds for purposes
Other than retraining or relocation assistance?

A. No ITA funds would be held at the Treasury Depart-
ment and invested in high-yield accounts in the name
of the worker. These funds could be used to purchase
vouchers for education, training, or relocation assistance
for workers who become unemployed involuntarily.
Unused funds would be divided between the worker and
employer at the time of retirement or disability; in the
event of a worker's death, the refund would go to the
estate.

Q. Would the ITA program be linked with the
unemployment insurance system?

A. The ITA program would complement the current
UI system; ITA'contributions would be held in a separate
account in the UI trust fund. Participants could use their
ITA funds while collecting unemployment benefits.
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ITAs woula give needed balance to current
U.S. tax incentives for business development,
which overwhelmingly favor capital and
technology investments as a route to produc-
tivity giowth. The third basic element worker
training would be addressed in part by the
National Individual Training Account Act."

Rep. Richard J. Durbin
D-Illinois

"Congress rarely has a chance to prevent the
crises of tomorrow. ITAs would help ensure
that in 1992 we wont still be trying to solve the
problems we faced in 1982."

Rep. Sherwood L. Boehiert
R-New York

"ITAs are the long-term key to giving our
workers the skills that will keep them
employable and spur economic growth.*

`'.." Rep. Mary Rose Dakar
D-Ohio

The Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coalition is a
bipartisan alliance of nearly 200 members of Congress
from the 18 states that form the nation's industrial
heartland. The Coalition seeks to inform its members
about the regional impact of national policies and to
influence those issues of greatest importance to the
region.

For further information on the Coalition and the
National Individual Training Account Act, please
contact:
Northeast- Midwest Congressional Coalition
U.S. House of Representatives
530 HOuse Annex No. 2
Washington, D.C. 20515
Telephone: (202) 226:3920
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